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Summary

This study addresses a general concern, a speci�c concern, and a synthesis between
them. The general concern is how to foster human collective intelligence, in this
work approached from a human-technological angle. The speci�c concern is how to
foster human �uency in formal languages for automated deduction.

Human collective intelligence occurs, loosely speaking, when the intelligence
of a group of people is greater than the sum of the intelligence of the individuals of
that group. Important motivations to foster human collective intelligence are to help
people (1) deal better with problems and (2) become better, more �uent and more
re�ned at what they are already good at.

It may be clear that fostering human collective intelligence is a highly interdiscip-
linary quest, with numerous facets to address. These can impossibly all be covered in
detail in one study. Rather, this study covers a large class of facets with an abstract
overarching approach, and then works out a limited, yet carefully selected set of
facets in detail.

The overarching approach (the Orcoba-Approach) facilitates human individuals
or collectives to acquire or improve a given capability. The core of the approach
consists of expressing the capability in a permanent record that enables the targeted
capability to be, at least partially reproduced and examined. Such a record contains
both a description of relevant human capabilities and activities, and speci�cations of
complementary artefacts used. For example, a record of a team of �remen may contain
English texts describing procedures followed while extinguishing �re, instruction
movies used for training �remen, and a detailed speci�cation of �re hoses and
other equipment. The approach facilitates people, or other actors, to share, add and
adapt records, and does so guided by the di�erences in performance teams achieve
with them. It does so in a way inspired by biological evolution, accelerating the
improvement of the best records.

The specialisations and implementations of the overarching approach developed
in this study focus both with respect to the means used and the challenges ad-
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dressed. The focus with respect to the means is on a complementary set of advanced
computer technologies, human capabilities and human activity (human-computer-
technological systems). Therefore, this focus may appeal most to those interested
in integrating insights and techniques associated with computer science, social sci-
ences and humanities. (Associated keywords: technologically augmented collective
intelligence, hybrid arti�cial intelligence (evolutionary computation), technologically
enhanced learning, computer supported collaborative work, organisational science,
human-technological systems, human computation, crowd-sourcing, serious games,
e-humanities). Equipped with these means, this study focuses on some major subchal-
lenges within the overarching approach. Most subchallenges relate to an e�ective
implementation of the evolutionary-inspired process of improving the mentioned
records. This implementation turns out to be far from trivial. The challenges include:
(1) How to deal with resource scarcity? Among other things, the e�ort of the col-
lective of developers of records is limited. How to e�ectively distribute this e�ort
over the records? (2) How to foster human motivation? (3) How to quantify the
performance of humans using the record? This is a crucial instrument to determine
the quality of the records. (4) How to deal with capabilities that require complex
and large records? Among other things, the e�ect of a change in a record will then,
in general, be di�cult to measure. The longer a record, the smaller is the change
with respect to the complete record. Hence, in general, the e�ect of a change on the
performance of the users will also be smaller.

The questions are mostly addressed by presenting a family of detailed specialised
designs of the overarching approach, a partial implementation of the software-aspect
of these designs and experimentation with them.

The concern for fostering human �uency in formal languages for automated
deduction (brie�y: formal �uency) is inspired by the following. Since the second
half of the 20th century much work has been done on developing and improving
the application of computers to boost our capability to reason over our collective
knowledge. One major branch of development involves automated deduction: know-
ledge that is represented in a formal language for automated deduction allow special
computer programs to automatically produce knowledge-representations that are
deducible from the given knowledge, regardless of by whom, where and why each
part of the representation was created. (Associated keywords include: Semantic
Web, Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, Knowledge Engineering, Ontology
Engineering and Automated Theorem Proving.) This technique enables people to
extend works of others to an unprecedented degree, contributing to the general
concern of this work to increase human collective intelligence.

Although automated deduction is nowadays widely applied for the purpose just
given, we are only scratching the surface of its full potential. One important challenge,
among others, is that the amount of knowledge represented in a formal language for
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automated deduction, while in absolute sense seemingly impressive, only represents
the tiniest fraction of the ever-growing body of information produced by humans
and their technologies. A way to accelerate the creation of these representations is
to foster more people reaching formal �uency. The latter is the speci�c concern of
this study.

As the reader may have guessed, this work’s contribution to fostering formal �u-
ency consists of subjecting it to the specialised approaches to foster human collective
intelligence developed in the �rst part of the work. This work presents both how
to tailor these approaches to formal �uency and the lessons learnt about favourable
elements for a record for formal �uency. The most sophisticated fruit of this work
consists of the design and partial implementation of the serious game developed for
this purpose, SWiFT.
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Samenvatting

Deze studie richt zich op een algemeen en een speci�ek aandachtsgebied, en een
synthese van beide. Het algemene aandachtsgebied is hoe technologisch verrijkte
menselijke collectieve intelligentie te bevorderen, in dit werk benaderd vanuit een
mens-technologische hoek. Het speci�eke aandachtsgebied is hoe zogenaamde
menselijke vloeiendheid in formele talen voor automatische deductie te bevorderen.

Er is grofweg sprake van menselijke collectieve intelligentie, indien de intelligen-
tie van een groep mensen groter is dan de som van de intelligentie van de individuen
uit die groep. Belangrijke redenen om menselijke collectieve intelligentie te bevorde-
ren is om mensen te helpen (1) beter problemen aan te kunnen pakken en (2) beter,
vloeiender en ver�jnder te worden in waar ze al goed in zijn.

Het zal duidelijk zijn dat het bevorderen van menselijke collectieve intelligentie
een uiterst interdisciplinaire aangelegenheid is, met talloze facetten. Deze kunnen
onmogelijk in detail worden meegenomen in één studie. In plaats daarvan behandelt
deze studie een grote klasse van facetten met een abstracte overkoepelende methode,
en werkt vervolgens een beperkte, maar zorgvuldig uitgekozen selectie van facetten
uit in detail.

De overkoepelende methode (de Orcoba-Approach) faciliteert menselijke indivi-
duen of groepen in het verwerven of verbeteren van een gegeven capaciteit. De kern
van de methode bestaat uit het vastleggen van informatie over de capaciteit in een
permanent record dat het mogelijk maakt om de betre�ende capaciteit op zijn minst
gedeeltelijk te reproduceren en onderzoeken. Het record bevat zowel een beschrij-
ving van de relevante menselijke capaciteiten en activiteiten, als speci�caties van de
aanvullende toegepaste artefacten. Bijvoorbeeld, bij een team van brandweerlieden
zou het record kunnen bestaan uit teksten die beschrijven welke procedures gevolgd
moeten worden bij het blussen een brand, instructie-�lms die gebruikt worden voor
het trainen van brandweerlieden, en een gedetailleerde speci�catie van de brand-
weerslangen en andere uitrusting. De methode faciliteert mensen en andere actoren
om records te delen, toe te voegen en aan te passen, en doet dat op basis van het
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verschil in de prestaties die de teams leveren met behulp van de records. Het doet
dat op een wijze die geïnspireerd is door biologische evolutie. Zodoende versnelt de
methode het verbeteringsproces van de records.

De specialisaties en implementaties van de overkoepelende methode die in deze
studie zijn ontwikkeld, zijn gebaseerd op een selectie van zowel middelen als uitda-
gingen. Wat betreft de middelen richt de studie zich op een complementaire set van
geavanceerde computer technologieën, menselijke capaciteiten en menselijke acti-
viteiten (mens-computer-technologische systemen). Deze selectie zal vooral lezers
aanspreken die geïnteresseerd zijn in het integreren van inzichten en technieken die
gerelateerd zijn aan de informatica, sociale wetenschappen en geesteswetenschappen.

Met deze middelen richt deze studie zich op een aantal belangrijke deel-uitdagin-
gen binnen de overkoepelende methode. De meeste deel-uitdagingen zijn gerelateerd
aan de e�ectieve implementatie van het evolutie-geïnspireerde verbeteringsproces
van de genoemde records. Deze implementatie blijkt verre van triviaal. Uitdagingen
zijn, onder andere: (1) Hoe om te gaan met schaarsheid aan middelen? Onder andere
is het collectieve werk-potentieel van mensen die records ontwikkelen gelimiteerd.
Hoe te zorgen voor een e�ectieve distributie van dit potentieel over de records? (2)
Hoe mensen te motiveren? (3) Hoe de prestatie van mensen te meten die de records
gebruiken? Dit is cruciaal om te bepalen hoe goed de records functioneren. (4) Hoe
om te gaan met menselijke capaciteiten waarvoor lange en complexe records nodig
zijn? Onder andere is het e�ect van een wijziging dan, in de regel, moeilijker te
meten. Hoe langer een record, hoe kleiner de wijziging is in verhouding tot het totale
record. Daarmee zal, in de regel, ook het e�ect op de prestaties van de gebruikers
van het record kleiner zijn.

Op deze vragen wordt voornamelijk ingegaan door het presenteren van een
familie van gedetailleerde specialiseerde ontwerpen van de overkoepelende me-
thode, een partiële implementatie van het software-aspect van deze ontwerpen, en
experimentatie met deze ontwerpen.

Het aandachtsgebied ‘menselijke vloeiendheid in formele talen voor automatische
deductie’ (kortweg: formele vloeiendheid) is geïnspireerd door het volgende. Sinds
de tweede helft van de 20ste eeuw is veel werk verricht om computers toe te kunnen
passen op het vergroten van ons vermogen om te redeneren over onze collectieve
kennis. Een belangrijke tak van deze ontwikkeling betreft automatische deductie:
kennis die gerepresenteerd is in een formele taal voor automatische deductie staat
speciale computer programma’s toe om automatisch nieuwe kennis-representaties
te produceren die deduceerbaar zijn uit de gegeven representaties, ongeacht door
wie, waar en waarom elk deel van de gegeven representaties werd gecreëerd. Deze
techniek stelt mensen in staat om in een voorheen ongeëvenaarde mate voort te
bouwen op het werk van anderen. Op deze wijze draagt het ook bij aan het algemene
aandachtsgebied van dit werk om technologisch verrijkte menselijke collectieve
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intelligentie te bevorderen.
Ondanks het gegeven dat automatische deductie vandaag de dag breed wordt

toegepast voor het zojuist genoemde doel, benutten we nog maar een fractie van
haar volledige potentie. Een belangrijke uitdaging is, onder andere, dat de hoeveel-
heid kennis die gerepresenteerd wordt in formele talen voor automatische deductie
slechts een fractie vormt van de voortdurend groeiende hoeveelheid informatie die
geproduceerd wordt door mensen en hun technologieën. Een manier om de creatie
van deze representaties te versnellen is het bevorderen van formele vloeiendheid.
Dit is het speci�eke aandachtsgebied van deze studie.

De lezer heeft wellicht al geraden dat de bijdrage van dit werk aan het bevorderen
van formele vloeiendheid bestaat uit het toepassen van de eerder genoemde gespecia-
liseerde methoden ter bevordering van menselijke collectieve intelligentie op formele
vloeiendheid. Het werk presenteert (1) hoe deze benaderingen op maat gemaakt
kunnen worden voor formele vloeiendheid en (2) de geleerde lessen ten aanzien van
gunstige ingrediënten van een record voor formele vloeiendheid. De meest ver�jnde
vrucht van dit werk bestaat uit het ontwerp en de gedeeltelijke implementatie van
een serious game voor dit doel: SWiFT.
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Chapter I.1

Introduction

This book addresses two related central concerns, one general and one speci�c. The
general concern is how to foster human collective intelligence. The speci�c concern
is how to foster human �uency in formal languages for automated deduction. The
following �rst brie�y characterises and motivates both, and then sketches their
relationship.

Human collective intelligence cannot be de�ned, it can only be characterised.
The following imprecise, but illustrative description, su�ces for this introduction:
human collective intelligence occurs when the intelligence of a group of people
is greater than the sum of the intelligence of the individuals of that group. An
important motivation for fostering human collective intelligence is to help people
solve problems. This is an urgent matter, given the current incapability of humankind
to cope with the exceedingly complex consequences of their own (technological)
inventions. This is, among other things, evidenced by humankind’s tremendous
di�culty to establish a sustainable way of living. Douglas Engelbart was one of
the �rst driven by this motivation and provided a modern de�nition of the �eld
and launched an extremely successful program in the early sixties (Engelbart, 1962).
Another major motivation is to help people become better in what they are already
good at. In other words, to feed the desire of a continued growth in insight and
capability, pursuit of harmony with ourselves and the world surrounding us and to
express ourselves. The latter is a perennial drive, remaining applicable even if we
would �nd a way to overcome the most pressing problematic complexities.

The concern for fostering human �uency in formal languages for automated
deduction (brie�y: formal �uency) is inspired by the following. Since the second
half of the 20th century much work has been done on developing and improving
the application of computers to boost our capability to reason over our collective
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knowledge. One major branch of development involves automated deduction: know-
ledge that is represented in a formal language for automated deduction enable special
computer programs to automatically produce knowledge-representations that are
deducible from the given knowledge, regardless of by whom, where and why each
part of the representation was created. (Associated keywords include: Semantic
Web, Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, Knowledge Engineering, Ontology
Engineering. Automated Theorem Proving). This technique allows people to extend
works of others to an unprecedented degree, contributing to the general concern of
this work to increase human collective intelligence.

Automated deduction is nowadays widely applied for the purpose just given.
Nevertheless, we are far from exploiting its full potential. An important challenge
is that the amount of knowledge represented in a formal language for automated
deduction, while in absolute sense seemingly impressive, only represents a fraction
of the ever-growing body of information produced by humans and their technologies.

An approach to accelerate the creation of these representations is to foster an
increased formal �uency among people. In the context of this work, I de�ne formal
�uency as the ability to �uently express information in a deductive formal language,
where ‘�uency’ is used in a sense that is restricted to the dimensions speed, accuracy,
e�ortlessness and the degree to which automated deduction can be e�ectively applied
to the resulting expressions.

I.1.1 Targeted reader audiences

The topics addressed in this book are of an interdisciplinary, and even transdisciplin-
ary nature. This requires the integration of instruments and goals that exist within
several disciplines (‘inter’), and even beyond them (‘trans’). The philosophy that un-
derlies this work is that the topic of collective intelligence requires such an integrative
approach to be, ultimately, successful. Some topics introduced here may therefore
not readily spark strong familiarity among readers that move within the boundaries
of one of the established (sub)disciplines, in spite of the fact they may be among the
targeted audiences of this work. Examples are computer science and sociology. It
is clear that formal �uency is strongly related to computer science. However, how
does fostering human collective intelligence relate to ground-breaking computer
science research? The reverse may be asked for sociology. Consequently, it may be
important to explicitly point out how this book is relevant and valuable for these
readers. However, doing so, is most easily realised after some preliminary notions
have been developed. Section I.1.5 (p. 12) aims to ful�ll the promise made here. This
introduction, therefore, does a kind appeal to the patience of these readers.
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I.1.2 Structure and notation
This section de�nes the structural and notational elements that are used in the rest
of this book.

I.1.2.1 Research questions and results
This work is systematically organised in a hierarchy of research questions. They form
an important back-bone of this work.

I.1.2.1.1 Hierarchical organisation

Each research question is assigned a dot-separated sequence of numbers. This
sequence indicates its position in the hierarchy of related research questions. It
does so as follows. Each top-level research question is numbered with a unique
single number. Each sub-research question is numbered with the number of its
‘parent’-research question, followed by a dot and then again, a unique number. For
example:

Research question 1. [Example of a main research question] How to organise re-
search questions e�ectively?
[Conclusion(s): [page with result]] �

indicates that research question 1 is a top-level research question. The following
question is an example of the �rst sub-research question of research question 1:

Research question 1.1. [Example of a sub-research question] How to organise sub-
research questions e�ectively?
[Conclusion(s): [page with result]] �

Hence, note that the questions are not numbered according to the section in
which they occur, they are numbered with relation to each other.

I.1.2.1.2 Navigation

Each research question refers to a summary of the result of its investigation, and
the summary, in turn, refers back to its research question. Additionally, each result
refers to the sub-research questions of its research question, if there is any. In the
digital version of this book, there are also hyperlinks provided, which allows easy
navigation between corresponding research questions, sub-research questions and
results. Note that the number in the title of each research question contains a direct
link to its parent research question. For example, in the aforementioned research
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question 1.1, the ‘1’ is hyperlinked, and by clicking it, the reader will navigate to
research question 1. (It may be clear that if both sub-research question and parent
research question occur on the same page, nothing will happen.)

I.1.2.1.3 Locations

Sub-research-questions are typically introduced only after su�cient material has
been developed that gives rise to them. This means that a sub-research question may
be located a few, to many pages after its parent question.

I.1.2.2 Fixed terminology for concepts

The following holds for terminology introduced and used in this book.

• For a selection of concepts important to this work, a �xed mini-phrase is
introduced, that describes the concept brie�y. (Typically, this is a noun phrase.)
Examples are:

– human·collective·intelligence

– community·pursuing·a·capability

To disambiguate �xed mini-phrases from ordinary phrases, spaces in it are
replaced with dots. The latter prevents misunderstandings: it indicates that
the mini-phrase has a speci�c, explicitly de�ned meaning within the context
of this book.

• Fixed mini-phrases that occur often throughout the work are abbreviated
with a word that is pleasantly legible and pronounceable, and still resemble
the expanded form to such a degree that is, hopefully, easier to remember.
For example human·collective·intelligence is abbreviated with hucolligence.
An additional advantage of such an acronym, is that it is a new word which
prompts the reader that a notion has a meaning that is speci�c to the context
of this book.

• Alternatively, �xed mini-phrases are abbreviated with a shorter word sequence
with typically known words. For example, formal·language·for·automated·-
deduction is abbreviated with formal·language. The disadvantage of this is
that the reader may interpret the abbreviated term incorrectly if the reader
forgot the speci�c de�nition of the term in the scope of this book. In the case of
the example: the term formal·language circulates with related, though slightly
di�erent meanings in the scienti�c community.
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• If there is a large distance between two subsequent occurrences of the same
abbreviation, or when an abbreviation occurs the �rst time in a larger unit (such
as a chapter), it may be supplemented with its extended form to refresh the
mind of the reader. For example: hucolligence (human·collective·intelligence).

• All abbreviations and mini-phrases are included in the glossary.

• Each �rst usage of a �xed phrase or abbreviation is hyperlinked to its entry in
the glossary. Examples are in the previous points.

• To make it easy to �nd the de�nition of a concept, the glossary contains
annotations: The page number that refers to the page where the term is de�ned
(or described) most elaborately is typeset di�erently than the rest of the page
numbers. An example: ‘110’ is an ordinary page reference, while ‘117’ refers
to the page with the de�nition.

I.1.2.3 Clickable links in PDF readers
This book is enriched with a great number of clickable links that make it much
easier to navigate it. Among other things, all cross-references to sections, de�nitions,
�gures, research questions, terms that occur in the glossary and references to the
literature are clickable. It is important to note that there are PDF viewers that do not
show these links. A test has revealed that they are shown in stand-alone desktop
PDF readers, such as Adobe Acrobat Reader, but not in online PDF viewers that
are integrated in web browsers or in e-readers. In e-readers the links, however,
sometimes seem to work even if they are invisible.

If one wants to take optimal advantage of the navigation possibilities, I recom-
mend using a stand-alone desktop PDF reader.

I.1.3 Overall research questions
The top-level research questions of this work are the following.

Research question 1. [The general quest] How to foster human·collective·intelligence
(or brie�y: hucolligence)?
[Conclusion(s): page 335] �

In the sequel, human·collective·intelligence will mostly be abbreviated with
hucolligence. hucolligence

Research question 2. [The speci�c quest] How to foster human·�uency·in·formal·-
languages·for·automated·deduction (or brie�y: formal·�uency)?
[Conclusion(s): page 336] �
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Table I.1.1: Human capabilities and complementary artefacts.

Human capabilities artefacts
reading, writing pen, paper, glasses
speaking and listening telephone, Skype, microphone
formal·�uency networked computer technology

I.1.4 Approaches

I.1.4.1 Hucolligence

For the purpose of introducing the general approach chosen in this book for fostering
hucolligence, the following �rst introduces some terminology. Moreover, it will
give a more quanti�able characterisation of what it means to increase hucolligence,
allowing for a sharper formulation of the requirements that the approach should
meet.

I.1.4.1.1 De�nitions related to hucolligence

First, a community·pursuing·a·capability in the context of this book, is characterisedcommunity·-
pursuing·a·-
capability

as a community that pursues acquiring or improving a certain (collective) capability
(its pursued·capability). Examples: a team of �remen with the capability to collabor-

pursued·-
capability

atively extinguish �re; a group of scientists collaboratively discovering new knowledge.
The capability may be collective in the sense that the capability emerges from the
interaction between the members of the community. Associated words are: ‘collabor-
ative’ and ‘communal’. A capability-composition in the context of this book, is thecapability-

composition complete set of elements of which the given capability is composed. It is composed
of human elements and complementary artefacts (tools). Examples are provided in
table I.1.1.

The pursued·capability also explicitly includes collective meta-capabilities. A
collective meta-capability pertains to acquiring or improving other collective cap-
abilities. Related notions are meta-cognitive skills, “learning to learn” and general
intelligence. Example: The capability to learn languages quickly, is a meta capability
with respect to the capability of pro�ciency in French. The capability to learn anything
(being general intelligence) is the most meta of all of them. Another, more popularly
phrased meta-capability are ‘problem-solving skills’. This work even encourages an
inclusion of such meta-capabilities, because I associate them with a higher degree of
hucolligence.
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I.1.4.1.2 The Orcoba-Approach

The strategy for answering the question of how to foster hucolligence is by presenting
a system and carrying out a validation of its e�ectiveness.

The system to be presented (the Orcoba-Approach) is inspired by the following
basic principles:

1. Decentralised·development (later called: organisational self-similarity): instead
of presenting an ‘object level’ composition to be imposed upon a community
of collaborators, this work develops a ‘meta level’ system that promotes the
emergence of communities within which each member participates in the
construction and improvement of their community’s ‘object level’ composition.

2. Institutionalised·self-re�ection: related to the previous point, the communities
are, in addition to participating in the construction of the object-level compos-
ition, continuously and systematically re�ecting on it as to e�ect its further
growth.

3. Human-artefact·co-evolution: stimulation of a mutually responsive co-evolution
of human capabilities and artefacts, i.e. both the dimension of human capabil-
ities and the complementary dimension of artefacts are subjected to evolution
in a mutually responsive way.

These points are motivated in the following way. First, in this study decentralisation
is considered to be a crucial factor in fostering collective intelligence, as has also been
explained by others (Visser and Berg, 1999; Visser, 2001; Levy, 1999; Engelbart, 1962;
Coolen, 1992). Second, institutionalised self-re�ection, a perpetual re�ection by the
members on their composition, is required to adapt the composition to match newly
gained insights and new problems as closely as possible. Third, the following analogy
may make it plausible that a mutually responsive co-evolution is a requirement for
reaching the optimal composition-records: Suppose you try to maximise a function
f from R2 to R. Being limited to only vary one variable of f , while having to assume
the other to be �xed, will in most cases not allow you to �nd a global maximum of f .
The liberty of varying both variables, however, allows one to do so. The latter allows
one to exploit the mutual interaction between both variables.

Another basic point that I consider to be of vital importance is the positive
in�uence of cognitive diversity in collective intelligence. Page (2010) has done
extensive research in this �eld. I have, for now, decided not to include it in the list of
basic principles, because I consider it as a less universal point. Among other things,
there are trade-o�s associated with cognitive diversity, such as the time it takes to
resolve disagreements in such settings, and the larger size of the communities needed.
Hence, depending on available resources and goals a lesser or stronger degree of
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cognitive diversity may be desirable. However, it can and should be included as an
ingredient in composition-records. If it matters, these composition-records should
outperform others in many cases.

Note that it is, due to limited research resources, beyond the scope of this book to
rigorously validate the e�ectiveness of these principles. Rather, parts of the systems
inspired by it, that is, more detailed extensions of the Orcoba-Approach, will be
subjected to such an evaluation.

The Orcoba-Approach is de�ned as follows. Orcoba stands for Open Composition-Orcoba-
Approach

Orcoba

Record Based Community. An Orcoba is a community·pursuing·a·capability, together
with a record that allows the composition of the targeted capability to be (at least
partially) reproduced and examined. The term composition-record is coined for thecomposition-re-

cord mentioned record. Ideally, the composition-record contains sub-records pertaining
both to the artefacts and the human capabilities.

An example of such a record is that of a speci�c team of �remen. With regard to
human capabilities this record may contain a document with procedures to collaborate
while extinguishing �re and instruction movies used for training �remen. With regard
to artefacts the record may contain a speci�cation of tools used during the process
of extinguishing �re, such as speci�c types of �re hoses.

Orcobas are (1) a concretisation of institutionalised self-re�ection: a composition-
record allows a composition to be examined, which allows an active re�ection on,
and therefore an improvement of it (point 1), and (2) in agreement with the idea to
stimulate a �uent co-evolution of human capabilities and artefacts (point 3) (end of
list).

The composition-record is, moreover, open in two senses: (1) it is open to the
participants of the Orcoba, that is to say, they may participate in its construction and
improvement, and (2) it is open for reuse by others (end of list). This is in agreement
with decentralisation (point 2).

The Orcoba-Approach is de�ned and motivated in greater detail in chapter II.3
(p. 43). It serves as a base to explore several more detailed and concrete extensions of
it, among which the serious game SWiFT. A central task of this book is to validate or
repudiate the design decisions within the more detailed and concrete extensions of
the Orcoba-Approach.

An important issue related to composition-records development is the trade-o�
between long-term and short-term performance. In other words: one composition-
record may perform worse than another in the initial stage, but be better in the long
run. More formally expressed: let R1 and R2 be composition-records for the same
pursued·capability. R1 has a better long-term performance than R2 if for any given
arbitrary in�nite sequence of randomly chosen problems P1, P2, P3, . . . that test
the pursued·capability, and with which teams are faced successively, the average
performance of the teams using R1 catches up with the average performance of
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teams using R2 within a reasonable amount of time.

I.1.4.2 Formal·�uency
This study intends to contribute to the growth of formal·�uency in two general
ways:

1. on a meta level by making plausible that specialised extensions of the Orcoba-
Approach exist that can contribute to fostering (the emergence of good com-
position-records for) formal·�uency, and presenting these extensions, and

2. on an object level by presenting successful ingredients for composition-records
that enable people to approach formal·�uency.

On the meta level, this book focuses on two types of extensions of the Orcoba-
Approach: (1) extensions focusing on full formal·�uency, and (2) extensions focusing
on isolated aspects of formal·�uency (end of list). The �rst type may seem su�cient.
However, an excellent composition-record for full-blown formal·�uency is expected
to be extensive and may take years to develop. In contrast, the second can be realised
on much shorter time scales, but will not lead to a composition-record covering
full formal·�uency. Moreover, it requires one to know in advance what problems
could arise during practising formal·�uency, which can only be discovered by tests
investigating full formal·�uency. The conclusion is that both methods should best be
executed in parallel. The �rst type will help establish new isolated aspects of formal·-
�uency to address, and the second type may be used to subject these aspects to an
accelerated, condensed, evolution. Moreover, given resource limitations of this study,
considering the �rst type only would be infeasible. It is beyond the scope of this study
to create a full implementation and validation of an Orcoba extension for fostering
full formal·�uency. Rather, one goal is to make it plausible that such extensions exist,
provide a prototype design, and validate the e�ectiveness of essential parts of it.

The meta level and object level are intended to interact. The application of an
extension of the Orcoba-Approach (= a meta level process) is envisioned to lead to
successful composition-records for formal·�uency (= object level products).

The specialised extensions of the Orcoba-Approach for the purpose of fostering
formal·�uency are System·Real-α and SWiFT (Semantic Web in Fast Translation).

System·Real-α is a system that focuses on fostering formal·�uency as a sub-
capability within real-time·collective·formal·thinking. In real-time·collective·formal·- real-time·-

collective·-
formal·thinking

thinking a community collaboratively solves a problem, while all members express
their thoughts about the problem at the moment they conceive of them in a �ne-
grained way in a persistent shared digital collective memory (a KR-base) using a
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formal·language, according to a prede�ned set of rules. (A KR-base is a database with
knowledge representations in a formal·language.)

SWiFT incorporates a competitive multi-player online game element into the
Orcoba-Approach, among other things to motivate participants and maximise ac-
cessibility of SWiFT to many, accelerating the evolution process. SWiFT proceeds, in
brief, as follows: Competing teams translate the same natural language text into a
formal·language, each player covering a fragment that does not overlap with others
of his team. Then teams challenge each other’s translations by posing questions that
have a very speci�c answer based on the content of the text (question attack). A
question could for example be: give me all vitamins that act as a catalyst for cell
growth. Each team then tries to construct a formal query that deduces the answer
from their translation (algorithmic defence). A short translation time, a low amount
of e�ort needed to construct the query, and correct answers contribute positively to
the �nal score of a team. Several extensions and variants of SWiFT are explored in
this book.

I.1.5 Targeted reader audiences (continued)
The preliminary notions are now su�ciently developed to clarify how this book is
relevant and of use to readers from several contemporary disciplines, as promised in
section I.1.1 (p. 4). The following clari�es this for several disciplines. It addresses the
aforementioned main research questions separately.

I.1.5.1 Computer scientists, exact scientists and technologists
I.1.5.1.1 Fostering hucolligence

The approach chosen in this work for fostering hucolligence heavily draws on
computer science, and more general, mathematical modelling and technology. It does
so on two levels: on an object and a meta level.

The object level refers to the composition-records of a given Orcoba. After all,
the composition-records are the objects that are generated or improved by means of
the Orcoba-Approach.

The Orcoba-Approach encourages composition-records that incorporate ad-
vanced technology. This is in agreement with human-artefact·co-evolution. The
scope of this book’s study is limited to computer technology, because of its incredible
and yet far from exhausted potential to enhance hucolligence. With this scope in mind,
another way to phrase it is as follows. Where a major part of computer science and
technology is about investigating and producing new computer programs, the quest
of this book is to investigate and produce new ‘programs’ for human-technological
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systems. Programs that, among other things, also contain aspects to e�ect certain
human behaviours as part of the functioning of the system. This is the role of the
aforementioned composition-records. Hence, these programs generalise the notion
‘computer program’. A computer program is now a special case of such a program:
one that does not include human elements. Equivalently, it can be generalised to any
technology, by replacing the word ‘computer program’ with ‘technological design’
in this paragraph.

The meta level refers to the form and design of the Orcoba-Approach and its
extensions themselves. After all, the Orcoba-Approach and its extensions are the
instruments that are used to foster the emergence of e�ective composition-records,
its objects.

For the meta-level the same holds as for the object level: the design of the
Orcoba-Approach integrates both technology and human capabilities as �rst-class
citizens. Again, with regard to the technological component, the scope of this work
is limited to computer science and computer technology. For example, the most
elaborate extension has a design that draws inspiration from the �eld of Evolutionary
Computation and statistics. Moreover, the implementation of the design consists for
a large part of software. Typically, Orcobas are fully mediated by online software.
(Compare this with for example Wikipedia, or computer supported collaborative
work environments.) For example, I have launched and am the lead developer of a
considerable open source project around one extension of the Orcoba-Approach. The
project meets several professional standards for large software projects. It is written
in one of the most advanced programming languages around – Scala1 and several
contributors have been involved.

At the time of writing, the project is available at the following location:

https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc

In the near future, further development is to be expected.

I.1.5.1.2 Fostering formal·�uency

The object of research question 2 (p. 7), formal·�uency, self-evidently contains a
strong computer science component, for formal·�uency is about improving e�ective
and sensible application of automated·deductions to representations of information.
Therefore, this work is in particular interesting for computer scientists from related
�elds such as knowledge representation and reasoning, automated theorem proving
and for logicians. If one pursues an e�ective usage of automated·deductive·reasoners

1Scala could be regarded as a variant of Java that elegantly integrates the functional programming
paradigm.

https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc
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in society, fostering complementary human capabilities, amongst which formal·-
�uency is indispensable. For the researcher with a transdisciplinary mindset, this in
itself will be an interesting topic. However, this work is also interesting for those
with an exclusive focus on the technological part. As has been shown over and over
in the past, the application context of a discipline can have a tremendous in�uence
on the research progress and directions within the boundaries of that discipline. For
example, mathematics, even the pure branches, have been heavily in�uenced by
questions asked in its application areas, amongst which physics and technology.

Glimpses of such in�uences are also manifest in this book. Among other things,
mass participation requires a way to more easily create new formal·languages and
reasoners. Moreover, this mass participation may lead to many more language
variants coming into existence, and therefore a greater pool of research objects to
test theory and practice regarding for example the trade-o�s between reasoning
complexity and expressivity of knowledge representation.

I.1.5.2 Social sciences and humanities

This section assumes social sciences and humanities to include disciplines such as
economics, psychology, linguistics, educational science, organisation science and
sociology.

I.1.5.2.1 Fostering hucolligence

It may be instantly clear that the object of research question 1 (p. 7), that is human·-
collective·intelligence, has, by de�nition, a strong social and human component.
The words ‘human’ and ‘collective’ do not leave much to be guessed. Nevertheless,
this work emphasises the use of advanced computer-scienti�c and mathematical
instruments. This work, however, by no means intends to give the impression that it
is based on the assumption that these are the only e�ective instruments for the given
purpose. To the contrary, the overall quest is, as said, of a transdisciplinary nature,
and should, therefore, be approached from many angles. The limitation in scope
is primarily chosen because of the untapped huge potential of the integration of
these technologies into hucolligence and the author’s background. More re�ections
on the transdisciplinary nature of the quest are to be found in chapter II.2 (p. 23).
Many topics covered in this work, therefore, may be only be legible for a reader from
one of the social sciences or humanities with a considerable mathematical and/or
technological background. Nevertheless, there are also quite some topics that may
directly appeal to social scientists without such a background. These readers are
strongly encouraged to read the work, too. For example, the research questions
in chapter II.4 (p. 49) contain many questions the answers of which can also be
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approached from the perspective of the social sciences and humanities. Therefore,
thoughts and views about this topic that complement the currently given answers
are more than welcome.

The following covers some speci�c associations between this work and subdis-
ciplines within social sciences and humanities. The coverage is not exhaustive, there
may well many other parts of the work that appeal to these subdisciplines.

I.1.5.2.1.1 Psychology Psychologists may, for example, take interest in approaches
to foster human motivation and the prevention of conservatism within Orcobas: for
example, see the associated research questions in chapter II.4 (p. 49).

I.1.5.2.1.2 Educational science, educational design, and cognitive psycho-
logy Human learning is at the heart of this work. For example, chapter II.5 (p. 65)
contains many topics that are of interest to, and could be further complemented with
work from the educational scientist, designer and cognitive psychologist. This holds
in particular for the method developed in section II.5.6 (p. 76) that proposes a way to
systematically integrate empirical learning theory into Orcobas and related systems.
This topic is, among other things, closely related to the following: how can we
integrate empirical assessment techniques for learning materials in a crowd-source
platform for learning material development?

I.1.5.2.1.3 Economics and organisation science For economists and organisa-
tional scientists it may, among other things, be interesting that the Orcoba-Approach
develops a highly systematic human-technological method to e�ectively balance the
trade-o�s between exploration and exploitation in the process of determining how
to invest human and other resources. This is the speci�c focus of chapter II.5 (p. 65).

I.1.5.2.2 Fostering formal·�uency

Though research question 2 (p. 7) (the quest to foster formal·�uency) is most directly
associated with computer and exact sciences, it is also strongly interwoven with
social sciences and humanities. It is interwoven in obvious, but also less obvious
ways. First, it is obvious that formal·�uency requires human learning. In particular
educational scientists and cognitive psychologists may take interest in the approaches
and obstacles in this learning process. Second, it may also be obvious that �uency in
a formal·language and �uency in a natural language are strongly related. Insight in
both the di�erences and commonalities are invaluable to develop good composition-
records for fostering formal·�uency. In particular the (psycho-)linguist may therefore
take interest in the observations and conclusions drawn in this work, and is invited
to think about how to complement these.
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It may be less obvious that I deem it plausible that formal·�uency may in�uence
the evolution of natural language. This does not mean that I blithely take the
stance that such an evolution is a rapid and easy process. However, the ubiquitous
integration of computer technology in our daily lives, already a�ects the way we
think and communicate, and may, given enough time, also profoundly a�ect the
way we use and learn language. If people discover that a speci�c way of expressing
information within networked computer technology greatly improves collaboration,
they may slowly, over time, acquire the associated capabilities. (Compare this with
the invention and evolution of writing and reading, and its profound in�uence.) This
work, in a sense, aims to contribute to the acceleration of this process. Hence, in the
future formal·�uency may be integrated in the languages the majority of people use,
perhaps even into parts of natural language itself. There already seem to be some
indications for this in for example Twitter, in which people started using so-called
hashtags to exploit the searching capabilities of algorithms. The use of hashtags
has even made its entry into normal natural language usage beyond Twitter (Evans,
2015).

This would, in the future, turn the subject by de�nition into a topic covered by
(psycho)linguists. Research e�orts in this area may also partially work as a (desirable)
self-ful�lling prophecy. If a su�cient amount of research energy is put e�ectively
into lowering the gap between natural language usage and formal·language usage,
this could accelerate the evolution towards the conjectured integration. Linguists
are, therefore, strongly encouraged to read and complement this work. Moreover,
the conjectured integration could also bene�t from thorough re�ection on it by the
philosopher of language.

I.1.6 Overview and structure

This work is divided into three major parts:

• Part II (p. 21), which treats the �rst central concern of this book: fostering
hucolligence by means of the Orcoba-Approach. It brie�y covers the grand
challenge of fostering hucolligence, and then proceeds with the focus of this
work within this grand challenge: the Orcoba-Approach. It does so in much
more detail than this section did so far, covering the overall approach as well as
several extensions. One major reason for the introduction of extensions is that
di�erent applications of the Orcoba-Approach are better served by di�erent
specialisations of the base-system. The most elaborate general extension is
inspired by evolution theory and evolutionary computation (see chapter II.5
(p. 65)).
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• Part III (p. 131), which treats the second central concern of this book: fostering
formal·�uency. The main motivation in this work for fostering formal·�uency,
is that it is considered an important ingredient in the overarching challenge to
improve the degree to which computers can assist people in reasoning about
their knowledge, achieving unprecedented reasoning speed and reliability.
This part of the book, therefore, also surveys some of the remaining challenges
within this overall challenge, among other things to elucidate the place of
formal·�uency within the latter (chapter III.3 (p. 151)). Subsequently, it de�nes
several applications of Orcoba-systems to fostering formal·�uency, to wit:
several SWiFT-game variants and System·Real-α.

• Part IV (p. 313), which treats experiments with some of the systems developed
in the earlier parts. The main purpose is to validate design decisions in the
light of their envisioned purpose, and collect insights for improvement of these
systems.

The work concludes in part V (p. 335).
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Part II

Fostering
human·collective·intelligence

19





Chapter II.1

Overview and structure

This part treats the �rst central concern of this book: fostering hucolligence (human·-
collective·intelligence). Before diving into the speci�c focus of this work in the overall
challenge of hucolligence, it is useful to �rst investigate this overall challenge. This is
done by investigating the meaning of hucolligence in chapter II.2 (p. 23). Subsequently,
it describes and motivates the base-level system for fostering hucolligence, the
Orcoba-Approach, in greater detail than has already been done so far (chapter II.3
(p. 43)). The Orcoba-Approach, however, is an abstract, base-level system design that
cannot be e�ectively applied as such. For this purpose, it needs further specialisation
(‘extension’), which, depending on the context in which the Orcoba-Approach is
applied, can be done in di�erent ways (chapter II.4 (p. 49)). One of the essential
extensions of the Orcoba-Approach consists of evolutionary inspired extensions. These
provide an adequate answer to several major challenges, such as how to e�ectively
deal with the limited human resources for composition-record development and
assessment. Its sub-extensions, inspired by evolutionary biology and evolutionary
computation, therefore, are treated elaborately (chapter II.5 (p. 65)).
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Chapter II.2

Introduction

(Before starting this chapter, I would like to gently remind the reader of the call for
feedback on page i.)

This chapter �rst elaborates on the meaning of the notion ‘hucolligence (human·-
collective·intelligence)’. Amongst other things, it elaborates on its ‘de�nition’, di�er-
ent dimensions of it and why it cannot be designed, but only can be fostered. Then it
brie�y treats the focus of this work within the process of fostering hucolligence.

II.2.1 What is human·collective·intelligence?
First a note to the reader: In the literature, the broader notion collective intelligence is
used far more often than human·collective·intelligence. Therefore, in the references
throughout this chapter, the literature covering the notion collective intelligence is
tacitly included as well.

Hucolligence can, in my opinion, not be de�ned, but only be characterised. That
is, one can describe an ever-extensible set of distinctive characteristics or essential
features of hucolligence, without ever being capable of grasping the entire notion in
words only. ‘De�nitions’ of hucolligence, and the broader notion collective intelli-
gence in the literature are, in my opinion, rather characterisations than de�nitions.
Examples include: “the ability of a group to solve more problems than its individual
members” (Heylighen, 1999). “groups of individuals acting collectively in ways that
seem intelligent” (Malone and Bernstein, 2015).

In spite of this, I do not mean to say that hucolligence is an illusory notion. A
brief philosophical re�ection on semantics in general may elucidate my view. In
general, a de�nition of a word or a word-sequence in a language consists of another

23
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word or word-sequence the meaning of which is already assumed to be known by
the reader. In their turn, these words are de�ned in terms of other word(-sequence)s,
and so forth, until you reach word(-sequence)s the meaning of which was established
by direct experience or exposure to their usage. In the end all word(sequence)s must
reduce to the latter, so to direct experience. This is related to the so-called symbol
grounding problem (Harnad, 1990). These word(sequence)s are in a sense ‘language
atoms’ – they cannot be de�ned in terms of language. The notion compositionality of
semantics also serves a role in this re�ection. A word-sequence has a compositional
semantics, if the semantics of the sequence is equal to a function of the syntactical
structure of the sequence and the meaning of the individual words, and nothing more
(Szabó, 2017; Partee, 2008). In other words, the semantics of the word-sequence can
be reduced completely to the semantics of the individual words – the sequence can
be analysed ‘reductionistically’.

These re�ections imply that real ‘de�nitions’, in the sense of a complete and
self-contained description of something, can never been given in natural language.
However, in a certain sense, one get close to something that resembles a de�nition.
This is the case if the ‘de�nition’ consists of one word with a strongly univocal
and precise meaning to most speakers of the language, or a word-sequence that
(1) is composed of words with a univocal and precise meaning and (2) that has a
compositional semantics (end of list). An example is the de�nition “A circle with a
dot in its centre”. The meaning of the words in the last sentence are relatively clear
and univocal. The structure of the sentence will also be clear to most people, and the
meaning of the sentence is, to the best of my judgement, compositional.

Unfortunately, I believe that the word-sequence human·collective·intelligence
itself is neither compositional, nor a sequence the constituent words of which have a
precise and univocal meaning. Moreover, I believe there is no alternative word-
sequence with this property that can serve as its de�nition. First and perhaps
foremost, the most essential word of the phrase: ‘intelligence’ does not have a
precise and univocal de�nition. This can, among other things be derived from
the numerous attempts to describe it. Psychometrist Robert Sternberg seemed to
have stated: “there seem to be almost as many de�nitions of intelligence as there
were experts asked to de�ne it.” (Legg et al., 2007). Malone and Bernstein (2015)
in their pursuit to de�ne collective intelligence even abstain from committing to a
particular de�nition of intelligence because “there are so many ways to de�ne it”. My
direct and philosophical argument is that it requires intelligence to be able to de�ne
anything. Hence, intelligence itself can not be reduced to a de�nition. In other words,
intelligence is presupposed in the notion ‘de�nition’ itself, and trying to de�ne it
would – in essence – lead to a circular and therefore essentially void de�nition.

Nevertheless, I do not believe that the attempts to de�ne intelligence are mean-
ingless. I think that something remarkable happens in the process of these attempts.
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I believe the following re�ection to, in essence, hold for any language expression.
Language is not so much a means to de�ne things, but a system that is in continuous
co-evolution with the world that surrounds it. In doing so, it is a means that re�ects
certain aspects of things in the world, more so than that it de�nes them. In other
words, if one talks about a ‘de�nition of intelligence’, one is actually talking about a
re�ection of an aspect of intelligence into the systems of writing and speech. Reading
a ‘de�nition’ of intelligence is, from this perspective, similar to looking into a mirror.
A mirror neither de�nes nor comprises who you are by standing in front of it – it
merely re�ects an aspect of who you are. Even the image of the re�ection is not
‘in the mirror’, but in the interaction between your perception and consciousness
and the mirror. If you stop looking into the mirror, the re�ection as meaningfully
perceived by you also ceases to exist. Analogously, a sentence describing intelligence
does not de�ne intelligence, but merely re�ects a part of what it is back into the
intelligent observer itself as long as that observer is interacting with that sentence.
One can recognise it as a ‘de�nition’ of intelligence because it resonates within one’s
mind with aspects of what one conceptualises as intelligence.

Re�ection, however is not useless. Just as a good mirror can help you investigate
yourself, a good re�ection of aspects of intelligence in language can help investigate
and foster intelligence. Another interesting analogy can be found in molecular
biology and genetics, and particular in epigenetics (Holliday (1994) de�nes the latter).
Traditional belief is that genes can be interpreted as a ‘code book’ or ‘blue-print’ that
de�nes and describes the functioning and structure of a given organism, amongst
which its phenotype. Hence, one believes in one-way tra�c that leads from genes
to phenotype with as intermediate steps, among other things RNA transcription
and protein creation (Watson et al., 1953). However, many contemporary scientists
harbour a radically di�erent view – such as for example Davies (2012, starting at
00:04:20) who speaks of the ‘blue-print fallacy’. They believe, and have shown, that the
genes of an organism and its macroscopic structure and function are in a continuous
mutual and circular interaction: it is a matter of two-way tra�c (Parrington, 2017;
Moore, 2015; Li et al., 2015). Both the macroscopic structure and form in�uence the
gene expression through, among other things, epigenetics, and vice versa, genes
in�uence the macroscopic structure. Some go even further by including into this
macroscopic structure the environment and ecosystem in which the organism lives.
Not one of them is more fundamental and can be reduced to the other or interpreted
as the de�nition or design of the other aspect. I believe that the relation between
a language and its context, the humans using it, is very similar. As said, I also
believe that the phrase human·collective·intelligence does not have a compositional
semantics. In other words, the meaning of the phrase has a meaning that cannot be
exclusively deduced from the meanings of the individual words and the structure of
the phrase. I believe that the meaning is at least partially rooted in direct exposure
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to the phrase as a whole, and it cannot, in its entirety, be reduced to other words.
Therefore, the remainder of this chapter proposes a number of characterisations

of hucolligence instead of an attempt to de�ne it. It starts with characterisations
of the word ‘intelligence’, and then the word ‘human’ and ‘collective’ in relation to
intelligence.

II.2.1.1 Intelligence
Phrases that I believe to non-exhaustively characterise intelligence are as follows.
Note, that in the list I do not take into account the ambiguous nature of the word
intelligence.

Reaching goals: being able to reach one’s goal, solve problems by in-
teracting with the environment. As Goertzel (2006)
states: “achieving complex goals in complex envir-
onments”.

Non-
dogmatism:

an open and non-dogmatic attitude in which one is
willing to scrutinise one’s current understanding,
beliefs and opinions and revise them in the light
of new insights. A closely related statement made
by Aristotle (0BCEa) is that “it is the mark of an
educated mind to be able to entertain a thought
without accepting it”.

Adaptability: the capability to adapt one’s environment and to
one’s environment to be able to cope more e�ect-
ively with that environment. As Sternberg (2017)
states, “psychologists have generally agreed that
adaptation to the environment is the key to un-
derstanding both what intelligence is and what it
does.”.

Consciousness: intelligence and consciousness are closely related.
True intelligence requires consciousness. For ex-
ample, Chella and Manzotti (2007) state that con-
sciousness “corresponds to many aspects of human
cognition which are essential to our highest cognit-
ive capabilities: autonomy, resilience, phenomenal
experience, learning, attention”.

Generalisation: being able to transfer lessons learnt in a certain
situation to a di�erent situation.
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Logical reason-
ing:

the process of reaching conclusions by applying
valid inferencing rules to a given set of premises.

Multiplicity: from a certain perspective, one can distinguish
multiple forms of intelligence. For example, Gard-
ner (2011) distinguishes 8 di�erent types of (hu-
man) intelligence, amongst which bodily kines-
thetic, mathematical-logical, intrapersonal and ex-
istential intelligence.

Multi-
facetedness:

from a certain perspective, intelligence has a multi-
faceted nature. Anastasi (1992) states that “intelli-
gence is not a single, unitary ability, but rather a
composite of several functions.”

As said, I did not yet take into account the ambiguities of the word ‘intelligence’.
For example, in contrast to the multi-faceted nature of intelligence referred to in
the aforementioned, one could also postulate that there is something that pervades,
or lies at the origin of these multiple facets and call that the one true ‘non-faceted’
intelligence. This is somewhat related to the discovery of the g factor, which shows
that there is a positive statistical correlation between the performance on a wide
range of tasks that require intelligence (Spearman, 1904). This would suggest that
there is a single, underlying form of ‘general intelligence’ that cannot be measured
directly.

Another interesting angle to approach the de�nition of intelligence is by focusing
on the elaborative instruments that have been developed to measure general intelli-
gence in the �eld of psychometrics. See the work of Kline (2013) for an overview of
some of the most important instruments that have been developed in this �eld. As
Boring (1923) stated: intelligence is what intelligence tests measure. Even assuming
that there are well-designed and scrutinised intelligence tests available, I do not agree
with this. I believe that these tests su�er from the same limitations as any other
attempt to ‘de�ne’ intelligence, that already have been put forward in this section.
However, in contrast to characterisations in natural language, by ever extending and
improving the collection of well-designed intelligence tests we could perhaps come
closer and closer to an objective instrument to reliably identify at the least some
forms of intelligence, without ever reaching it.

II.2.1.2 Human·collective·intelligence
Suppose that we assume the meaning of the word ‘intelligence’ to be known, how does
adding ‘collective’ modify its meaning? I believe that a good general characterisation
is: collective intelligence occurs when the intelligence of the collective is greater than
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the sum of the intelligence of the individuals. The di�erence between the �rst and the
latter can be called the ‘collective’ aspect of the intelligence of that group. Another
is that collective intelligence requires an intelligent interdependence between the
intelligent behaviours of the individuals within that collective. The greater the degree
of this interdependence, the greater the degree of ‘collectiveness’ in intelligence. For
example, a book that is translated by assigning each chapter to another individual
translator, is translated in a less ‘collectively intelligent’ way, than the same book
being translated in a way in which all translators collaborate in translating each
chapter of the book, for example by discussions and carrying out complementary
tasks on the same piece of text, such as editing, reviewing and translation. As
Heylighen (1999) states, a “group can be said to exhibit collective intelligence if it
can �nd more or better solutions than the whole of all solutions that would be found
by its members working individually”.

Other, speci�c features that are typically attributed to a greater degree of col-
lective intelligence are decentralisation and the related term self organisation. In
self organisation, a term coined by cybernetics pioneer Ashby (1947), complex globalself organisa-

tion structures emerge from simpler local interactions of agents, without centralised
control (Heylighen, 2013; Heylighen et al., 2001) Example: The market economy can
be considered as a form of collective intelligence the decentralised structure of which
demonstrably contributes to certain qualities. Centralised planning of the economy
would not be able to keep up with the calculations needed to reach an equilibrium, as
a opposed to a decentralised approach (Gode and Sunder, 1993). If one sees the degree
of decentralisation and self organisation as one of the hallmarks of collective in-
telligence then, interestingly enough, one could assign social insects, such as bees
and ants a higher level of collective intelligence than typical groups of collaborating
humans. The di�erence between the ‘intelligence’ of each individual insect and the
intelligence of the ‘hive’ seems at least to be greater than that of an human individual
and a typical human team

II.2.1.3 Related research
A problem with the �eld of collective intelligence is that there are a multitude of
disciplines and research groups that are devoted to research into it or closely related
to it, without necessarily explicitly and frequently using the term. This section covers
a (non-exhaustive) selection of important research disciplines and �elds. It also
provides examples of interesting �ndings related to collective intelligence for several
of the mentioned disciplines and research groups. Note that these �ndings are not
necessarily applied in the systems I developed in the scope of this study, although
they provide inspiration for future extensions. Its purpose is, primarily, to provide
an overview of the topic of fostering collective intelligence beyond the focus of this
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book.

II.2.1.3.1 Collective intelligence-research

There is a limited number of researchers who have explicitly associated their work
with collective intelligence, using exactly those words or synonyms thereof. Research-
ers in this �eld are, typically, most comprehensively involved in the question of how
to foster collective intelligence in the sense that they try to address many facets
of collective intelligence, whereas most �elds that follow in the rest of this section
typically only address certain aspects of it. These researchers are, therefore, often
characterised by a much more interdisciplinary attitude, often combining insights
from several �elds. Nevertheless, di�erent research groups still seem to emphasise
certain disciplines more than others.

No survey about collective intelligence is complete without mentioning the work
of Engelbart, who was a pioneer of contemporary collective intelligence research.
He successfully employed a structure of a self-re�ective organisation in which the
goal of the group was to improve its own intelligence by fostering its own co-
evolution of human capabilities and artefacts, enabling a positive avalanche e�ect
(Engelbart, 1962). This structure formed the core principle of his work. His lab
produced an astonishing number of spin-o� products that were about 30 years
ahead of his time. He and his team invented the probably �rst version of the World
Wide Web (later rediscovered by Berners-Lee (1999)), and the modern graphical
user interface. Unfortunately, the public awareness is limited to these spin-o�s, in
particular the invention of the computer-mouse. To Engelbart these were all of
secondary importance, and, from his perspective, merely transient stages in fostering
collective intelligence. He developed notions such as collective IQ (Engelbart, 1995).
The work of Engelbart strongly leans towards the technological aspects of collective
intelligence, and their complementary human capabilities.

Many of the basic principles of this book resonate with the work of Engelbart. In
fact, in retrospect I had very similar ideas. During a literature study I discovered his
work, and an immediate recognition followed. It further corroborated my view that
the designs developed in this book can be fruitful when actually applied in society.

A contemporary, and possibly the world’s largest institute that is devoted directly
to research in collective intelligence is the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence.
For example, Woolley et al. (2010) provided empirical support for the hypothesis that
a form of ‘general collective intelligence’ exists for groups, for which they coined the
term c factor. This is a generalisation of the earlier mentioned study of Spearman
(1904) into the g factor that showed the same for individual persons. The c factor c factor
is an hypothesised general ability of a group to perform on a wide variety of tasks.
Empirically, it is measured by determining the statistical correlation between the
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group’s performance on a wide variety of tasks. The study was conducted among
about 700 testpersons working in small groups. One interesting conclusion from
the study was that the c factor was, perhaps surprisingly, not strongly related to
the average or maximum intelligence of the group’s members. The work of the MIT
Center for Collective Intelligence leans strongly towards organisational studies and
organisational psychology. Another institute is the Global Brain Institute (Heylighen,
2002) based in Belgium. They focus on fostering the development of what they
have coined ‘the Global Brain’, a form of distributed intelligence emerging from
the Internet. The institute uses scienti�c methods to “better understand the global
evolution towards ever-stronger connectivity between people, software and machines
in service of a course towards the best possible outcome for humanity”.

II.2.1.3.2 Cybernetics

Cybernetics is the �eld that concerns itself with research into abstract theories ofcybernetics
complex systems (Ashby, 1956; Wiener, 1961; Heylighen and Joslyn, 2001). It abstracts
from the substrate of the system, and focuses on the form and the functioning of
the system, whether it be a system in, among others, psychology, economy, arti�cial
intelligence, sociology or biology. As Paul Pangaro (2018) points out, it is confusing
that there is another interpretation of the word cybernetics in popular ‘SciFi’ contexts.
A particular interpretation is that of biomechatronics, such as chip implants into
humans. Here, however, cybernetics is interpreted as the rigorous and abstract
discipline founded by the mathematician Wiener. The basis of the model is formed
by considering the way a given system uses information, models and control actions
to steer towards, and maintain goals (Heylighen and Joslyn, 2001). Cybernetics itself
has not established itself as a common discipline, such as for example computer
science or sociology. For example, almost every university o�ers a study computer
science, while there are few that o�er cybernetics. Heylighen and Joslyn mention as
the major reason the high level of abstraction and transdisciplinarity of cybernetics.
As a consequence, more narrow and therefore more graspable specialisations and
application areas, such as control engineering and subdisciplines within computer
science have established themselves as separate disciplines, drawing away almost
all human resources from cybernetics (Heylighen and Joslyn, 2001, Sec. I.C, p. 4).
Nevertheless, indirectly it has exerted a great in�uence and its fruits have found their
way into society, among other things by means of these specialisations. The relations
with the Orcoba-Approach include the following. First, cybernetics provides indirect
support for several essential design decisions of the Orcoba-Approach. Among other
things, a fundamental principle of cybernetics is the presence of adequate feedback
loops in a system, allowing it to self-regulate. In Orcobas this is related to the principle
of institutionalised·self-re�ection. The Orcoba-Approach, in a sense, facilitates and
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encourages the highest form of feedback possible: that of conscious beings re�ecting
and steering their own process. This is closely related to second-order cybernetics second-order cy-

berneticswithin which the observer and modeller of the complex system is regarded as being
part of the system (Heylighen and Joslyn, 2001, Sec. I.B). Among other things, the
goals and associated control loops within a given system, and even the model of the
system, are then adapted by the system itself. Second, it provides support for several
design decisions in specialised extensions of the Orcoba-Approach. For example,
one specialised extension is inspired by the theory of evolution and evolutionary
computation (see chapter II.5 (p. 65)). The �eld of evolutionary computation is closely
related to cybernetics, it de�nes a system that self-regulates towards a goal using a
quanti�ed feedback loop in terms of a so-called �tness function – probably the �eld
of evolutionary computation has also been in�uenced by cybernetics.

II.2.1.3.3 Game theory

Formal (mathematical) models of groups of interacting people have long been used to
gain insight in social phenomena, including those related to hucolligence. A tremend-
ously in�uential sub-�eld that employs such models is game theory (Neumann, 1928).
Game theory can be de�ned as “the study of mathematical models of con�ict and game theory
cooperation between intelligent and rational decision makers” (Myerson, 2013). A
classical example is the Nash equilibrium in game theory (Nash et al., 1950; Osborne
et al., 2004), which has a profound in�uence on decision making within groups, and
therefore their collective intelligence. Note that game theory is commonly regarded
as a subdiscipline of economics. However, it can also be interpreted as a subdiscipline
of applied mathematics with important applications, among others, in economy,
biology, computer science, sociology and philosophy.

Game theory is strongly related to collective intelligence. Among other things,
it can form an instrument to help determine which regulations are most likely to
promote collective intelligence of a group. For example, Wood (2011) demonstrated
by means of game theory that certain regulations would lead to strategic situations
that would promote cooperation in reducing global greenhouse gas emissions, while
others would not. Implementing the �rst type of regulations, hence, would lead to
a greater degree of collectively bene�cial behaviour, which could be regarded as a
greater level of collective intelligence.

II.2.1.3.4 Social simulation

Social simulation is the discipline that “uses computer simulation in the social sciences” social simula-
tion(Gilbert and Troitzsch, 2005). In other words, it develops and applies computation-

based simulations of social groups, such as human groups or societies. The purpose
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is, among other things, to increase our understanding of social phenomena occurring
in such groups or to steer or in�uence such phenomena. The �eld is interdisciplin-
ary, both with regard to the development of the simulations and the phenomena it
addresses. In the development of simulations, social simulation draws from a wide
range of disciplines including computer science, sociology, psychology, economy,
philosophy, physics, engineering and mathematics. It addresses phenomena occur-
ring in, among others, sociology, economics, and anthropology (Edmonds and Meyer,
2017; Wikipedia, 2018d).

Typically, social simulation is based on the principle of emergence in complex sys-
tems: it provides an instrument to investigate how microscopic behaviours, typically
the behaviours of the individuals within the group, lead to macroscopic phenomena
(Squazzoni, 2008; Edmonds and Meyer, 2017; Wikipedia, 2018d). In other words, it
establishes the so-called micro-macro link in sociology (Alexander, 1987). In socialmicro-macro

link simulation it are commonly these microscopic behaviours that are represented in a
computer model. The simulation consists of ‘running’ the model and allows one to
induce macroscopic phenomena from the model. Typically, the microscopic beha-
viours that are modelled are those of the individuals of the group. In other words,
the model is very �ne-grained.

For example, social simulation has refuted the once popular hypothesis that
sel�sh individuals will always be favoured through natural selection (Axelrod, 1997b).
The �eld overlaps with so-called multi-agent systems (Wooldridge, 2009) (see sec-
tion II.2.1.3.5 (p. 34)), which typically also establishes a micro-macro link. Moreover,
it closely resonates with the �eld of cybernetics, because it typically focuses on
modelling phenomena related to decentralisation, open systems, self-organisation,
and emergence. Social simulation has a number of advantages over other �elds that
are also based on formal models to gain insight in social phenomena, such as game
theory. The other �elds are mainly based on the so-called ‘analytical’ approach.
In the analytical approach, a formal model is created and used to mathematically
deduce phenomena occurring in the group (Axelrod, 1997a). Social simulation is
closely related, however, instead, its formal model is represented in the computer
as a basis for a computer-simulation of the group. From the result of the simulation
one then attempts to induce, and not deduce, phenomena occurring in the group.
The great advantage of simulation over deduction is that it is computationally far
less resource intensive. Creating deductions from microscopic behaviours ‘all the
way’ up to the macroscopic level is in most cases infeasible: the computational gap is
simply too large. In the analytical approach one has to resort, therefore, to creating a
formal model on a more macroscopic level. This requires assumptions that are more
tentative, because macroscopic levels can often not be observed directly, in contrast
to the microscopic behaviours. Social simulation allows one to close the micro-macro
gap (Edmonds and Meyer, 2015, p. 4).
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At �rst sight, the Orcoba-Approach and social simulation or mathematical model-
ling of human groups seem to be disjoint. After all, an Orcoba is a real human group,
and not a mathematical or computational model of such a group. Nevertheless, social
simulation could be applied in several ways. First, certain design decisions within a
composition-record can be explored and �ne-tuned with such models. This allows
one to investigate the e�ect of these design decisions before actually adopting them
in a composition-record and expose them to human groups. This may save human
resources and speed up the evolution of Orcobas. Typically, a social simulation
could provide support for which micro-level behaviours being made explicit in a
composition-record lead to desired emergent macroscopic e�ects. Example: In one of
the specialised extensions of the Orcoba-Approach, SWiFT-Fixtal (chapter III.7 (p. 225)),
participants have to collaboratively translate a text into a deductive·formal·language.
In this process, they have to judge the language atoms they want to introduce into the
language (the ‘nodes’) and vote them in or out. Ideally, each participant judges all nodes
so that unanimous agreement can be reached. However, obviously there is a trade-o�
between judging nodes and translating texts. If the text and the group of participants
is very large, then it will even be impossible to demand that each participant judges all
nodes: they would never come to actual translation work. In this case, social simula-
tion could help to �nd out how to strike a good balance between the two activities, and
optimise the e�ort spent on voting. In contrast, an ‘in vivo’ approach with real human
groups would be quite human intensive.

Second, lessons learnt from other social simulation experiments and mathematical
models could provide indirect support for design decisions. This application of social
simulation is closely related to what Edmonds et al. (2017) call ‘illustration of ideas’
– the simulation does not so much prove that a phenomenon holds for a given real
group, but shows that, under certain assumptions made in a model, a phenomenon
will occur. It is also related to the way Hales (2013) attempts to apply insights from
social simulation to formulate design principles for e�ective distributed computer
systems – the application area, distributed computing is di�erent, but the approach
is the same. An example of a social simulation that could provide indirect support for
certain design decisions is the work of Gode and Sunder (1993) that demonstrates that
there are economical models in which even if individuals exhibit simple behaviours,
the collective still converges towards a global optimum. In other words, in this case
the emergent intelligence of the crowd is in a sense, much larger than the intelligence
of the individuals that make up this crowd. Another class of examples is how to
e�ectively deal with resource limitations. For example, Singh and Haahr (2006); Hales
(2013) describe how to apply the social segregation models of Schelling (1971) to
come to an e�cient network topology in peer-to-peer networks of computers. Such
a system could also be applied within certain Orcobas. Examples are the Orcobas
developed in this book to foster formal·�uency such as SWiFT-Fixtal (see chapter III.7
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(p. 225)). As stated earlier in this section, a problem that may occur in these Orcobas
is that if the body of knowledge being expressed in a formal·language becomes large,
it is hard to prevent double occurrences of nodes. After all, a given translator may
not be aware that there is already a node with a given meaning, and may introduce
another node with the same meaning. This leads to fragmentation of the KR-base,
and reduces the e�ciency of automated·deduction. A self-organising set of rules
such as applied by Singh and Haahr (2006) could be applied to e�ectively minimise
the occurrence of such double nodes by self-organising an e�cient peer-reviewing
scheme, which determines which translator reviews what node-de�nitions.

II.2.1.3.5 Multi-agent system and normative multi-agent system

A multi-agent system (MAS) is a group of arti�cial agents that interact with each othermulti-agent sys-
tem in order to achieve goals. These goals can range from goals pursued by individual

agents to common goals, and can be mutually con�icting. To achieve their goals, the
agents must be able to e�ectively cooperate, negotiate and coordinate (Wooldridge,
2009). One relation between MASs and Orcobas has already been made clear in the
previous: social simulation. Another one is with a specialisation of MASs: normative
multi-agent systems, the explanation of which follows now.

Normative multi-agent systems are formed by the intersection of normative sys-normative
multi-agent
system

tems (Raz, 1999) and multi-agent systems (Boella et al., 2006). Note that it, therefore,
can also be regarded as a specialised form of social simulation – one that restricts
its focus to behaviours and phenomena in relation to norms. An interpretation of
the word ‘norm’ is that it is a principle of right action binding upon the members of
a group and serving to guide, control, or regulate proper and acceptable behaviour
(Boella et al., 2006). Interest in such systems has risen in recent years, among other
things due to the fact that there is an increasing need for computer systems that ex-
hibit some form of automated ‘normative and ethical’ reasoning, such as self-driving
cars, automated trading systems and high-frequency trading (Davis et al., 2013).
and expert systems used in medicine (Collste, 1992). For example, if a pedestrian
suddenly crosses the street, a self-driving car may be forced to make an ethically
loaded decision: to either protect the driver and injure the pedestrian by continuing
driving, or protect the pedestrian and injure the driver by breaking violently.

The �eld seems not yet to have converged to, and probably will never converge
to a standard overall de�nition. This is in part due to the ambiguous and context-
dependent nature of the word ‘norm’ and the di�culty to pin it down (Balke et al.,
2013). Aware of this situation, Balke et al. provide several complementary de�nitions.
The most concrete and technical one is that “a normative multi-agent system is
a MAS organised by means of mechanisms to represent, communicate, distribute,
detect, create, modify, and enforce norms, and mechanisms to deliberate about norms
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and deter norm violation and ful�llment” (Balke et al., 2013, Sec. 3.3).
Typical examples of norms are that one should not steal from others, that one

should not bump into other people when walking on the street.
Relations between the Orcoba-Approach and normative multi-agent systems

follow now. First, as Boella et al. (2006) state, the use of norms is a key element of
social human intelligence – in other words, hucolligence. Second, the capability-
constitution of an Orcoba can be considered to be a normative system. Therefore,
a normative multi-agent system can be considered as a computational model of
important aspects of an Orcoba. Insights from the study of normative multi-agent
systems could, therefore, be applied to Orcobas. For example, Grossi et al. (2010)
discriminate between norm-creation and norm-implementation: simply prescribing
the norms agents ought to follow (norm-creation), does not imply that the agents
will indeed follow these norms (norm-implementation). Norm-implementation can
be realised by dictating the norms (“norm regimentation”), i.e. making sure that
agents cannot deviate from them, or by a more mild approach, in which agents are
encouraged to follow them to a stronger or lesser degree, for example by varying
degrees of law enforcement. The second is often favourable, because the system will
then become more �exible and therefore more collectively intelligent. For example,
it is not always good to follow all prescribed norms, and agents should have the
freedom to deviate from them depending on the circumstances. Grossi et al. (2010)
investigate formal models to gain insight in these forms of norm-implementation. If
one considers a capability-constitution as a result of norm-creation, these types of
insights could possibly be applied to implement these norms more e�ectively.

II.2.1.3.6 Organisational studies and educational science

Several specialised disciplines within the �eld of social sciences are related to col-
lective intelligence research, amongst which the general areas sociology and social
psychology. In particular, this is the case for the following sub�elds: organisa-
tional studies, organisational psychology and educational science. The subsequent
elaborates on organisational psychology.

Organisational psychology is “the science of psychology applied to organisations organisational
psychologyand the individuals working within these organisations” (Kozlowski, 2012; Bauer

et al., 2015). A part of organisational psychology occupies itself with group dynamics,
including factors that in�uence team performance, such as team e�ectiveness (Salas
et al., 2009) and team composition – all closely related to collective intelligence.
Examples of research results have already been introduced in section II.2.1.3.1 (p. 29),
such as the work of Woolley et al. (2010) on the c factor. Other valuable research
results related to team e�ectiveness are summarised by Salas et al. (2009), one of
which is about shared leadership. Shared leadership is a kind of distributed leadership,
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in which the leadership roles are changed dynamically by the team based on current
challenges on the one hand, and the capabilities and traits of the members on the
other (Yukl, 2013). It is to be contrasted with traditional leadership: vertical leadership.
In an empirical study conducted by Pearce and Sims Jr (2002), teams with shared
leadership were, on average, more e�ective than teams with vertical leadership.

II.2.1.3.7 Computer-SupportedCooperativeWork andComputer-Supported
Collaborative Learning

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work “is a generic term, which combines the
understanding of the way people work in groups with the enabling technologies of
computer networking, and associated hardware, software, services and techniques”
(Wilson, 1991). An example of a valuable �nding in this �eld is that so-called physiolo-
gical synchrony in a team working together online, is predictive for the collective
intelligence of that team. The collective intelligence here is operationally measured
in the same way as done by Woolley et al. (2010), mentioned earlier in this section.
Physiological synchrony is the co-occurrence in time of physiological activity among
interacting individuals (Mønster et al., 2016). Examples are synchrony in heart rate,
skin conductance and facial expressions such as smiling. It is measured by means
of sensors and computers. Thus, this study produced results that suggest two ways
to use computers to enhance collective intelligence: it provides a method of how to
measure the e�ectiveness of computer-mediated collaboration, and therefore a way
to improve this type of collaboration, and secondly, the method itself is also based
on computer-technology.

A related notion is Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning, a de�nition ofComputer-
Supported
Collaborative
Learning

which can be obtained by replacing the word ‘work’ in the �rst sentence of the
previous paragraph with ‘learn’. Stahl et al. (2006), for example, describe it as “a
branch of learning sciences concerned with studying how people can learn together
with the help of computers”.

II.2.1.3.8 The wisdom of the crowd

The notion ‘wisdom of the crowd’ seems to be used somewhat ambiguously. One
usage is in the sense of the collective opinion of a group of people based on a statistical
analysis applied to the aggregate of the independent opinions of each person in the
group in those cases where the collective opinion can qualify as being superior to
the opinion of a few. It is important to emphasise the word ‘independent’ here: one
assumes there is no direct deliberation among individuals to come to their opinion.
This is to prevent mindless copying of opinions between members of the collective,
which can have an opposite e�ect: increasing collective ‘stupidity’. Surowiecki (2005)
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popularised the term in this sense. An example he often mentions is the observation
of Galton (1907) that the median of a large number of independent guesses of the
weight of an ox during a game, was very close to the real weight of the animal.
Retrospective analysis even revealed that the mean was exactly correct.

However, the term also seems to be used for any work done by a group of people
where members of a large crowd each incrementally contribute to the creation of a
single result, such as a Wikipedia-article, whether it be with or without intermedate
deliberation and coordination. In Wikipedia there is clearly an intermediate delib-
eration among members of the crowd, in the form of discussion pages, but also by
the mere fact that each contributor adapts the article that has already been written
so far and therefore is exposed to the work of others before deciding what and how
to contribute. Aristotle (0BCEb) provides the to my knowledge oldest treatise of
the notion ‘wisdom of the crowd’, stating that “The many, of whom none is indi-
vidually an excellent man, nevertheless can, when joined together, be better than
those [excellent few], not as individuals but all together.” According to Ober (2013),
Aristotle advocates the combination of deliberation and aggregation of independent
opinions to create a wise crowd. Hence, he also clearly included deliberation in his
interpretation of the notion wisdom of the crowd, in contrast to Surowiecki (2005).

Wisdom of the crowd is in popular terms often sloppily described as that the
opinion of a crowd is better than that of individual experts. However, the literature
displays a much more nuanced view. Several sources seem to agree that only for a
speci�c type of problems and only when certain conditions are met, the crowd has a
higher probability to outperform individual experts. For example, Aristotle (0BCEb)
provides a detailed set of conditions that promote the degree of wisdom of crowds,
amongst which that the group should be su�ciently diverse so that the expertise
of the individuals complement each other su�ciently. Surowiecki (2005) presents
four criteria that should be met, amongst which diversity and decentralisation: each
member should be able to draw from local knowledge. Oinas-Kukkonen (2008)
postulates that communication should be limited to a certain degree, however, that
on the other hand contest and disagreement should be encouraged.

II.2.1.3.9 Swarm intelligence

According to Kennedy (2006), swarm intelligence refers to a “problem-solving ability
that emerges in the interactions of simple agents”. The swarm’s problem-solving
ability goes beyond that of the individual agents. The agents can be arti�cial (robots,
computer-programs) or biological (insects, birds or human beings). The notion was
introduced by Beni and Wang (1989). The term is mostly used in the context of
fostering collective intelligence, and not in descriptive studies into, for example,
already existing biological swarms, such as �ocks of birds. The latter are often used
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as inspirations for the design of swarms. The �eld seems closely related to the
�eld of multi-agent systems, when assuming the broader interpretation of a MAS
as one that includes non-arti�cial agents. At �rst sight there do not seem to be
many di�erences, except for each having originated from a di�erent community of
researchers. However, on closer inspection one could argue there are some notable
di�erences. First, the goals of both research �elds are di�erent. The presence of
the word ‘intelligence’ in swarm intelligence indicates that it focuses on fostering
collective intelligence. In a sense, MAS-research has a wider scope: it includes
any phenomenon of interest that emerges from the interactions between multiple
agents, even if these would not contribute to a greater collective intelligence, such as
some forms of con�ict. In another sense it is narrower: MAS-research emphasises
agents that have individual beliefs, desires and intentions (George� et al., 1998).
These agents try to ful�ll their desires and intentions through cooperation or despite
con�icts with other agents. In swarm intelligence, individual agents do not necessarily
have individual desires or intentions. The focus is solely on a desired emergent
collective phenomenon. In a sense, in swarms, agents are purely instrumental parts
in achieving the collective goal, while in MAS they represent, to a lesser or stronger
degree, individuals that also have and value an individual existence, possibly partially
con�icting with that of others within the group.

In the interpretation of the wisdom of the crowd in which the intermediate
interaction between members of the crowd is mimimised Surowiecki (2005), wisdom
of the crowd and swarm intelligence also di�er from each other (Rosenberg et al.,
2016). In swarm intelligence there is a mutual interaction and coordination between
agents while they are working towards a common goal, while in wisdom of the crowd
this interaction is absent, and one su�ces with applying a statistical analysis to the
aggregate of decisions made by each agent individually. Note, however, that there
are also other interpretations of the notion wisdom of the crowd (see section II.2.1.3.8
(p. 36)).

A part of the �eld explicitly dedicates itself to swarms that contain human agents:
human swarming (Rosenberg, 2015). This sub�eld is directly linked to the core topichuman swarm-

ing of this book: fostering human·collective·intelligence. A result from this �eld is that
the investigated swarms outperformed systems that do not employ mutual interaction
and coordination while agents were working toward a common goal (Rosenberg
et al., 2016).

II.2.1.3.10 Some other research �elds

The survey provided in this section does not do justice to all �elds that are strongly
related to collective intelligence. Other �elds include, among others: social choice
theory, which is the study of collective decision processes and procedures.
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II.2.1.4 Dimensions

Hucolligence is not one monolithic entity: when it manifests itself, one can distinguish
several mutually interacting dimensions within it, each of which may be present in it
to a lesser or stronger degree. In this subsection, I focus on the dimensions that are
particular to collective intelligence, so not on the dimensions of intelligence as it is
in itself, which self-evidently are also a part of hucolligence. ‘Top-level’ dimensions
of hucolligence include, but are not limited to the dimension of human capabilities,
the technological dimension and the transcendental dimension.

II.2.1.4.1 The dimension of human capabilities

The dimension of human capabilities can be further subdivided into, among other
things: the cognitive, social and the contextual subdimension.

The human cognitive dimension relates to the role of human cognition in hu-
colligence. ‘Cognition’ is another word that is vaguely de�ned, but for the purpose
of this work, the following characterisation is su�cient: it relates to the human
capabilities that are at the heart of gaining knowledge and insight. It includes the
invisible mental capabilities, such as language capability, memory, processing of
sensory input, reasoning and intuition. Etymologically, the word cognition comes
from the Latin verb cognosco (con ‘with’ + gnōscō ‘know’), itself a cognate of the
Ancient Greek verb gnósko meaning ‘I know’ (noun: gnósis = knowledge), so broadly,
‘to conceptualize’ or ‘to recognize’.

The social dimension pertains to the degree of intelligence in the social interac-
tions between individuals of a group. For example, if there is a low level of respect
among individuals within a group, this is likely to negatively in�uence the hucolli-
gence of that group. One can imagine that a lack of respect will also in�uence at least
some other dimensions negatively, for example the cognitive dimension may su�er
under it. Sub-dimensions of the social dimension include (aspects of) the economical
and political dimension.

The contextual dimension refers to the ability to place one’s activities in broader
perspectives, and conduct in such a way that, seen from these perspectives, one’s
activities can also be considered to be wise. Examples: (1) A human collective that
is highly capable of building fossil fuel burning cars may be highly intelligent along
the cognitive dimension. However, the group scores very low along the contextual di-
mension when it is not able to put a halt to this process at the moment it discovers
this process disturbs the climate to such an extent, that it is detrimental to their own
survival. (2) An example on a more individual level is: not eating su�ciently may save
time in the short run, but in time one will weaken and lose time.
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II.2.1.4.2 The technological dimension

The technological dimension of hucolligence exists in two senses: broad and narrow.
The broad sense refers to artefacts in general such as human writing, drawings,
clothes and human glasses. The narrow dimension limits this to artefacts that consist
of highly sophisticated technology as we know nowadays (the computer, but also the
bicycle, piano etc.). The technological dimension – in its broad sense – is an intrinsic
part of (collective) intelligence, that is to say, there is in my opinion no collective intel-
ligence possible without that dimension. Even bacteria manipulate chemicals in their
surrounding environment to ‘build artefacts’. In its narrow sense, the technological
dimension has gone through a tremendous growth in the last century with, among
other things, the invention of the modern computer. The technological dimension,
and in particular networked information technology, therefore, is at this point in
history an important point of focus with regard to fostering hucolligence. If one
wants to maximise the e�ect of research and development e�orts in hucolligence,
the technological dimension is an obvious choice. This is, therefore, part of the focus
of this work.

II.2.1.5 The transcendental dimension

The transcendental dimension refers to my idea that hucolligence exists by virtue of
a greater collective intelligence in which it is embedded. Ultimately, the hucolligence
of a group of humans, or for that matter for any collective or individual intelligence,
is not a separate, isolated thing. It is inextricably intertwined with the larger systems
of which it is part: human society, Earth’s ecosystem, the Earth, and in its turn the
Earth from its place and interactions with the universe. In my opinion, attributing
intelligence to a single unit, whether it be an individual human being or a collective
is incorrect from a fundamental perspective. Related to this are statements such
“intelligence is not a property of systems, but a property between systems.” (Paul
Pangaro, 2018). This also works downward: each intelligence consists of smaller
‘intelligent’ interacting units, and so, all intelligence is in a sense ‘collective’. This
structure is, for example, plausible for human intelligence. From a certain simpli�ed
perspective, each human being can be regarded as many billions of collaborating
cells.1

1Of course, it is an open question whether intelligence can arise from smaller, non-intelligent units,
as some kind of emergent property. In the particular case of human cells, and in particular neurons,
there is disagreement among neuroscientists whether these cells are non-intelligent – or the opposite. A
second problem is whether one arrives at the smallest conceivable intelligent ‘atoms’ at a certain point. I
think these atoms do not exist – not so much that there is an in�nite regression, but that it is more the
perspective that creates the illusion of an in�nite regression, or the necessity for introducing atoms. In
the end, even these atoms deduce their meaning from the context they are part of – and perhaps, from
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II.2.1.6 Fostering hucolligence
The central goal of this research project is fostering hucolligence. Before explaining
that in detail, I �rst want to elaborate on the question why I call it ‘fostering hucol-
ligence’, and not ‘creating or designing hucolligence’. According to the dictionary
‘to foster’ means “encourage the development of (something, especially something
desirable).” First, hucolligence exists as long as humanity has existed and, in the
form of (non-human) collective intelligence, even beyond that. You cannot design or
construct it, but rather aim to stimulate the prosperous growth of the existing forms.

II.2.1.7 Fostering co-evolution
As said before, in the whole spectrum of hucolligence, this work focuses on fostering
the co-evolution of human capabilities and technology (the latter ‘in the narrow
sense’). A leading insight in my approach for fostering growth of hucolligence is
as follows. Technology can be regarded as an extension of the human body, and
is, in a sense even indistinguishable from it. These new ‘body-extensions’ require
co-evolution with other parts of the extended body, to fully exploit the new body
part. (Note that next to our ‘normal’ bodies and technology, I consider the human
cognitive processes as part of the extended body.)

Another way to phrase it, without the use of the notion ‘body extension’, is the
following. From the perspective of this work, every new type of technology is only
one dimension of a new human-technological system. This human-technological
system, however, is still in its infancy when the �rst implementations of the new
type of technology occur. In most cases it then takes time, and sometimes much
time, before the co-evolution of the new type of technology and the complementary
human dimension realises its full potential. I will call this process ‘reaching the �xed
point2 of the co-evolution of a certain new technology’. The reason for using this
term is that it is a �xed point of the transformation process in which the new type of
technology, and the human dimension in�uence each others’ development mutually
(i.e. co-evolve). Note that this process can also be rephrased in terms of cybernetics
(Heylighen and Joslyn, 2001, Sec. III.B): I believe that each new type of technology
and its complementary human dimension can be considered as a dynamical system
that moves towards a so-called attractor and ends in an equilibrium state. a�ractor

equilibriumAs stated before this work focuses on hucolligence on two levels: (1) by developing
the framework Orcoba and (2), by fostering formal·�uency by applying Orcoba to

another perspective, these atoms are the greatest units, so, containers, instead of constituents. The latter
may, perhaps, give rise to a cyclic regression rather than an in�nite one.

2In mathematics, a �xed point of a function is an element of the function’s domain that is mapped to
itself by the function. In this case, it is used in the sense of a transformation that is repeatedly applied to
its outcome until the outcome reaches a stable level, i.e. a ‘�xed point’.
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formal·�uency. This second project can be seen in the light of fostering the mentioned
co-evolution: it tries to accelerate the co-evolution of processes that have already
started, towards their full potential. In this case, it focuses on the co-evolution of
human language and reasoning with information technology. As I have stated. I
deem it likely that we will evolve completely new ways of processing language and
representations. However, it is often not foreseeable what the �nal stage will be and
how to reach it. Therefore, this work does not purport to make all steps in the right
direction. The actual trajectory, in retrospect, may di�er from the vision developed in
this work. Take, for example, Vannevar Bush’s Memex machine. The Web came, but
in a di�erent medium than he had foreseen. Nevertheless, his thinking, and that of
others may have been essential to the occurrence of networked computer technology
as we know it nowadays.

II.2.2 Research questions
This book part focuses on investigating one of the overall research questions of this
book, as de�ned in section I.1.3 (p. 7), and repeated below:

“ Research question 1 (the general quest). How to foster human·collective·-
intelligence (or brie�y: hucolligence)?

(Quoted from page 7.) ”



Chapter II.3

The Orcoba-Approach

Orcobas were already brie�y described in section I.1.4.1.2 (p. 9). This section describes
and motivates them in greater detail.

For several reasons it is useful to consider Orcobas as a subclass of more general
classes of systems. To wit: classes that also encompass systems that are less ‘open’
with regard to their composition-record. Reasons for this include: (1) in the process
of applying the Orcoba-Approach to a certain capability, it may be e�cient to use
these more general systems before specialising and (2) explanatory purposes (end of
list). These more general classes of systems are de�ned in this chapter. The following
�rst de�nes the most general class, the Cobas, and then proceeds with de�ning
relevant subclasses.

De�nition 1 (Coba). A Composition-Record Based Community (Coba) is de�ned as Coba
follows. A Coba is a community·pursuing·a·capability, together with a record that al-
lows the capability-composition of their pursued·capability to be (at least partially)
reproduced and examined. The term composition-record is coined for the mentioned composition-re-

cordrecord. The members of the Coba explicitly and exclusively use and follow their com-
position-record to practice the capability. They are the composition-record·users of the composition-

record·usergiven composition-record.1 Ideally, the composition-record contains parts pertaining to
artefacts as well as human elements. �

De�nition 2 (Coba-Aproach). The Coba-Aproach is an approach which applies Cobas
to foster human capabilities in the following way. In the approach, people (and other
actors) actively seek to improve composition-records by changing them and observing
the e�ect on the performance of Cobas. The term composition-record·developer is composition-

record·-
developer

1In the context of Game-Based·Orcobas, which will be treated later, composition-record·users are also
called composition-record·players.
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coined for these actors. �

The word ‘record’ in ‘composition-record’ has been chosen for the following
reason. ‘to record’ means: “To set down for preservation in writing or other perman-
ent form.”, and ‘the record’ “the information or knowledge preserved in writing or
the like.”2 – exactly what is intended here.

The subsequent sections focus on several aspects of the Coba-Aproach.

II.3.1 The human and artefact part

A composition-record ideally includes two complementary parts: a human part and
an artefact part. They respectively pertain to the human capabilities and the artefacts
playing a role in the capability of the community·pursuing·a·capability. This is in
agreement with the general principle of human-artefact·co-evolution of this work:
the composition-record integrates the technological and the human dimension in
one whole instead of focusing on one dimension only, allowing these dimensions to
co-evolve.

II.3.2 Constitutional·aspects and
contributive·aspects

Within a composition-record one can distinguish, orthogonally to the human-artefact
dimension, constitutional and contributive·aspects.

Constitutional·aspects of a composition-record are a direct expression of (aspectsconstitutional·-
aspect of) the capability-composition. I coin the term capability-constitution for the whole
capability-
constitution

of all these aspects (constitution for short). Note that the word ‘constitution’ in
capability-constitution is used di�erently than in politics in a few ways, including
the following. A political constitution only expresses human aspects, and not
technological aspects. For example, a capability-constitution can contain a tool to use
to solve a problem. A part of the capability-constitution, therefore, could be a physical
hammer (or a speci�cation of that hammer). A political constitution contains rules
and laws to follow, while a capability-constitution, additionally, typically contains
other descriptions, such as protocols or approaches helping one to solve problems.
An example is a recipe of how to cook Sukama Wiki.

Contributive·aspects are aspects that contribute directly to a certain capability-contributive·-
aspect composition coming into, or remaining in existence, while they do not form a direct

2http://www.dictionary.com/browse/record

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/record
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expression of that capability-composition. I coin the term contributive·capability-
record for the whole of all these aspects. An example is a set of exercises to practice contributive·-

capability-
record

playing golf. These exercises foster the human capability to play golf. The written
account of these exercises, however, does not necessarily directly describe a part
of the process of playing golf. Therefore, this account is not part of a constitution
for playing golf. Another example is a training for musicians in how to follow the
directions of the conductor of an orchestra. This fosters the musician’s capability
to do so during actual performances. The training as such, however, is not part of
the capability-composition of giving concert performances, but it contributes to the
creation of that capability-composition. An analogy is the composition of a delicious
pie. This pie has been in the oven to prepare it. Fortunately, however, the oven is not
an ingredient of that pie, as this probably leads to digestive problems. Rather, the
oven has contributed to the creation of the pie’s composition.

Note that parts of the composition-record can exhibit both contributive and
constitutional·aspect at once. For example, every constitutional text-fragment also
has a contributive·aspect, because it expresses or formulates aspects of the capability-
composition in a speci�c way. The latter in�uences, among other things, the easiness
with which di�erent readers will be able to understand that text-fragment. This
is also the reason I speak of constitutional and contributive ‘aspects’ rather than
‘parts’.

II.3.3 The human part of a capability-constitution

The human part of a capability-constitution can be further subdivided into several
elements, including: (1) procedures and protocols (2) de�nitions of a shared language,
and (3) conditions and rules. These types can interact and overlap. Examples and
elaborations are: (1) Procedures: an example of a procedure is a culinary recipe.
(2) De�nition of a shared language: an example is the word ‘Fore’ in golf, which
is used to warn people that a ball has accidentally been hit in their direction. The
shared language includes all forms of expressions that can be used to communicate,
not only textual language. For example: shooting a gun means start running in sprint
competitions; the man holding up his hand towards his dance partner, means grab it
in salsa dancing. (3) Conditions and rules: This is about conditions to be met and
rules to be followed by the people that are part of the community that are realisable
by certain modes of conduct (e.g. always wear a red hat), or conditions concerning
the selection of human individuals that make up the community (e.g. “50% must
be women, 50% must be men” and “All participants must have a diploma from the
vegetarian cooking academy ‘Vlam In De Pan’.”).
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II.3.4 The artefact part of a capability-constitution

The artefact part of a capability-constitution consists of the artefacts or a speci�cation
of these artefacts. It may be obvious to the reader that artefacts are often parts
of a capability-composition. However, in some cases, they can also be part of a
capability-constitution. This is because many artefacts meet the conditions of parts
of a composition-record: it is possible to reproduce and examine these artefacts
(‘reverse engineer’ them). Examples are forks and knifes. Of course, this is not
always the case. A non-example would be a computer, which is very hard to reverse-
engineer. In that case, a speci�cation is necessary.

II.3.5 Examinability of composition-records

A perfectly examinable composition-record is considered to be the ideal in the context
of this work, because such a composition-record allows the inner workings of a
capability-composition to be examined. This allows an active re�ection and revision
of it. This is in agreement with this work’s general principle of institutionalised·self-
re�ection and decentralised·development.

The explanation-degree of a part of a composition-record is de�ned as the extentexplanation-
degree to which that part explains (a part of) the inner workings of the associated capability-

constitution.
For example, the condition “The baking team should include a trained cook.” has

an extremely low explanation-degree: it is not clear how the trained cook ‘works’. On
the other hand, the condition “The baking team should apply the following recipes:
etc. etc.”, has a high explanation-degree.

II.3.6 Openness of Cobas

The Coba de�nition does not yet specify the parties involved in creating the compos-
ition-records. According to one of the general principles of this work, decentralised·-
development, the participants of the Coba should be involved as much as possible.
Therefore, an extension of the Coba for which the latter is the case is introduced in
this section.

An Internally·Open·Coba is a Coba in which the composition-record comes intoInternally·-
Open·Coba existence in a socially decentralised process within the Coba, hence, each member is

either composition-record·developer or supporter of each part of the composition-
record. This is directly in agreement with the general principle of decentralised·-
development. Moreover, an Externally·Open·Coba is a Coba of which the composition-
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Externally·-
Open·Coba

record is open to the public for reuse. Motivation is as follows. This allows reuse
by other people, so that they can bene�t from it, adapt it to suit their own purposes
(diversi�cation) and participate in its improvement (evolution).

Finally, an Orcoba is a Coba which is both an Externally·Open·Coba and an Orcoba
Internally·Open·Coba. In other words, its composition-record is open for the public
for reuse, and it is developed or supported by all members of the Orcoba. Orcoba is
an acronym for Open Composition-Record Based Community.

II.3.7 Application areas
The Orcoba-Approach is a general approach to foster hucolligence. It is intended
as a tool to foster a wide range of capabilities, however, it (and its extensions) will
not be equally e�ective for all capabilities. A number of conditions have to be
met. Most importantly, it must be possible to adequately express the capability in a
composition-record.

Moreover, the Orcoba-Approach is an abstract top-level design, and typically
only becomes really e�ective in its extensions. Each of these extensions may require
additional conditions to be met, limiting the application scope per extension. For
example, an important extension in this book are Challenge-Based·Orcoba, which can
be most e�ectively applied if it is possible to create, on demand, good challenges to test
the capability. When deemed important, these conditions are explicitly mentioned in
the corresponding sections.

II.3.8 Research question re�nement
The argumentation so far, among other things, provides a partial answer to research
question 1 (p. 7): it is intended to make it plausible that the Orcoba-Approach is a
promising general approach to foster hucolligence. Of course, it does not assume
it is the only way, nor that it is an approach that is suitable to foster all forms of
hucolligence. However, given limitations in (human) resources to carry out this
study, this work limits its attention to the Orcoba-Approach.

The Orcoba-Approach, developed so far, is not only a partial answer in the sense
just given, it is also an un�nished answer. The basic points of departure for fos-
tering hucolligence were expressed by three principles: decentralised·development
institutionalised·self-re�ection and human-artefact·co-evolution, each based on the
author’s previous professional exposure, the literature and the work of people suc-
cessful in fostering hucolligence such as Douglas Engelbart (see chapter I.1 (p. 3)).
These principles, however, are very abstract, and it is not self-evident how to put
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them into practice. The Orcoba-Approach satis�es these principles and makes them
somewhat more concrete. It is, however, almost as abstract. There is still a long
distance to cross from the ‘what’ to the ‘how’. Creating a system that actually realises
these principles and the overall goal to contribute to increased hucolligence, gives
rise to several subchallenges which are not trivial to solve. Among other things, some
of the design ingredients of the Orcoba-Approach have to be made more concrete
and operational, which leads to new extensions and variants of the Orcoba-Approach.
This yields the following re�nement of research question 1 (p. 7):

Research question 1.1. [Hucolligence with Orcobas] What are extensions and vari-
ants of the Orcoba-Approach that signi�cantly contribute to fostering hucolligence?
[Conclusion(s): page 126] �

The subsequent chapters of this part focus on this research question.



Chapter II.4

Orcoba·extensions and
generalisations

The Orcoba-Approach does not describe a single concrete system, but a class·of·-
systems: “the” Orcoba-Approach is a description of the most essential design decisions
all systems that belong to this class share in an abstract way. The (di�erent) spe-
cialised extensions are intended to make the general abstract notions concrete in
possibly di�erent ways. This study applies this notion of classes of systems for two
reasons. First, it allows the presentation of a concrete, detailed, system in a layered,
and more understandable, way. Second, di�erent applications may require di�erent
specialisations. For this reason, this book presents several extensions and general-
isations of the Orcoba-Approach, an overview of which is presented in chapter II.4.
Therefore, from now on, this book uses the description ‘the Orcoba class·of·systems’
and ‘the Orcoba-Approach’ interchangeably.

II.4.1 Introduction and research question re�nement

This chapter initiates answering the research question that has been presented earlier
in this work:
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“ Research question 1.1 (Hucolligence with Orcobas). What are exten-
sions and variants of the Orcoba-Approach that signi�cantly contribute to
fostering hucolligence?

(Quoted from page 48.) ”
The presentation of some of these extensions (‘Orcoba·extensions’) is at the coreOrcoba·-

extension of this part. However, the development process of extensions can never be considered
to be completed. Therefore it is useful to introduce the following term.

De�nition 3 (orcoba·fosterer). An orcoba·fosterer is someone who fosters the emer-orcoba·fosterer
gence of new extensions and variants of the Orcoba-Approach. �

A complementary notion is the composition-record·user, which is a person whocomposition-
record·user uses a speci�c composition-record to acquire or improve the pursued·capability

associated with it.
Taking the role of orcoba·fosterer, the remainder of this part addresses some of

the challenges associated with the aforementioned research question. Below they
are formulated as sub-research-questions:

Research question 1.1.1. [Motivating composition-record·developers] How do you
motivate, and continue to motivate composition-record-developers to create new com-
position-records or improve existing ones?
[Conclusion(s): page 63, page 116 and page 241] �

Research question 1.1.2. [Determining a quality metric for composition-records]
How do you e�ectively measure the quality of composition-records? This is a crucial
instrument to determine whether there is indeed progress.
[Conclusion(s): page 63 and page 117] �

Research question 1.1.3. [Dealing with the exploration-exploitation trade-o�] How
do you balance the trade-o� between exploration and exploitation in the development
of composition-records?
[Conclusion(s): page 118] �

Research question 1.1.3.1. [Dealing with �nite developers e�ort] The e�ort of the
developers-collective is �nite (per time unit), and therefore, has to be spent well. How
do you e�ectively distribute the development e�ort over the composition-records?
[Conclusion(s): page 119] �
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Research question 1.1.3.2. [Dealing with �nite assessment resources] The amount
of (human and other) resources to assess the quality of composition-records is �nite
per time unit. How do you distribute these resources e�ectively over the composition-
records?
[Conclusion(s): page 119] �

Research question 1.1.3.3. [Preventing conservatism] How do you prevent too much
conservatism? Often, too much development e�ort is spent on maintaining the status
quo, instead of exploring completely new, and possibly more fruitful directions.
[Conclusion(s): page 120] �

An example of such conservatism is present in programming language develop-
ment. (One can consider a programming language design itself as a composition-re-
cord.) Among programming language developers it is a well-known problem that
popular programming languages evolve very slowly because of conservative forces,
such as users being used to the language as it is. This is one explanation for why
so many software developers work with antiquated and sub-optimal programming
techniques. This was for example the reason that Martin Odersky initiated Scala as a
response to the slowly evolving Java programming language (Venners and Sommers,
2009).

Research question 1.1.3.4. [Increasing equality in treatment of composition-records]
How do you give a fair chance to ideas within composition-records that may need time
to mature before they lead to a better performance?
[Conclusion(s): page 121] �

Research question 1.1.4. [Dealingwith large composition-records] Pursued·capabilities
that require a long composition-record are problematic in two senses: (1) it becomes very
di�cult to establish the e�ect of a relatively small change to the composition-record on
the total score of that composition-record, because the longer the composition-record,
the larger the sample size needed to show the in�uence of this change signi�cantly, and
(2) players may be more tempted to skip reading parts of the composition-record, which
would lead to a lower score without that being an e�ect of the composition-record. How
to deal with these capabilities e�ectively?
[Conclusion(s): page 64] �

The evolutionary theory inspired extensions, treated in chapter II.5 (p. 65) are part
of the topic of this chapter. However, because of the lengthiness of the treatment of
these extensions, it has been assigned its own, separate chapter. This also means that
an important part of research into the research questions posed above, are covered
in that chapter.
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II.4.2 Classes·of·systems and extensions

This section elaborates on my approach to present and explore systems: classes·of·-
systems and their extensions. A class·of·systems is a set of systems with commonclass·of·-

systems characteristics. The common characteristics can be expressed as a set of shared
design decisions. The notion ‘system design’ as used here includes both the design
of a single speci�c system, and a class·of·systems. In the latter case, it contains a set
of design decisions which can be met by more than one concrete system.

De�nition 4 (proper design extension). System design SE is a proper·extension ofproper·-
extension system S if: design SE complies with all design decisions of S, but on top of that SE

complies with additional design decisions. �

Example: Suppose S1 is “A vehicle that moves over land using wheels and can
transport at least one person.”, and S2 is “A bicycle with two wheels with a diameter of
28 inch”. Then S2 is a proper extension of S1. Note that this is very similar to subclass
hierarchies in object-oriented programming languages. It is also interesting to note
that an extension is both larger and smaller than the system it extends: it is larger in
that it has more properties (so its design is longer), but the class·of·systems which
comply with the design is smaller (because it contains more conditions to be met)!

The purposes of explicitly working with system extensions include the following.
(1) System extensions enable a layered·system·approach: presenting a concrete, de-layered·-

system·-
approach

tailed, system in a layered, and therefore more understandable, way, by separating the
deeper notions from the more concrete detailed implementations: the more general,
essential design decisions on top, and the more concrete work out in lower layers.
(2) They enable specialisation: for di�erent applications/circumstances, di�erent
extensions may be the better (or even only) choice. (3) They enable several types of
extensions to be made that are not compatible with each other, but inherit shared
properties from a common class (‘ancestor’). (4) They enable optimisation of re-
usability: separating out design ingredients that are more general to a more general
design level with more general objectives, so that potential users of the method can
recognise it as applicable to their speci�c problem. (5) They accommodate dealing in
a well-structured way with trade-o� relations that may exist between di�erent design
options given the objectives (and sub-objectives) of the system: di�erent extensions
with a di�erent choice between the trade-o�s can be created and compared. (6) They
form a good R&D tool: often, it is not clear in advance what extensions will perform
best in what situation.

It may be clear that this approach describes explicitly what is involved in any
good engineering process, but often only tacitly so.
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II.4.3 System-extension overview diagrams
. To render system extensions and properties more comprehensible, this book presents
some of them in diagrams. Examples of these diagrams are in �g. II.4.1 (p. 58) and
�g. II.4.2 (p. 59). These diagrams are explained as follows:

• Each box represents a system-class or a property that can be attributed to
systems of such a class.

• The box connected to the right side of a box, is a child·box. The opposite is the child·box
parent·box. parent·box

• relation de�nition label : each box B can contain up to three pieces of
information:

– relation : this indicates the relation between B and its parent-box.1

– de�nition : this de�nes the system-class or the property B represents
in terms of other classes·of·systems and/or properties.

– label: this is the label of B. This label brie�y describes the system-class
or property that B indicates, independent of its relation with its parent
and children. In other words, if B is isolation from the rest of the graph,
it still should be a good label for indicating the class·of·systems B stands
for. B is anonymous when it has no label. This is only allowed if the
meaning of B is unambiguously determined by its de�nition.

• generic·properties: this work considers a property (such as ‘eye-colour’) and generic·-
propertiesthe value of a property (‘eye-colour = brown’) both as properties. The second

is considered to be a sub-property of the �rst. For example, the property ‘eye
colour’ is interpreted as ‘having an eye colour’, while ‘eye colour = brown’ is as
having brown eyes. This view is also ‘extensionally’ defensible. ‘Extension’ as
used in the latter sentence has to be interpreted in the Carnapian way (Carnap,
1956) and should not be confused with the way ‘extension’ is interpreted in the
context of system-extensions. If one de�nes the Carnap-extension of a property
to be all objects that have that particular property, then the Carnap-extension
of the property ‘eye colour’ consists of all entities that have an eye colour,
while ‘eye colour = brown’ consists of the subset that contains all entities that
have a brown eye colour.

1Note that this relation could instead have been represented by an additional box that is on the line
between the child-box and the parent-box, and moreover changing the line to an arrow to indicate the
direction of an asymmetrical relation. Examples can be found in many RDF-visualisations. However, the
chosen representation is more clear, concise and uncluttered.
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• Relations:

– The relation P on a box B with parent Bp means that (1) B represents
a property (in the sense of ‘characteristic’, ‘trait’), (2) that Bp represents
a system-class, and (3) that the instances of Bp have that particular
property.

– The relation ⊃ on box B with a parent BP can have 2 meanings: (1) if
BP represents a system-class, then⊃ expresses thatB is a strict subclass
of BP . This also implies that the set of instances of B form a strict subset
of the set of instances of BP . (2) if BP represents a property, then ⊃
expresses that B represents a sub-property of BP . Example: ⊃ holds
whenBP represents ‘eye colour’, andB represents ‘eye-colour is brown’, or
when B represents ‘eye-colour is brown or blue’.

• The de�nition sysClass1 ∩ sysClass2 on box B means that B represents
the systems that are in the intersection of sysClass1 and sysClass2. (Note that
none of the names used in the de�nition are the label of B!)

• ↑: this symbol is used on a box B to refer to B’s parent-box BP . Example:
Suppose that B contains ↑ ∩ sysClass1. Then B represents the system-class that
is formed by the intersection between BP and the system-class with label sys-
Class1.

• P = V represents a property. To wit: the property of ‘having value V
for property P ’. This property is considered to be a subproperty of P , as
explained with generic·properties. Note that this implies that the set of all
things with property P = V are a subset of all things with property P , to wit
those that have value V . An example is formed by choosing P = ‘eye-colour’
and V = ‘blue’.

• ∀S : prop represents the system-class of all systems with property prop.

II.4.4 Extensions and generalisations
The Orcoba system-class, as described in chapter II.3 (p. 43), has a number of ex-
tensions and generalisations that are relevant to this book. An overview of these is
presented in �g. II.4.1 (p. 58). The most general superclass included in this book are
Cobas, as introduced in de�nition 1 (p. 43). Note that throughout this work, Orcobas
and not the more general Cobas are regarded as the point of departure. The reason is
that Orcobas are the most general class that meet the conditions regarding collective
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intelligence systems as pointed out in section I.1.4.1.2 (p. 9). For example, the title of
this chapter is not “Extensions of the Coba system-class”.

This book makes a distinction between two types of Orcoba extensions: general·-
Orcoba·extensions and capability-speci�c·Orcoba·extensions. general·-

Orcoba·-
extension
capability-
specific·-
Orcoba·-
extension

General·Orcoba·extensions are applicable across a large class of capabilities. This
does not imply that each of these extensions can be applied to foster any capability.
Some general extensions may only be (e�ectively) applicable to a large, but more
restricted, class of capabilities. The notion ‘general·Orcoba·extension’, therefore, is
not a boolean notion (either completely true or completely false), but one with grad-
ations. Capability-speci�c·Orcoba·extensions, on the other hand, are only applicable
to a single or a narrow class of related capabilities.

A brief explanation of general·Orcoba·extensions developed in, and relevant to
this book follows now.

• Challenge-Based·Coba: a Coba in which the quality of a composition-record is
estimated by the arti�cial creation of challenges that have to be dealt with by
the composition-record·users. The quality of the solution to these challenges
is then used to steer the further evolution of the composition-record(s).

• Challenge-Based·Orcoba: a Coba that is member of the intersection of Orcobas
and Challenge-Based·Cobas. In other words, it are Challenge-Based·Cobas that
have an open composition-record. These are at the core of this work: they are
an essential ingredient in the evolutionary inspired extensions (see chapter II.5
(p. 65)).

• Or-evohut: The class of evolutionary-inspired Orcoba systems are systems that
are inspired by evolutionary theory and related technologies. The purpose is
to accelerate the development of composition-records to a great degree. They
and their extensions are explained in chapter II.5 (p. 65).

• Game-Based·Orcoba: The class of Game-Based·Orcobas consists of Orcobas
that motivate humans to participate in it (or its supporting processes) by
integrating game elements.

In the context of Game-Based·Orcobas, a composition-record·user is sometimes
called a composition-record·player. In other words, this is someone who uses a
particular composition-record to improve or acquire the pursued·capability of a
given Game-Based·Orcoba.

A brief explanation of the capability speci�c extensions of the Orcoba system-class
developed in, and relevant to this book follows below.
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• The SWiFT·class·of·games: this class consists of game-based Orcobas that
are specialised for the purpose of fostering formal·�uency. SWiFT stands
for ‘Semantic Web in Fast Translation’. It and its extensions and variants are
further explained in chapter III.6 (p. 215).

• Systems·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking (systems·for·realcolforthi):
these systems foster real-time·collective·formal·thinking. In real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking a community collaboratively solves a problem, while all mem-
bers express their thoughts about the problem at the moment they conceive of
them in a �ne-grained way in a persistent shared digital collective memory
(a KR-base) using a formal·language, according to a prede�ned set of rules.
Systems·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking and their extensions are fur-
ther explored in chapter III.5 (p. 197).
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II.4.5 Challenge-Based·Coba
To measure the performance of a composition-record it is important to de�ne good
challenges (tests) for the composition-record·users concerning the capability that the
composition-record targets. Challenge-Based·Cobas are de�ned as Cobas extended
with this feature. This section describes what criteria good challenges should meet,
and for that purpose also introduces some de�nitions and notions.

A problem with most descriptions of capabilities is that their meaning is vague.
For example, what does it exactly mean to be ‘�uent in English’? Moreover, direct
measurement of the degree to which a group or an individual person possesses a
certain capability is often impossible, let alone by using an automated procedure.
The advantage of vagueness, however, is that is often necessary to conceptualise a
given capability most completely – in the sense that the description does not leave
out aspects that should be associated with the capability. A description with a greater
precision, often sacri�ces completeness. For example, equating �uency with speed
and accuracy does not do justice to other, sometimes less tangible aspects of �uency
(some of which will be described in section III.2.1 (p. 133)). Often, precision and
completeness are in a trade-o� relation.2

The problem can be overcome considerably by means of a specialisation of
Cobas, one that enables accurate and e�ective assessment of pursued·capabilities: the
Challenge-Based·Coba. ‘E�ective’ is here used in the sense that the assessment can
be done in a reasonable time with the available resources. By developing a sequence
of Challenge-Based·Cobas, one can approach e�ective assessment of the complete,
yet vaguely de�ned capability more and more, without ever reaching it completely.
The rest of this section elucidates this and elaborates on the Challenge-Based·Coba.

II.4.5.1 Challenges and challenge·sets
A challenge in the context of this book, is a test which has to be faced by the com-
position-record·user. The quality of the solution of the user is intended to measure
the degree to which the user masters the pursued·capability, and the latter degree is
used to determine the quality of the composition-record. For example: “What are
all solutions to the equation x + 7x = 15?”. A challenge·set is a set of challenges challenge·set
in the mathematical sense, except that the criterion of membership to the set can
be non-formal, and even non-formalisable. Challenge·sets are important for several
reasons. While assessing the performance of a user, multiple challenges will mostly
be necessary to get a reliable assessment. Moreover, an ongoing addition of new
challenges is needed to minimise copying of solutions between users (compare it

2Section III.3.2.2.1 (p. 156) elaborates on this in much more detail.
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Cobas

P P.InternalOpenness

⊃ P.InternallyClosed

⊃ P.InternallyOpen

P P.ExternalOpenness

⊃ P.ExternallyClosed

⊃ P.ExternallyOpen

⊃ ∀S : P.InternallyClosed

⊃ ↑ ∩ systems·for·realcolforthi

⊃ System·Real-α⊃ Challenge-Based·Orcoba

P P.challenge·set

⊃ P.FormalChalSet

⊃ P.ComputableChalSet

⊃ P.NonFormalChalSetP P.ChalAssessm

⊃ P.NonFormalChAs

⊃ P.FormalChAs

⊃ P.ComputableChAs

⊃ Higher-order·Cobas

⊃ ∀S : P.InternallyOpen and P.ExternallyOpen Orcobas

Figure II.4.1: Properties and extensions of the Coba system-class relevant to this
book.
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Orcobas

⊃ Or-evohuts

P P.FitFun

⊃ P.StochFitFun

⊃ ↑ ∩Higher-order·Cobas Higher-order·Orcobas

⊃ ↑ ∩ systems·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking

⊃ Game-Based·Orcobas

⊃ ↑ ∩ SWiFT·class·of·games

Figure II.4.2: Properties and extensions of the Orcoba System-Class relevant to this
book.
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with giving the same exam over and over: sooner or later the students �nd out, and
are going to pass the answers to others).

A challenge·set is ideal for a capability C , if it exactly coincides with the set
of all challenges that form an excellent test for the pursued·capability. An ideal
challenge·set is intended to capture the notion of the capability in a measurable
way, i.e. scoring well on most instances of the challenge·set implies the capability
is mastered. The problem with challenge(-sets) is that it may be a labourious task
to create the challenges and to assess the solutions of users. For this purpose, we
de�ne formal and computable challenge(-sets), which allow computers to assist in
the process.

A formal·challenge is a challenge with a mathematically formal way to assess theformal·-
challenge quality of the solution to it. A formal challenge·set is a mathematically de�nable set of

formal·challenges. Hence, this set is formal in two ways: both the set and the elements
have a formal nature. Example: The set of all equations with one unknown, in which
only the operators+ and× occur, such as x+7×x = 15, each joined with the question:
“What are all solutions to this equation?”. A stronger and more restrictive notion to
formal challenge·sets are computable challenge·sets. A computable challenge·set is a
set which can be enumerated by a computer program, or, to be more precisely: by a
Turing machine.

Non-formal·challenges and non-formal challenge·sets are to be contrasted with
formal·challenges and challenge·sets. A non-formal challenge·set is a set of challenges
that is not formally de�ned. That is, the membership to the set is and cannot be
speci�ed mathematically. Example: The set of equations that can be easily solved by
the average person with an MSc. degree. Note, that the latter example shows that
the elements of a non-formal challenge·set can be formal·challenges. An example
of a non-formal challenge·set with non-formal·challenges is “the set of drawings
of human faces”. Interestingly, these can be assessed by humans fairly well. Non-
formal·challenge and non-formal challenge·sets also serve an important purpose, that
has already been hinted at by using the strongly related notion of ‘vagueness’ in the
introduction of this section. This is because many capabilities will often themselves
be quite non-formal(isable) notions, and determining the pursued challenge·set is
an ongoing quest of re�nement. The more relaxed notion of non-formal·challenges,
will allow better approaching the ideal challenge·set (if it exists).

Arti�cial·creatability of a challenge·set is the degree to which the challenges of aartificial·-
creatability challenge·set can be created ‘arti�cially’. (This includes the question of whether it is

ethical to do so.) The latter does not necessarily mean ‘by a computer’. It is about
the requirement that the challenges of the challenge·set can be created on demand,
at any time one wishes. For example, a challenge·set consisting of ‘resolving human
con�icts’ has a low arti�cial creatability: con�icts cannot easily be created arti�cially,
and moreover it would even be unethical to do so!
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II.4.5.2 Challenge·assessment
A challenge·assessment is the assignment of a quality score to the solution of a chal- challenge·-

assessmentlenge, i.e. a function from the solution of a challenge to quality score. Just as with
challenges this challenge·assessment can be non-formal, formal, or even computable.
Moreover, the quality score itself can be quantitative or qualitative. The score can,
moreover, have the property of averageability: there is a (computable) function from
a set of quality scores to a single score, which represents the average performance
on challenges.

II.4.5.3 Designing challenge-generation and assessment
systems

Challenge-creation and challenge·assessment can be carried out by humans or by
computers, or by using a hybrid approach. What is best to do depends on what the
options are and how e�cient they are to implement given the resources available to
the orcoba·fosterer. Examples are:

• If the challenge-generation or challenge·assessment can be carried out e�ect-
ively by a computer program, which in its turn can be programmed with
reasonable e�ort within reasonable time, this will in most cases be more e�-
cient than that it would be done by humans, and is therefore preferred.

• If this is not possible, humans can carry out the challenge-generation and/or
challenge·assessment.

• If the pursued challenge·set is non-computable or even non-formalisable, it
may be possible to approach it with an ever-growing sequence of computable
challenge·sets. Each challenge·sets is designed by humans as an improvement
of the previous set. A concrete example is mathematical proving, so, given a
set of axioms and a statement, prove that the statement, or its negation follow
from the set.

II.4.6 Higher-order·Orcobas
Higher-order·Orcobas form the answer of this work to research question 1.1.4 (p. 51) higher-order·-

Orcoba(dealing with large composition-records). Instead of tackling the pursued·capability
with one ‘�at’ Orcoba, a higher-order·Orcoba is de�ned in terms of a set of other
Orcobas, each of which focus on a subcapability that is easier to grasp in isolation.
More speci�cally, higher-order·Orcobas work as follows. (1) Break up the complex
capability into smaller subcapabilities. Choose the subcapabilities such that a good
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composition-record can be written which occupies at most a given maximum space
(for example: 300 characters). This maximum space is a hard limit: composition-
record game players are not allowed to create larger composition-records. Each
subcapability is targeted with its own sub·Orcoba. (2) De�ne dependencies betweensub·Orcoba
these capabilities. A player only gets access to a sub·Orcoba that focuses on a
subcapability, after he masters the capabilities on which it depends to a su�cient
degree. (End of list.)

The last point is important, because it allows for modularity in the performance
assessment of composition-records. Ideally, one wants to be able assess the perform-
ance of the composition-records of a given sub·Orcoba S only for the subcapability c
that S is de�ned to target. Suppose that a composition-record r of S, which should
only target capability c, also illicitly contains parts that target subcapabilities that
already have been targeted by other sub·Orcobas. If the player masters the subcapab-
ilities targeted by the other sub·Orcobas to a su�cient degree, then the illicit parts of
r do not in�uence the score of the player of S. In other words, the modularity of the
assessment is not in danger. Example: Consider a design for a higher-order·Orcoba O
for learning how to ride a bicycle. It consists of two sub·Orcobas. Sub·Orcoba S1 focuses
on physical mastery of cycling, so how to pedal, keep balance and steer. Sub·Orcoba
S2 focuses on how to obey the tra�c laws while riding the bicycle. In O, the second
subcapability is de�ned as being dependent on the �rst subcapability. Now, suppose
that a person does not yet physically master cycling, but is already admitted to S2.
Then a composition-record for S2 that also helps him to improve his physical mastery
of cycling, will positively in�uence his score. It may even beat a composition-record
that is actually better in helping him to improve the targeted capability of obeying the
tra�c laws. This situation is in con�ict with the purpose of S2. This situation does not
occur, if the person physically masters cycling before being admitted to S2.

The term dependent·capability·graph is used for the mentioned structure of sub-dependent·-
capability·-
graph

capabilities and dependencies between them.
Higher-order·Orcobas form indeed a possible solution to research question 1.1.4

(p. 51). First, the smaller a composition-record, the greater the e�ect of changes to
parts of it. Second, it is easier for a player to read it completely.

II.4.7 Conclusion

This chapter dealt with a part of the research questions posed in its introduction
(section II.4.1 (p. 49)). The following repeats these research questions, including a
summary of the results obtained so far. These and the remaining research questions
are further explored in a later chapter: chapter II.5 (p. 65).
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“ Research question 1.1.1 (motivating composition-record·developers).
How do youmotivate, and continue tomotivate composition-record-developers
to create new composition-records or improve existing ones?

(Quoted from page 50.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.1. This section has presented Game-Based·-
Orcobas to spur people to participate in an Orcoba (see section II.4.4 (p. 54)). �

“ Research question 1.1.2 (determining a quality metric for composi-
tion-records). How do you e�ectively measure the quality of composition-
records? This is a crucial instrument to determine whether there is indeed
progress.

(Quoted from page 50.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.2. The Coba-extension Challenge-Based·-
Coba was introduced for this purpose. It requires the de�nition of good challenges (tests)
for people using it. The (average) score of a su�cient number of people on a su�cient
number of challenges per person, is used as a score for the composition-record. For more
details, see section II.4.5.1 (p. 57). �

“ Research question 1.1.4 (dealing with large composition-records). Pursued·-
capabilities that require a long composition-record are problematic in two
senses: (1) it becomes very di�cult to establish the e�ect of a relatively
small change to the composition-record on the total score of that com-
position-record, because the longer the composition-record, the larger the
sample size needed to show the in�uence of this change signi�cantly, and
(2) players may be more tempted to skip reading parts of the composition-
record, which would lead to a lower score without that being an e�ect of
the composition-record. How to deal with these capabilities e�ectively?

(Quoted from page 51.) ”
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Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.4. For this purpose higher-order·Orcobas
have been introduced (see section II.4.6 (p. 61)). Instead of tackling the capability with
one ‘�at’ Orcoba, a higher-order·Orcoba is de�ned in terms of a set of other Orcobas,
each of which focus on a subcapability that is easier to grasp in isolation, and that
requires a much shorter and easier digestible composition-record. �



Chapter II.5

Extensions inspired by
evolution theory

(Before starting this chapter, I would like to gently remind the reader of the call for
feedback on page i.)

II.5.1 Overview and structure
One of the essential ingredients of the Orcoba-Approach consists of evolutionary
systems as a means to e�ectively develop good composition-records for speci�c cap-
abilities. These systems are inspired by aspects from evolutionary biology (Darwin,
1909; Gould, 2002), and are related to the modern application of this theory in A.I.:
evolutionary computation. This section presents the theory behind these evolution-
ary systems and speci�c designs and design considerations, each inducing speci�c
extensions of the Orcoba-Approach.

Before starting the explanation of the designs, required foreknowledge is presen-
ted. General existing evolutionary computation theory is presented (section II.5.3
(p. 67) and section II.5.4 (p. 71)), and after that a selection of speci�c existing tech-
niques that are applied in this work (such as Sigma scaling) are explained (section II.5.5
(p. 73)).

Subsequently, a generalisation is made from evolutionary computation systems
to evolutionary human-technological systems (Evohuts) (section II.5.6 (p. 76)).

The section concludes with the central contribution from the perspective of the
Orcoba-Approach: a specialisation of Evohuts for Orcobas: ‘Or-evohuts’, and presents
a speci�c design (section II.5.7 (p. 110)).

65
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II.5.2 Introduction and research questions
As has been stated in section II.4.1 (p. 49) the Orcoba-Approach (see chapter II.3 (p. 43))
deals with one of the main research questions of this book (research question 1) by
satisfying this work’s main principles for fostering hucolligence predominantly by
‘de�nition’. Making a system that actually implements these principles, gives rise to
several sub-research questions, that are non-trivial to solve. These questions have
been presented in section II.4.1 (p. 49). Some results have already been presented in
chapter II.4 (p. 49). This chapter continues with the most elaborate and central result:
the evolutionary inspired extensions.

One of the essential elements of the evolutionary extensions is, among other
things, inspired by aspects from evolutionary biology (Darwin, 1909; Gould, 2002),
and is related to the modern application of this theory in Arti�cial Intelligence: evolu-
tionary computation (EC). In an analogy to biological evolution, composition-records
can be seen as living individuals, which, depending on their success, have a greater
probability to attract resources (mainly human composition-record developers) for
producing o�spring, which are typically variations on themselves. Some of these
variations may even be more successful than their parents, and this sparks a pro-
cess of gradual improvement. The variations in the composition-records are caused
by humans editing the composition-records, and success is de�ned by the average
performance of humans using the composition-record.

Applying ideas from evolutionary theory e�ectively in a concrete Orcoba system
is a rather complicated matter. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a general
class of such systems (‘Evohuts’), and speci�c well-de�ned evolutionary Orcoba-
extensions

As said, the systems presented are partly inspired by the mentioned theories and
technologies. There are some notable di�erences. Most of the systems di�er from
biological evolution in a number of ways, including:

• In all systems presented, variation is not produced by random biological pro-
cesses normally associated with Darwinistic evolution, but by conscious design
by human beings.

• In all systems, there is no ‘auto-in�uence’ of individuals on what it means to
be �ttest (among others through a process called co-evolution). In contrast,
in biological evolution, biological individuals in�uence and change their en-
vironment including other species, in their turn changing what it means to
be the �ttest. Example: a plant produces oxygen, which in its turn changes the
environment, which makes it possible for other species, such as lice, to come into
existence, which in their turn interact with these plants, causing the property of
‘being su�ciently resistant to lice’ a new factor in being �t. This is an example
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of two co-evolving species. In the systems in this section (and in general in
general evolutionary computation systems), however, the �tness is de�ned
external to the individuals.

Moreover, all or some of these systems di�er from archetypical evolutionary
computation in the ways described in the following. (Note that there may exist
non-typical forms of evolutionary computation that share some of these ways.)

• In all systems, variation is not produced by computer programs, but by deliber-
ate design by human beings. However, it may be complemented with random
mutation operators similar to what is common in evolutionary computation.

• In most systems, the �tness evaluation is (at least partly) carried out by human
beings, and can at most be partly complemented with evaluation by computers.

• The systems transcend the computer-technological aspect to integrate human
activity in it. For this, I coin the term evolutionary human-technological system, evolutionary

human-
technological
system

and the more restrictive notion evolutionary human-computational system.

• In some systems entities live inde�nitely long, and all o�spring are proper
variations on (so not clones of) their parents. Note that this e�ect is not
mimicked by creating a clone of an individual: normally a clone will get a
‘clean slate’ when its �tness is evaluated, while in some of the systems here, it
is really about the same individual: the ‘karma’ (�tness evaluation information)
will be integrated in the �tness evaluation at a later stage.

• The population size is not �xed in all systems, in contrast to most evolutionary
computation systems.

II.5.3 Introduction to evolutionary computation
This section presents an introduction to existing general evolutionary computation
theory. Evolutionary computation is de�ned as the �eld which uses ideas inspired by
biological evolution (Darwin, 1909) for the design of computer programs, which are
capable of automatically and e�ectively generating good solutions for a given problem.
Related terminology, relevant to this book, consists of: evolutionary algorithms (EA),
genetic algorithms (GA), genetic programming (GP) and human-based evolutionary
computation.

The terminology used within the �eld of evolutionary computation, including
the name of the �eld itself, is not univocal among the associated communities of
researchers. For example, Simon states that a sharp de�nition is non-existent, and
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states that “a genetic algorithm is one, if it is generally considered a genetic algorithm”
(Simon, 2013, p. 3), which either indicates that the boundaries are vague and cannot
be de�ned properly, or the terminology used by di�erent communities has not
su�ciently converged. Schoenauer and Michalewicz (1997) point out that: “very
often the terms evolutionary computation methods and GA-based methods are used
interchangeably. Is it because of their fashionable name and concepts, or due to better
marketing policy of the corresponding community.”. Eiben and Smith (2003) state
that the di�erences between the �elds are mainly historical and representational
and not essential. These �elds have mainly chosen di�erent representations for
population-individuals and other selection operators. However, essentially they are
equally expressive. Depending on the problem, one representation may feel more
‘natural’, while with some e�ort, it could also have been represented in another
sub�eld. This situation may be similar to that in another �eld: formal models for
computation, of which the most famous are: lambda-calculus, Turing machines and
recursive functions. They are equivalent, but, indeed depending on what one wants,
one representation can be easier to use than the other. Eiben furthermore states:
“Today there are advanced versions of Genetic Algorithms, Genetic Programming,
Evolution Strategies, Evolutionary Programming, [. . . ]. The lines between these
�avors of evolutionary computation are blurred to the point where it is di�cult to
pinpoint where one system ends and another begins.” and “As you can see, everything
is pretty much blurred together, a few modi�cations to your algorithm, modi�cations
that simply make it easier to encode the genotype for some particular project you
are working on, and there will be those who will start calling your evolutionary
algorithm approach by a new name.”

In this book, the de�nition used by Eiben (and many other specialists in the �eld)
will be used: evolutionary computation is the umbrella term for all evolutionary
inspired A.I. systems, which, moreover have the general design structure described
in section II.5.3.1, or a very similar one, in common. There is no need for referring to
a speci�c approach within this �eld, because what they have in common is what is
relevant to this book.

II.5.3.1 De�nitions and properties
There are several notions, de�nitions and properties from the area of evolutionary
computation that are relevant to the systems in this book. They are brie�y explained
as follows.

The main ingredients of an evolutionary computation system are

• Parent selection

• Variation operators (mostly mutation and recombination operators)
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• Fitness evaluation

• O�spring selection

Choosing concrete algorithms for each of the above, results in a speci�c evolu-
tionary algorithm.

The overall evolutionary computation-algorithm ‘blue print’ is as follows (Eiben
and Smith, 2003):

BEGIN
INITIALISE population with random candidate solutions;
EVALUATE each candidate;
REPEAT UNTIL ( TERMINATION CONDITION is satisfied ) DO
1 SELECT parents;
2 RECOMBINE pairs of parents;
3 MUTATE the resulting offspring;
4 EVALUATE new candidates;
5 SELECT individuals for the next generation;
OD
END

Each ‘cycle’ through the algorithm represents a generation cycle, or equivalently generation cycle
an iteration (of the evolutionary computation-algorithm). iteration

Further important notions and terminology are the following.

• Solution space: the collection of possible solutions to the problem. solution space

• Representation space: in most evolutionary computation systems, the solutions representation
spaceare not directly manipulated (by variation operators), rather their representa-

tions are.

• Population: a subset of the representation space, representing currently ‘living’ population
individuals.

• Phenotype: members of the solution space are often called phenotypes. This phenotype
is in an analogy to biological systems, in which the phenotypes are a direct
expression of the properties of an individual, which determine their success at
reproducing.

• Genotype: members of the representation space are often called genotypes. In genotype
an analogy to biological systems, the genotypes map to phenotypes, and are
the target of variation operators.
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• Fitness evaluation1: one �tness evaluation (or fe): determining the �tness offitness evalu-
ation one individual from the population, equivalently: applying the �tness function

to an individual.

• Fitness score or score: The outcome of a �tness evaluation.fitness score
score

• A selection operator is the part of the evolutionary computation-algorithm thatselection oper-
ator selects the individuals for reproduction.

• Major categories of selection operators are, amongst others, �tness propor-
tionate selection, rank based selection and tournament based selection.

• In �tness proportionate selection the probability that an individual is selectedfitness propor-
tionate selection to become a parent is proportionate to its �tness.

• In rank based selection the individuals of a population are ranked according torank based se-
lection their �tness.

• In tournament based selection subsets of the population are chosen to playtournament
based selection tournaments. The outcome of the tournament determines the probability that

a competing individual is chosen to become a parent.

The terminology regarding phenotypes and genotypes as used in evolutionary
computation can be a bit confusing, and does not completely correspond with the
way these terms are used in biology. In biology, an individual of the population has a
phenotype and a genotype. In evolutionary computation, the term individual of the
population is often used as a synonym for a member from the representation space,
and thus the genotype.

II.5.3.2 Design considerations

Designing a good evolutionary computation system is not trivial. Therefore, a
re�ection on design considerations is useful. The following �rst introduces the most
important notions to be able to express these considerations. The takeover time is thetakeover time
speed at which the best solution in the initial population would occupy the complete
population by repeated application of the selection operator alone, thus, without
applying variation operators (Bäck, 1994; Goldberg and Deb, 1991). The takeover
time is closely related to the selective pressure, which conceptually represents theselective

pressure degree of importance to have a high �tness in order to produce o�spring. A way to
formalise selective pressure is expressing it as the inverse of the takeover time. The

1This may not be general terminology from the area of evolutionary computation.
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disruptiveness of the variation operators is the degree to which variation operators
introduce changes in the o�spring.

Some important design considerations are as follows. The shorter the takeover
time (equivalently: the higher the selective pressure), the quicker the variation in the
population will decrease, with an increased danger that the system will end up in a
local optimum further below the global optimum than with higher takeover times.
This can be compensated in at least two ways: (1) By applying a higher disruptiveness
of the variation operators. (Note that changes in the variation operator do not change
the takeover time, because the latter is de�ned in terms of the selection operator
alone, so assuming that the variation operators would not be applied.) (2) By a larger
population size. (End of list.)

II.5.4 De�nitions from general evolutionary com-
putation

This section supplements the general introduction into evolutionary computation
(section II.5.3 (p. 67)) with formal de�nitions and notations.

The objective �tness function Fo represents the quality measure for di�erent objective fitness
functionsolutions:

Fo : S → Ro, (II.5.1)

where S is the solution space (also search space), and Ro represents the objective solution space
score of a solution. The solution space contains all possible genotypes.

In �tness proportionate selection the �tness values assigned to individuals by
the objective �tness function are in most cases not suitable to be used without some
additional transformations. A typical situation where this may be the case is when
a population starts to converge towards an optimum. The di�erence between the
objective �tness of the individuals within the subsequent population will become
smaller and smaller. A selection operator that is directly based on the global �tness
function may therefore have a takeover time that is larger than desirable (in other
words: its selective pressure is lower than desirable).

This is solved by transforming the objective �tness function. In other words,
the �tness function used for the selection algorithm will be de�ned in terms of the
objective �tness function, to which some transformations are applied. A typical class
of such transformation functions are scaling functions. In the case just given, these
will ‘exaggerate’ the di�erences by scaling the objective �tness function on a domain
limited to the current population. Exact de�nitions follow later.

This work uses the term selective �tness function for the latter function, distin- selective fitness
functionguishing it from the objective �tness function. The addition ‘selective’ indicates
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that it is the �tness function used to carry out the actual selection process in the
evolutionary computation system.2 In this book a distinction is made between a
global selective �tness function and local selective �tness functions.

De�nition 5 (global selective �tness function). Given an objective �tness function
Fo, then a function Φg with the properties de�ned below, is a global selective �tness
function:

Φg : S → Rf , (II.5.2)

whereRf is a set, mostlyR+, which represents the �tness·evaluation·space. Moreover,fitness·-
evaluation·-
space

Φg shares its maxima with either (1) the maxima of Fo, if one wants to optimise Fo, or
(2) with the minima if one wants to minimise Fo (end of list). �

However, the notion of a global selective �tness function will not su�ce for
the selective �tness functions of interest in this book, because the value of the
selective �tness function may depend on the composition of the given population.3
In other words, the �tness evaluation of an individual may change if you change the
phenotypes of the other individuals in the population. This is particularly the case
when applying �tness scaling. The local selective �tness function and its generator
are introduced for this purpose:

De�nition 6 (local selective �tness function). Given a �nite sub-multiset of S , P =
{s1, s2, . . . , sn}, then ΦP is a local selective �tness function if the following holds.

ΦP : P ′ → Rf (II.5.3)

Where P ′ is the (normal) set that contains the same elements as multiset P (i.e. i�
an element occurs one or more times in P , it occurs exactly once in P ′). Moreover,
ΦP should preserve the ordering imposed by the objective �tness function Fo. In other
words, Fo(s1) < Fo(s2) i� ΦP (s1) < ΦP (s2).

�

2Note that in the literature, slightly di�erent terminology is used: objective function (instead of objective
�tness function) and �tness function (instead of selective �tness function), respectively. However, I deem
the latter less intuitive. Both functions are �tness functions, however, the objective �tness function
provides the �tness from the perspective of the user of the endproduct, while the selective �tness function
provides the �tness from the perspective of the selection algorithm. In other words, both functions can be
regarded as specialisations of a more general notion of �tness function. The word ‘objective function’
does not express this. However, with the terminology used here, the word-combination ‘�tness function’
can now be used when it is not needed to make a distinction between the objective �tness function and
the selective �tness function, or when the context makes it clear which one of the two it is.

3Note that there are also selective �tness functions that even have more dependencies, such as
dependence on the worst value over the last few generations (Bäck et al., 1997, p. C2.2:1).
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De�nition 7 (local selective �tness function generator). A local selective �tness
function generator Φloc is a higher-order function with the following type:

Φloc : Pfm(S)→ (D → Rf ), (II.5.4)

wherePfm(X) is the set of all �nite sub-multisets ofX (so, a �nite multi-set, which
exclusively contains elements fromX), and where the domainD of the resulting func-
tion is equal to the parameter o�ered to Φloc. The resulting function, ΦP = Φloc(P )
must further be a local selective �tness function. Notation: Φloc.P is an alternative way
to write Φloc(P ). �

The (non-formalised) semantics of these expressions is as follows: P repres-
ents a population of individuals at a speci�c generation cycle of the evolutionary
computation-algorithm, and Φloc(P ) produces a selective �tness function for this
population.

Now we have everything at our disposal to de�ne the proportional selection
scheme.

De�nition 8 (class·of·proportional·selection·operators). Given are a �nite multi-
set P ⊂ S (representing a population at a certain iteration), and a local selective �t-
ness function generator Φloc. The class·of·proportional·selection·operators based on the
given information, consists of all operators for which the probability Pprop that an in-
dividual s ∈ P is chosen to become parent is

Pprop(s) =
Φloc.P (s)∑
s∈P Φloc.P (s)

�

Note that the equation in de�nition 8 does not uniquely de�ne a speci�c operator,
this may be counter to the �rst intuition of some readers. In general, a prede�ned
probability distribution does not yet uniquely de�ne the probabilistic system that
generates such a distribution. In section II.5.5.1 on the next page an example of a
fully speci�ed proportional selection operator is given.

II.5.5 Existing techniqueswithin evolutionary com-
putation

The evolutionary human-computational system described in later sections applies
some speci�c existing evolutionary computation techniques, to wit the so-called
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proportional selection scheme, Sigma scaling and some associated notions. This
section de�nes these in precise terms.

II.5.5.1 Proportional selection operator: stochastic universal
sampling

The following de�nes a selection operator that complies with de�nition 8 on the
preceding page: Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS) (Baker, 1987). SUS has a few
advantages compared to some other operators. First, the variation from the expected
value is not (too) great. For example, an individual with a high probability will always
produce o�spring. Moreover, it runs e�ciently. SUS can be visualised as follows.
Imagine a wheel with as many spokes as the number of children to be produced.
The spokes are equally spaced. Moreover, image a roulette wheel in which each
population individual takes an area proportional to its selection-probability. Place
the spoked wheel over the roulette wheel, so that the spinning axes of both wheels
coincide. Moreover, assume that the roulette wheel is �xed to the table and cannot
spin, in contrast to an ordinary roulette wheel. Spin the spoked wheel and wait
until it rests again. The number of spokes that hover over the roulette wheel area
of an individual, is the number of assigned children to that individual. The formal
de�nition, in terms of an algorithm, is as follows.

De�nition 9 (Stochastic Universal Sampling). Stochastic Universal Sampling is de�ned
by the next algorithm (Baker, 1987).

SUS(Population, N) =
{ TotalFitness := total fitness of population

NumberOfChildren := number of offspring to keep
PointerDistance := distance between the pointers

(= TotalFitness/NumberOfChildren)
Start := random number between 0 and PointerDistance
Pointers := [ Start + i*PointerDistance

| i in [0..(NumberOfChildren-1)]
]

return FitnessProportionateSelection(Population, Pointers)
}

FitnessProportionateSelection(Population, Pointers) =
{ ParentSelection = []

i := 0

for each Pointer in Pointers do
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{ while ( fitness sum of Population[0..i] < Pointer ) do
{ i++ }
add Population[i] to ParentSelection

}
return ParentSelection

}

�

Where Population[0..i] is the set of individuals with array-index 0 to (and
including) i.

The gist of the above algorithm is that the while-loop is skipped as long as the
Pointers selected in the outer for loop lie before the border to the next roulette-
wheel area (which belongs to the next population individual). By skipping it, the
index i remains constant, and thus the individual is added a number of times to
ParentSelection that is equal to the number of Pointers that ‘hover’ above the
roulette wheel area of that individual.

II.5.5.2 Selective �tness function: Sigma scaling

Finally, we need to de�ne a speci�c selective �tness function in terms of the objective
�tness function. Among many other methods, Sigma scaling is a way to create such Sigma scaling
a selective �tness functions (Hancock, 1994). It is de�ned as follows.

De�nition 10 (Sigma scaling). A selective �tness function is the result of Sigma scal-
ing of an objective �tness function F , if it can be expressed as follows:

ΦP (s) = Fo(s)−
(
Fo(P )− cσ(Fo(P ) )

)
(II.5.5)

Where Fo(P ) is the multi-set that results from applying function Fo to all elements of
P , and c is some constant. Moreover, given a multi-setX ,X is the sample mean ofX ,
and σ(X) is the sample standard deviation of X . �

Sigma scaling is included here because it is part of the system Or-evohut-α
described later in this chapter. The reader should, however, not attribute too much
weight to this design decision. Future work and experimentation has to point out
which form of �tness scaling is most appropriate, or whether it is better to choose
for a selection operator that does not require scaling. Therefore an explanation of
the precise functioning of Sigma scaling is omitted.
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II.5.6 Evolutionary human-technological systems
(Evohuts)

Essential to the approach of fostering hucolligence in this book are what I have
coined the class of Evohuts (evolutionary human-technological systems), which
are human-technological systems inspired by evolutionary theory. Both activity of
humans and activity of technologies are �rst-class citizens in the design of these
systems. From the perspective of evolutionary computation, Evohuts can be regarded
as an extension of evolutionary computation systems. In other words, the class of
Evohuts are a superset of evolutionary computation – so all systems for the latter
are a subset of these systems. Related notions are human-based genetic algorithms
(Kosoruko�, 2001) and interactive evolutionary computation (Pei and Takagi, 2018;
Takagi, 2001).

II.5.6.1 Orcoba systems and
human·capability·enhancing·Evohuts

The Evohuts central to this part of the book are a collection of Orcoba evolutionary
systems, i.e. extensions of the Orcoba-Approach that integrate an Evohut. Another
way to phrase it, is that they form the intersection of the class of Orcobas and
Evohuts. I coin the term Or-evohut for this class. The dash is placed to enforceOr-evohut
a certain pronunciation. It stands for Orcoba Evolutionary Human-Technological
System.

Note that most design ingredients of these Or-evohut systems are more generally
applicable. In other words, they may be applicable to a wider class of Evohuts than
to Or-evohuts only. If applicable, the design ingredients presented in this chapter
are presented in a way that re�ects this. The following introduces a more general
system-class for this purpose. In this way, it may be easier to see how to apply them
beyond the scope of Orcoba systems.

A human·capability·enhancing·Evohut is an Evohut in which (1) the evo-individualshuman·-
capability·-
enhancing·-
Evohut
evo-individual

(the individuals of the solution space) consist of some sort of method to create con-
ditions for human subjects to acquire and improve certain collective or individual
capabilities, such as training methods and protocols, and (2) the performance·level of
these capabilities can be suitably represented by a so-called performance·function
(end of list). These functions are introduced in section II.5.6.2 on the next page .
Moreover, the performance·level, in the context of this book is, ideally, the degreeperformance·-

level to which subjects are capable to perform with respect to a certain capability, under
the expected conditions. It applies to a particular point of time, in contrast to some
performance notions introduced later.
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II.5.6.2 Types of objective �tness functions in Evohuts

In Evohuts, there are two options for de�ning �tness functions that do not exist in
evolutionary computation. Next to automated �tness evaluation, as in evolutionary
computation, pure human evaluation and hybrid human-algorithmic evaluation are
possible as well.

A subclass of Evohuts with purely· human· �tness· evaluation consists of those purely· human·-
fitness· evalu-

ation
that employ direct conscious human judgment of evo-individuals, for example an
Evohut in which the evo-individuals are drawings that have to be judged on aesthetic
qualities.

In human·technological·�tness·evaluation, the �tness evaluation is de�ned in human·-
technological·-
fitness·-
evaluation

terms of a mix of human and algorithmic activity. A subclass of Evohuts in which this
is the case, is formed by Evohuts in which the evo-individuals consist of some sort of
method to train and/or guide human subjects carrying out certain tasks. Example: an
Evohut, in which the evo-individuals are formed by training-methods for basketball-
teams. A suitable �tness score, in this example, is one that depends statistically (the
algorithmic part) on the score of the humans using the method (the human part). That
means that, in this case, the score does not express the direct opinion of human
subjects about the quality of the evo-individual, but the more objective e�ect of the
evo-individual on the performance of these human subjects.

A number of types of �tness functions and related notions are introduced in this
section, speci�cally those that are important in the capability-enhancing Evohuts
of speci�c interest in this book (Orcobas and the SWiFT game): stochastic objective
�tness functions, objective �tness functions based on dynamic performance, and
stochastically measured dynamic performance.

II.5.6.2.1 Stochastic objective �tness functions

In some cases, an objective �tness function has a stochastic nature. This is the case
if the objective �tness function is intended to estimate a statistical parameter. The
value one would like to de�ne as the objective �tness function cannot be accessed
directly, but only estimated statistically. Typically, such an estimation is based on
the average of a sample of individual measurements.4As a consequence, the truly
pursued value can only be measured to a certain degree of precision. This also implies
that determining the completion of an evaluation becomes a subjective process: it
depends on how much precision you want. The greater the sample size, the greater
the precision. An undesirable property of stochastic objective functions is that they

4Stochastic �tness functions are not to be confused with stochastics applied in the selection algorithm,
such as in Stochastic Universal Sampling. In SUS, the objective �tness function does not have to be a
stochastic �tness function, it is merely the selection algorithm itself which is of a stochastic nature.
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contribute to more costly evaluations. The more precision you want, the more costly
the evaluation.

Figure II.5.1 on the facing page contains an example from the SWiFT game, a
game which belongs to the class of Evohuts. The individuals of the population are
composition-records, and their �tness score is based on the average of the scores of
the players who used the composition-record to play the game. In other words, the
random variable associated with each composition-record is the score of a player
who used that composition-record to know how to play the game, and the �tness
evaluation is based on a sample of this random variable.

Note that this example can also be used to illustrate the reason for the enhanced
terminology as introduced in section II.5.6 (p. 76): in this case it prevents confusion
over some overlapping terminology between evolutionary computation and statistics.
Both employ the word ‘population’ and ‘individual’, however, in di�erent senses. In
this particular example, the population of the Evohut consists of a set of composition-
records, while the population from which the statistical sample is drawn is the set of
scores that composition-record·users achieved using a particular composition-record.
When needed, the terms are disambiguated by pre�xing ‘evo-’ to the word, indicating
that the term has to be interpreted from the perspective of evolutionary computation.
An example of a term which has already been used is evo-individual, an individual
of the solution space of an Evohut. Note that in the sequel the terms composition-
record·user and composition-record·player are used interchangeably, because a great
part of this study was developed in the scope of Game-Based·Orcobas.

In �g. II.5.2 (p. 80) the individual player scores that make up the sample for the
given composition-record is shown in the game environment.

II.5.6.2.2 Objective �tness functions based on dynamic performance

In some Evohuts, the �tness score of evo-individuals is de�ned in terms of the
performance of persons who are interacting with, or who have interacted with that
evo-individual.

In an oversimpli�ed world, the performance ‘jumps’ from a level before interac-
tion, to a constant level after interaction, and moreover the interaction is assumed to
take no time (or equivalently, one assumes that there are no costs associated with the
period of interaction). These assumptions greatly simplify de�ning a �tness function.

In reality, however, the interaction takes time, and there are economical consider-
ations associated with this: a method that requires shorter interaction with the same
performance gains, all other circumstances being identical, is typically considered to
be the better method. Second, in reality, the performance does not instantly jump
from an initial constant level to a �nal constant level. In other words, it is not a step
function as de�ned in mathematics (Wikipedia contributors, 2019). It is much more
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Figure II.5.1: composition-records are individuals in the SWiFT game. In this screen-
shot there are 4 composition-records in the population, and their score is indicated
in the column ‘�uency’.
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Figure II.5.2: The sample on which the stochastic (objective) �tness evaluation of
composition-record 1 of �g. II.5.1 on the preceding page is based. In this case the
sample size is 2.

dynamical. For example, in many cases the performance will improve as a function
of time during the interaction – and after it. Examples of such Evohuts are the
previously mentioned basketball team being trained, or the SWiFT game. The term
performance·function is coined for the latter function. It is de�ned as follows. Givenperformance·-

function is an entity that pursues acquiring or improving a certain capability, for example,
a person that pursues improving his time on 400 meters freestyle swimming. The
performance·function is a function that maps a point in time to the performance·level
of this entity. It is assumed that the performance·level is expressed as a real number.
A closely related notion is learning curve.

For clarity’s sake, this subsection assumes that the performance·function can be
known with full precision at any moment. Section II.5.6.4 (p. 87) adds uncertainty.
The problem is that this dynamic nature makes the de�nition of a suitable �tness
function non-trivial. The dynamic information has somehow to be ‘compressed’ into
a single real number that makes sense as a �tness score for the purposes of the given
Evohut.

The subsequent examples aim to illustrate the problem. Suppose that you want to
determine the in�uence of a training method in the aforementioned basketball team.
Thus, the training methods are the evo-individuals. Moreover, suppose that the actual
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performance·functions for method 1 and 2 are as displayed in �g. II.5.3 (p. 83). Here,
we assume that the team is reset to its initial conditions when measuring the e�ect of
each method, a thing which, in reality, of course, never can be done. Moreover, the
assumption is that we are interested only in approaching an optimal training-method
for that particular team, in contrast to targeting a more general class of teams. One
could use the score of the �rst basketball match the team plays as the score for
the method. In that case, method 2 is better than method 1. However, in the same
graphs, we see that the stable level reached is higher when using method 1. From
that perspective, method 1 is better than method 2. Many more comparisons can be
made, for example, one could look at the time to reach the stable level. Consider, for
example, a situation in which two methods lead to the same stable level, but that it
takes longer to reach it with method 1 than with method 2. Moreover, the form of the
performance·function not only depends on the training method, but also on other
factors external to it. In the end, it turns out that there is no unambiguous choice
that is best: it depends on what you want to achieve with the training method.

The assumption that one is interested only in approaching the optimal training-
method for a particular team does not hold in many cases. Moreover, it would be
impossible to determine the performance·function of other training-methods by
exposing these to the same team, because that would require a reset of the team to
the initial conditions to try out each method with a ‘clean slate’. Time machines have
not been invented yet.

The solution is taken from empirical science: subject several teams meeting
certain conditions (for example: they should all be female players of junior level) to
a given method, and then apply a statistical analysis to make an estimation of the
expected performance of a team meeting those conditions. (Note that in this section
we still assume that the performance·function of an individual team can be measured
with complete certainty. In a subsequent section this assumption is dropped as
well. This requires the application of additional statistical methods.) In that way,
each method’s performance can be measured by assigning them to teams that have
not been exposed to other training-methods yet, mimicking the ‘clean slate’-e�ect.
Moreover, the Evohut can now be used to approach the optimal training-method
for any team that meets the mentioned conditions. The objective �tness function
is now de�ned in terms of several performance·functions. One way to do this is to
�rst compress the performance·function of each individual team that was trained
with the method into one sensible real number (the performance·index), and then performance·-

indexapply a suitable statistical transformation to all performance·indices of the method
to produce the objective �tness value for that method. Note that in the �rst approach
under simplifying assumptions, the performance-index is (equal to) the objective
�tness function value, in the latter it is only part of its calculation.shoulddojj what
do latter and �rst refer to.
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A basic approach would be to take the average of the performance·indices of the
teams that played with the method, and requiring a minimal sample size.

II.5.6.2.3 Terminology and assumptions related to performance·functions

The following introduces the scope and some relevant terminology, notions and
assumptions. The performance·function is the performance as a function of time.
Note, that the notion learning curve is closely related.5 The scope of this study onlylearning curve
includes performance·functions that occur under the condition that training is taking
place at regular intervals, which are su�ciently short to prevent a regression in
performance, and (2) the conditions, except for the (e�ect of the) training, remain the
same as much as possible. A non-example of the second would be a distraction caused
by someone falling in love while training6, or, over longer periods of time, a child
growing up and simply acquiring new cognitive capabilities as a consequence of the
child’s physical maturation process. Under these conditions, the actual performance·-
function is monotonically increasing. Moreover, this study assumes it is constant
at and from a certain moment, i.e. from this moment, no further progress is made.
The term �atline·moment is coined for this moment. The �atline·level is the value offlatline·-

moment
flatline·level

the constant, which is equal to the maximum of the function. Whether the afore-
mentioned scope is adequate and the assumptions are valid, or at least a reasonable
approximation of reality, has yet to be determined. For example, a better representa-
tion of the �at-line level may be an asymptote, so a line that will never be reached.
For our purposes, however, the �atline model is su�ciently close.

II.5.6.3 Performance·index candidates

The fact that the actual performance·function is not constant makes it more complic-
ated to de�ne a suitable objective �tness function, as pointed out in section II.5.6.2.2
(p. 78). For this reason, the notion ‘performance·index’ was introduced. These in-
dices compress a performance·function into a single number. The following presents
several proposals for performance·indices. Which index is better than another may
depend on the charasteristics of a particular Evohut.

For all clarity: the reader may be tempted to confuse the notions ‘performance·-
function’ and ‘�tness function’. In fact, however, the former is de�ned in terms of
the latter, and di�erent ways to do this are presented in the following. Moreover, as

5Note that the notion ‘a steep learning’ curve is in fact used incorrectly: it would mean that learning
progresses quickly in an early stage instead of what one intends to say: the opposite.

6It is left to the reader’s undoubtedly rich fantasy whether this will lead to a better, or worse perform-
ance.
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Figure II.5.3: Performance·functions using two di�erent training methods on teams
with identical starting conditions. The matches on the horizontal axis are assumed
to be equally spaced in time.
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stated before, the words ‘�tness score’ and ‘score’ are used synonymously, and mean
‘the outcome of a �tness evaluation’.

II.5.6.3.1 Notation

The performance·function of composition-record·player pla is formally expressed as
follows:

perfpla. (II.5.6)
A performance·index function of a given performance·function pf is expressed

using the following notation:

perf_indexlabel(pf) = [definition], (II.5.7)

where label is a unique label to discern di�erent performance·indices from each other.
The �atline·level of a performance·function pf is indicated as follows:

flat_lev(pf), (II.5.8)

and the �atline·moment as follows:

flat_mom(pf). (II.5.9)

II.5.6.3.2 The ‘traditional’ approach: performance·index at a �xed point of
time t = [some constant]

The performance·index de�ned by the performance level at a �xed time tc,

perf_indextrad(pf) = pf(tc), (II.5.10)

is reminiscent of the ‘traditional’ approach that is often used in settings where human
capabilities are trained and evaluated, such as in most schools and universities. People
are trained for a �xed amount of time, and right after that an examination takes
place. This index may be useful if the amount of training time is �xed in advance. A
great disadvantage, among other things, is that this index is unable to distinguish
between a performance function reaching its �atline·level in a time that is shorter
than tc, and a function in which reaching the same �atline·level takes exactly tc time.
Therefore, it does not incentivise the method developers to increase the performance
gains in a shorter time than the prede�ned time span, or, to extend the training
time because people are still making progress. (Note that in traditional educational
settings the �nal evaluation (exam) is not the only evaluation. There are, in most
cases, many informal performance measurements during the training, for example
in the form of a professor P talking to students while they making exercises. Based
on P ’s experience, P may adapt the training method on the �y. The underlying
assumption in this section, however, is that the method is �xed.)
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II.5.6.3.3 The �atline level (perf_indexfl)

The performance·index de�ned by the �atline·level of the function pf,

perf_index�(pf) = flat_lev(pf), (II.5.11)

may be useful if the in�uence of the evo-individual is expected to have a dominating in-
�uence on the �atline·level. Example: Consider an Evohut in which the evo-individuals
are formed by piano pedagogues. It is a well-established fact that, in general, these have
a tremendous in�uence on the �nal performance·level of their pupils. This approach
will not be suitable for contexts in which in�uencing the �atline·level falls outside
of the scope of the Evohut, such as the computer-manual example mentioned in
section II.5.6.3.4.

II.5.6.3.4 The (inverse of the) �atline·moment (perf_indexfm)

The performance·index de�ned by the inverse of the �atline·moment of a given
performance·function pf,

perf_indexfm(pf) =
1

flat_mom(pf)
, (II.5.12)

may be useful, if it is to be expected that the evo-individual does not in�uence the
�atline·level, but does in�uence the �atline·moment. Another way to phrase it, is
that the score is the time it takes to realise the maximum learning potential (given the
method). Example: Consider an Evohut in which the evo-individuals are manuals for
how to operate the on/o� switch of a certain model of computer, and the performance
measured is the time it takes a person to turn on a computer of the given model. As soon
as the person has �gured out how to turn it on, the speed will not any longer depend on
the manual (the evo-individual), but mostly on the motor skills and focus of the person.

II.5.6.3.5 The surface from t = 0 and t = [some constant] (perf_indexstc)

The performance·index of a given performance·function pf de�ned by the surface
under the graph from t = 0 to a given prede�ned point tp, is formally expressed as
follows:

perf_indexstc(pf) =

∫ tp

0

pf(t)dt, (II.5.13)

where stc is a label that stands for ‘surface to constant’. The index can be normalised
by dividing it by tp, leading to an index that is equivalent. (This form is needed to
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show some relations with other scores later on.)

perf_indexstcn(pf) =

∫ tp
0

pf(t)dt
tp

, (II.5.14)

where stcn is a label that stands for ‘surface to constant – normalised’. It is motivated
as follows. If the range of the performance·function expresses a speed of something,
then the surface under the graph represents the amount of work the composition-
record·player could have done applying the capability. If the capability is for example
translation from natural language to a formal·language, then that would be the
amount of translation work the composition-record·player could have done.

Some relations with other performance·functions are as follows. The �atline·level
as score (section II.5.6.3.3 on the previous page) is identical to taking the limit of
tp to in�nity for the normalised score (eq. (II.5.14)), by choosing the right value for
constant c.

A disadvantage of this function may be that it is in a sense underspeci�ed: it
contains a parameter tp, which still has to be determined ad hoc. An advantage is
that the parameter tp, given knowledge about the purpose of the Evohut, may be
exactly the parameter you want to tweak.

II.5.6.3.6 The surface from t = 0 to
t = [the latest �atline·moment] (perf_indexstlfm)

Given a set of performance·functions, then the performance·index of a performance·-
function pf based on the surface to the latest �atline·moment is de�ned as follows.
Take the surface under the plot from t = 0 to the latest �atline·moment that occurs
in the set of performance·functions. The surface is the performance·index of the
composition-record·player with the given performance·function. Formally expressed,
this becomes:

perf_indexstlfm(pf) =

∫ tla�amo

0

pf(t)dt, (II.5.15)

where:

• The label ‘stlfm’ stands for ‘Surface To Latest Flatline Moment’.

• tla�amo is the latest �atline·moment that occurs in the set of performance·-
functions.

Figure II.5.4 (p. 88) illustrates this: in this case the set consists of 3 actual performance·-
functions. The function in the middle has the latest �atline·moment, so this is set as
the reference for the whole set. The surface under the lowest plot is highest, so the
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performance is highest, while the plot on the top follows as the second best of this
set.

Note that this is a relative measure, one can only determine the score with respect
to other performance·functions (because the latest �atline·moment depends on the
functions compared!).

The choice for taking the surface to the last �atline·moment in the set is motivated
by the following. First, an earlier moment would not integrate all ‘dynamic’ informa-
tion in the score, i.e. not each point of each graph in the set that has not reached its
�atline·level is part of the calculation. Second, a later moment would not maximise
the e�ect of the period wherein there is still progress in performance (note that if you
take the limit of time to in�nity, this e�ect becomes zero). Another property of this
performance·index is that a slower progress, but a higher �nal performance·level, can
be compensated with quick progress, but a lower �nal performance·level. Whether
this is desirable, depends on the purpose of the capability: is it intended to be put
into use over a long time, or not? If it is intended to be used over a very long time,
the advantage of the quicker progress becomes negligible over time.

II.5.6.3.7 The surface between t = 0 and
t = [some constant]×[the latest �atline moment] (perf_indexstclfm)

The performance·function perf_indexstclfm is almost the same as the one in sec-
tion II.5.6.3.6 on the facing page, except for chosing as distance the latest �atline·-
moment multiplied with some constant c > 1. The advantage is that this will favour
higher �atline·levels (in comparison to lower �atline·levels in a shorter time). Its
de�nition is:

perf_indexstclfm(pf) =

∫ c·tla�amo

0

pf(t)dt, (II.5.16)

where

• The label ‘stclfm’ stands for ‘Surface To Constant times Latest Flatline Moment’.

• tla�amo is the latest �atline·moment that occurs in the set of performance·-
functions.

• c is some constant.

II.5.6.4 Stochastically measured dynamic performance
The actual performance·function can never be known with complete certainty, be-
cause of uncertainties in measurements. To be precise: each measurement of the
performance·level at a speci�c point in time (the performance·measurement) is, to performance·-

measurement
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Figure II.5.4: Fitness = surface to latest �atline moment.
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Figure II.5.5: Slower progress with a higher �atline·level can be equivalent to rapid
progress with a lower �atline·level at a certain point in time. In this case, the surfaces
under both graphs are identical at t = 20, to wit 105. This is elucidated with the
surface calculations written on the graphs. After this moment, the surface under the
upper performance·function builds up an ever increasing lead. Before that moment,
the surface under the lower performance·function is ahead because of the more
rapid growth of the lower performance·function. If the �tness score used would
be the surface between t = 0 and t = 2 × [the latest �atline moment], then this
would be exactly the situation. (Note that: fl stands for ‘�atline·level’, and fm for
‘�atline·moment’.)
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Figure II.5.6: Slower progress with higher �atline·level can be equivalent to rapid
progress with lower �atline·level. The surfaces under both graphs is identical at a
certain point. After that point the upper performance·function builds up an ever
increasing lead, before that point the lower performance·function is ahead of the
other because of its more rapid growth.
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some degree, uncertain. (Related statistical terms are measurement precision and ob-
servational or measurement error.) This book uses the term performance·sample·data performance·-

sample·datato indicate the set of these performance·measurements. The performance·sample·-
datas forms a measurement of the performance·function (the performance·function·-
measurement). For example, if one would like to assess the performance of a human performance·-

function·-
measurement

text translator Trans from English to Igbo, one could o�er Trans a random text with
a �xed size and complexity to translate, and measure the time Trans needs to trans-
late it �awlessly. However, it is impossible to determine (or even de�ne!) the exact
complexity of a text. Moreover, there are always �uctuating external factors, such as
distractions and so forth.

The performance·function, however, can be estimated based on these measure-
ments. The measurements are taken at discrete intervals of time, therefore, it is an
example of a so-called discrete-time series. The art of estimating and predicting time discrete-time

seriesseries as good as possible, has professionalised in the form of time series analysis. For
time series ana-
lysis

example, if the measurements have a degree of uncertainty, estimation is desirable.7
Section II.5.6.5 provides a brief elaboration on relevant theories from statistics, in-
cluding time series analysis, that are to be applied in the sections to come. For the
convenience of the reader, it also introduces some common basic probability theory
notions and de�nitions that forms their foundation.

II.5.6.5 Relevant statistical theory

This section introduces relevant statistical theory.

II.5.6.5.1 Basic de�nitions of probability theory

Modern probability theory revolves around the notion of the random experiment, random experi-
mentwhich indicates an experiment that has an uncertain outcome, such as throwing dice,

tossing a coin, or measuring the power output of a solar panel. Common probability
theory adopted Kolmogorov’s formalisation. In the latter, the random experiment is
formalised as a so-called probability space, which consists of the following elements. probability

space
1. A set of possible outcomes, the sample space Ω.

2. A set of events F . Each event consists of a set of outcomes from Ω. An event event
has happened if the outcome of the random experiment is a member of the
event. The set of events, moreover, includes the empty subset, is closed under
complement, and is closed under countable unions and countable intersections
(which makes it a σ-algebra).

7It is more generally applicable to a larger class functions of variables that are associated with time.
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3. A probability measure P which assigns a probability to each event. Eachprobability
measure probability takes a value in the interval [0, 1]. The P of the union of a countable

number of mutually disjoint events, should be equal to the sum of the P of each
of these events (countable additivity). The ‘semantical’ assumption behind
this de�nition is that if the random experiment would be repeated an in�nite
number of times, the relative frequencies of occurrence of each of the events
would coincide with the probabilities prescribed by P .8

A probability space is written as a triple (Ω,F , P ).
Further basic concepts that build upon this foundation include the random vari-

able, the probability distribution, and the stochastic process.
A random variable is a variable quantity whose value depends on the outcomerandom variable

of a random experiment. For example, if the random experiment is a coin toss, the
value could be ‘1’ if the result is heads, or ‘0’ if it is tails. In other words, a random
variable is a function that maps the sample space to numbers, for example to R (real
numbers) or N (natural numbers). An additional property that has to hold is that this
function is measurable, of which the explanation is beyond the scope of this book.

Instead of a single random variable, often one wants to investigate a set of random
variables that are related to each other. Examples are the performance of an athlete
over the course of several months, the power output of a solar panel during a given
hour. The stochastic process is the formalisation of such a set. Typically, its randomstochastic pro-

cess variables are indexed by a set of numbers. Usually these numbers represent points in
time, just as in the examples just given. Formally, a stochastic process is de�ned as
a collection of random variables de�ned on a common probability space (Ω,F , P ).
The random variables are indexed by some set T . They all take values in the same
mathematical space S.

II.5.6.5.2 Statistical estimation theory and sequential analysis

The basic problem of statistical estimation theory is estimating a statistical parameter
of a population (Lehmann and Casella, 2006). (Population parameter is a synonym of
statistical parameter.) The basic approach is repeatedly drawing a random individual
from that population and observing the outcome. The resulting collection of relevant
values associated with each outcome is called the random sample. The random sample
is statistically analysed to produce an estimation. An example is the estimation of
the average height of Dutch people, based on a measuring the height of a random
selection Dutch people.

8This is the so-called frequentist interpretation. Alternative interpretations, such as the Bayesian
interpretation, exist.
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A common formalisation of the aforementioned problem is as follows. The prob-
lem is estimating an unknown statistical parameter θ from the probability distribution
of a random variable X . X full�lls the same role as the aforementioned population.
In a sense, it is an abstract representation of that population. The sample is created
by repeatedly carrying out X . Hence, it consists of a sequence of random variables
{X0, . . . , Xn−1} with the same distribution as X . An observation of X is then used
to estimate the unknown θ.

The following de�nition summarises, and adds to the terminology introduced so
far:

De�nition 11 (notations estimation theory).
X : the random variable of which one wants to estimate a parameter.

θ: the estimated parameter.

{X0, . . . , Xn−1} (or brie�y X∗): a sample drawn from X , in other words, repeating
X n times.

{x0, . . . , xn−1} (or brie�y x∗): an observation of X∗. �

Note that the previous deviates slightly from the often applied, but somewhat
confusing notation of the observed sample with x instead of x∗. In the �rst case, one
may confuse x with being an observation of X , while it is an observation of X∗, so
{X0, . . . , Xn−1}.9

II.5.6.5.3 Sequential analysis

There are several di�erent approaches to statistical estimation theory. One of these
is sequential analysis (Wald, 1947).

Sequential analysis is a statistical technique, which to the best of my knowledge, sequential ana-
lysiswas �rst developed by Wald (1947).10 It dynamically determines the sample size by

de�ning a desired certainty level. Collecting new measurements is stopped as soon
as the desired certainty level is reached. The great advantage is that, in general, it
requires fewer measurements (a smaller sample size), than the standard approach
with a prede�ned, �xed, sample size, and that one prevents the risk of ending up
with a sample with a precision that is too low

The following presents the standard sequential procedure (Wald, 1947). It is im- sequential pro-
cedureportant to be aware that this sequential procedure cannot be adopted ‘as is’. The

9I encountered deviating notations in the literature. For example, one textbook de�ned X =
{X0, . . . , Xn−1} instead. In that case, using the notation x to indicate {x0, . . . , xn−1} is consist-
ent. Another textbook, however, used X in the way adopted in this book.

10I ‘rediscovered’ this theory before I was aware that is an established �eld of statistics, thanks to
statistician Kruijer (2013).
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procedure is a ‘parameterised procedure’. One needs to customise it to one’s speci�c
use case by �lling in some ‘blanks’. How this is done, depends, among other things,
on the demands from the given use-case.

First, sequential analysis needs the de�nition of a function that selects a con�d-
ence interval with a given con�dence level (or better), based on a given observation
x∗.

This function is not uniquely determined by the con�dence level, so the following
merely describes the basic condition it should meet.

De�nition 12 (Condition con�dence interval function).

P (θ ∈ conf_int(x∗)) ≥ γ, (II.5.17)

�

Ideally, conf_int should be chosen such that the chosen con�dence interval is
smallest given the observations. In other words: one seeks the most precise estimation
possible given the available observations. Which one is smallest, however, is generally
not decidable, and even then it is (probably) not even uniquely determined. Hence,
instead, one tries to approach the smallest choice as good as possible.

The procedure furthermore requires a way to express which con�dence intervals
produced by conf_int are to be considered to be acceptable, given an observed sample
x∗.

De�nition 13 (acceptance set). There is a function accept_set : 2Ωn → Bool, where
Ω is the sample space of X .11 In words, this acceptance set maps a sample to a truth-
value. �

Note that the function accept_set corresponds with the �rst condition in Wald
(1947, Sec. 11.2). Its further customisation is not a statistical problem, but determined
ad-hoc based on the speci�c estimation problem and the desired level of precision.
For example, if one wants a very precise estimation, one has to de�ne it such that
the intervals it accepts are very narrow. It is the intention of the formalisation of
sequential analysis that I presented here to de�ne the function accept_set in terms
of the conf_int.

It may be somewhat confusing that whatever one chooses as the function accept_set,
it can never violate de�nition 12, not even indirectly. The problem lies somewhere
else. If one chooses it inadequately, it may accept some samples that have a con�d-
ence interval that is wider than one desires. In the worst case, the interval may even
cover the entire domain of the estimated parameter, which means that the estimation
does not produce any valuable information.

112S is the standard notation for the power set (Wikipedia, 2018a).
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II.5.6.5.4 Customisation of the sequential procedure

This section presents a possible customisation of the sequential procedure to arrive
at one that is fully speci�ed. (The choice for the presented customisation is not
arbitrary. It is applied in later sections.)

A natural choice for the con�dence interval is one that is ‘balanced’ around the
mean of the sample. In other words, choose the con�dence interval such that the
mean of the sample is in the middle of the interval. Self-evidently, the width of the
interval should be such that it complies with de�nition 12 on the preceding page,
and is as narrow as possible.

Formally one can deduce the following (fully speci�ed) de�nition for conf_int
given these additional constraints. For this, one needs Student’s t-distribution (Cramér, Student’s

t-distribution2016):

Notation 1 (Student’s t-distribution). Let fν be Student’s t-distribution with ν degrees
of freedom. LetFν be the cumulative Student’s t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom,
and F−1

ν the inverse function of Fν .
This book assumes that F−1

ν is a known function. In other words, the reader is able
to evaluate it in any point. �

The following assumes that X has a normal distribution with an unknown
variance V ar(X) and an unknown mean E(X). Then:

T =
X̄∗ − E(X∗)

V ar(X∗)/
√
|X∗|

, (II.5.18)

has Student’s t-distribution with ν = |X∗| − 1 degrees of freedom. The central
question now is, for which c the following holds:

P (−c < T < c) = γ

This is equivalent to the statement:∫ c

−c
fν(t)dt = γ

Considering that the total surface under fν is 1, and that it is symmetrical around
t = 0, it is easy to see that:∫ c

−∞
fν(t)dt = 1− 1

2 (1− γ) = 1
2 + 1

2γ.
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By notation 1 on the preceding page:

Fν(c) =

∫ c

−∞
fν(t)dt,

so,
Fν(c) = 1

2 + 1
2γ

Consequently,
c = F−1

ν ( 1
2 + 1

2γ)

All that is left to do, is a simple transformation of eq. (II.5.18) on the previous
page so that it expresses the probability in terms of X∗ instead of T :

P (−c < T < c) = P (X∗ −
c · V ar(X∗)√

|X∗|
< X∗ < X∗ +

c · V ar(X∗)√
|X∗|

) = γ.

This provides exactly the information needed to de�ne the con�dence interval func-
tion, which takes as input an observation of X∗ (as indicated earlier, written as
x∗):

De�nition 14 (balanced con�dence interval).

conf_intbalanced(x∗, γ) =

[
x∗ −

c · V ar(x∗)√
|x∗|

, x∗ +
c · V ar(x∗)√

|x∗|

]
, (II.5.19)

where
c = F−1

ν ( 1
2 + 1

2γ)

�

I believe that a suitable and sensible choice for an acceptance set based on this
conf_int is acceptance·by·percentage·deviation·from·mean de�ned as follows.

De�nition 15 (acceptance·by·percentage·deviation·from·mean).(
x ∈ accept_set_perc_dev

)
⇔
( 1

2 conf_intbalanced(x, γ)

x
6 δ
)
,

where δ is a constant that has to be chosen by the person who customises the sequential
procedure, and x is the sample mean of x. δ expresses the desiredmaximum percentage-
wise deviation from the mean. Hence, δ ∈ [0, 1]. �

A sensible choice, depending on the context, may for example be δ = 0.10. This
means that the con�dence level is at least γ that the actual value of the statistical
parameter is within 10% of the mean of the sample.
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II.5.6.5.5 Regression analysis

Regression analysis is about estimating the relation between several variables in the
face of uncertainty. Typically, these variables have a numeric value, and the relation
to be estimated can be expressed as a mathematical function, the regression function regression func-

tion(Sen and Srivastava, 2012). In other words, one wants to express how a set of given
variables depend value-wise on a set of other variables. Typically, one focuses on sets
that contain exactly one variable, for example: how does the variable temperature
depend on the variable pressure. In this context, the �rst set of variables, that serve
as the input of the function are called the independent variables. The second set, that
form the output of the function are called the dependent variables.

Examples are the relation between the solar power (brightness of the sun) and
the power-output of a solar panel, the heart rate of person as a function of time, the
weekly sales of solar panels as a function of their price, the response of a person to a
medicine as a function of the person’s blood pressure, and the value of a student’s
performance as a function of the hours of training.

Major sources of uncertainty include uncertainty in measurement or unavailable
data. An example of uncertainty in measurement is in the previous example of the
student. Typically there are no perfect ways to measure a student’s true performance
for a given capability. An example of unavailable data is the previous example of the
response of a person to a medicine – typically such a response cannot be measured
continuously, but is limited to points in time, for example once a day. The actual
situation between measurements can only be estimated.

Regression analysis is one of the most common research instruments in the reper-
toire of empirical research, ranging from clinical research to astrophysics. Therefore,
one may be inclined to think that (1) methods for regression analysis would have
matured beyond the need of the development of additional or better methods, and
(2) that a few general methods for regression analysis would su�ce12, and (3) that
terminology used within the �eld has been completely standardised (end of list).

Nothing, however, is farther from the truth. Yearly, new research papers are
published describing new or re�ned methods for regression analysis and associated
techniques. There are many approaches to regression analysis, some being mutually
distinct, others being related to, complementary to or re�nements of other methods.
The reasons for this include: (1) The quality or applicability of a method depends
on the model assumptions made, and the latter depends on the domain of discourse.
Given the fact there are an ever-growing number of (sub)domains, it is also to be
expected that an ever-growing repertoire of methods is desirable. (2) The best method
to apply, depends on the quality and quantity of the collected data. For example, the

12These were assumptions that were originally, perhaps subconsciouly, held by the author. However,
they proved to be incorrect, leading to the inclusion of these paragraphs.
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method that performs well on a sparse data set may perform badly on a dense data
set. (3) Various trade-o�s, including computational complexity versus accuracy of
the estimation. For example, some methods have a higher accuracy, but require an
unreasonable amount of computer resources. (End of list.)

Added to this is the fact that there are di�erent sub-communities that are involved
in application and development of regression analysis and associated statistical
techniques. These communities sometimes employ di�erent names for similar or even
identical techniques. For example, the term ‘panel data’, used within econometrics, is
equal to the term ‘longitudinal data’ used among empirical researchers. This makes it
harder to get an overview of suitable methods for analysing a given set of data. Even
the name regression analysis itself seems to be used with slightly di�erent meanings.

Moreover, some communities may emphasise other aspects within regression
analysis. For example, in economy and meteorology, forecasting is emphasised.
Forecasting is estimation of the regression function, where the independent variable
is time, and at locations where no data points about the function have been collected
yet. For example, given the measurements made up to this moment, what is the
value of a stock, or the temperature the next day? On the other hands, a large part of
empirical research, concerns itself with estimations of the true value of a variable
as function of time between or at the times of the data points. (Estimation at the
data points may be needed because there is often uncertainty in measurement). For
example, given the measurements made in the past year on a set of test persons
undergoing a certain treatment, estimate a regression function over the past year. This
is probably the reason that ‘time series analysis’, a term used predominantly within
the domain of econometrics, often leads to literature about forecasting and prediction,
that is statistical inferences after the measured data points, while ‘longitudinal data
analysis’ predominantly to techniques for statistical inferences between and at the
measured data points. The latter is mostly used for �nding out how something
behaved in the past (such as the interaction between a pharmaceutical and a person).

This is associated with what I will call ‘overgeneralised terminology’. I de�ne it
as the tendency of research communities to coin a term that has a meaning that is
too general for the concepts and activities that are, often implicitly, considered to fall
within the scope of that term. An example is the notion time series analysis which
is, purely interpreted, the statistical analysis of data resulting from measurements
of a variable in time. However, the term is mostly used within the �elds such as
econometrics, in which certain quite speci�c techniques are tacitly associated with
the notion, while others are not. For example, in Wikipedia (2018e), the relation
between regression analysis and time series analysis is considered to be di�erent
than with a ‘pure’ interpretation of the terms. In the pure interpretation, all forms
of statistical analysis of time series should be considered to be part of time series
analysis. However, for example, using time series as part of a regression analysis
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of a given dependent time series is not considered to be part of time series analysis
according to Wikipedia (2018e).

The same, holds for the notion regression analysis itself – some interpret this as
a bundle of speci�c techniques to statistically estimate functions, which, for example
includes the method of the least squares, but not certain techniques used in time
series analysis .

II.5.6.6 Curve �tting and regression analysis

Another term that is highly related to regression analysis is curve �tting. Curve
�tting is the process of constructing a curve, or mathematical function, that �ts a curve fi�ing
series of data points (Arlinghaus, 1994). There does not seem to be a clear consensus
within the scienti�c community about the di�erences between the two terms. An
interpretation is that curve �tting is more general than regression analysis, in the
way elucidated in the following diagrams.

1 curve �tting

1.1 construction of
substitute function

1.1.1 based on
uncertain

data points
1.1.2 function
approximation 1.1.3 other 1.2 graphical design

The diagram shows, among other things, that a main application area of curve �tting
consists of the construction of a function that acts as a ‘substitute’ for the ‘true’
pursued function, that somehow cannot be accessed directly (see 1.1 in the diagram).
Note that the previous and following diagrams also include some curve �tting topics
that are not relevant to this work, such as graphical design. They are included
because they may help �nding one’s way through the jungle of statistical and related
methods if one wants to extend this work. The abundance of terminology can be
quite daunting and confusing.

A main subcategory of curve �tting for constructing a substitute function (1.1) is
the situation in which only data points with uncertainty are present, for example
when the determination of the function has to be based on measurement that intro-
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duces random errors (1.1.1). This is the central problem in regression analysis, as
indicated in the following diagram (which is a continuation of the previous diagram):

1.1.1 based on
uncertain

data points

1.1.1.1
regression analysis

1.1.1.2 other

1.1.1.2.1
smoothing

1.1.1.2.2
splines

1.1.1.2.3
line plots

However, the diagram also indicates that curve �tting based on uncertain data points
(1.1.1) is not synonymous to regression analysis (1.1.1.1). There are more approaches
to this, albeit less precise and rigorous (1.1.1.2). Regression analysis discerns itself in
tackling this problem in that the estimation of the function is based on minimising
statistically estimated errors in a mathematically rigorous way. Other approaches,
for example based on splines (1.1.1.2.2), or the line plots (1.1.1.2.3) do not necessarily
do this. A spline is a special function de�ned piecewise by polynomials (Schoenberg,spline
1946; Ahlberg et al., 1967). A line plot is one of the simplest forms of curve �tting, andline plot
consists simply of connecting all adjacent data points with a straight line. Smoothingsmoothing
is the creation of an approximating function that attempts to capture important
patterns in the data, while leaving out noise or other �ne-scale structures phenomena
(1.1.1.2.1). A general approach is to move data points that are in each others vicinity
closer together in the vertical direction, to allow a ‘smoother’ curve to run through
them. A well-known technique that works this way is the moving average and many
variants of it. Smoothing is yet another sub-�eld that is not sharply de�ned.

Note that there exist all kinds of combinations of the aforementioned techniques.
For example, there are extensions of the spline technique, such as regression splines
(Friedman, 1991).

The non-regression analysis techniques are useful for the purpose of curve �tting
through uncertain data points, for example if the time to create a precise statistical
model is limited, or when information about the domain is so limited that it is di�cult
to create a trustworthy statistical model.

For completeness, I want to note that curve �tting can also be applied to a
completely other type of problem than pursuing a substitute for an inaccessible
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function. An example is the application of curve �tting in the design of computer
graphics as indicated in the following diagram.

1.2 graphical design

1.2.1 curves pleasing to the eye

1.2.1.1 Bezier curves 1.2.1.2 splines 1.2.1.3 smoothing

In this case curve �tting is, for example, simply intended to create a curve that is
pleasing to the eye (1.2.1), such as in the design of a logo for an organisation. The
same sub-techniques as used within curve �tting (such as splines and smoothing)
can be applied.

Non-linear regression analysis can be used to �t a function from a given class of
functions to the measured data. For this one needs some quality-of-�t metric. A
typical choice is the least squares metric.

A disadvantage of this ‘ordinary’ regression in comparison with time-series
analysis, is that time series form a richer model. In time series it is possible to de�ne
and exploit dependencies between the random variables of which it is composed.
(Let the reader be reminded that time series is a set of random variables, for each
point of time one.)

II.5.6.6.1 Time series analysis

Typically, time series analysis is about analysing observations of a certain quanti�able
property of some entity in time. Examples of such observations are the power output
of a solar panel, the value of the share of a company, or the heart rate of a person,
and indeed, the performance·function. The purposes of time series analysis include
predicting or estimating the given property as a function of time. The art of
estimating and predicting time series as good as possible, has professionalised in
the form of time series analysis. For example, if the measurements have a degree of time series ana-

lysisuncertainty, estimation is desirable.13

A time series is commonly formalised as an observation of a stochastic process.14 time series
As the name ‘time series’ suggests, the stochastic process is the sub-category of

13It is more generally applicable to a larger class functions of variables that are associated with time.
14There are other ways of modelling time series, for example as a regression model in which the

observed property is regarded as a dependent variable on the independent variable time. Moreover, based
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stochastic processes in which the random variables are indexed by a number that
represents time. Moreover, time series normally consist of observations that are
taken at discrete intervals in time. Therefore, time series are most commonly formal
ised as an observation of a discrete-time stochastic process Formally expressed, this
means that the set of indices T is isomorphic to N. Typically, N is chosen for T . Note
that there seems to be some contradicting terminology in the literature. According
to some sources, time series can also be continuous. In that case, one has to add an
adjective to disambiguate: ‘discrete time series’, or ‘continuous time series’. However,
in this book we assume that time series are always discrete. Moreover, the reader may
from now on assume that ‘time series’ are always observations of a ‘discrete-time
stochastic process’.

Note the di�erence between ‘an observation of a stochastic process’ and ‘a
stochastic process’. A time series is the �rst. The relation between the two is identical
to that between a random variable X and an observation x of that variable, in other
words, x is an outcome of carrying out the random experiment associated with
X exactly once. Equivalently, a time series is the result of actually carrying out
the random experiments associated with the stochastic process. To be precise, it
is constructed by observing each of the random variables in the given stochastic
process and collecting the results.

A common class of models used in time series analysis assume that each random
variable of the discrete-time stochastic process depends linearly on previous random
variables.

II.5.6.6.2 Longitudinal data analysis

Longitudinal data analysis occupies itself with the statistical analysis of longitud-longitudinal
data analysis inal data, that is, measurements of the same individual taken repeatedly in time

(Fitzmaurice et al., 2008, p. 2). Repeated measures is sometimes used as a synonym for
longitudinal data. However, according to Fitzmaurice et al. (2008, p. 425) it is not pure
synonym, but a subclass or a related class of longitudinal data. It is important to note
that a prevalent, but incorrect, de�nition of longitudinal data analysis circulates: one
that assumes that the time intervals between measurements are quite large, ranging
from days to even years. However, in longitudinal data analysis the only requirement
is that the time intervals are su�ciently large for any meaningful change to have
taken place. This implies that these intervals can be of any size, ranging, for example,

on the usage of the term time series analysis I encountered in the literature it seems that many identify
the �eld with this model. The name of the �eld, seems therefore somewhat confusingly to be used in a
more restricted sense than its name suggests.
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from seconds, to decades.15

II.5.6.7 Statistical estimation of the performance·function
There are many ways in which one could set up statistical methods to estimate
the performance·function. I coin the terms performance·function·estimator and
performance·function·estimation in this context. In the following I propose a partic-
ular performance·function·estimator: performance·function·estimator·α. performance·-

function·-
estimator·α

The overall strategy in performance·function·estimator·α is to �rst estimate the
�atline·moment and the �atline·level. The term �atline·estimation is coined for this

flatline·-
estimation

stage. Performance·function·estimator·α applies so-called sequential analysis for this
purpose, a notion to be introduced later. After this stage has been completed, curve
�tting is applied to determine the part of the performance·function that occurs before
the �atline·moment. I call this the growth·estimation-stage, because it indicates the growth·-

estimationstage within which the performance of the candidate is (expected to be) growing.
Preferentially (non-linear) regression analysis is used. The estimations of the �atline·-
estimation are used as constraints that must be satis�ed by the growth·estimation.

II.5.6.8 Flatline·estimation
The algorithm designed for the �atline·estimation is sketch-wise described as follows.
After each session played, the algorithm determines the lowest session number i for
which holds that the performance·level can be estimated with a prede�ned level
of precision if it only includes the performance·measurements from i to the latest
played session (the ‘tail’ from i). If there is no such i, so if the required precision
cannot be reached with the available sessions, the composition-record·player should
play an additional session.

The motivation behind this algorithm is as follows. As stated before, the performance·-
function·measurement is modelled as a stochastic process that consists of the performance·-
function with noise added by uncertainty in measurement. This implies that the
mean of this stochastic process is equal to the underlying performance·function.
Now, if the performance·levels in the tail from a given i are so close together that
they are indistinguishable from a sample from a �xed random variable, then it is quite
reasonable to assume that this stochastic process has become completely or nearly

15The mentioned prevalent de�nition, which I encountered �rst, was one of the main reasons that this
highly relevant subdiscipline eluded my attention for a long time. The intervals between measurements
of the performance·function in an Orcoba·extension can be quite short. This is, for example, the case in
the SWiFT-game (chapter III.8 (p. 245)), where they are less than a minute, to at most a few minutes apart.
My �rst inclination was to investigate time series analysis, however, the majority of the literature in this
�eld is about forecasting, and not about modelling past data, which is the central concern of longitudinal
data analysis.
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stationary (the probability distribution, including its mean, do not change anymore).
This implies that the underlying performance·function has become constant: the
�atline·level has been reached. Obviously, for this purpose, one has to choose for a
su�ciently high prede�ned level of precision.

The following sections express this more precisely. It uses the terminology
introduced in section II.5.6.5.3 (p. 93). The random experiment, in this context, is
de�ned as the result of a performance·measurement at particular point in time.
The outcome of the session is all data collected about this session. The stochastic
variable Xfst maps this outcome to the score as it de�ned in the given context. (‘fst’
stands for fluency score translation session). Now, given the context of a player in
a game, playing several game·sessions (game_ses0, . . . , game_sesn−1) in sequence.
Stochastic process Xfst(∗) maps an index i ∈ N (i < n) to the stochastic variable
that expresses the score achieved in the ith game·session, written as Xfst(i). In other
words, Xfst(∗) is the collection of random variables {Xfst(i)|0 ≤ i < n} associated
with a set of performance·sample·data.

Lets �rst assume thatXfst(∗)’s distribution does not change over time. This is the
default situation in common estimation theory. In this theory, a statistical parameter
of a random variable is estimated based on a �nite number of observations (a sample)
(Lehmann and Casella, 2006).

The �atline·estimation can be tackled with common statistical estimation theory,
when one rephrases it in terms of the notations just mentioned:

• The random variable X is equivalent to Xfst.

• The estimated population parameter θ is in this context the mean.

• A sample X∗ from X (so, the random experiment of carrying out X n times.)
is equivalent to stochastic process Xfst(∗). (This equivalence holds because of
the assumption that Xfst(∗)’s distribution does not change over time.)

• An observation x∗ is equivalent to the time series {xfst(∗)}.

This paves the way to apply sequential analysis, a form of common estimation
theory, to the �atline·estimation.

II.5.6.9 Applying sequential analysis

The assumption that the distribution of Xfst(∗) does not change, however, will in
most cases not hold. Only after the �atline·moment is passed, the condition holds.
First, two auxiliary functions are needed to de�ne the procedure to estimate the
�atline·moment. The �rst de�nes a function that takes a speci�ed end-piece (tail) of
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the game·sessions played so far and a desired con�dence level, and maps these to a
corresponding con�dence interval:

De�nition 16. flat_lev_estα(x, i, γ) = conf_int((xi, . . . , xn−1), γ), where x is the
game·session time series of a player collected so far, and n = |x| (hence, n − 1 is
the highest index of an observation within x) and γ the desired con�dence level, and
conf_int a function that meets the condition given in de�nition 12 (p. 94), for example
conf_intbalanced from de�nition 14 (p. 96). �

The second function uses flat_lev_estα to determine the shortest tail of the
game·sessions played so far that lie within a given acceptance set.

De�nition 17.

shortest_tail(x, γ)

= max{i | 0 ≤ i < |x| and
(

(xi, . . . , xn−1) ∈ accept_set(xi, . . . , xn−1)
)
},

(II.5.20)

where x is the game·session time series of a player collected so far. �

Moreover, an acceptance set needs to be chosen. For performance·function·-
estimator·α I have chosen for acceptance·by·percentage·deviation·from·mean
(accept_set_perc_dev) as de�ned in de�nition 15 (p. 96).

The procedure is then described as:

De�nition 18.

1. Let i = 0, and use it as an index for the observations made.

2. Start with doing the �rst observation xfst(0). Hence, in this stage the sample
{xfst(∗)} = (xfst(0)).

3. <VALIDATE>: Determine the shortest end-sequence that lies within the accept-
ance set, if any: s = shortest_tail({xfst(∗)}, γ).

4. If there is such a shortest end-sequence, so if s is de�ned, then terminate the
procedure and return the estimations: flatline_moment = i and flatline_level =
{xfst(∗)}

5. Otherwise, increase i by one, and add a next observation xfst(i) to {xfst(∗)}. This
leads to: {xfst(∗)} = (xfst(0), . . . , xfst(i)).

6. Repeat the procedure from step <VALIDATE>.
�

This completes the de�nition of the �atline·estimation.
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II.5.6.10 Growth·estimation
As said before, the second stage of performance·function·estimator·α consists of
the growth·estimation-stage (where the �atline·estimation is used as one of the con-
straints that must be satis�ed by this growth·estimation). (Note that the second part
of the performance·function has been determined in the �rst stage of the estimation
procedure, and the �rst part is determined in the second stage.)

As stated before, regression analysis is preferred because it is based on a rigourous
analysis of statistical errors (see section II.5.6.5.5 (p. 97)). This, however, requires
a statistical model that is good enough. Such a model has not yet been created in
this study at the time of writing. Therefore, at this stage I su�ce with curve �tting
that is less precise and rigourous but less demanding than regression analysis. This
exploration can be used to create and further re�ne the statistical model. This is left
as future work.

Performance·function·estimator·α uses LOESS, also known as locally weightedLOESS
polynomial regression (Cleveland, 1979; Cleveland and Devlin, 1988), as its methodlocally weighted

polynomial re-
gression

for curve �tting. My decision to choose it was informed by its widespread usage and
inclusion in well-known statistical packages such as R. Future experimentation and
�ne-tuning, however, has to decide in which cases it is the best choice.

Moreover, there are other ways to presumably drastically improve the estimation
process. They are put forward in section II.5.6.13 (p. 108).

II.5.6.11 Joining growth·estimation and �atline·estimation
The challenge that remains is how to join the two partial estimations, growth·-
estimation and �atline·estimation, into an overall estimation of the performance·-
function. In performance·function·estimator·α the following strategy is chosen.
Divide the time-axis of the graph into three pieces: the �rst piece is equal to the
growth·estimation, the middle piece joins the �rst and last piece smoothly (the join·-
graph), and the last piece is equal to the �atline·level. The middle piece runs from
somewhat before the �atline·moment to the �atline·moment.

The concrete choice of the join·graph in performance·function·estimator·α is as
follows.

De�nition 19 (join·graph of performance·function·estimator·α). Let grow be the
function that resulted from the growth·estimationwith performance·function·estimator·-
α (see section II.5.6.10). Let flat_mom and flat_lev respectively be the �atline·moment
and the �atline·level estimated with performance·function·estimator·α. Now, de�ne
tjs = c× flat_mom, where c is a �xed contant with a value from [0, 1]. For example,
one could choose c = 0.8. De�ne point pjs = (tjs, grow(tjs)). De�ne the join·interval
as [tjs, flat_mom] . Now, the join·graph join is de�ned on the join·interval and based
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on cubic spline interpolation (Schoenberg, 1946; Ahlberg et al., 1967; De Boor, 1978).
Carry out cubic spline interpolation (Ahlberg et al., 1967) with 2 knots k0 = pjs and
k1 = (flat_mom, flat_lev). The spline should satisfy the following continuity and
‘smoothness’ conditions. At t = k0: join(k0) = grow(k0), join′(k0) = grow′(k0) and
join′′(k0) = grow′′(k0). At t = k1: join(k1) = flat_lev and join′(k1) = join′′(k1) =
0. This means that the spline consists of 1 interval (‘piece’) on which a cubic polynomial
is de�ned, such that the additional conditions hold.

�

This leads to the concluding de�nition.

De�nition 20 (performance·function·estimator·α). Let grow, join, pjs, flat_mom
and flat_lev be as de�ned in de�nition 19 on the facing page. The performance·-
function·estimator·α for given performance·sample·data is de�ned as follows.

perf_estim_α(t) =


grow(t) if t < tjs,

join(t) if tjs 6 t < flat_mom (the join·interval),
flat_lev if t > flat_mom.

�

Preliminary experimentation with joining graphs this way have been successfully
carried out in R16. (Not reported in this book.) Future work could include scripting
this solution and integrating it into a software implementation of Or-evohut-α.

II.5.6.12 Future work join·graph
The join·graph in de�nition 20 is a �rst attempt to join the statistical models for the
�rst and the last part of the performance·function·estimation. It is a predominantly
heuristical approach based on smoothing. (It is also heuristical in the sense that the
approach does not have a strongly principled basis.)

This heuristic probably requires further re�nement. For example, the current
growth·estimation procedure, could produce points that are higher than the �atline·-
level at t < tjs. This is in con�ict with the assumption that the maximum is reached
at the �atline·level (see section II.5.6.2.3 (p. 82)). If it is plausible that the assumption
holds based on the concrete performance·sample·data, this problem could be �xed
by slightly changing the join·graph heuristic. For example, it could be de�ned
such that it disregards these points, if possible. It could do so by changing the size
of the join·interval at its left side, instead of working with a �xed constant c (see
de�nition 20).

16With thanks to Gerko Vink, expert in R.
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Another question could be to establish a more rigourous join method that is
based on a minimisation of statistical errors instead of, or in addition to smoothing.
The question is, however, if such a method would perform better than the heuristical
approach, or whether the increased precision is su�cient to be worth the additional
e�ort.

II.5.6.13 Future work on performance function estimation
II.5.6.13.1 Improving growth·estimation with user interaction

The growth·estimation could bene�t greatly from additional information provided
by the player. For example, suppose that there is a sudden drop in performace from
one session to another, then the system could ask the user if (s)he was distracted or
that (s)he really experienced this challenge as more di�cult. If the �rst is the case,
then that may be a reason to discard this result.

Another important problem is that in the current approach to curve �tting, it is
virtually impossible to get a reliable model. This is the approach in which a prede�ned
class of functions is �tted to the performance data points, using only those points as
source of information. A �ctitious example may elucidate the problem:

1. In the �rst four sessions, s0 . . . s4, a player struggles to understand the chal-
lenge. His performance level remains fairly constant, at a low level.

2. During session s5, he experiences an ‘aha-erlebnis’. This leads to a discontinu-
ous jump in his performance level.

3. During s6 . . . s10 he does not experience an additional ‘erlebnis’, and his pro-
gress is gradual, following a sigmoid like curve, which is typical for this learning
mode.

4. Consequently, in s11, he has a new ‘aha-erlebnis’, but it requires some invest-
ment because he has to partially ‘unlearn’ what he has learnt so far.

5. Hence, in sessions s11 . . . s13 he experiences a learning dip.

6. After that, in sessions s14 . . . s20 he again gets into a ‘gradual re�nement’
learning mode, following a sigmoid like curve, and reaches a �atline·level.

The problem could be solved with a piecewise function, so a function that consists
of di�erent subfunctions on di�erent intervals. The statistical assumptions that
determine the intervals and the functions is based on information that has to be
obtained in addition to the performance data points. This information can be obtained
by questioning the player after each session, with questions such as:
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• “Were you distracted?”

• “Did you experience an ‘aha-erlebnis’ (a sudden understanding of something
you did not understand before)?”

• etc.

Moreover, the changes in performance could be shown before the player is
questioned. For example, a question be: “Your performance in the last session was
quite somewhat lower than the sessions before. Was this caused by 1) a distraction
2) a question that you experieced to be more di�cult than the previous ones.”

II.5.6.13.2 The Elo rating system

Future work may include exploring the integration of the Elo rating system and
related systems into the performance·function·estimator. The Elo rating system (Elo,
1978), originally developed for chess, seems to have been embraced by quite some
researchers in �elds related to educational science, and in particular technologically
enhanced learning and e-learning (Pelánek, 2016). At �rst sight, the Elo rating system
seems not to be suitable as a performance·function·estimator because in its original
form, it is a relative performance metric: in chess, it is determined by the outcome
of matches between competing players. In other words, it is inferred from wins,
losses, and draws against other players (Wikipedia contributors, 2018). In Or-evohut,
and more generally in Challenge-Based·Orcobas, absolute performance measure are
often required. However, the method can be generalised to an absolute measure
with a trick (Pelánek, 2016). The trick consists of interpreting a test as a player, and
interpreting the di�culty-level of the test as if it is the capability of that player. That
way a player making a test, can be interpreted as a player playing against another
player, which allows application of the Elo rating system. A problem that seems to
remain is that the result of the tests in the scope of Or-evohut often can take more
than the 3 values needed in chess (win, loss or draw). The Elo rating system, however,
can also deal with a richer set of results. There are even approaches that integrate
both the speed at which the learner produces the answer and the correctness of the
answer into the Elo rating system (Klinkenberg et al., 2011). Such approaches could
be applicable to formal·�uency, the central focus of part III (p. 131), in which these
two factors are essential.

Moreover, Pelánek (2016) mentions that the Elo rating system is also well-suited
for measuring the degree of a skill if it is changing during the tests, and that it
is applicable to a wide range of capabilities without further adaptations, while its
accuracy is quite good.
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II.5.7 Or-evohut

Or-evohut-α de�ned in this section, is an Or-evohut system that is intended as aOr-evohut-α
baseline for comparison of Or-evohut systems. It is not intended to take into account
all potential problems, but rather to help describing the advantages of extensions and
alternative systems more easily. Moreover, whether a potential problem may manifest
itself as a real problem in the implemented system, and also to what extent, can often
only be determined by actually testing and applying such a baseline system. In most
cases this cannot be determined by reasoning alone. Or-evohut-α’s de�nition uses
the basic terminology and notations presented below.

De�nition 21.

• iteration: an iteration of the evolutionary computation algorithm, so one pass
of the repeated part of the algorithm (in other words: one generational cycle).
As described in the blue print algorithm in section II.5.3.1 (p. 68), each iteration
usually starts with selecting parents, and ends with selecting individuals for the
next generation.

• i: standard variable-name chosen to represent a generation, starting with i = 0.

• Popi: the population (set of evo-individuals) after iteration i is completed

• Pari: the individuals in Popi that are selected to become the parents of indi-
viduals in Popi+1.

• potential·child = potential·evo-individual: Given an evo-individual P that ispotential·child

potential·evo-
individual

selected to produce n children. Each of these children is a potential·child, and

potential·child
speci�cally, it is a potential·child ofP . Synonymously, it is called a potential·evo-
individual, a term which does not emphasise the relation it has with its parent.
This notion is introduced to make it possible to talk about a child before it comes
into existence. So, that is before the application of the variation operators (in this
case: human editors) to its parent is completed. Note that this notion is not needed
in ordinary evo-individual because there the o�spring is created automatically,
while in Or-evohut-α, they are created by humans in a process during which you
want to be able to refer to the evo-individual in its becoming.

• potential-child·creator: A creator C of a potential·child is the player who haspotential-child·-
creator taken the role of creating it by editing its parent. A potential·child can be without

creator, if no one has taken the role yet. In Or-evohut-α, a potential·child can
have at most one creator.
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• child·creator: A creator of a child is the player who has created it by editing its child·creator
parent.

• potential-child·realisation A potential·child C of parent P is realised, at the potential-child·-
realisationmoment its child·creator completed working on it and publishes C . Of course,

potential-child C looses its potential status at the moment of realisation. Note
that while a potential·child goes through one or more changes, a realised child is
�xed.

• branch: In its most general meaning, an Or-evohut branch is a line of descent branch
of evo-individuals that are conceptually considered to form di�erent versions of
a single line of development. In Or-evohut-α this is typically the succession of
evo-individuals created by the same human creator. Note, however, that the same
creator may decide to start a new branch if a previous one is terminated.

• branch-continuation: an evo-individual is a branch-continuation if it is on the branch-
continuationsame branch as its parent. In other words, the evo-individual forms the continu-

ation of the branch of its parent.

• branch-root: an evo-individual is a branch-root if it is on another branch than branch-root
its parent. In other words, the evo-individual forms the root of a new branch.

• branch-creator: CR is the branch-creator of a branch B, if CR is the player branch-creator
who creates and/or created the children of the branch. Note that in Or-evohut-α,
there is only one player per branch. So, if CR stops playing the game for good,
B simply stops developing further.

• Si the size of the population at iteration i.

�

II.5.7.1 Or-evohut branches

The most general meaning of an Or-evohut branch is that it is a line of descent of
evo-indivduals that are conceptually considered to form di�erent versions within a
single line of development. Compare this with what happens in the process of soft-
ware development, for example the development of the open source word processor
OpenO�ce, in which subsequent version releases are considered to belong to the
same overarching project. LibreO�ce, however, has branched o� of the OpenO�ce
branch as a separate, distinct branch, that is considered to be an application distinct
from OpenO�ce.
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Note that the ‘branch’ notion, may be void of meaning from the perspective of
the typical evolutionary computation systems17. The reason is that in the latter the
variation operators are ‘random’, so there is no particular reason to assign a speci�c
child a role di�erent than the others, the role of being the ‘continuation’ of the branch
of its parent, while the others are starting points of new branches.

This situation is di�erent in Or-evohuts, because the variance operators are
formed by human beings. A child·creator c may be regarding work on a potential·-
child as creating a new version within a single line of development that c has set into
motion. In other words, he may be conceptually regarding the child, its parent and
its future descendants as one single entity that he is developing (with the intent of
improving it), just as the software developers’ perspective on di�erent versions of
LibreO�ce.

This is closely related, if not identical to the paradox of the simultaneously
singular and plural existence of a ‘changing entity’. For example, if a person is in the
process of writing an article, this article is both a singular entity, and many di�erent
articles (each intermediate version being an article distinct from the others). The
di�erence is that between (a kind of) intension and extension (Carnap, 1956): in the
physical (extensional) realm, there are di�erent articles, while intensionally they are
all di�erent versions of the same entity in �ux.

The branch notion is not a purely theoretical concept. To the contrary, foremost
it has important practical uses. First, a branch-creator, may also have an overarching
strategy concerning the future directions of his branch. (Among others, he may
implement ideas in a crude form in the child he is currently creating, with the intent
to further extend that idea in future children on his branch if the crude implementation
turns out to have promising results.). This overarching strategy is clearly tied to
the branch as a whole, and not to a speci�c child. The concept is therefore needed
to be able to talk about this dimension of the game. Second, the branch concept
may work as a motivational instrument: creating a child is a one-time process, while
developing a branch is potentially endless. This may create continued commitment
among players, to make, or keep, their branch better than the other branches.
The following sections describe Or-evohut-α’s evolutionary human-computational
algorithm step by step.

II.5.7.2 Iteration 0 (initialisation)

The size of the initial population (S0) is 1, and there is one initial composition-record
(composition-record α) which contains the bare minimum needed to tackle the
challenge.

17Undoubtedly, there are evolutionary computation variants for which this does not hold.
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II.5.7.3 Iteration 1 (expansion)

The second iteration, iteration 1, produces population Pop1 as follows. Composition-
record α is cloned once to be included in Pop1. The reason is that in iteration 0, it
was the best evo-individual (it had no competition!). This will allow it to compete
with the composition-records in Pop1. Then, a number of potential·children equal
to S1 are created. In iteration 1 these children are all children of composition-record
α. There is no child which is the branch-continuation of composition-record α.
Equivalently, all children are branch-root. Any player P who mastered the challenge,
can sign up for becoming potential-child·creator (and becoming branch-creator of
the associated branch). P becomes potential-child·creator if the number of assigned
potential·children is still below S1.

For the remaining, the rules and activities described in section II.5.7.4.1 on the
following page apply.

II.5.7.4 Iterations i ≥ 2

The production of populations in the subsequent iterations is governed by the fol-
lowing rules. First, the population size is �xed for all generations, and equal to the
size of Pop1 (so, Si = S1 for all i ≥ 2). The best λ (�xed in advance) evo-individuals
from Popi−1 are maintained in Popi (equivalently: selected to become part of Popi,
not to be confused with parent selection, which means: the potential·child of the
selected evo-individual is selected to become part of Popi). This is to guarantee that
the best performing evo-individuals remain part of the population. Note that for
these individuals, the �tness function does not have to be calculated again. The sole
reason for transferring them to the new population, is that they can produce o�spring
in the iteration after that. In other words: those individuals do not only produce
indirect o�spring in later iterations (by grandparent relations), but also directly.
Subsequently, µ (=Si - λ) individuals are chosen using proportional selection and
stochastic universal sampling with sigma-scaling of the objective �tness function
(See section II.5.5 (p. 73)). The objective �tness function chosen for Or-evohut-α is
SeqaNore. Child·creator application and assignment goes as follows. For each evo-
individual i that is chosen at least once, the creator of i gets automatically assigned
to create one of the children of i: the child that forms the continuation of the branch
of i. The remaining available potential·children (equivalently: the parent selection)
are announced to all candidate child·creators. Note that if i is selected more than
once, these candidate child·creators can apply to become child·creator of one of i’s
children. The principle is ‘�rst come - �rst serve’, so the �rst candidate child·creator
has most of the options.

For the remaining, the rules and activities described in section II.5.7.4.1 on the
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following page apply.

II.5.7.4.1 General iteration rules

General rules, that hold for all iterations i ≥ 1 are the following:

• One branch per branch-creator: each branch-creator c is creator of exactly one
branch at a time, no more and no less. Moreover, c can only become creator of
a new branch, if c has ended working on a previous branch for good.

• One branch-creator per branch: there may only be one branch-creator active
in the branch.

• Fixed iteration duration: the duration of each iteration is �xed to be Idur .
The intention is that all potential·children are completed before that duration
expires. The motivational instruments described below are intended to promote
the latter.

• Revocation of the child·creators status: if the duration of the iteration has
expired and child·creator c has not realised all potential·children that were
assigned to c, then, the child·creator-status of c will be revoked. If c already
made changes to the potential·child pc, then pc is not deleted, but archived.
Of course, the pc then looses its potential·child status. In the latter case, a
new potential·child npc is created. Any candidate child·creator can apply to
become child·creator of npc. Moreover, the Idur is extended with some �xed
time interval.

• Motivational instruments for releasing in time: these are instruments to motiv-
ate child·creators to realise their potential·child in time. In Or-evohut-α, these
instruments are formed by:

(1) a human ‘generation iteration coordinator’.

(2) Appeal to social behaviour: players will receive reminder messages if they
have not realised their potential·child, making an appeal to their social
behaviour that they are delaying the game for others. Child·creators can
also send each other motivational messages (particularly: a child·creator
who realised his potential·child, may approach others to chase the pace).
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II.5.8 Dealing with players who have trouble with a
challenge

A problem that may occur is that a player has trouble mastering the challenge within
a reasonable amount of time. If this is the case then at least the following negative
e�ects may occur. (1) The player may simply give up and never return to the game.
(2) The player may continue studying up to the point this has negative side e�ects
(exhaustion, agenda con�icts etc.). This is a promising sign of motivation, however,
it will in many cases lead to the player losing motivation after a few game sessions.
Again, you may lose these promising players forever. (End of list.)

A solution for this problem may be provided by a panic button and a studying
time-out of which the intended usage and behaviour is de�ned in the following
subsections.

II.5.8.1 Design ingredient panic button
If a player p cannot solve the problem in an amount of time that is reasonable for p,
the panic button can be pressed. If p does so, then the following will happen. First,
the score will be the lowest possible (unsolved challenge). Second, the creators of
the composition-record p used will be noti�ed. They may help p in a chat session,
to �nally master the challenge. Third, if these creators are not available, every
composition-record·user will be noti�ed and may help p in a chat session. Fourth, p
gets access to all composition-records. Giving access to all composition-records will
increase the likelihood p succeeds, because p disposes over more studying material.

II.5.8.2 Design ingredient time-out studying time
Another provision to deal with a player p having di�culties with mastering the
challenge is setting a maximum studying time for composition-records. If p exceeds
this time, p will simply lose access to the composition-record. In that case the
following will happen as well. If p still does not know how to solve the challenge, p
is encouraged to ask for help by pressing the panic button. Note that it is not a good
idea to automatically press the panic button for the player, because p might have
studied su�ciently.

II.5.8.3 Negative side e�ects of the panic button
In the context of higher-order·Orcobas (see section II.4.6 (p. 61)), a problem may occur
that relates to the help a player p receives after having pressed the panic button. pmay
receive help beyond the current subchallenge, giving p a head start in coping with
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the dependent challenges in subsequent games. The point of higher-order·Orcoba is
allowing modular composition-record assessment (see section II.4.6 (p. 61)). However,
if in a chat session for the current subchallenge, aspects are explained which are the
responsibility of a following, dependent, sub·Orcoba, the latter will be easier to cope
with, regardless of the composition-record chosen for that subchallenge.

Solutions may be provided by including one or more of the following design
ingredients. (1) Do a challenge test before the player starts studying the composition-
record. Then you can do a comparative measure of progress. (2) Give a lower
weight to the score of players who pressed the panic button before. (3) Record the
complete chat session in which people helped the player. When a player has chosen a
composition-record for a certain challenge, composition-record·players are prompted
to scrutinise the previous chat sessions. If they �nd evidence that too much has been
explained in chat sessions, the player’s result may be disquali�ed to be incorporated
in the overall score. (4) Simply doing nothing, and assuming that the advantage will
be spread evenly over all composition-records, so that their relative scores are not in
peril. (End of list.)

II.5.9 Conclusion and future work

II.5.9.1 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the most elaborate and central extensions of the Orcoba-
Approach: the evolutionary inspired extensions. These extensions provide the fol-
lowing results with regard to the research questions posed in section II.4.1 (p. 49):

“ Research question 1.1.1 (motivating composition-record·developers).
How do youmotivate, and continue tomotivate composition-record-developers
to create new composition-records or improve existing ones?

(Quoted from page 50.) ”
Conclusion 2 of research question 1.1.1. In Or-evohut-α the generation cycles,
each concluded with a performance evaluation, are �xed in length, and synchronised
with the generation cycles of all other branches. (Note that this agrees with the standard
practice in evolutionary computation.) This may have the following positive in�uences
on motivation. First, the social pressure of other developers may prove to be a great mo-
tivational force. If a developer does not release his new child in time, the cycle has to be
extended, also that of all other developers, who may urge the slow developer to chase the
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pace. Second, the competitive and comparative element will probably be a motivator:
after each generation cycle each developer D will �nd out whether the newest version
of D’s composition-record performs better or worse than that of D’s contenders, and
also, than the previous versions of D’s composition-record. �

“ Research question 1.1.2 (determining a quality metric for composi-
tion-records). How do you e�ectively measure the quality of composition-
records? This is a crucial instrument to determine whether there is indeed
progress.

(Quoted from page 50.) ”
Conclusion 2 of research question 1.1.2. The measurement of the quality of com-
position-records, or, equivalently the ‘�tness evaluation’ from the perspective of Or-
evohut, turns out to be far from trivial. It is a problem with multiple layers:

1. Stochastic �tness function: The (objective) �tness evaluation is of a stochastic
nature: an estimation of the expected value of the score of teams playing with
the composition-record is the outcome of the evaluation (section II.5.6.2.1 (p. 77)).
The problem with this stochastic nature is that it contributes to the costliness of
evaluations: the more precision one pursues, the larger the sample of scores one
needs, thus, the more human resources one needs. In this section I have proposed
sequential analysis, a statistical technique to be as economical as possible with
the available human resources

2. Establishing the score of composition-record·users (e.g. a team using a speci�c
composition-record) yields two subproblems:

(1) Dynamic performance: In some Evohuts, the �tness score of evo-individuals
is de�ned in terms of the performance of persons who are interacting with
that evo-individual. This performance is in most cases not static, but dy-
namic. Among other things, the performance will typically improve during
the training for a certain period of time after training has commenced. It
continues to do so provided there are no interruptions that are too long. The
question that rises now is how to extract a �tness evaluation (a single real
number) from the performance·function of several teams. I have proposed a
way to do this: given a sample of performance·functions of di�erent teams
that is su�ciently large, �rst compress the performance·function of each in-
dividual team into one sensible real number (the performance·index), just
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as in the previous example, and then calculate the average performance·-
index (section II.5.6.2.2 (p. 78)). Determining a suitable de�nition of the
performance·index, led to the important insight that there is no unambigu-
ous choice that is best. It depends on what you want to achieve with the
composition-record. Therefore, this section has made a start by de�ning a
‘library’ of indices in section II.5.6.3 (p. 82), while discussing what aspect of
the performance they emphasise.

(2) Stochastic performance·function: the performance·function can never be
known with complete certainty, because of uncertainties in measurements.
Instead, one can try to estimate it based on the measurements. In fact, the
measurement of the performance·function can be regarded as a stochastic
process (section II.5.6.4 (p. 87)). This yields the following challenges. First,
this is yet another aspect that contributes to the human resource intensive-
ness of the evaluation. Fortunately, by combining a number of assumptions
based on cognitive psychology and educational science on the one hand, and
so-called sequential analysis on the other hand, one can be at least be far
more economical with human resources (section II.5.6.8 (p. 103)). Sequential
analysis is used to estimate the �atline·level (the �atline·estimation). Then
I proposed LOESS to estimate the growth·estimation-stage of the performance·-
function. This choice, however, is intended as a �rst version, and undoubtedly
requires further �ne-tuning. This is one of the reasons this chapter in-
cludes an overview to provide more insight into statistical techniques for
curve �tting, amongst which regression analysis (section II.5.6.5.5 (p. 97)
and section II.5.6.6 (p. 99)). These could serve as a point of departure for
�ne-tuning. Finally, I proposed cubic spline interpolation to connect the
two models smoothly (section II.5.6.11 (p. 106)).

�

“ Research question 1.1.3 (dealing with the exploration-exploitation
trade-o�). How do you balance the trade-o� between exploration and ex-
ploitation in the development of composition-records?

(Quoted from page 50.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.3. The answer consists of conclusion 1 of
research question 1.1.3.1 on the facing page up to conclusion 1 of research question
1.1.3.4 (p. 121). These follow now. �
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“ Research question 1.1.3.1 (dealing with �nite developers e�ort). The
e�ort of the developers-collective is �nite (per time unit), and therefore,
has to be spent well. How do you e�ectively distribute the development
e�ort over the composition-records?

(Quoted from page 50.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.3.1. The answer has two aspects: concen-
tration and selection. Concentration in the sense that su�cient e�ort is spent per com-
position-record to make su�cient progress and selection in the sense of determining
an e�ective selection of composition-records on which this e�ort is spent. One part of
the solution consists of the fact that Or-evohut measures the quality of ‘active’ com-
position-records on su�ciently short, regular time-intervals in an objective, or at least
‘intersubjective’, way. Based on this measurement of quality (the �tness evaluation),
Or-evohut adjusts its distribution of the collective development-e�ort. This proceeds as
follows. In Or-evohut, there is a maximum number of composition-records that may
be under active development (the population size) at any given time. In Or-evohut-α,
there is even a �xed number (that acts both as a minimum and as a maximum). As-
suming a �xed rate of available collective e�ort, choosing a suitable number will ensure
su�cient concentration. Second, selection in Or-evohut-α is realised by an algorithm
(the selection operator) that assigns a higher probability to successful composition-re-
cords to continue, and even fork into several branches (‘exploitation’). The probabilistic
approach also implies that less successful composition-records have a chance to be con-
tinued, or even fork (‘exploration’). ‘ �

“ Research question 1.1.3.2 (dealing with �nite assessment resources).
The amount of (human and other) resources to assess the quality of com-
position-records is �nite per time unit. How do you distribute these re-
sources e�ectively over the composition-records?

(Quoted from page 51.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.3.2. The answer to this is strongly related
to the conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.3.1, and is also a matter of selection and
concentration. With regard to concentration: the maximum population-size of compos-
ition-records in Or-evohuts, allows regulating the ‘consumption’ of �tness evaluations.
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The higher this maximum, the higher the consumption. By choosing a suitable max-
imum, and assuming that the rate of available �tness evaluations is approximately
steady, one can ensure that each composition-record can be assessed within a given
time-interval. �

“ Research question 1.1.3.3 (preventing conservatism). How do you pre-
vent too much conservatism? Often, too much development e�ort is spent
on maintaining the status quo, instead of exploring completely new, and
possibly more fruitful directions.

(Quoted from page 51.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.3.3. As has been described in the conclu-
sion 1 of research question 1.1.3.1 on the previous page, in Or-evohut-α, development-
e�ort may only be spent on composition-records that are selected based on a neutral se-
lection operator, which itself is based on an objective performance-measurement of that
composition-record. This means that any new developer is treated equally in getting
resources assigned to his or her composition-record. Note that the resources are �tness
evaluations and developers working on children of that composition-record. In future
variants of Or-evohut wheremore than one developer per composition-record is allowed,
the system could distribute developers over composition-records in part based on the
composition-record’s performance. Contrast this with the situation in open source soft-
ware development projects. Consider a popular open source project, with a large users
and developers base. People who want to start a new branch of that project will have
a hard time to acquire su�cient assessment resources (= human users and developers
of the branch), regardless of the quality of that branch. (Note that in the terminology
of the open source software world, the notion fork is often used in (much) the same
meaning as branch within the context of this book.) �

“ Research question 1.1.3.4 (increasing equality in treatment of com-
position-records). How do you give a fair chance to ideas within com-
position-records that may need time to mature before they lead to a better
performance?

(Quoted from page 51.) ”
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Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.3.4. As stated in the conclusion 1 of research
question 1.1.3.1 (p. 119), the selection operator works in a probabilistic way. This means
that even composition-records that do not perform as well as others, still have a chance
to produce o�spring. �

II.5.9.2 Future work

I start with a note before listing potential future work. Full empirical experimentation
with Orcobas is beyond the scope of the study reported in this book. It was beyond
the available human resources to implement software for all of the complex systems
proposed throughout this book. Choices had to be made. The resources have been
mostly spent on developing the basis of the extensive code-base needed for the
experiments with formal·�uency. Most of it has been dedicated to SWiFT-Focused
(chapter III.8 (p. 245)), and the rest to SWiFT-Fixtal-α (chapter III.7 (p. 225)) and
System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking (chapter III.5 (p. 197)). What is
more, I have chosen to develop the software for SWiFT-Focused fully professionally.
This way, it can serve as a base for further development in a larger open source
community. Among other things, the software architecture, version management,
dependency management, bug tracking, test procedures and deployment meet or even
exceed professional standards. For example, the highly advanced Scala language and
its rich typing system have been used and exploited as the base language, contributing
to the architecture. This all took a considerable amount of time.

Fortunately, Or-evohut-α is integrated into the design of SWiFT. This means that
a substantial part of the implementation of Or-evohut-α has already been realised.
Among other things, participants can create and edit constitutions, �tness scores
of constitutions are automatically determined based on the performance of players,
performance·functions-data can be rendered graphically, there is advanced version
management for constitutions and a simulation has been developed to test aspects
of the way the system assigns �tness scores to constitutions (“JaraSimulation”).
The advantage of the professional set-up of the current code-base is that it can
be seamlessly extended in the future to commence full experimentation with Or-
evohut-α, and other Orcoba-extensions. This completes my note about the empirical
validation of Orcobas.

Future work could include the following topics:

1. Implement Or-evohut-α and experiment with it to validate its design. Generate
ideas for future improved versions. An obvious choice is to �rst combine Or-
evohut-α with SWiFT-Focused, because the latter is in an advanced stage of
implementation. However, it should be applied to a wide range of capabilities to
promote the development of the subsequent versions into su�ciently universal
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tools for fostering hucolligence.

2. Do further R&D into performance·function·estimators. Among other things:

(a) Experiment with performance·function·estimator·α and if it turns out to
be viable, create subsequent more re�ned versions of it.

(b) Re�ne the growth·estimation procedure with the suggestions in sec-
tion II.5.6.13.1 (p. 108).

(c) Develop other performance·function·estimators and even other approaches
to de�ne the �tness evaluation, if these would improve the �tness evalu-
ation in a certain respect for speci�c types of capabilities and conditions.
For example, it may be interesting to experiment with the Elo rating
system (Elo, 1978). Also see section II.5.6.13.2 (p. 109).

3. Develop a selection operator that, in addition to the performance·function, is
based on explicit human rating of composition-records. Among other things,
the opinion of experts may be of great value.

4. Instead of a �tness proportionate selection, one could also apply a rank based
selection or a tournament based selection. It has been argued that the latter
two have several advantages over the �rst (see respectively (Miller et al., 1995)
and (Whitley, 1989)). Additionally, it may be so that it is easier to combine the
latter two with explicit rating by people (Thierens, 2016).

5. In Or-evohut-α players cannot introduce new composition-records, but only
incrementally change existing composition-records. Develop approaches that
enable players to introduce completely new evo-individuals in later generation
cycles. Among other things, this may accelerate the introduction of promising
new ideas.

6. In Or-evohut-α composition-record·players can always see each other’s com-
position-records. This can have both advantages and disadvantages. A dis-
advantage is that players may decide to copy parts of a competing compos-
ition-record. In doing so, in a sense, they circumvent the evolution process
as it is guided explicitly by Or-evohut-α. After all, in a certain sense, players
who are ‘copying’ contaminate their evolutionary branch with other branches.
Among other things, this could have a negative e�ect on the diversity of the
population and contribute to a premature convergence of the optimisation
process to a possibly local optimum while there are optima that are better.
(More ‘exploitation’ than ‘exploration’.) An advantage of copying is that it
could lead to new combinations of parts of existing composition-records that
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may prove to be more e�ective than the existing combinations. In terms of
evolutionary computation one would use the word recombination. recombination

A potential solution that keeps into account both the mentioned advantage
and the disadvantage is some form of regulated access. I coin the term human·-
crossover for this purpose. A composition-record·player who copies a part of human·-

crossovera competing composition-record is very similar, if not identical to a form of
crossover as it occurs in evolutionary computation. With regulated access
one can try to achieve a balance that prevents premature convergence, while
giving su�cient space to fruitful recombinations to occur.

7. In Or-evohut-α only one person is allowed to develop a branch. However, it
may be bene�cial, and often even preferential, to extend this to a team of a
modest size. Among other things, the sense of collaboration may incentivise
developers. Moreover, it is more in agreement with the Orcoba-Approach,
in which the users of a composition-record are developers of it as well. An
interesting idea is to allow, or even require composition-record·developers to
occasionally transfer to another team in a regulated way. This can be regarded
as a second form of human·crossover next to the aforementioned one. Here,
not the ideas, but people are moving from one branch to another, bringing
with them the ideas, but also the more intangible intentions and philosophies
behind their former branch. This may enhance the aforementioned human·-
crossover-process. Team transfers, however, can have the same disadvantage
as idea copying, and therefore these need to be regulated in some viable way.
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Chapter II.6

Conclusion and future work

II.6.1 Conclusion

The research question posed in the introduction of this book part (section II.2.2
(p. 42)) and a summary of the corresponding research results achieved in this book
part, including re�nements of the research question, are as follows:

“ Research question 1 (the general quest). How to foster human·collective·-
intelligence (or brie�y: hucolligence)?

(Quoted from page 7.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1. This work is based on three principles for
fostering hucolligence that have been expressed, and motivated, in the general intro-
duction of this book: decentralised·development, institutionalised·self-re�ection and
human-artefact·co-evolution (section I.1.4.1.2 (p. 9)). The Orcoba-Approach has been
developed in chapter II.3 (p. 43) as a top-level implementation of these three principles.
The Orcoba-Approach is based on the concept of the Orcoba, which is a community·-
pursuing·a·capability, together with a record (composition-record) that allows the com-
position of their capability to be (at least partially) reproduced and examined. Moreover,
the Orcoba’s composition-record is open for the public for reuse, and is designed or sup-
ported by all members of the Orcoba. Additionally, the composition-record contains
records pertaining both to the artefacts and the human capabilities. Chapter II.3 (p. 43)
also motivated why this o�ers a solid top-level implementation of the given principles.
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The Orcoba-Approach is but a top-level solution. Actually realising the given principles
and the overall goal to contribute to increased hucolligence, led me to formulate a fur-
ther specialisation of this research question into research question 1.1 (p. 48), which is
repeated below, followed by its result.

�

“ Research question 1.1 (Hucolligence with Orcobas). What are exten-
sions and variants of the Orcoba-Approach that signi�cantly contribute to
fostering hucolligence?

(Quoted from page 48.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 1.1. Major subchallenges that were established
during the R&D process were: motivating composition-record·developers, determining a
quality metric for composition-records, dealing with the exploration-exploitation trade-
o� and dealing with large composition-records. The extensions of the Orcoba-Approach
introduced in this part deal e�ectively with these. These extensions are the Game-
Based·Orcobas (motivating composition-record·developers), the Challenge-Based·Orcoba
(determining a quality metric for composition-records), the higher-order·Orcobas (deal-
ing with large composition-records) and, in particular, Or-evohut (dealing, in great de-
tail, with all mentioned challenges, except for dealing with large composition-records).
More detailed conclusions can be found in conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.1 (p. 63),
conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.2 (p. 63) and the conclusion 1 of research question
1.1.4 (p. 64). Speci�cally, much attention has been paid to dealing with the exploration-
exploitation trade-o�, because of its great importance. This gave rise to a further re-
�nement of this question into a number of sub-research questions.

Or-evohut is an extension of both the Game-Based·Orcoba and the Challenge-Based·-
Orcoba. Its �rst base version, Or-evohut-α is the most detailed Orcoba-system presented
in this work. Detailed conclusions regarding Or-evohut can be found in conclusion 2
of research question 1.1.1 (p. 116) to the conclusion 1 of research question 1.1.3 (p. 118).

�

II.6.2 Future work

II.6.2.1 Or-evohut

A summary of a selection of future work with regard to Or-evohut is as follows.
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1. Further implement and validate the most developed evolutionary inspired
extension of the Orcoba-Approach: Or-evohut-α, and develop further improve-
ments and specialisations of Or-evohut. (Note that I would have preferred to
include full experimentation with Or-evohut-α already in this stage, but due to
limited human resources choices had to be made: see section II.5.9.2 (p. 121).)

2. Further develop performance·function·estimators to improve �tness functions
for Or-evohut.

3. Experiment with human·crossover: the regulated exchange of ideas and people
between di�erent branches of evolution. Do this such that the danger of a
premature convergence to sub-optimal composition-records is reduced, while
the occurrence of new viable recombinations is stimulated.

For more details, see chapter II.5 (p. 65).

II.6.2.2 Higher-order·Orcobas
I believe that higher-order·Orcobas could make an essential contribution to the
e�ectiveness of the Orcoba-Approach. Future work concerning higher-order·Orcobas
may include the following:

1. Probably it will be a challenge to optimise the dependent·capability·graph.
Among other things, it will not be clear in advance whether a given subcapabil-
ity is chosen su�ciently small. It may be so that there are composition-records
larger than the maximally allowed size that are signi�cantly better than the
best possible composition-record that meets the size requirement. Moreover,
it may not be clear whether the dependencies between capabilities is indeed
as strong as assumed. Therefore, create a human-technological system that
facilitates the evolution of this break-up into subcapabilities. (Preferably, this
system is an Orcoba as well – forming a kind of re�ective Orcoba.) Automated
statistical analysis could be used to investigate the actual strength of the de-
pendencies. In this process, apply insights from the �eld of adaptive learning,
such as performance factor analysis proposed by Pavlik Jr et al. (2009).

2. Short-term performance does not necessarily equate long-term learning e�ects
(Bjork, 2017). Therefore, it may be useful to let composition-record·players
revisit previous sub·Orcobas, and create sub·Orcobas that cover new com-
binations of existing capabilities. Develop a human-technological system
to optimise these revisitations and combinations. Among other things, use
insights from the theory of spacing e�ects (Ebbinghaus, 1885; Toppino and
Gerbier, 2014).
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Part III

Fostering formal·�uency
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Chapter III.1

Overview and structure

This part treats one of the two central concerns of this book: fostering human·-
�uency·in·formal·languages·for·automated·deduction, brie�y formal·�uency. First it
places this concern in a broader context: both historically and ‘structurally’. Structur-
ally, formal·�uency is part of a greater collective capability: an e�ective application
of automated·deductive·reasoners to help people reason about their collective know-
ledge, in this work called integration·of·automated·deduction into society. Historic-
ally, an essential ingredient of the integration·of·automated·deduction into society
can be traced all the way back to the ancient Greeks and Indians, who initiated the
formalisation of deductive reasoning. In recent history this culminated into revolu-
tionary breakthroughs such as the invention of predicate logic, which, combined with
the invention of the computer, enabled an integration·of·automated·deduction into
society. The historical context is treated in section III.2.2 (p. 136). This integration,
however, is in several respects still in its infancy, because it is a multi-faceted and
complex process. This part devotes a chapter to contribute to its further maturation,
and in doing so, goes beyond the treatment of formal·�uency only. The core of the
contribution is a proposal for instruments to measure (‘metricise’) the degree of
the integration·of·automated·deduction into society (chapter III.3 (p. 151)). The rest
of the part focuses on fostering formal·�uency. Because this work tries to apply
the Orcoba-Approach developed in part II (p. 21), it �rst brie�y investigates their
mutual compatibility (chapter III.4 (p. 193)). After that it presents several specialised
extensions of the Orcoba-Approach for the purpose of fostering formal·�uency: real-
time·collective·formal·thinking and SWiFT (Semantic Web in Fast Translation). Then
it presents further specialisations and variants of SWiFT: SWiFT-Full (chapter III.6
(p. 215)), SWiFT-Fixtal (chapter III.7 (p. 225)) and higher-order·SWiFT (which in-
cludes SWiFT-Focused) (chapter III.8 (p. 245)). The chapters also describe in detail
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the relations between the several extensions, particularly in how they complement
each other in the process of fostering formal·�uency.



Chapter III.2

Introduction

(Before starting this chapter, I would like to gently remind the reader of the call for
feedback on page i.)

This part treats one of the two central concerns of this book: fostering human·-
�uency·in·formal·languages·for·automated·deduction, or more brie�y formal·�uency.
One reason formal·�uency is important is that it enables computers to help people
reason deductively about their collective knowledge. Later, this work coins the phrase
integration·of·automated·deduction (into human communities) for the latter. A more
thought-provoking way to put it is that this type of �uency is part of an extension of
the human mind and cognitive capabilities, to wit those capabilities that have to do
with drawing conclusions that necessarily follow from already available knowledge.
Just as hammers and screwdrivers are ampli�ers for human muscular capabilities,
this extension is an ampli�er of certain human cognitive capabilities. Cybernetics
pioneer Ashby (1956) speaks of intelligence ampli�cation in this context.

III.2.1 Formal·�uency
I de�ne formal·�uency as the ability to �uently express information in a deductive·-
formal·language. This de�nition leans on the use of the word ‘�uency’ as it is used in
the context of natural languages. The dictionary de�nes ‘�uency’ as the “the ability
to speak or write a language easily, well, and quickly” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2019).
This is close to the common, layman, interpretation of �uency expressing overall
language pro�ciency. A more operational, hence measurable, de�nition is in terms
of accuracy and speed. Only when a person has attained a certain mimimal level of
accuracy and speed while expressing him or herself in a language, can he or she be
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considered to be �uent.

III.2.1.1 ‘Fluency’ in natural languages

On closer inspection, however, the term ‘�uency’ (in natural language) seems to be a
quite vague, ambiguous and multi-faceted notion. According to Chambers (1997),
some communities, such as foreign language educators, do not include ‘accuracy’
in the de�nition of �uency. Fillmore (1979) discusses many di�erent ways of being
�uent in a language, and notes that “the word ‘�uency’ seems to cover a wide range of
language abilities; these are best described with terms like articulateness, volubility,
eloquence, wit, garrulousness, etc.” Riggenbach (1991) suggest, based on a study
analysing the recordings of speakers who were labelled �uent or non-�uent by
English instructors, “that �uency is a complex, high-order linguistic phenomenon
and that intuitive judgments about �uency level . . . may take into account a wide
range of linguistic phenomena.” Some other facets of �uency are that

• one can make a distinction between writing-, speaking- and reading-�uency;

• ‘�uency’ implies a great degree of e�ortlessness – the ability to express oneself
without di�culty and exhaustion in a given language;

• the speed at which information is expressed, is minimally at a level that does
not obstruct the �ow of the thinking process too much.

Even if one limits �uency to accuracy and speed, one problem that remains is
at what speed and what degree of accuracy one should consider someone ‘�uent’
in a language. A person who is considered to speak Luxembourgish ‘�uently’, will
often not be able to translate his or her thoughts in real-time into this language,
given the great speed at which thoughts can occur. Moreover, there are di�erences in
speaking rates between �uent speakers of a language. Hence, it stands to reason that
the minimally required speed and accuracy is determined by what is – on average,
attainable by most native speakers when speaking with a low degree of e�ort.

III.2.1.2 ‘Fluency’ in formal·languages
In the context of this book, I restrict formal·�uency to writing-�uency. After all, writ-
ing is the most obvious way to communicate with automated·deductive·reasoners.

The meaning of the word ‘�uency’ as it is used in the context of natural languages
does not translate one-to-one to the way I use it in the context of formal·languages.
Among other things, in formal·languages it is not only about accuracy in the sense
that there are no mistakes in the expressions, but it is also about the degree to which
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automated·deductive·reasoners can make use of the produced expressions. It is not
trivial to de�ne a metric for this purpose. In section III.3.5.2 (p. 174) I propose such a
metric. Moreover, an important aspect of formal·�uency is modelling a given domain
in a formal framework. In other words, in a sense one is continuously extending
the formal·language to express information that pertains to certain domains (for
more details, see section III.3.5.6 (p. 186)). In this work, I restrict formal·�uency to
the dimensions speed, accuracy, the aforementioned degree to which automated·-
deductive·reasoner can be applied, and e�ortlessness.

Another question is at what degree of speed and accuracy one can talk about
having attained ‘�uency’ in a formal·language. In this work, this question will be of
secondary importance, because the focus is on progress in �uency. For this purpose,
relative measures of �uency su�ce. Typical questions I pose include: who has
a greater degree of �uency than someone else, or does someone make progress?
Hence, the emphasis is on fostering a greater degree of �uency, instead of attaining
a prede�ned degree of �uency. After all, given the purpose of this book, the greater
the rate at which information can be translated into a formal·language, the better –
hence any gain in �uency is valuable.

III.2.1.2.1 Absolute degrees of formal·�uency

Nevertheless, a brief re�ection on how to establish standards for minimal absolute
degrees of pro�ciency in a formal·language that can be classi�ed as ‘�uent’, can be
useful. For one, one could try to, at the least, achieve a level that does not obstruct
the �ow of the thinking process too much. What that speed is, is to the best of my
knowledge an open question. A safe bet, therefore, would be to achieve the same
speed and accuracy as holds for �uent writing in natural languages. However, it is
unlikely that many people would ever attain such a degree of �uency. Probably, a
given piece of text will on average be translated more quickly into another natural
language than in a formal·language by people pro�cient in the given languages –
now and in the future, even after extensive training and re�ned training methods.
Among other things, the aforementioned continuous process of extending the formal·-
language slows downs the writing process in comparison with most of the natural
language writing humans do.

However, it is a fact that also writing and speaking go much slower than the
thinking process of probably most people. This can, among other things be implicitly
derived from the great di�erence between reading speed (about 300 words per minute
for a skilled reader) (Nation, 2009) and writing speed (about 13 words per minute
for a skilled writer) (Bledsoe Jr, 2011). If we assume that the ratio between writing
and thinking speed is so great as a consequence of physical and motoric limitations,
it stands to reason that this ratio is partially circumstantial. Hence, this ratio can
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probably stretched even further, while we would still perceive it as �uent.
As said, however, this book focuses on relative and not absolute degrees of formal·-

�uency. Therefore, with some minor exceptions, I will leave it at this re�ection.

III.2.1.3 Why foster formal·�uency?
The amount of information represented in a formal·language currently may seem
impressive. At the time of writing, presumably the biggest collection of public
domain data-sets exists in the formal·language RDF+S, also called Linked Open
Data. It currently consists of 1369 data-sets, amongst which the immense data-set
DBpedia. https://lod-cloud.net/# maintains an overview of the current state
of the collection (Abele et al., 2019).

However, this is only a minor part of the ever-growing body of information.
To increase this fraction at a greater rate, it is crucial to expand the repertoire of
available methods to translate information e�ectively into formal·languages.

The main methods in the current repertoire are as follows. First, we let experts,
so-called knowledge engineers, do the work. The problem is that there are simply
not enough knowledge engineers to keep up with the rate at which new information
is produced. Note that this work also includes the never-ending necessity to extend
the language used, e.g. in the form of introducing new ontologies, given the fact
domains and paradigms are in a continuous state of evolution. Second, we use
natural language processing techniques to let machines do the work for us. However,
these techniques are in a primitive stage of development, and there is controversy
around the question whether machines will ever be able to do the job properly. Third,
we construct specialised (Web-) software that guides people with minimal or no
training in creating such representations. I believe this only works for specialised
use cases with speci�c types of information; otherwise training would be required.
One of the several problems with specialised guidance is that for each specialised
type of information, you need specialised software, and there are simply not enough
programmers to cover the ever-growing range of types. The same problem holds
for so-called Semantic Wikis (Bry et al., 2012): they typically provide support for
formalising speci�c types of information.

Expanding the current repertoire with fostering formal·�uency in society holds
the promise of accelerating the translation-rate to an unprecedented degree.

III.2.2 History and nature of automated·deduction
Formal·�uency derives its meaning from the context of automated·deduction. There-
fore, knowledge of the history and nature of automated·deduction may contribute to

https://lod-cloud.net/#
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a deeper understanding of formal·�uency.
At the end of the 19th century su�cient scienti�c and philosophical work had

been done to arrive at the amazing insight that deduction, which is a certain mode of
reasoning, can be mathematically represented by mechanisms carrying out symbolic
manipulations, and that these mechanisms could be implemented on a machine
(‘automated·deduction’). The mode of reasoning spoken of here is deductive reasoning automated·-

deduction
deductive reas-
oning

(or inference), that is, drawing conclusions that necessarily follow from a set of given
facts. A systematic treatment of deductive reasoning can be found as early as 300 BC
in the works of the ancient Greek Aristotle, who is attributed with the invention of
syllogistic logic (Smith, 2015). Independently, related research �ndings were made in syllogistic logic
the Indian Nyaya-school of thought, dating back as far back as 400 BC (Ganeri, 2004).

However, it took more than 2 millenia before the next major revolution in this �eld
occurred. Around 1850, George Boole fundamentally extended the work of Aristotle
and the Nyaya-school of thought, both of which he was acquainted with in his books
“The Mathematical Analysis of Logic” (Boole, 1847) and “Laws of Thought” (Boole,
1854), creating a new logic system nowadays called Boole’s algebra. This system was
considerably more expressive than Aristotle’s system, and Boole’s system included
a mathematically well-de�ned way to carry out inferences (by means of algebraic
equation solving), setting a major step towards reliable automated·deduction. In a
sense, Boole’s work marks the start of the development of modern symbolic logic,
the science concerned with investigating logical principles by means of formalised
systems consisting of primitive symbols, combinations of these symbols, axioms, and
rules of inference.

His work then matured through work done by, among others, Charles Saunders
Peirce and Gottlob Frege, who independently made major contributions to the devel-
opment of symbolic logic. For example, Peirce contributed to the further development
of Boole’s algebra into Boolean algebra, the version we use nowadays, and realised
that Boolean algebra could be implemented by electrical switches, and Frege exten-
ded Boolean algebra to a much more powerful symbolic logic: Begri�sschrift (Frege,
1879). Predicate logic, a logic system based on, and equivalent to Begri�sschrift,
is the present day, modern most expressive symbolic logic. Peirce, independently,
developed an equivalent system a few years after Frege. Their work, unfortunately,
remained largely unrecognised at the time of creation. Frege’s predicate logic only be-
came adopted as the fundamental symbolic logic, after dissemination by well-known
scholars such as Whitehead, Wittgenstein, Carnap, Russell, Hilbert and Ackerman.
The latter two published predicate logic in its modern form (Hilbert et al., 1950).
Peirce’s insight that Boolean algebra could be implemented on machines was later
rediscovered (by among others Shannon and She�er) and led to the development
of the �rst systems for automated·deduction, such as the logic theorist by among
others Newell and Simon (1956) in the �fties.
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This work uses the term automated·deductive·reasoner for these systems. Moreover,automated·-
deductive·-
reasoner

the term formal·language·for·automated·deduction, or more brie�y deductive·formal·-

formal·-
language·for·-
automated·-
deduction

language is coined for the languages that each of these use. Hence, a deductive·-

deductive·-
formal·-
language

formal·language is de�ned as a formal language for which one can construct al-
gorithms (theorem provers), which when applied to expressions in the language
perform semantic-preserving transformations on them, and for which this property
can be proven by model-theoretic means (Dalen, 1997; Hodges, 2013). In classical
logic the semantics that is preserved is typically the truth value. In this book, the term
formal·language is used as an abbreviation for deductive·formal·language, unless
locally speci�ed otherwise. Note that the term formal·language is also used by others
in related, yet di�erent ways. This is, for example, the case in the �eld of formal
language theory Chomsky (1959). The reader should keep this in mind.

Not all deductions can be created e�ectively and timely with fully automated·-
deduction. In many cases, the computational complexity is too high. Often, one
would have to wait for years, perhaps even thousands of years before a deduction is
constructed fully automatically. This led to the development of systems in which hu-
mans and algorithms collaboratively construct deductions, such as Coq1. Therefore,
I will widen the notion ‘automated·deduction’ by adding two adjectives: partially
or fully automated deduction. Systems for partially·automated·deduction (equival-partially·-

automated·-
deduction

ently: partially automated·deductive·reasoners) include proof assistants (not to be

proof assistant
confused with interactive theorem provers). Systems for fully·automated·deduction

fully·-
automated·-
deduction

(equivalently: fully automated·deductive·reasoners) are also called automated the-
orem provers (Bibel, 2013). Automated·deduction itself is a subcategory of the more

automated the-
orem prover

general automated·reasoning, which also includes automated forms of so-called in-

automated·-
reasoning

ductive and abductive reasoning.
Research and development activities into symbolic logic and automated·deduction

serve (and have served) several purposes, amongst which research into the found-
ations of mathematics (e.g. “What are the limits of mathematical proving?”, “How
can mathematics be made more objective?”), philosophy (e.g. “What is the nature
of logic?”), and interestingly, theology as well: Boole’s purposes included a better
understanding of Biblical texts.

III.2.3 Amplifyinghuman reasoningwith automated·-
deduction

The following purpose is central to this book: using automated·deduction to help
people reason abouttheir (collective) knowledge. This is a major focus within, among

1https://coq.inria.fr/

https://coq.inria.fr/
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others, the research �eld of knowledge representation and reasoning. Why would such knowledge rep-
resentation and
reasoning

help for people mark a major leap in collective and individual knowledge discovery?
There are two main reasons: speed and reliability.

Concerning speed: the amount of useful information representations that can
be deduced manually (so, without the use of computers), per time-unit, from our
collectively produced information is a small fraction of the total amount of such
useful representations. This leads to long delays in arriving at conclusions, delaying
the discovery of useful ones, or even arriving at conclusions too late, beyond the
period they were useful. An example of a long delay is in the following �ctitious
example. Suppose there is little known about the genealogy of the medieval writer
William Wright. Historian Hiromi discovers in an old letter in an archive in Cork
that William had a (full) brother Bernard Wright, a well-known composer. Moreover,
suppose a Norwegian anthropologist Anne, unaware of Hiromi and his discovery,
discovers on a visit to an archive in Norway that Bernard Wright’s father was Fabian
Wright. From the combined information one could deduce that William’s father was
Fabian Wright. However, it may take years before the two pieces of information
come to the attention of a human individual from the vast amount of historical
information available world-wide. With automated·deduction this fact could have
become apparent almost instantaneously.

An example of obsolescence is deducing information from sensory data from
weather stations, or sensors related to human tra�c. If it takes a person a year
to deduce useful forecasting-conclusions from sensory input for the weather of
tomorrow, this is clearly an obsolete conclusion.

It is interesting to note that deductions can become laborious for at least two
reasons: the ‘horizontal’ size and the ‘vertical’ size of deductions. I de�ne horizontal
size as the number of premises (axioms) that have to be evaluated to make the
deduction. Even if it is a simple deduction, if the number of premises is large, doing
this manually will typically only disclose useful conclusions at a very low rate.
This contributes to major delays in areas such as scienti�c discovery. (As in the
aforementioned example around the writer William Wright.) The vertical size is
the length of the deduction itself. A deduction may be complicated, even if it has
relatively few premises. This is most notable in the area of mathematics-research:
one of the characteristics of (current day mathematics) is that the number of axioms
is limited, while the deductions can be extremely long, in particular when they are
formalised. Many examples can be found in a list composed by Wiedijk (2015) with
major mathematical problems for which a formal deduction was created with the
assistance of automated·deduction. An example is the proof of the independence of
Tarski’s Euclidean axiom. A formal deduction created by Makarios (2012) occupies
roughly an impressive 230 pages, while the premises �t on only one page of the same
document. According to Barendregt (2014), it is to be expected that within a few
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decades rather complicated proofs that will take humans many years to produce, will
be discovered automatically in a fraction of that time.

Concerning reliability: the use of automated·deduction can help discover errors
made in existing deductions. Automated·deduction produces formalised deductions
that leave much less space for error than (purely) human deductions.

Facilitating large-scale and e�ective assistance by automated·deductive·reasoners
of people reasoning over their knowledge is a multi-faceted and complex challenge,
both along the technological and the human dimension. Among other things, there
is need for:

(1) (More) e�cient reasoners.

(2) Means to foster formal·�uency.

(3) Means to foster the human capability to directly, or indirectly, apply and use
existing software tools for deduction,

(4) standardisation of formal·languages and/or e�ective automated translations
between expression with an identical meaning. This includes a standardisation
of their vocabularies, such as for example, when one would choose �rst-order
logic as formal·language, using the same constant to refer to the notion ‘solar
panel’.

(5) Means to foster the human capability to e�ectively negotiate several trade-o�s
such as the one that exists between the expressivity of formal·languages for
deductions and the decidability/complexity of producing these deductions.

(6) The meta-cognitive collective human capability to continuously improve and
adjust the aforementioned aspects, such as the creation of new reasoners, the
standardisation process of formal·languages needed for deduction, etc. This is,
among other things, needed because of various trade-o�s. These trade-o�s do
not allow the creation of the ‘best’ solution that works in all cases (such as the
‘best’ reasoner, or the ‘best’ formal·language). (See, for example, section III.3.5.4
(p. 180).)

I coin the term integration·of·automated·deduction (into human communities) forintegration·-
of·automated·-
deduction

the aforementioned: it is the pro�ciency with which people in a given collective, on
average, are able to �nd answers to their questions by direct or indirect application
of automated·deductive·reasoners, provided that the information to answer these
questions by deductive means exists in some form these techniques. The pro�ciency
is collective, because the success of a person P �nding answers depends on activities
of others within the given collective. For example, if these others have expressed a
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larger part of their knowledge correctly in a formal·language, P ’s success may be
higher. Moreover, P ’s success may be higher, if some of these others have written
and shared good and e�cient automated·deductive·reasoners. An example of an
‘indirect’ application of automated·deductive·reasoner is a person that bene�ts from
automated·deductive·reasoners working ‘under the hood’ of an Internet service,
while (s)he may lack any formal·�uency.

A detailed and precise overview of the complete challenge to foster integration·-
of·automated·deduction into human communities itself is far from trivial. An attempt
to start the development of such an overview is to be found in chapter III.3 (p. 151).
This bookpart then focuses on one aspect of this challenge, which is one of the
central concerns of this work: means to foster the human capability to �uently
represent information ‘formally’ (in this work called human·�uency·in·deductive·-
formal·languages).

III.2.4 Terminology
Some terminology used throughout this part is as follows.

III.2.4.1 Existing formal·languages
Formal·languages referred to in this book are

• Propositional calculus (Dalen, 1997; Wikipedia, 2018b): Arguably the oldest propositional
calculusformal·language. The predecessors of the current, modern form, already date

back to 300 BC to the work of Chrysippus (Bobzien, 2016).

• First-order logic (Dalen, 1997): The foundational formal·language of modern first-order logic
science. It originates from the discipline of foundations of mathematics and has
since then spread to many other disciplines related to research and development
of formal·languages. It is one of the most, if not the most dominant formal·-
language, and has developed into the de facto standard. The latter manifests
itself among other things in the fact that often properties of formal·languages
are shown by translating them into �rst-order logic, and that �rst-order logic
is probably one of the most prevalent research instrument for research into
formal·languages. Also see section III.8.5.2 (p. 266).

• Higher-order logic (Enderton, 2015): an extension of �rst-order logic where, in higher-order lo-
gicaddition to quanti�ers such as “for every object (in the universe of discourse),”

one has quanti�ers such as “for every property of objects (in the universe
of discourse).” This augmentation of the language increases its expressive
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strength, without adding new non-logical symbols, such as new predicate
symbols.

• TPTP language (Sutcli�e, 2010, 2017): A standard syntax for �rst-order logicTPTP language
and higher-order logic that is intended to be e�ciently manipulable with
computer programs.

• RDF and RDFS (Hayes, 2014): A pair of foundational formal·languages de-RDF
RDFS veloped for the Semantic Web. “RDF extends the linking structure of the Web

to use Uniform Resource Identi�ers (URI) to name the relationship between
things as well as the two ends of the link (this is usually referred to as a “triple”).
[. . .] This linking structure forms a directed, labeled graph, where the edges
represent the named link between two resources, represented by the graph
nodes.” “RDFS provides a data-modelling vocabulary for RDF data. RDFS
is an extension of the basic RDF vocabulary.”. In this book the pair will be
abbreviated with RDF+S.RDF+S

• SPARQL (W3C SPARQL Working Group, 2013): A query·language for RDF+S.SPARQL

• Description logics (DL) (Baader, 2003): “Description logics are a family of formaldescription logic
knowledge representation languages. Many DLs are more expressive than
propositional calculus but less expressive than �rst-order logic”.

• OWL (McGuinness, 2004) and OWL2 (W3C OWL Working Group, 2012) (WebOWL
OWL2 Ontology Language): Extensions of RDF+S based on description logics.
Web Ontology
Language

III.2.4.2 KR-base

A KR-base is a database that contains knowledge representations expressed in aKR-base
formal·language (its KR-language). The notion ‘database’ is used in a very broad
sense: all collections of such representations stored digitally constitute a KR-base,
even if they are not part of a ‘traditional’ database application. For example all digital
documents in the formal·languages RDF+S and TPTP language that are accessible
over the World Wide Web constitute a KR-base, in this case one that is distributed,
heterogeneous and not centrally governed.

III.2.5 Research question re�nement

This book part focuses on investigating the second of the overall research questions
of this book, as de�ned in section I.1.3 (p. 7), and repeated below:
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“ Research question 2 (the speci�c quest). How to foster human·�uency·-
in·formal·languages·for·automated·deduction (or brie�y: formal·�uency)?

(Quoted from page 7.) ”
Here this research question is further re�ned into the following questions.
First, formal·�uency is not a means to its own end. In this work, formal·�uency is

considered a part of greater systems. In particular, this work has been motivated by
the pursuit of systems that facilitate e�ective assistance by computers for people reas-
oning aboutparkedCommentByAlodytheir knowledge. Understanding this broader
context may be important for fostering formal·�uency, and moreover it may be more
satisfactory to have an overview of the overarching challenge of which fostering
formal·�uency is a part. This gives rise to the following question:

Research question 2.1. [Survey fostering integration·of·automated·deduction]What
is a precise and operational de�nition of the systems that facilitate e�ective assistance
of automated·deductive·reasoners for people reasoning about their knowledge, and a
survey of subchallenges and (already) existing solutions to create and foster the devel-
opment of these systems?
[Conclusion(s): page 303] �

Note that this research question is in fact not a sub-research-question, but a
‘super’-research question.

Two further questions are:

Research question 2.2. [Fostering formal·�uency on a meta-level] What meta level
specialised extensions of the Orcoba-Approach exist that can contribute to fostering (the
emergence of good composition-records for) formal·�uency?
[Conclusion(s): page 304] �

Research question 2.3. [Fostering formal·�uency on an object-level] What are (in-
gredients of) composition-records that contribute to increased formal·�uency?
[Conclusion(s): page 307] �

III.2.6 Feasibility
It may be useful to brie�y re�ect on the feasibility of fostering formal·�uency. Com-
mon objections to fostering formal·�uency and related topics include the following.
(1) The approach is and will remain beyond the capability of (most) people. (2) The
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approach will not be received with enthusiasm by most people. (3) The trade-o�
between an approach that saves cognitive workload and this approach will in most
cases be decided in favour of the �rst.

My response to these objections, in corresponding order, are the following. (1) I
think that it would be far too premature to make this statement. Humanity is currently
at the dawn of the co-evolution of human capabilities to express information and
information technology. Widespread usage of information technology in daily life
is at most four decades old. Note that it took conventional literacy, another human
capability of expressing information, many centuries to become prevalent. By 1750
almost 5000 years had elapsed since the �rst rudimentary appearance of the art of
writing, yet more than 90 percent of the world’s population had no access to this art
(Cipolla, 1969). In the two following centuries we experienced an explosive growth
of literacy. For example, in France literacy among females rose from about 30% in
1800 to above 95% in 1910 (Vincent, 2000). Moreover, this process was not trivial, as
Vincent states: ‘since at least the middle of the 18th century, states had learned from
each other’s progress in the struggle to disseminate the skills of reading and writing’
(Vincent, 2000).

Based on this, I deem it reasonable to assume that the art of writing and the
art of disseminating it are a result of a long evolution process, and I think that the
same will hold for the form of expressing information that I am focusing on. It is
important to state that I do not purport in any way that I am yet able to de�ne a new
form of literacy in its full maturity. Instead, with my work I hope to make a modest
contribution to the acceleration of its evolution.

I derive a second argument from the study of arti�cial grammar learning, a
�eld of psycho-linguistics. Interestingly, already in studies conducted in the 1950s
and 1960s human test subjects were well capable of grammatically recognising and
reproducing languages that were generated using arti�cial grammars (Chomsky,
1959) by means of implicit learning (Reber, 1967; Miller, 1958). Implicit learning
of the syntax of the grammar of a language is learning its syntax without being
consciously aware of the syntax rules of the language. Instead, one learns purely
by exposure to example-expressions of the language. First-language acquisition
by children takes place largely implicitly. I assume that implicit learnability of a
language is highly correlated to the capability of reaching �uency in that language.
Because deductive·formal·languages, such as �rst-order logic, are de�ned by means
of such a formal grammar, it forms a strong argument in favour of the feasibility
of formal·�uency. Contemporary research has further corroborated this by also
incorporating neuroimaging techniques, that show that the brain-activity patterns
that occur during natural language usage are very similar to formal·language usage
(although there are also di�erences). For more about this, see section III.2.7.5 (p. 147).

Among other things based on these points, I deem it reasonable to assume that
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the art of writing and the art of disseminating it are a result of a long evolution
process, and I think that the same will hold for the form of expressing information
that I am focusing on. It is important to state that I do not purport in any way that I
am yet able to de�ne a new form of literacy in its full maturity, instead, with my work
I hope to make a modest contribution to the acceleration of its evolution. (2) & (3)
When a person would reach a degree of �uency in the new art where the advantages
outweigh the disadvantages, the motivation to apply it would most probably rise.
In other words, there will simply be less of a trade-o�. Again, compare this with
conventional literacy capabilities. For most children who have just started elementary
school, the cognitive burden of writing down things they want to remember during
a conversation is so great, that it will seriously impair the conversation. In contrast,
adults who have mastered the skill of writing after years of intensive training will
easily complement their listening activity with making notes.

III.2.6.1 Small scale adoption as breeding place
A �nal important remark to put things into perspective is that I am not pursuing short-
term mass adoption of a new way of sharing information, a focus that is prevalent
among research for educational purposes or public social software such as Wikipedia.
I think that a small scale adoption by specialised communities would already be
very bene�cial for those communities, and that within them a relatively mature
state of this capability could be reached on a relatively short time scale. Moreover,
these communities could serve as a breeding place for the maturation of the art
and its didactics, potentially laying the foundations for a wider adoption in some
distant future. I am explicitly focusing on the community of scientists, who are above
averagely trained and motivated in sharing transparent and precise representations
of their knowledge.

III.2.7 Related work

III.2.7.1 Systems to train formal·�uency
Systems that explicitly target formal·�uency are, to the best of my knowledge, quite
rare. Andor is a game that appeared in 2018 to train �uency in classical logic.

III.2.7.2 The Semantic Web
The Semantic Web (Berners-Lee, 1999, 2001) is described by its founding organisation,
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), as a Web of data – of dates and titles and
part numbers and chemical properties and any other data one might conceive of.
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Various technologies allow you to embed data in documents (such as RDF+S. Part
of the Semantic Web is inference – reasoning over data through rules (W3C, 2018).
Rephrased in the more general terminology of this book, the ‘Web of data’ is nothing
but a representation of information in a speci�c set of deductive·formal·languages,
and ‘the inferencing through rules’ is nothing but automated·deduction.

III.2.7.3 Controlled natural languages
A controlled natural language is a subset of natural language that can be accuratelycontrolled nat-

ural language and e�ciently processed by a computer, but is expressive enough to allow natural
usage by non-specialists (Fuchs and Schwitter, 1995). An important category of
controlled natural language is formed by those that provide an alternative syntax for
a given formal·language. This way people ideally do not have to learn the formal·-
language. Although the syntax of a controlled natural language is a fragment of
natural language, the semantics is de�ned formally. Of course, the syntax of the
latter is chosen such that the formal semantics is as close as possible to the ‘natural’
semantics. An example is ACE used as an interface to description logic (Kaljurand
and Fuchs, 2007).

Hence, this application of controlled natural language is a form of fostering
formal·�uency. However, it approaches it from a di�erent angle than the study in
this part. Figuratively speaking: instead of training people to be able to jump high
enough to cross the hurdle (express oneself in a given formal·language), it tries to
lower these hurdles (change the syntax of the formal·language to make it easier for
people to learn and use it).

I believe these approaches complement each other. I believe that controlled natural
languages cannot replace formal syntax in the quest of integration·of·automated·-
deduction into society. There are intrinsic di�erences between truly natural language
and formal·languages. By training people in formal·languages using a formal syntax,
one can acquaint them with the peculiarities of the formal·language. Hiding these
behind a natural language interface, although convenient, may also back�re. Among
other things, a natural language interface does not prompt the user to switch to
another mode of interpretation and another mode of thinking. This may lead to
mistakes and a weaker understanding of the formalism. The syntax of a given formal·-
language can also be regarded as a carefully crafted instrument to express oneself
very e�ectively in that formalism (Dijkstra, 1979). Such an instrument stimulates
the user to exploit the power of the given formalism. Dijkstra suggests, for example,
that the ancient Greek were not able to realise modern mathematical break-throughs,
in part due to lacking sophisticated formal notations of current day mathematics. It
is indeed noteworthy that programming languages, on average, have not become
more resemblant to natural language over the past decades, but perhaps even less so.
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For example, compare COBOL (Bemer, 1971) with the contemporary language Scala
(Odersky et al., 2006).)

III.2.7.4 Semantic Wikis and related systems
Semantic Wikis are Wiki systems that allow its users to represent a part, or all of Semantic Wiki
their information in a formal·language·for·automated·deduction (Bry et al., 2012).
These representations are in principle created by laymen, and therefore, such wikis
are related to fostering formal·�uency. Examples of such systems are WikiData
(Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014), Semantic Media Wiki (Krötzsch et al., 2006), Loki
(Nalepa, 2018) and OntoWiki (Frischmuth et al., 2015). Such wikis could bene�t from
the approach in this work to foster formal·�uency to improve people’s ability to
use these systems – a concern that, to the best of my knowledge – is not explicitly
addressed by any of these systems.

Some Semantic Wikis prescribe guidelines and collaboration protocols on discus-
sion pages. Rules or guidelines on content creation and collaboration are sometimes
documented in separate pages. This is what they have in common with the approach
in this book, the Orcoba-Approach when considering these guidelines and protocols
as a capability-constitution. Nevertheless, they lack a sophisticated approach to guide
the evolution of such guidelines, as present in the Orcoba-Approach.

III.2.7.5 Psycholinguistics and neuroscience
In the area of psycholinguistics and neuroscience quite some research has been done
into questions that are related to �uency in languages. The focus is dominated by
�uency in natural languages, but also includes formal·languages. An interesting
middle position is formed by arti�cial grammar learning (Reber, 1967; Miller, 1958;
Pothos, 2007), which is about the capability of people to grasp the syntax of languages
with a formal grammar. These languages are typically devoid of meaning and of
any other purpose than to investigate the capability of people to process certain
syntactical structures. Although the name may suggest otherwise, they are commonly
used to investigate natural language processing in humans. However, the results
self-evidently also apply to formal·language processing in humans. Probably even
more so, because formal·languages adhere to the rules of a formal grammar with
certainty, while this is only a hypothesis for natural language.

Results from these research �elds may be useful for fostering formal·�uency.
Among other things, it may provide (1) more insight in the feasibility of pursuing
formal·�uency, (2) clues about how to improve the learning strategy to acquire
�uency and (3) ideas for favourable design decisions when creating new formal·-
languages. Formal language theory is a particular kind of study into the purely
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formal language
theory

syntactical, or grammatical aspects of languages. Historically the emphasis was on
studying natural language, although the name may suggest otherwise. It is particular
in that it mathematically models a language as a set of strings over a �nite alphabet,
called a formal language. It is important to note that the notion ‘formal·language’ in
this book is used in a more specialised sense. Among other things, in this book it
typically includes a formal semantics. Therefore I use the terms syntactically formal
language and formal language syntax theory in the sequel to prevent confusion. In
formal language syntax theory, one abstracts from semantics, and focuses exclus-
ively on syntax. In its modern form it was �rst described by Chomsky (1959). A
central question posed by Chomsky was: given a set of increasingly strong models
of computation, what are the languages that can be recognised by each of these
computational models? He proposed the now famous set of models of computation
by means of an increasingly expressive hierarchy of classes of formal grammars.
These are nowadays known as the Chomsky hierarchy. A formal grammar is a set ofChomsky hier-

archy

formal gram-
mar

mathematically de�ned (string) production rules that inductively de�ne a (typically
in�nite) set of strings. Each class in the Chomsky hierarchy is equivalent to a model
of computation. The most expressive one, the class of unrestricted grammars is
equivalent to the strongest we know, Turing computability. Chomsky’s original
question was about the structural (syntactical) properties of natural languages, in
particular the computational·complexity (Hartmanis and Hopcroft, 1971) of these
structures.

Collaborating with Chomsky, the psychologist Miller initiated the development
of a methodology to do research into the unconscious (‘implicit learning’) capability
of humans to learn and process syntactical structures: arti�cial grammar learning
(Miller, 1958). The methodology consists of (1) De�ning syntactically formal lan-
guages, in this context called ‘languages with an arti�cial grammar’. These languages,
among other things, have varying degrees of computational complexity as de�ned in
the Chomsky hierarchy. (2) Subjecting human test subjects to these language and
seeing how well they learn to recognise or produce syntactically correct sentences
without having been exposed to the rules. A good example is the study of Reber
(1967). Interesting discoveries were made, amongst which was that human subjects
turned out to be better able to master languages with a context-free grammar than
languages with a regular grammar, while the �rst class is computationally harder.
Fitch et al. (2012) coined this ‘Miller’s supra-regular hypothesis’.

In the past few decades study into arti�cial grammar learning has witnessed
a revival by combining it with modern neurscience, in particular neuroimaging
techniques (Fitch et al., 2012).

Particularly noteworthy in this book’s context is the article of Friedrich and
Friederici (2009) titled ‘Mathematical Logic in the Human Brain: Syntax’. This
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article reports brain regions active when reading expressions in �rst-order logic,
and implications for the e�ciency of this process. The article departs from the
premises derived from arti�cial grammar learning that both natural languages and
formal·languages share the aspect of an underlying grammar which either generates
hierarchically structured expressions or allows us to decide whether a sentence
is syntactically correct or not. The authors state that the advantage of rule-based
communication is commonly believed to be its e�ciency and e�ectiveness. By
subjecting 24 participants to an fMRI scan while reading �rst-order logic sentences,
the authors provided brain-imaging evidence that the syntactic processing of �rst-
order logic is indeed e�cient and e�ective as a rule-based generation and decision
process. These results support the idea that achieving �uency in formal·languages is
feasible.

Siegmund et al. (2014) applied neuroimaging techniques to get insight into pro-
gramming language understanding, among other things to demonstrate that these
techniques can be used to gain insight into how improve the design of program-
ming languages and tools for program understanding, and train programmers more
e�ciently. In their study, with 17 human test subjects, they found that for com-
prehending source code, �ve di�erent brain regions become activated, which are
associated with working memory, attention and, indeed, language processing. These
may hint at what skills are favourable to train to improve programming skills. Among
other things they conclude that the results indicate that, for learning programming, it
may be bene�cial to train working memory and language skills. Since programming
languages can be considered to be a subclass of formal·languages that share quite
some similarities with deductive·formal·languages, the results may also translate, to
a certain extent, to the latter.
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Chapter III.3

Integration·of·automated·-
deduction into
society

(Before starting this chapter, I would like to gently remind the reader of the call for
feedback on page i.)

III.3.1 Introduction

Formal·�uency is part of a greater collective capability: an e�ective application of
automated·deductive·reasoners to help people reason about their collective know-
ledge. I coined the term integration·of·automated·deduction (into a human com- integration·-

of·automated·-
deduction

munity) for this greater capability in section III.2.3 (p. 138). Integration·of·automated·-
deduction into society is a multi-faceted and complex challenge. Among many
other aspects, it will bene�t from improved formal·�uency, the availability of e�-
cient automated·deductive·reasoners, and widespread access to these automated·-
deductive·reasoners, including the knowledge and pro�ciency to apply them.One
major purpose of this chapter is to contribute to the development of a better overview
of the challenges and potential solutions associated with fostering integration·of·-
automated·deduction into society. This chapter, therefore, has a broader scope than
fostering formal·�uency.

The central instrument to create such an overview is the development of more pre-
cise metrics of the overall challenge of fostering integration·of·automated·deduction.

151
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This chapter presents the initial stage of this process. It both proposes an initial set
of metrics and an initial and non-exhaustive overview of development challenges
that are con�rmed by these metrics. The word ‘initial’ should be emphasised here: to
reach a mature stadium will probably take many years of �ne-tuning as in a project
with a narrower scope, but a very similar approach: the TPTP world (Sutcli�e, 2010,
2017).

It is important to note that integration·of·automated·deduction into society it-
self is part of a yet broader collective capability, that of integration·of·automated·-
reasoning into society. This capability includes other modes of automated·reasoning,
such as automated·induction. Examples of existing formalisms and classes of formal-
isms are many-valued logic (Gottwald, 2017), fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 1988), probabilistic
logic, Dempster-Shafer theory (Dempster, 1968; Shafer, 1976) and Bayesian networks
(Darwiche, 2010). However, this chapter is limited to the given capability, amongst
other things because of the scope of this book, and to take one step at a time before
‘scaling up’. I believe that the overall methodology presented here can be naturally
applied to the broader collective capability.

III.3.1.1 Why a measurable de�nition matters

Why exactly does a much more measurable de�nition of integration·of·automated·-
deduction matter? The following elucidates this by brie�y re�ecting on another
challenge.

Every year a great contest is held in Australia: the World Solar Challenge1. In it
teams compete by creating a car solely powered by solar power. The team whose
car crosses the set distance of about 3000 km most quickly wins. It is clear that
the contest is held to stimulate the development of sustainable transportation. The
beautiful thing of the formulation of the match is that it separates the way to reach
the goal (the implementation) from the formulation of the goal, and formulates this
goal in a very measurable way.2 This measurable, yet ‘implementation-agnostic’
formulation of the goal gives the community of innovators a very valuable instrument.
It uni�es the best of two worlds: First, the innovators have far-reaching freedom
to come up with ways to build a car. After all, the challenge does not prescribe the
solution, but merely states the goal. Second, the di�erent solutions can be compared
very e�ectively and unambiguously, because the goal is de�ned in a measurable
way. Among other things, this enables the innovators to (1) assess the degree to

1https://www.worldsolarchallenge.org
2In fact, the actual challenge formulates a number of implementational aspects – for example that the

vehicle should have four wheels. Nevertheless, these aspects could in principle be left out while still serving
the point that is being made here. (Download link to the rules: https://www.worldsolarchallenge.
org/files/1776_2017_bwsc_regulations_final_v2.pdf)

https://www.worldsolarchallenge.org
https://www.worldsolarchallenge.org/files/1776_2017_bwsc_regulations_final_v2.pdf
https://www.worldsolarchallenge.org/files/1776_2017_bwsc_regulations_final_v2.pdf
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which their solution contains all ingredients necessary to score well given the goal.
(2) e�ectively distribute their e�ort over the development of di�erent ingredients
needed to create a fully functioning car. It would, for example, be quite non-sensical
for a team to dedicate all resources to developing a chassis for a car. Without the
other parts of the car they will not win the race.

The following returns to the core concern of this chapter: integration·of·automated·-
deduction into human communities. The latter challenge is, however, not formulated
in a way that is measurable as the World Solar Challenge. Would it not be valuable if
there would be such a formulation? This chapter provides an initiative to develop
such a formulation.

III.3.1.2 Current status

There is certainly attention for increasing our overall understanding of what the
challenge of integration·of·automated·deduction into society constitutes. An example
is the 1st ARCADE workshop3 during the Conference on Automated Deduction
(CADE) of the year 2016 about “Automated Reasoning: Challenges, Applications,
Directions, Exemplary Achievements”. Another is the ‘Semantic Web Stack’ proposed Semantic Web

Stackby Berners-Lee (Wikipedia, 2018c), which presents the overall architecture of the
Semantic Web. To the best of my knowledge, the most impressive, mature and
systematic and metric-based approach to fostering important parts of integration·of·-
automated·deduction is the TPTP world developed by Sutcli�e (2010, 2017). Sutcli�e TPTP world
presents the TPTP world as a well-known and established infrastructure that supports
research, development, and deployment of automated theorem proving (ATP) systems
for classical logics. It is a widely adopted system that provides, among other things,
several well-de�ned metrics to compare and evaluate ATP systems and has many of
the features pursued in this chapter. The proposal in this chapter, can in a certain
sense be regarded as an extension to the TPTP world.

However, to the best of my knowledge there exists neither a measurable, metric-
based, de�nition of integration·of·automated·deduction into society, nor a systematic
approach to develop such a de�nition. Rather, I encountered formulations which
already prescribe parts of the implementation, such as the Semantic Web Stack,
formulations that are vague, or formulations that cover a part, but not all of the
challenge, such as the TPTP world. Also, it seems that many innovators in this and
related areas simply work on an ingredient of integration·of·automated·deduction
without questioning the progress of the development of the other parts of the greater
system it is, should, or could become part of. For example, Hähnle (2016) argues
that the automated·reasoning research community dedicates insu�cient research

3http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~regerg/arcade/

http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~regerg/arcade/
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resources to user evaluations. At the ARCADE workshop 2016, a discussion topic
included: “Have we done enough for automated reasoning to be used as a tool, where
it is needed, for real-life applications?” This would be comparable to people working
on a part of a solar car (for example a solar-car engine), without asking whether
the other parts that make up a completely and well-functioning solar car are being
worked on su�ciently. There is nothing wrong with such a specialistic focus, as long
as it is complemented by others working to a su�cient degree on other parts of the
picture.

It turned out that developing a measurable de�nition of integration·of·automated·-
deduction is not an easy feat. A few general re�ections on fostering any desired state
of a�airs in the world, whether it be the availability of an e�cient solar car, or an
e�ective integration·of·automated·deduction, may shed some more light on this.

III.3.2 Re�ections on fostering desired states of af-
fairs

The purpose of this section is to shed some light on (1) how to e�ectively develop met-
rics, (2) how to foster adoption and e�ective application of metrics, and (3) potential
caveats in the process.

III.3.2.1 Determining the right scope

Any actor who wants to foster certain states of a�airs in the world has to determine a
scope: to which state of a�airs is he or she going to dedicate his or her development
resources? The question is how to determine this scope e�ectively. In the �rst place,
the scope is based on the intentions of the actor: why does the actor want to achieve
a given state of a�airs? Example: the World Solar Challenge sets a well-de�ned scope.
However, is this scope completely adequate given the intentions of the organisers to
support the emergence and adoption of a more sustainable type of car? Among other
things, the given scope does not take into account whether the solar car is comfortable
for the average driver. Another matter is that the intention of an actor can itself
mostly also be considered as a scope within a yet more general intention. Perhaps,
if one generalises the intentions even further, another scope within those general
intentions would have been a better choice. Example: The emergence and adoption of
a more sustainable type of car itself is part of the yet more general intention of fostering
the emergence and adoption of a more sustainable type of transportation. Perhaps it
is a better idea to set another scope within that intention, for example wind-powered
boats instead of solar cars.
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I will now de�ne some terminology and make statements to further re�ect on
the essential matter of scope determination.

Statement 1 (generalisation). Most desired states of a�airs are part of some greater
or more general desired state of a�airs.

De�nition 1. A desired state of a�airs is a self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs if self-evidently·-
valuable·state·-
of·a�airs

its value is self-evident and does not need further explanation. A desired state of
a�airs is a minimally·self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs, if any state of a�airs that

minimally·-
self-evidently·-
valuable·state·-
of·a�airs

is less general than it, is not a self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs.

If an actor seeks to make a positive contribution to the world by pursuing a certain
state of a�airs, then I believe it to be a valuable practice to repeatedly answer the ‘why
do you want this’ question, until reaching the state of a�airs for which it is obvious
that its pursuit is worth it without any further explanation – the minimally·self-
evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs. Then all involved actors can use this state of a�airs
to mutually balance and coordinate all e�orts. If statement 1 is true, such a climb up
the ‘generalisation’ ladder is in most cases possible. Example: Why does the World
Solar Challenge committee want to foster the emergence of solar cars that can travel
3000 km most quickly? Because they want to stimulate the emergence of a sustainable
car. Why do they want the latter? Because they want society to make a transition to
a more sustainable means of transportation. Why do they want the latter? Because
they want society to become more sustainable. The latter will, from the viewpoint of
probably most people from the Western culture be interpreted as something that does
not need further explanation. The scope ‘integration·of·automated·deduction into
society’ itself also has been a result of making this climb partially. After all, climbing
up the ladder from the scope of fostering formal·�uency, or the construction of
automated·deductive·reasoners for knowledge representation and reasoning systems,
may all lead to this more general scope. However, the ladder can be climbed up
further – why do we want an integration·of·automated·deduction into society? A yet
more general scope is the integration·of·automated·reasoning into society. However,
why do we want that? Because of the fact we want to help people to answer questions
based on the knowledge they have already acquired. From the viewpoint of most in
the Western culture, probably we have reached the point that does not need further
explanation.

However, I believe that the pursued states of a�airs that do not need any further
explanation depend on the culture, as expressed in statement 2.

Statement 2 (self-evidence is relative). Whether the value of a state of a�airs is
self-evident, is mostly relative. It is, for example, relative to a culture or subculture.

In reality almost no desired state of a�airs is a self-evidently·valuable·state·of·-
a�airs from any point of view. For subcultures, such as for certain subcommunities of
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computer-scientists the widest ‘self-evident’ scope an actor reaches for why to foster
integration·of·automated·deduction may be ‘to allow computers to help people to
�nd answers to their questions’. From this scope, he or she may overlook completely
di�erent options to reach the same goal from a yet broader scope. Example: What if
we discover that telepathy turns out to exist and can be cultivated to such a degree that
in combination with human reasoning it would be able to beat any computer-based
approach?

The ‘ideal’ self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs is often not reached by many
of the involved actors, for better or worse reasons. The following re�ects on several
major reasons. The �rst reasons discussed here are related to problems surrounding
the de�nition of adequate metrics.

III.3.2.2 Trade-o�s in de�ning and applying metrics

III.3.2.2.1 Types of metrics

In this context, a metric is a method that assigns a quantitative measure to a statemetric
of a�airs that expresses to what degree it meets certain conditions. This work
distinguishes three types of metrics: complete·metric, operational·metric and well-
de�ned·metric. Before explaining these metrics, the following �rst introduces another
notion required to present these explanations. A metric mostly does not stand on its
own. In this context, the metric is regarded as an instrument to measure the degree
to which a given state of a�airs satis�es the intention of an actor. This de�nition
may seem somewhat circular, because one could argue that the intention of the actor
is what is measured by means of the metric. This circularity can be overcome by
regarding the actual intention of the actor as something that can exist and evolve
beyond the realm of language, something that exists in the mind of the actor. The
metric can then be considered as a way to make this intention to a greater or lesser
degree precise in language. This is closely related to what mathematicians try to
achieve when formalising intuitive concepts, such as the notion ‘algorithm’ has been
formalised with the de�nition of the ‘Turing machine’ (Turing, 1936). A di�erence,
however, is that I allow less precision than in mathematical formalisations, for
reasons that will be explained in this section. To establish whether a metric coincides
with the actor’s intention, often an ongoing re�ection is needed, amongst others by
investigating whether speci�c states of a�airs with a high score according the metric
indeed are recognised by the actor as meeting his or her intention. Complete certainty
in this is, often, unattainable. This is analogous to the situation in mathematics,
where, for example, the statement that the formalisation of the notion ‘algorithm’
with ‘Turing machines’ is indeed adequate, the Church-Turing thesis (Copeland,
2017), cannot be proven mathematically. This means there is a possibility, however
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improbable, that some day someone �nds something that should be classi�ed as an
algorithm, that cannot be implemented as a Turing machine.

This information allows the de�nition of di�erent properties of metrics. A
complete·metric is a metric that ‘captures’ all aspects of the intention of the actor complete·-

metricin bringing about a certain state of a�airs. In other words, if a given state of af-
fairs receives a perfect score, the state of a�airs completely satis�es the actor’s
intentions. Examples: (1) For the intention to foster the emergence of a woman that
can run the 100 meter as fast as a woman possibly can, the ‘women’s 100 meter’ is
a complete·metric. This metric is dependent on the intention of the actor. (2) If one’s
intention is to foster the emergence of women with a superb overall athletic capability,
the women’s 100 meter cannot be considered to be complete. (3) Similarly, in the scope
of a well-functioning solar car for everyday usage, the metric used in the World Solar
Challenge cannot be considered to be complete. Among other things, the comfort that
will be demanded by an average driver is not captured by the given metric.

A well-de�ned·metric is a metric that is well-de�ned in the sense that the measure well-defined·-
metricof a given state of a�airs assigned by the metric is de�ned unambiguously. One of

the greatest degrees of well-de�nedness can be reached by means of mathematical
de�nitions. For example, computational·complexity as de�ned by Hartmanis and
Hopcroft (1971) is a well-de�ned·metric. The opposite of a well-de�ned·metric is a
vague·metric. vague·metric

An operational·metric is a metric that can be applied in practice. For example, operational·-
metricthe World Solar Challenge and the women’s 100 meter each de�ne such a metric.

Both metrics can be used to determine the degree to which a given state of a�airs
complies with it. An operational·metric is typically also highly well-de�ned, but the
converse does not have to hold. For example, the metric “the number of symbols
that have been written by humans up to this date” is quite well-de�ned but far from
operational.

Ideally, a metric is complete, well-de�ned and operational. However, I believe
that such a metric often does not exist because of trade-o�s between these properties.
Example: a metric to capture the intention behind the description “a solar car that
can be used as a means for personal transportation,” is not completely covered by the
metric formulated in the World Solar Challenge, while the description just given can be
considered as a complete, yet very vague·metric.

III.3.2.2.2 Caveat: settling for a well-de�ned·metric

Probably more often than not, the minimally·self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs
does not allow the de�nition of a well-de�ned and complete metric, let alone an
operational·metric. One caveat associated with this is that actors may settle for a
scope that allows a well-de�ned or operational metric, but that is not complete. This
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means that they are pursuing a state of a�airs that does not completely align with
their deeper intentions, and they may lose sight of the latter. This probably often
happens unconsciously. This is a well-known and actual problem, for example in
education, where operational·metrics for performance of educational institutions
are, according to some, used over-abundantly (Colyvas, 2012).

I think that the most fruitful approach is to use metrics as instruments that require
ongoing re�ection and evolution guided by the community using them. Among other
things, one can overcome the vagueness of a complete·metric by specialising parts
of it with well-de�ned or even operational metrics. However, this process should be
ongoing, by continuous re�ection on the question whether the specialisations are
su�ciently adequate, and changing them as understanding evolves.

III.3.2.3 Control

Another essential topic that may provide insights to e�ectively develop a measurable
de�nition is that of control: to what extent do actors have control over the factors
that help them reach a given state of a�airs?

A common caveat is that actors may tend to settle for a scope over which they can
exert great control, and in doing so, never reach the view-point of a self-evidently·-
valuable·state·of·a�airs. I think it is reasonable to assume that this process often takes
place unconsciously. A few re�ections may help gaining somewhat more insight in
this matter.

III.3.2.4 Resource limitations

A pursued state of a�airs will in most cases contain aspects that are developed by other
actors. Example: A solar car developer, may, for example limit his choice for wheels to
those available on the market – probably even if he envisions a wheel that he thinks
to be better than any that is available. However, the wheel manufacturers who created
them, clearly regards the wheels as systems the design of which is under their control
to a great extent. The reasons for ‘importing’ aspects designed by others include,
among other things, the limitations in resources, such as time, and of capabilities
of any actor. An individual solar car builder would need many life times to create a
solar car, would he need to design and build all aspects of a solar car, the engine, the
solar panels, the batteries, the wheels, the glass, the paint and so forth from scratch.

Another factor is the social position of the actor. The actor may be obstructed or
assisted by others to realise certain parts of a state of a�airs.
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III.3.2.5 Decentralised control

States of a�airs can be developed in a decentralised or a centralised way. or any degree
in between these two extremes. In a centralised development process there is a single
actor who controls and brings about all aspects that can be controlled by human
beings. In a decentralised design process there are several actors and other extraneous
elements that bring about di�erent aspects relatively independently from each other,
and often not with identical goals. In reality, it may be obvious that no design
process is fully centralised. Decentralisation of control can have di�erent causes.
One of these is that a state of a�airs may itself contain aspects that are controlled
or in�uenced by other actors. Example: if the intention of an actor is to increase
sustainable transportation in the Netherlands, the actor has to keep into account that
there are many other actors that have a say about this, such as potential buyers of
sustainable transportation and political parties. Another reason for decentralisation
is the aforementioned limitation in resources of individual actors, necessitating
collaboration (see section III.3.2.4 on the preceding page).

Often it is the case that the minimally·self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs
will be of such a size and complexity that the process of its development is highly
decentralised. A caveat here is that actors may settle for a much narrower state of
a�airs to be able to bene�t from a greater level of centralised control from their part.
Again this may often be a process that takes place unconsciously.

An important implication for the development of desired states of a�airs is that
it could bene�t from persuading other actors to work towards a common goal. A
crucial instrument in this process is the de�nition of a clear de�nition of this common
goal, which is exactly what is achieved with metrics.

In general, the development of integration·of·automated·deduction into society
as a whole is highly decentralised.

III.3.2.6 Self-similar state of a�airs

Some states of a�airs exhibit a self-similar structure. A state of a�airs may consist of
sub-states of a�airs that have, to an important degree, the same nature and structure
as the state of a�airs itself. An example is formed by ecosystems as we know them
from biology. The Netherlands has an ecosystem, which is part of Europe’s ecosystem,
which, in its turn, is part of the Earth’s ecosystem. Moreover, the sub-states of a�airs
may also interact laterally with each other in a networked structure. This is the case
for ecosystems, too. The ecosystem of the Netherlands does not only form a part of
the ecosystem of Europe, but, among other things, interacts with other ecosystems
in Europe, such as that of Germany and Belgium. Another good example is simply
acquired by changing the word ‘ecosystem’ into ‘economy’ in the aforementioned
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examples.
Integration·of·automated·deduction belongs to this class of related states of af-

fairs, so states of a�airs that are self-similar and networked. Example: one could
consider the integration·of·automated·deduction into the University of Otago, as part
of the integration·of·automated·deduction in New Zealand, and the latter as part of the
integration·of·automated·deduction into the world as awhole. Moreover, the integrations·-
of·automated·deduction may also interact laterally with each other in a networked
structure.

The observation of the self-similar structure of integration·of·automated·deduction
into society has an important strategic value. The scope of this chapter has been
formulated on an ambitious level: integration·of·automated·deduction into society,
which could be interpreted as the entire human world population. Attaining a high
level of such an integration, however, is obviously an enterprise of a great complexity
and size. To bring the challenge back to a manageable size, the scope can be narrowed
down to smaller, yet considerably self-similar, scales: for example the scale of foster-
ing integration·of·automated·deduction into human communities of (much) smaller
sizes, such as research teams, schools, universities and departments of organisations.
The advantages include: (1) these smaller communities are direct constituents of
larger communities, and therefore directly contribute to fostering it on the larger
scale as well, (2) lessons learnt from a limited number of smaller communities, can
be used to fostering it in other communities much more e�ciently. Compare this
with the typical government strategy to adopting new policies, these are often �rst
tried and improved in a few municipalities before they are scaled up. (3) The smal-
ler communities often allow a more centralised control (see section III.3.2.5 on the
preceding page), which adds to their manageability.

III.3.2.7 Commitment

Another mechanism is that of commitment. For better or for worse reasons, an actor
might be committed to the realisation of a certain state of a�airs. A few notions may
help further re�ection on this topic.

De�nition 22. First, every state of a�airs is part of a class of states of a�airs. Each
state of a�airs belonging to this class will, from the perspective of the actors involved, be
considered to be equivalent or similar. Example: The notion ‘solar car’ is an example
of such a class. It does not describe one speci�c state of a�airs, but a range. After all,
a solar car with any reasonable number square feet of solar panels will be regarded
as a solar car, while they do not constitute identical states of a�airs. Note that this is
the same notion generalised to states of a�airs that was also mentioned in the scope of
‘classes·of·systems’ in section II.4.2 (p. 52) �
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The degree to which a state of a�airs is intrinsically valued depends on the actor.
Example: the emergence of a solar car may be valued by many, but not by all. These
degrees of value are typically further di�erentiated within any class of states of value
a�airs. Example: some may value the emergence of solar cars that are faster over those
that are are more environmentally friendly (if this would turn out to be a trade-o�),
and others may prefer the opposite. Perceived value, self-evidently, is a major driver
for intrinsic motivation of an actor to commit to fostering a certain state of a�airs.

Another source of commitment is formed by the amount of resources that an
actor already has invested in the partial realisation of a state of a�airs. The higher
this amount, the more an actor may experience a mental barrier to change course
and pursue another, alternative state of a�airs. This may even be the case if the
actor �nds out that the alternative may have a higher intrinsic value for the actor.
Example: if Akwasi spent a year on developing a solar car, he may not be so willing to
change his design and start all over again, even if it would result in a better car and a
lower total e�ort. This is known as the sunk-cost fallacy (Arkes and Blumer, 1985).

Another form of commitment is social commitment: an actor may have made
promises to others to commit resources to the realisation of a certain state of a�airs.
Such a motivation may be extrinsic, for example when the actor works as a contractor
for a client. The e�ect of this can work both ways – if the client makes a well-informed
choice concerning the state of a�airs to pursue this works well. If the client fails to
do so, then the process is even exacerbated if the contractor merely carries out the
assignment without further questioning its broader purpose.

III.3.2.8 Trade-o�s in pursuing states of a�airs
Typically there will be trade-o�s between states of a�airs: the pursuit of a given
state of a�airs may go at the expense of another one. This holds for both trade-o�s
within a class of states of a�airs, and between unrelated ones. There is a relation
between trade-o�s and the degree of value that a given actor attributes to them. If
two states of a�airs are both highly valued, but in a trade-o� relation, the actor has
to balance these trade-o�s. Example: Suppose, Amaruq dreams to own and operate a
solar-powered car. However, living in Greenland, the climate is very unsuitable for that
purpose. It would be best to emigrate to Australia. However, he wants stay close to his
family as well. The latter is another state of a�airs he desires. Hence, he decides to live
in Sweden every summer, where the sun is somewhat stronger.

The trade-o� relations that typically occur imply that the pursuit of the most
desirable state of a�airs is an incessant process. One caveat here is that actors may
tend to settle for a well-developed state of a�airs, even if evolving circumstances
suggest to balance trade-o�s di�erently.

.
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III.3.3 Approach
Because of the many trade-o�s, the decentralised and multi-faceted nature of integration·-
of·automated·deduction into society, such an integration can never be considered
to reach a state of absolute completion. Rather, this integration should probably be
considered as a continuous work in progress where, using adequate metrics, one can
monitor the degree to which it progresses (or declines) and what the e�ects of di�er-
ent potential interventions will be, or past interventions have been. Compare this
with the development of an economy in a country. Surely, there are economies which
can be considered to be underdeveloped. However, any economy is a continuous
work in progress and innovation, even if it has reached a high level of development.

This survey has been set up with that in mind. It goes beyond presenting the
challenge as if it were a puzzle. For a puzzle it would be su�cient to present the
already existing pieces and an overview of the pieces that yet have to be developed
to complete it. An example of this approach is Berners-Lee’s ‘Semantic Web Stack’
(Wikipedia, 2018c). In a sense, however, the challenge is much more like playing chess
than completing a puzzle. Although certain positions have a well-known solution
and can be laid out in advance, this is not generally the case. A book about chess,
therefore, should also lay out meta-strategies to help players identify the type of
problems they can encounter and how to cope with them. Many actual decisions,
however, have to be made during the game depending on how it unfolds. Another
comparison, more closely related to the topic of this chapter, is writing a book about
the process of designing bicycles instead of the design of a speci�c bicycle. Certain
aspects will be the same for almost all bicycles, but many other aspects may di�er
depending on the speci�c purpose of the bicycle, available resources and limitations.

The survey does so by including a re�ection on the process of development, and
not only a �nal ‘product’. Major questions such as what are considerations and trade-
o�s that may or will occur during development and how could one balance these?
The bicycle designing process will be used as a running example in the following.
This requires a few things, described in section III.3.3.1.

In detail, presenting the challenges within fostering integration·of·automated·-
deduction into society is approached by providing an insight in the main challenges,
the subchallenges and potential solutions. Section III.3.3.1 explains the structure of
the survey.

III.3.3.1 Structure of the survey

This section describes the structure of the survey and uses the bicycle designing
process as a running example. In the explanation, the word ‘system’ in a broader
sense is used instead of ‘state of a�airs’.
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The treatment of each set of subchallenges contains the following elements:
the de�nition of a focus, the de�nition of requirements, the de�nition of metrics,
relevant·assumptions, relevant properties and development decisions, in addition to
examples. Each of these are elements are elucidated in the following.

• Focus: if applicable, formulation of a focus within the development of the focus
system in this iteration. If it is possible to tackle the whole design problem in
one go, only one iteration is needed

• Relevant·assumptions: if applicable, de�nition of a number of assumptions relevant·-
assumptionregarding properties of the universe, used in this iteration. Some of these

may be simplifying assumptions. These do not hold in reality, or only under
speci�c conditions. They are intended to isolate the challenge addressed in the
focus of this iteration better. This allows a better and sharper explanation of
that challenge. In the survey a set of relevant·assumption, or assumption·set, assumption·set
may be designated a label to easily refer to it. Moreover, by replacing these
assumption·sets at several iterations with more realistic assumptions, more
complex challenges can be revealed in a more gradual built-up in level of
di�culty.

• Properties: isolation of relevant properties (of the ‘universe’ and of development relevant·-
propertydecisions taken so far) that follow from the relevant·assumptions generally

accepted assumptions. The properties are ‘relevant’ if they are essential for
de�ning the metrics and (further) relevant development decisions. Example:
Objects moving through air, so also a bicycle and its cyclist, experience air resist-
ance; Newton’s law determines the amount of force needed to accelerate an object
with mass.

• Metrics and requirements: de�ning instruments for formulating the require- metric
requirementments of the system: the metrics. Example: An average person can ride the bi-
metriccycle with a speed of S for an hour without getting tired. A requirement de�ned

in terms of this metric: the following should hold: S ≥ 12km/h. Several metrics
may exist on di�erent layers in the system extension hierarchy. The higher in
the hierarchy, the more general the metric is (so, applicable to many, if not all
system variants), the lower in the hierarchy the more limited the scope may
be. Moreover, metrics on lower levels may be operationalisations of a metric
on a higher level. Example: High level: the practicability and comfortably of
the bicycle; lower level: the aforementioned ‘average speed for an hour’-metric
mentioned above. Moreover, a metric on a lower level may represent an imple-
mentation of one or more metrics, in the sense that a requirement expressed in
the latter is closer to suggesting ways to implement it than the �rst. Example:
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High level: the aforementioned ‘practicability and comfortability’-metric; lower
level: the sti�ness of the material of which the frame of the bicycle is constructed,
is a metric, because (in most cases) the sti�er the material, the less the energy
expenditure, which implies lighter cycling. The latter metric suggest moreover
how to implement a requirement: �nd a material with a certain sti�ness. The
�rst metric gives you ‘nothing to hold on’. It may be the case that there are
di�erent partially non-overlapping ways to operationalise higher level metrics
or requirements.

• Development decisions: providing potential development decisions and assessdevelopment de-
cision their performance using the aforementioned metrics. Example: The bicycle can

be made of steel, carbon, wood, bamboo or another material. With respect to the
layeredness of the design, the same thing as for metrics holds: the higher in
the hierarchy, the more general the development decision.

In addition to the elements, an iteration typically also provides examples to illus-
trate the e�ect of properties and/or development decisions on the quality. Example:
A bicycle made of bamboo has a di�erent air resistance than a bicycle design made of
steel, assuming that the rest of the design is as identical as possible.

III.3.3.2 Notations

In the challenge-overview the individual assumptions each carry a label. The as-
sumptions will be combined using the + sign, moreover, the assumptions form a
‘non-monotonic’ system: so a more restrictive assumption will get precedence over a
less restrictive one. So, given A+ B, if B is more restrictive, then for all states of
a�airs whereB is applicable, assumeB, for all the others, assumeA. The abstractions
get a label, too.

III.3.3.3 Tip of the iceberg

Some readers may think that the metrics that follow in this chapter may appear self-
evident. However, the process of arriving at these metrics was everything but simple
and self-evident. They were the result of quite some research e�ort. What is presented
is the tip of an iceberg: I have conceived of and scrutinised a considerable number of
metrics that did not make it. These metrics, however, inspired the formulation of
the current ones. Even the current ones are not satisfactory in several respects and
require further research.
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III.3.4 Preliminaries

III.3.4.1 Overall metric: metric·for·integration·of·automated·-
deduction

In this section I propose the �rst version of the overall metric: the metric·for·-
integration·of·automated·deduction. First, I introduce two metrics that serve as its
building blocks: the ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction and the
metric·for·value·of·questions.

For the sake of simplicity, the rest of this chapter assumes that all metrics map
into the same ordered set M. A possible choice is M = [0, 1].

De�nition 23 (ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction). Given a
human h, a community c of which h is part, a question q and a point of time t. Sup-
pose that n is the answer that h would have arrived at around time t, would h have
been able to evaluate each piece of information contained within c, and correctly ap-
ply human (and not automated) deductive reasoning to it, with utmost integrity and
under the idealised assumption that this reasoning would take no time. ‘To evaluate’,
here, is intended to have a similar meaning as ‘to take into account’, ‘to take notice
of’ or ‘be aware of’. The information includes both information represented in some
symbolic form on whatever medium, and ‘verbalisable’ thoughts of people. It also in-
cludes meta-information such as opinions about the level of expertise of individuals.
The ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction intaudedu∗(h, c, q, t) is
the measure that quantitatively expresses the degree to which h is able to correctly
apply automated·deductive·reasoners around time t to �nd answer n in a represent-
ation that is intelligible to h, and has con�dence in this answer. It is expressed as a
value from M. h is allowed to indirectly apply the automated·deductive·reasoners, for
example, h may get assistance of someone else who is pro�cient in using reasoners, or
the reasoners may be hidden as a ‘reasoning service’ under a computer interface.

Dom(intaudedu∗) is the notation for the domain of intaudedu∗, so for every hu-
man h, community c, time t and question q: (h, c, q, t) ∈ Dom(intaudedu∗). An
ancillary-intaudedu·function a is any function that maps Dom(intaudedu∗) to M.

�

Part of the motivation of ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction
follows now by re�ecting on fragments of it:

• ‘around time t’, ‘utmost integrity’, ‘the degree to which’, etc. These expressions
are deliberately vague. Being well-de�ned has been sacri�ced to achieve being
complete. (Both notions were explained in section III.3.2.2.1 (p. 156).)
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• ‘had h have been able to evaluate each piece of information’, ‘idealised as-
sumption that this reasoning does not take time’. These expressions are not
operational. Being operational has been sacri�ced to achieve being complete.

• The word ‘information’ is a better word than ‘knowledge’. The word ‘know-
ledge’ implies that it is about things that are known to be true, which would
exclude, among other things, uncertain facts, opinions and beliefs.

• ‘. . . utmost integrity.’: Sometimes a person is highly biased. He or she may
carry beliefs because of personal interests, in spite of overwhelming evidence
that these beliefs are false. Example: A highly addicted smoker may believe
that smoking is healthy, because he cannot bear quitting, and also does not want
to take the responsibility for his unhealthy choice. Adding the word ‘integrity’
excludes these cases.

• ‘. . . and has con�dence . . . ’: because having obtained the best answer does
not necessarily imply that one has con�dence in it. Example: if the 5 year
old daughter of a father from Miami states that the following statement is true:
‘The president of Nauri in 2017 was Baron Divavesi Waqa,’ he probably would
consider this answer useless. While if he would read exactly the same information
in Wikipedia he would have great con�dence that the answer is correct.

• ‘Suppose that n is the answer that h would have arrived, had h have been able
to evaluate each piece of information contained within c’: The metric has been
de�ned such that it does not have to rely on a notion as ‘absolute truth’, which
can never been attained in practice for most information about the world.

• ‘in a representation that is intelligible’: h could arrive at the exact answer n,
however, in a representation that h does not understand. Example: Akwasi
does not know description logic, however the answer is presented in this formal·-
language.

The ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction is not su�cient, because
it does not capture the degree to which a human being values the answer to a given
question. As will be shown later, capturing this notion as well is important to bal-
ance trade-o�s while fostering integration·of·automated·deduction (section III.3.5.3
(p. 179)). A second ancillary metric is needed:

De�nition 24 (metric·for·value·of·questions). Let q be a question, and h be a human
being, and t a point of time. Qvalue(h, q, t) is a quantitative measure for how much h
values �nding an answer to question q around time t. It is expressed as a value from
M. �
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What remains to be done is to use the two building blocks, ancillary·metric·for·-
integration·of·automated·deduction and metric·for·value·of·questions to de�ne a
metric for the integration·of·automated·deduction into communities. There are
di�erent ways to do this, each emphasising other ways to, among other things,
balance trade-o�s. Therefore, the complete·metric will not be presented as a single
metric but as a class of metrics4 The following de�nes the class. After that I present
a concrete instance of the class, which I deem to be a viable metric·for·integration·-
of·automated·deduction.

De�nition 25 (class·of·metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction). A metric·-
for·integration·of·automated·deduction i is a function that maps an

• ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction intaudedu∗,

• a metric·for·value·of·questions Qvalue,

• a community c

• and a point of time t

to a degree that expresses the integration·of·automated·deduction into c around time t.
This degree is expressed as a value from M. (Note that i is a higher-order function.)

The class·of·metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction is formed by the set of
all metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction. �

There are a number of conditions that should, reasonably, hold for any choice
for a speci�c metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction. To understand the
following example of such a condition, it is important to distinguish a metric (e.g. the
function intaudedu∗) from its actualisation. This distinction can be illustrated by
assuming there are multiple universes. The actual plot of function intaudedu∗ may
look di�erently on di�erent versions of the Earth. For example, imagine that on ‘Earth
1’, a brilliant computer scientist, Geo� Sutcli�e, brings researchers and developers
in the �eld of automated·deduction together, accelerating the integration, while on
‘Earth 2’ he decided to become a professional sailor instead. In this case, intaudedu∗
may be increasing more steeply on Earth 1 than on Earth 2 for many humans.
Another way to illustrate it is to compare the actualisations of intaudedu∗ from
di�erent existing communities, such as that of the Netherlands and that of Nigeria.

Example 1. If i is a metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction the following con-
dition should hold. Let a1 and a2 be two di�erent actualisations of intaudedu∗. If for

4Note that this situation is very similar to what is described in another context in this book, in
section II.5.6.3 (p. 82).
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all x ∈ Dom(intaudedu∗) it holds that a1(x) < a2(x) then i(a1) < i(a2). Informally
speaking: if a1 is smaller than a2 in all points, then the score on metric·for·integration·-
of·automated·deduction of the �rst has to be smaller as well. Note that in this case the
question-value·function does not matter. �

Extending this list of conditions is left as potential future work.
The following de�nes a speci�c metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction.

It is based on averaging over all humans in the given community and all questions,
weighted by the value each of these humans assign to each question.

De�nition 26 (metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction·α). Assume that the
set of all possible questionsQ is indexed, soQ = {q0, q1, q2, . . .}. Metric·for·integration·-
of·automated·deduction·α (intaudeduα) is the function that maps an actualisation of
ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction a, an actualisation of metric·-
for·value·of·questions v, a community c and a point in time t as follows:

intaudeduα(a, v, c, t) =

∑
h∈c limn→∞

(∑n
i=0 a(h,c,t,qi)×v(h,t,qi)∑n

i=0 v(h,t,qi)

)
|c|

(III.3.1)

�

Note that de�nition 26 uses a limit of n → ∞. Whether the behaviour of the
above de�nition is free of undesired e�ects when there would be in�nitely many
questions with a value di�erent from zero, is not yet clear. However, I believe this is
not a problem. I believe that it is reasonable to assume that there are, at any moment
in time, only �nitely many questions that are valued by any human to be answered.
This means that the value of the metric is always determined in a �nite number of
steps.

III.3.4.1.1 Customising themetric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction

The metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction·α emphasises an integration·-
of·automated·deduction into a community, in which the average member of that
community scores well. Of course, this is not the only viable choice because of
various trade-o�s. For example, perhaps in a certain time, it may be important to give
a certain subcommunity priority. A concrete example would be if we would want to
prevent the Earth from total annihilation by an impending asteroid impact. In that
case, we may want to assign a higher weight to the questions posed by the people
who are working on de�ecting the asteroid’s trajectory. Therefore, I believe that the
choice for instances of the class·of·metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction
should be tailored to the circumstances of a speci�c community.
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III.3.4.1.2 Time

The metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction contains a time dimension. It
expresses integration·of·automated·deduction as a function of time. Of course, the
ideal is a perfect score at any time t. However, in practice this will never be achieved,
and among other things, trade-o�s will manifest themselves. Therefore, it may be
useful to de�ne an additional metric for integration·of·automated·deduction on an
even higher level by assigning a measure to such functions of time. In other words,
this higher-level metric maps a development of integration·of·automated·deduction
in time to a measure in M.

Depending on the context of the actors fostering integration·of·automated·-
deduction they may pursue a di�erent development of integration·of·automated·-
deduction in time. For example, the actors can invest in short-term gains at the cost
of long-term gains. This could, for example, be the case if actors choose to dedicate
resources to express new information in KR-bases (short-term gains), instead of ded-
icating them to developing good education in how to use reasoners and developing
better reasoners (long-term gains).5

III.3.4.1.3 Operational·metrics

The metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction are neither operational nor well-
de�ned. The de�nition of a suite of metrics with these properties is desirable for
actual assessment of the state of a�airs concerning the integration·of·automated·-
deduction. The development of such metrics is left as future work. Some preliminary
thoughts about this topic, however, follow now.

First, a candidate could be based on statistical sampling. Given a community,
draw a representative sample of humans of that community, and then ask each of
these to, for a week, maintain a list of questions that are valuable for them to be
answered. For each question they have to indicate the degree they value the answer.
After that week, ask them to apply automated·deductive·reasoners to deduce the
answers.

Note that the metric could be regarded as a new type of metric, for which I coin
the term approximate·metric. This is a metric that approximates another metric, and approximate·-

metricwould theoretically converge to this metric if all information were available.
The metric just sketched is unfortunately still not fully operational: how can

one be certain that the test-person indeed applied reasoners and did so correctly?
Much automated·reasoning activity might, for example, take place under the hood
of applications, perhaps run on inaccessible proprietary software on proprietary

5This situation is very similar to what is described in another context in this book, in section II.5.6.3
(p. 82).
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KR-bases. This situation may be improved by sacri�cing completeness, and setting
up a competitive setting. This is comparable to the World Solar Challenge. For
example: select a community and a domain of interest, and give this community two
months to train and prepare, including �lling an open source KR-base in languages
used by open source automated·deductive·reasoners. An example of a community
could be a group of 10 students in sailing and the domain of interest could be sailing.
Additionally, ask another group of people who are active in the given domain to
keep a list of questions regarding the domain that are valuable to them. After this
period the �rst group has to try to deduce the answers to the questions by applying
automated·deductive·reasoners. This metric, with some further details �lled in, is
operational. Obviously, though, it is not complete.

III.3.4.2 The choice list of relevant·assumptions

The assumptions used in the following sections are provided in the following ‘choice
list’. As stated before, each of these sections may apply di�erent subsets of these
assumptions to isolate certain development challenges. Therefore the following list
is not to be interpreted as all relevant·assumptions that hold throughout this section.
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Assumption 1 (formal·super·language). There exists a formal·language, formal·-
super·language, in which all knowledge can be expressed in such a way that it allows formal·super·-

languagemaximum deducability.

Assumption 2 (ideal·translator·oracle). There is an ever-existing oracle, ideal·-
translator·oracle that translates any new occurrence of information in a given com- ideal·-

translator·-
oracle

munity instantly (in zero time) into the formal·super·language (as de�ned in assump-
tion 1). The information may occur in any form, be it written in natural language, in
a formal·language or in the thoughts of people. There is one aspect of the translation
that may not be ideal. Pieces of information can be translated in di�erent semantic-
ally equivalent expressions. Depending on a given reasoner, this may, among other
things, in�uence the time it may take this reasoner to reach certain reasoning·goals.
The ideal·translator·oracle, however, translates pieces of information always into the
same expressions.

Assumption 3 (ideal·reasoner·oracle). There is an ever-existing oracle, ideal·reasoner·-
oracle that can reach any (computable) reasoning-goal in zero time (so, it also tacitly ideal·reasoner·-

oracleassumes to have an unlimited amount of memory available, which can be accessed
in zero time).

Assumption 4 (one·user). There is only one entity (for example, a single human
user) that bene�ts from integration·of·automated·deduction, so there is no con�ict
of interests, also it is assumed that this one user does not have an internal con�ict of
interests or preferences.

Assumption 5 (consistent·information). All information in the community is at all
times free from inconsistencies. Note that it is, therefore, also free from ambiguities
as far this is needed to prevent these inconsistencies. E.g. “Akwasi is at the organic
food market” and “Akwasi is at the basketball game.” are inconsistent, unless you
add “Akwasi is at the organic food market at December the 9th, 2014.” and “Akwasi
is at the basketball game at December the 13th, 2014.”

Assumption 6 (perfect·reasoner·accessibility). At all times, all people in the com-
munity have access to all automated·deductive·reasoners. ‘Access’ in this context
means that they can directly or indirectly apply these automated·deductive·reasoners
at any moment.

Assumption 7 (varying·importance·of·information). The importance of a transla-
tion of a speci�c fragment of natural language expressions may vary depending on
the user and the context of this user.

Assumption 8 (time·consuming·translator·oracle). There is an ever-existing oracle,
time·consuming·reasoner·oracle that translates any new piece of information that time·-

consuming·-
reasoner·oracle
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occurs in a community into formal·super·language. However, in contrast to ideal·-
translator·oracle it does so in a process that takes time. Time·consuming·reasoner·-
oracle still has an unlimited amount of memory at its disposal. It follows some
strategy to determine in which order the translation takes place.

Assumption 9 (�xed·reasoners·per·formal·language). For each formal·language
there is a limited and �xed set of automated·deductive·reasoners available.

Assumption 10 (one·formal·language). There is only one formal·language available.

Assumption 11 (unique·reasoner·per·formal·language). For each formal·language
in use, there exists a unique automated·deductive·reasoner.

Assumption 12 (�xed·set·of·formal·languages). There is a prede�ned set of formal·-
languages C . Everything expressed in a formal·language, is expressed in one of the
languages from C . This limitation is an abstraction of the fact that in reality it is not
feasible to translate texts into all languages, for several reasons.

Assumption 13 (ever·extensible·formal·language·set). The aggregate of available
formal·languages can be extended inde�nitely. This is a realistic assumption.

Assumption 14 (full·intelligibility). All statements deduced with the existing automated·-
deductive·reasoners from existing KR-bases are intelligible to each human.

Assumption 15 (reasoner·chooser·oracle). There is an ever-existing reasoner·chooser·-
oracle that chooses the automated·deductive·reasoner that will perform best for areasoner·-

chooser·oracle given reasoning·goal.

III.3.5 Focus-based challenge analysis

III.3.5.1 Fostering integrations·of·automated·deductionunder
Ideal assumptions

The focus-based challenge analysis starts with what could be considered the top-
level ‘naive’ assumptions, Ideal. These are assumptions that may be made tacitly by
laymen. These assumptions function as a conceptual aid to present the basic system
design, which is also present in the subsequent design-re�nements. This approach
has been explained in section III.3.3 (p. 162). It appears that under these assumptions,
there are no challenges in fostering integration·of·automated·deduction.
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III.3.5.1.1 Relevant·assumptions

All assumptions are formulated with respect to a given community of people.

Ideal = ideal·translator·oracle + ideal·reasoner·oracle
+ consistent·information + perfect·reasoner·accessibility + full·intelligibility

(III.3.2)

III.3.5.1.2 Challenges

There are no development-challenges, at least not when applying the metric·for·-
integration·of·automated·deduction. It will always have a perfect score according to
this metric.

III.3.5.1.3 Potential development decisions

The metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction is su�cient, and, this universe
always achieves a perfect score on this metric (= the amount of improvement by
indirect or direct application of automated·deductive·reasoners realises its maximum
potential in this case), for any question q, human h and point of time t. Explanations
are as follows:

1. Because of perfect·reasoner·accessibility, everyone has access to the ideal·-
reasoner·oracle,

2. Because of the fact that the ideal·translator·oracle translates everything im-
mediately into formal·super·language, everything that can be deduced from it,
is instantly accessible to h, including the answers to h’s question if they are
deducible.

3. Because of consistent·information the following problem cannot occur. Sup-
pose that the information in the world would contain inconsistencies. Then
these inconsistencies can be established immediately by the ideal·reasoner·-
oracle, and as such help h. However, after that h has to deal with these
consistencies in one way or the other, for example by selecting consistent
subsets he thinks are better than others. The latter would imply that he does
not necessarily reach the answer that he would have arrived at if he would
have been able to evaluate each piece of information (where ‘evaluate’ is used
as in the sense described in de�nition 23). This also depends, among other
things, on h’s capabilities and tools to deal with these inconsistencies, such as
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�nding out which sources of information he trusts. Fortunately, all information
is consistent, so this problem cannot occur.

4. Because of full·intelligibility, the deduced representation will be intelligible.

Hence, with this assumption·set, a perfect score for metrics·for·integration·of·-
automated·deduction is achieved. This also implies there are no challenges in this
case.

III.3.5.2 Metric: automatically·deducible·fraction
In this section I propose a sub-metric of the metric·for·integration·of·automated·-
deduction. It is a metric that becomes relevant as soon as the ideal·translator·oracle
assumption does not hold, which is, of course one of the most unrealistic assumptions
listed in section III.3.4.2 (p. 170). A central aspect of the metric·for·integration·of·-
automated·deduction is formed by the creating representations of information in a
formal·languages such that automated·deductive·reasoners can deduce as much as
possible from these representations. This description, however, is vague. How should
one quantify the latter notion? What is ‘as much as possible’? If one compares two
representations, which should be considered to be better in this respect?

The proposed metric is predominantly well-de�ned. The metric, however, will in
most cases not be operational.

III.3.5.2.1 Strategy

The basic idea is to de�ne a metric for the ‘deductive’ quality of a formalisation
F of a given body of information B sketchwise as follows. First, we limit B to all
information that is expressed or expressible in some symbolic language, whether it
be natural language or a formal·language. It is assumed that F exclusively expresses
states of a�airs that are also expressed in B. Determine the set of sentences that can
be deduced from F . Also determine the set of sentences that can be deduced from
B. Evidently, the last occurrence of the word ‘deduced’ refers to deduction in the
general sense, and not only the formal sense. After all, B is possibly expressed in
natural language. The basic idea is now to de�ne a metric that is inspired by the
determining the ratio between the sizes of the latter two sets.

Merely taking the ratio does not produce an adequate metric. There are a few
obstacles that have to be overcome. For one, the set of sentences that can be deduced
from F is in�nitely large, because there are in�nitely many tautologies. The same
holds for B. Example: In propositional calculus, all sentences in the in�nite set {p ∨
¬p, (p∧p)∨¬p, (p∧(p∧p))∨¬p, . . .} are true, whether p is false or true. This means
that the mentioned ratio is unde�ned, because it is a division between in�nities. In
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this section, I propose to solve this problem, by �rst de�ning a local, or bounded,
form of deduction, then de�ne a local variant of the ratio, and then take the limit
of this local version to in�nity. In the proposed implementation, the locality is
realised by limiting the proofs (of B) to a maximum length. This means that the
set of sentences are limited to those that can be deduced with proofs with at most
this length. There is an intuition behind this choice for boundedness. Limitations in
computational resources limit the maximal length of proofs that can be produced by
automated·deductive·reasoners. Hence, it makes sense to ‘walk the path to in�nity’
from the sentences that are deducible the easiest to those that are further away.

A second challenge is that the calculation of the ratio requires information
expressed in di�erent languages to be compared. When is a sentence in predicate logic
equivalent to one in natural language, in propositional calculus or in description logic?
For this I propose a way to structurally compare sentences of di�erent languages.

III.3.5.2.2 Structurally comparing languages

In order to compare the same information expressed in distinct languages with
respect to their deductive behaviour, it is important to establish which sentence in
one language forms a ‘direct’ translation of a sentence in another language. The
languages referred to include formal·languages and natural languages, or any other
language that expresses information using sequences of symbols. For this I introduce
the notion symbolic·language, which is any language that expresses information
as a sequence of symbols over a �nite alphabet. It includes natural languages and
formal·languages.

This is not a trivial matter. Among other things, it is not su�cient to state
that two sentences must express the same information. For example, the sentence
“Akwasi wears a red hat.” and “If Fermat’s last theorem is true, then Akwasi wears a
red hat.” extensionally have the same meaning, since Fermat’s last theorem is true.
However, they express the information in a completely di�erent way. Assessing
whether the second sentence expresses that Akwasi indeed wears a red hat, requires
a tremendously long proof (Wiles, 1995). For this reason, one also needs to somehow
compare the sentences with regard to their structure. This is the purpose the following
de�nitions.

De�nition 27 (structural·sentence·compatibility). LetL∗1 andL∗2 each be a symbolic·-
language. Let ϕ∗1 be a sentence in L∗1 and ϕ∗2 a sentence inL∗2. Then the sentences ϕ∗1
and ϕ∗2 are structurally·compatible if ϕ∗2 can be obtained by substituting substructures
of ϕ∗1 with substructures of ϕ∗2 that could semantically express the same information.
Each substitution may be used only once. �

This de�nition is non-formal, because it includes non-formal·languages. Moreover,
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the substitution referred to, is intended to be quite ‘forgiving’. Minor syntactical
di�erences are ‘forgiven’. I do not know whether it is possible to de�ne a strict
non-forgiving substitution in all cases. The ‘forgiving’ de�nition is su�cient to serve
the purpose of this work.

Example 2.

1. Letϕ∗1 = p0 → p1 (propositional calculus) andϕ∗2 = (∃x.M(x))→ (∃x.P (x))
(predicate logic sentence). These sentences are structurally·compatible, because
ϕ∗2 can be obtained from ϕ∗1 by the following substitutions: replace p0 with
(∃x.M(x)) and p1 with (∃x.P (x)). More intuitively expressed: the implication
is expressed in both, ϕ∗2, however, contains more details.

2. The sentence ∀x : (M(x) → P (x)) (predicate logic) is structurally·compatible
with “if an individual is a man, then that individual wears a purple hat” (nat-
ural language). Substitutions: M(x) with “an individual is a man”, P (x) with
“that individual wears a purple hat” and ∀x : (ϕ1(x) → ϕ2(x)) with “if
Trans(ϕ1(x)), then Trans(ϕ2(x))”, where Trans is a function that applies sub-
stitutions that are provided.6

�

De�nition 28 (sentence·equivalence (=∗)). LetL∗1 andL∗2 be two languages. These
can be any symbolic language, including natural languages and formal·languages. Let
ϕ∗1 be a sentence in L∗1 and ϕ∗2 a sentence in L∗2. Then sentences ϕ∗1 and ϕ∗2 are
equivalent if they are structurally·compatible and if they express the same state of
a�airs. It is written as ϕ∗1 =∗ ϕ∗2 �

Example 3.

1. Let ϕ∗1 = p0 → p1 (propositional calculus) and ϕ∗2 = (∃x : M(x)) → (∃x :
P (x)) (predicate logic). In example 2 it has been shown that these sentences are
structurally·compatible. They also express the same state of a�airs if the atomic
expressions, from the perspective of the given substitutions, of both languages are
‘grounded’ in the same way. In this case, if p0 expresses the same state of a�airs
as (∃x : M(x)) and p1 the same as (∃x.P (x)).

2. The sentences ∀x : (M(x)→ P (x)) (predicate logic) and “if an individual is a
man, then that individual wears a purple hat” (natural language) are structurally·-
compatible. This has been shown in example 2. They also express the same state
of a�airs ifM(x) means “x is a man”, P (x) means “x wears a purple hat”.

�
6The subtitutions are given sketch-wise. Fully dealing with quanti�ers and variable bindings is more

complicated.
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III.3.5.2.3 Local·deductive·closure

The strategy in section III.3.5.2.1 is based on a local version of the common notion
deductive·closure. The following �rst provides the de�nition of deductive·closure.

De�nition 29 (deductive·closure). Given are a formal·language L including a par-
ticular proof system S. Let Γ be a set of sentences in L. Then the deductive·closure is
the set of all sentences that are deducible from Γ. In this book, it is written as clo(Γ).

�

For the local version of the deductive·closure, the notion proof·length is needed.

De�nition 30 (proof·length). Given is a formal·language L including a particular
proof system S. Let d be a proof in S. Then this proof can be written as a sequence of
symbols over a �nite alphabet. Assume that there is a standard way of doing so for the
given proof system. The proof·length of d is the number of symbols in d if it is written
as a sequence of symbols. It is written as |d|. �

Note that Pudlák (1998) provides the above and alternative de�nitions of proof·-
length. He refers to the above de�nition as the ‘proof size’. For the purposes of this
work, this de�nition su�ces.

De�nition 31 (local·deductive·closure). Given are a formal·language L including a
particular proof system S. Let Γ be a set of sentences in L. Then the local·deductive·-
closure is the set of all sentences that are deducible from Γ with a proof·length of at
most n. It is written as loclo(Γ, n) (local deductive closure). �

De�nition 32 (general·local·deductive·closure). The general·local·deductive·closure
is a generalisation of the local·deductive·closure. It is generalised to include non-formal·-
languages as well, in particular natural language. It does so by generalising the notion
of proof to include any deductive proof. The generalised notion includes non-formalised
proofs (i.e. proofs that are not stated in a formal proof system), such as proofs stated in
natural language, or proofs as they are normally written in mathematics. It assumes
that there exists a knowledgable jury, who can establish whether the proof is indeed
a sound deductive proof, deducing the given conclusion from the given premises. This
de�nition, is therefore itself also non-formal. It is written as loclo∗(Γ∗, n), where Γ∗

is a set of sentences in any mix of symbolic·languages, and n ∈ N. It is limited to
sentences in the languages that occur in Γ∗. �

Note that the limitation to sentences phrased in the symbolic·languages that
occur in Γ∗ is important. Theoretically it is possible that there are in�nitely many
natural languages. In that case, the general·local·deductive·closure would always
be in�nitely large. Each sentence, and all its in�nite equivalent translations would
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occur in the closure. Example: ‘Akwasi is a man.’, ‘Akwasi ist ein Mann.’, ‘Akwasi est
un homme.’, ‘Akwasi bu nwoke.’, and so forth for each of the in�nitely many natural
languages.

This problem, however, can also be solved without resorting to this limitation,
and perhaps in an even more elegant way. To wit: by partitioning the local·deductive·-
closure by means of equivalence classes induced by sentence·equivalence. Example:
In the previous example with ‘Akwasi is a man.’ and so forth, all the mentioned ex-
amples would be united in a single set, and thus count as one item.

III.3.5.2.4 Automatically·deducible·fraction

A few auxiliary de�nitions:

De�nition 33 (equivalent·in (∈∗)). LetΓ∗ be a set of sentences in anymix of symbolic·-
languages. Let ϕ∗1 be a sentence formulated in one of these symbolic·languages. Then
equivalent·in (∈∗) is de�ned as follows:

ϕ∗1 ∈∗ Γ∗ ⇔ ∃ϕ∗2 : ϕ∗2 ∈ Γ∗ and ϕ∗2 =∗ ϕ∗1

(Note that =∗ has been de�ned in de�nition 28.) �

De�nition 34 (intersect·under·equivalence (∩∗)). Let Γ∗1 and Γ∗2 each be a set of
sentences in any mix of symbolic·languages. Then the intersect·under·equivalence is
de�ned as follows:

Γ∗1 ∩∗ Γ∗2 = {ϕ∗|ϕ∗ ∈∗ Γ∗1 and ϕ∗ ∈∗ Γ∗2 and ϕ∗ ∈ Γ∗1 ∪ Γ∗2}

The last condition is added to limit the sentences to those from the given sets. Otherwise,
the intersection would contain any possible equivalent sentence in any language. �

This almost concludes the formalisation of the strategy described in section III.3.5.2.1
(p. 174). One preparatory de�nition remains:

De�nition 35 (local·automatically·deducible·fraction). Let Γ∗ be a set of sentences
in any mix of symbolic·languages. Let Γ be the subset of sentences of Γ∗ in a formal·-
language. The local·automatically·deducible·fraction is de�ned as:

local_deducible_fraction(Γ,Γ∗, n) =
|loclo∗(Γ∗, n) ∩∗ clo(Γ)|

|loclo∗(Γ∗, n)|

�

The pursued metric is then obtained by taking the limit to in�nity of the local·-
automatically·deducible·fraction:
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De�nition 36 (automatically·deducible·fraction). Let Γ∗ be a set of sentences in any
mix of symbolic·languages. Let Γ be the subset of sentences of Γ∗ in a formal·language.
The automatically·deducible·fraction is de�ned as:

deducible_fraction(Γ,Γ∗) = lim
n→∞

local_deducible_fraction(Γ,Γ∗, n)

�

III.3.5.3 Translation prioritisation
III.3.5.3.1 Relevant·assumptions

TranslationPrioritisaton =
Ideal
−ideal·translator·oracle + time·consuming·translator·oracle
+varying·importance·of·information + one·user

(III.3.3)

The core of the change is formed by the replacement of the ideal·translator·oracle
by the more realistic time·consuming·translator·oracle.

III.3.5.3.2 Relevant properties

Without the ideal·translator·oracle, translations will take resources (time and space,
etc.) to be carried out.

III.3.5.3.3 Metrics and requirements

I propose to extend the suite of metrics with one based on the automatically·-
deducible·fraction. The reason is that the order of translation is now important
because of varying·importance·of·information. Some information may be more
important at a certain time to be translated.

De�nition 37 (weighted·local·automatically·deducible·fraction and weighted·automatically·-
deducible·fraction). Theweighted·local·automatically·deducible·fraction and theweighted·-
automatically·deducible·fraction are respectively a variation on the local·automatically·-
deducible·fraction and the automatically·deducible·fraction (see de�nition 35 on the
facing page and de�nition 36). In these, the size of the sets in the de�nitions is re-
placed by a weighted sum. In the summation, each sentence is weighted by its degree
of importance. �

The weighted·automatically·deducible·fraction is directly related to the metric·-
for·value·of·questions (see de�nition 24 (p. 166), de�nition 25 (p. 167) and de�nition 26
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(p. 168)). A sensible choice in the weighted·automatically·deducible·fraction is to
assign to each deducible sentence the average value of the question it answers at a
given point of time.

The weighted·automatically·deducible·fraction is better than the automatically·-
deducible·fraction, because it is in�uenced by the order in which the time·consuming·-
reasoner·oracle translates the information.

III.3.5.3.4 Challenges

The challenge is to determine a good strategy to determine what to translate �rst, as
to optimise weighted·automatically·deducible·fraction.

III.3.5.4 Trade-o� expressivity and complexity

III.3.5.4.1 Relevant·assumptions

In a scheme, the assumption·set is as follows:

ExpressivityVsComplexity =
Ideal
−formal·super·language + ever·extensible·formal·language·set
−ideal·reasoner·oracle

(III.3.4)

III.3.5.4.2 Relevant properties

III.3.5.4.2.1 Trade-o� In the 1980s it was discovered, or at least came to the
awareness of the knowledge representation and reasoning research community that
there is a trade-o� between the expressivity and complexity of formal·languages.
From a certain level of expressivity you even lose decidability. These days, a part of
the community therefore added an additional requirement concerning the decidability
of the formal·language, see below.

III.3.5.4.2.2 Existence of a decidable ‘su�ciently expressive’ formal·language
unknown First a de�nition:

De�nition 38 (su�ciently·expressive·for·human·usage). A formal·language L is
su�ciently·expressive·for·human·usage if any ordinary human user of automated·-
deductive·reasoners, now, or in the future, can use it to express any body of information
and any question for which it holds that (1) there exists a formal·language in which
these are expressible, and (2) they are useful for him or her to express. �
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The ordinary human user spoken of is someone who wants to apply integration·-
of·automated·deduction to deal with real-world problems. So, this context, among
others, excludes logicians or philosophers of logic who are investigating logical
systems. It may be clear that for the latter, there is no limit to what expressivity they
need for their discourse. Among other things, investigations into expressivity itself
are at the core of their activities.

Note that this de�nition is not a formal de�nition. It is probably impossible to
formalise this notion. The problem lies in the notion ‘useful to any human being’,
which is subjective.

A formal·language su�ciently·expressive·for·human·usage is ideal for human
usage with regard to its expressivity: more expressivity is not needed. To the best of
my knowledge, there are no decidable languages currently known to be su�ciently·-
expressive·for·human·usage. This does not exclude the possibility that they exist but
that we simply have not found them yet.

The opposite can also be true. Such languages may not exist. It is known that
there are formal·languages that are undecidable, and have a greater expressivity than
any decidable formal·language. Hence, if there are ordinary users who need such
expressivity, then there are no decidable languages that are su�ciently·expressive·-
for·human·usage.

III.3.5.4.2.3 Trade-o� between language constructs in decidable formal·-
languages It turns out there is a trade-o� among some sets of formal·language
constructs, if you want to remain within the boundaries of decidability. This is
introduced with some more precision in the following.

De�nition 39. A formal·language L1 is as expressive as L2 if everything that can be
expressed in L1, can also be expresed in L2, and vice versa. �

De�nition 40. A formal·language L1 is more expressive than L2 if everything that
can be expressed in L2, can also be expresed in L1, but even more than that. �

De�nition 41. A formal·languageL1 andL2 have partially overlapping expressivity,
if there are states of a�airs that can be expressed in L1 but not in L2, and vice versa.

�

Theorem 1. There exist decidable languages L1 and L2 with partially overlapping
expressivity, such that any language L3 which is at least as expressive as L1 and L2,
is undecidable.

Proof. This is proven by providing an example: choose the following description logic
languages (Baader, 2003): L1 = ALC(∩,∪,¬(full), ∗) and L2 = ALC(∩,∪, ◦, ∗),
and L3 = ALC(∩,∪, ◦,¬(full), ∗). (Where: ALC is the attributive language with
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complements, ∩ is role intersection, ∪ is role union, ◦ is role chain (composition),
¬(full) is full role complement and ∗ is re�exive transitive closure.) Moreover, choose
as the reasoning problem ‘concept satis�ability’. This latter problem is: decidable for
L1 (Fischer and Ladner, 1979), decible for L2 (Lange and Lutz, 2005), but undecidable
for L3 (Schild, 1989). Moreover, L3 is the least expressive language that is at least as
expressive as L1 and L2 as becomes clear by simply reading their de�nition.

The latter demonstrates that there exist pairs of language constructs that, when
added both to a language, can mutually interact such that they produce undecidab-
ility, while adding one of them, does not do so. This con�rms the existence of the
aforementioned trade-o�. Note that from this it also follows there is no maximally
expressive decidable formal·language in the sense that it can express what any other
decidable formal·language can express.

III.3.5.4.2.4 Expressivity ordering according to human usage The previous
relation, however, is not the whole story. The goal is to establish a formal·language
for human usage, not the most expressive formal·language. The following de�nition
is intended to capture this goal.

De�nition 42 (better·expressivity·for·human·usage). A formal·language L1 has a
better·expressivity·for·human·usage than formal·language L2, if the set of states of
a�airs and questions about these that can be expressed with L1 and that are useful to
at least one human, in the past, present or future, is a superset of the set of such states
of a�airs expressible with L2. �

Note that this de�nition is not about convenience of syntax. It is about semantics,
so being capable of expressing a certain state of a�airs, whether it be convenient
given the syntax of the language or not. It is important to realise that even if L1

is more expressive than L2, the previous de�nitions do not demand that L1 has a
better·expressivity·for·human·usage. That is exactly the case if the added expressivity
does not increase the set of states of a�airs useful for humans to be expressed.

III.3.5.4.2.5 Trade-o� between language constructs in decidable formal·-
languages from the human perspective The previous observations produce
a perhaps confusing fact. In spite of trade-o�s between language constructs in decid-
able formal·languages, it is still possible that there exists a decidable formal·language
which is su�ciently·expressive·for·human·usage. If this is the case, the trade-o�
would simply not matter. In other words the language constructs added that make the
formal·language undecidable can perhaps be replaced by other constructs that bring
the language within the boundaries of decidability, while providing exactly su�cient
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expression possibilities for human usage. However, to the best of my knowledge we
do not know whether such a formal·language exists. Lets conclude with summarising
this in the form of an hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. There does not exist a formal·language that is decidable and su�ciently·-
expressive·for·human·usage.

III.3.5.4.3 Metrics and requirements

There are theoretical lower bounds to the complexity of the automated·deductive·-
reasoners that one can construct for a given formal·language.

De�nition 43 (known·formal·language·complexity). A known lower bound of the
complexity of automated·deductive·reasoners that can be constructed for this language.

�

‘Known’ is added, because there are cases in which it is not yet known whether
the lower bound is the lowest one. For example, as long as the long standing theorem
P 6= NP has not been proven, it may be so that a formal·language with known
lower bound NP , has a sharper lower bound in P .

The following metric covers the case that a certain lower bound has been proven
to be the lowest:

De�nition 44 (formal·language·complexity). The formal·language·complexity is the
complexity of automated·deductive·reasoners that has the lowest complexity that can
be constructed for the given formal·language. For example, the formal·language may
have been proven to be undecidable, which means that there do not exist automated·-
deductive·reasoners that can deduce the answer to all queries, given a KR-base. �

Note that formal·language·complexity and known·formal·language·complexity
will in general not be given as a sharp bound, but rather as a set of complexities with
a certain ‘bandwidth’. E.g. P is not a speci�c complexity, but a complexity class. For
example, if formal·language·complexity is known to be undecidable, there is still a
lot of di�erentiation that can be made, because for some formal·languages there may
exist algorithms that perform better on the inputs for which they terminate than
other formal·languages.

III.3.5.4.4 Potential development decisions

A considerable part of the knowledge representation and reasoning research com-
munity requires the formal·language to be at the least decidable. In that case, the
user can be certain that (s)he will always get an answer to the questions asked – if we
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assume that the reasoning times will not be too long. In particular, the description
logic research community has made it into an art to explore the trade-o�s between
expressivity and complexity (Baader, 2003).

In general, the known·formal·language·complexity can be used as a guideline to
press down complexity as much as possible, while still being able to express (most)
states of a�airs that a human user wants to express. If hypothesis 1 on the previous
page is indeed true, then this is an ever-ongoing process. In other words, the choice
for a formal·language depends on what a human user wants to express, and what
expressivity he is willing to sacri�ce for the sake of decidability. However, even if
hypothesis 1 on the preceding page is false, a similar process may take place on a
‘lower’ level. There may be trade-o�s between complexities of decidable formal·-
languages as well. The question then becomes what expressivity the user is willing
to sacri�ce to have a formal·language which is in a lower complexity class.

III.3.5.5 Fragmentation of formal·languages
One of the problems one encounters while optimising the degree of integration·of·-
automated·deduction (according to the metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction)
is fragmentation within the used formal·languages. This is best explained with a few
examples (it is a running example). The examples, among other things assume that
the reader is somewhat familiar with description logic (Krötzsch et al., 2014; Baader,
2003) .

An example of fragmentation in the information expressed with a single formal·-
language follows.

Example 4. Given a KR-base in FOL that consists of the following set of sentences:
Γ = {∀x : (P0(x) ∧ P1(x)) → Q(x), P0(c0), P1(c1)}. Also suppose that constants
c0 and c1 refer to the same entity (without this equality having been expressed in the
KR-base). A reason for this could be that constants c0 and c1 were added to the KR-base
by two independent persons. Then we cannot make the inference: Γ ` Q(c0), while it
is true. �

An example of fragmentation caused by expressing information in di�erent
formal·languages is as follows.

Example 5. We add FOL statement ∃x : P0(x) to the KR-base, and the description
logic statement P1 ≡ > (meaning: P1 has the same extension as the universal concept
top, i.e. P1 holds for all individuals of the universe). Moreover, P1 in the latter corres-
ponds with the predicate P1 in the FOL statements. An automated·deductive·reasoner
constructed for FOL cannot do anything with the second statement, so it cannot infer
that ∃x.Q(x). A reasoner for description logic cannot use the �rst statement, and can
therefore also not make the given inference. �
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Note that using di�erent formal·languages does not necessarily lead to fragment-
ation. There is no fragmentation if there exists an automated·deductive·reasoner
that is capable of coping with the given formal·languages in an integrated way, in
conjunction with the addition of some equivalences between information expressed
in both languages.

Fragmentation within the formal·languages reduces the scores on metrics·for·-
integration·of·automated·deduction. The two ways to reduce the fragmentation are:
(1) standardisation of languages, and (2), de�nition of semantic equivalences in a
formal·language.

A further elaboration on standardisation of languages follows now. Standardisa-
tion of language means the following:

• All semantic conditions are known/shared (or easily accessible) by all members
of the community. (Note that this does not require a uni�cation of all languages
into one language.)

• The complete body of semantic conditions is free from inconsistencies. Hence,
a given (complete) expression has an unambiguous interpretation. An example
violating this rule is: if, in the context of the user, P (c) has an interpretation
as in standard predicate logic, but also has an other interpretation, for example
one in which the roles of predicate and constant are reversed: c being the
predicate and P the constant.

• Machines constructed that use or create formal·language expressions exploit
all existing (relevant) semantic conditions for their purpose. (Examples of ma-
chines that could employ formal·languages are temperature sensors of weather
forecasting services and satellites in orbit gathering valuable information.)

Further insight in standardisation of languages is achieved by the following
observation I made concerning formal·languages’ semantic conditions. I believe they
can be categorised into two distinct types:

1. The structural·semantic·conditions: these are the conditions that are commonly structural·-
semantic·-
conditions

associated with symbolic logic systems (KR-languages, symbolic logic, logic lan-
guages). I call them structural because symbolic logics’ semantics are de�ned
in terms of (mathematical) structures, in which one abstracts from every other
association.

2. The domain·related·semantic·conditions: these are the conditions that come domain·-
related·-
semantic·-
conditions

into play, next to the structural semantic conditions, if we apply a logic to make
statements about something other than mathematical structures. An example is
the semantic condition that constant b corresponds with the Nigerian novelist
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Ben Okri. Mostly, natural language expressions that already have a semantics
are used to de�ne these semantic conditions.

This implies that using a shared language constitutes:

• Using a shared set of structural semantic conditions. This is exactly what hap-
pens when people decide to use the same ‘logic’ or ‘knowledge representation
language’, for example RDF, OWL, Prolog, Relational Databases, etc.

• Using a shared set of domain related semantic conditions, in particular the
interpretation of identi�ers for entities (‘terminology’). In the literature, the
latter are often called ‘ontologies’ (Gruber, 2009), and alternative ways of
formulating the process is: creating a shared ontology.

Note that ‘sharing semantic conditions’ does not only refer to sharing semantics,
but also to sharing syntax. This may be somewhat remarkable for some, because it
is common practice to speak about ‘syntax and semantics’ as if they are two non-
overlapping aspects of language. However, semantics is concerned with the relation
between expressions and states of a�airs, and therefore they include the syntactic
structures of these expressions. De�ning semantics, therefore, includes de�ning
syntax, and sharing semantic conditions implies sharing de�nitions of syntactical
structures.

Now some elaboration on semantic equivalences follows. Semantic equivalences
expressed in a formal·language de�ne which expressions are equivalent in inter-
pretation to other expressions, in such a way that this information can be fully
used by automated·deductive·reasoners. These equivalences require the inclusion of
formal·language constructs to express them. These are formal·language-constructs,
which, in a sense, have a re�ective nature. They state something about the semantics
of other formal·language-expressions.

Example 6. Example: c0 == c1 expresses that constants c0 and c1 both refer to the
same entity. Combined with example 4 (p. 184), this will enable the given inference.

�

III.3.5.6 Formal·languages as sets of semantic conditions
The aforementioned insight that a formal·language is equivalent to a set of semantic
conditions, including its domain·related·semantic·conditions, has some implications
for the boundary between a language and its usage. It implies that RDF+S, �rst-
order logic, OWL etc. are, when they are used to represent world-knowledge, in fact
not complete languages, but sets of structural·semantic·conditions. The semantic
conditions are extended by its users at the moment that they express new information,
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for example by introducing new nodes in RDF+S. In such a case, the users are actually
extending the formal·language, and not merely using it. Contrast this with the
assumptions that underly statements made by some that a user is merely using OWL
to represent a given state of a�airs. The assumption seems to be that the user is not,
or does not have to extend the language to be able to do so.

I believe that the insight is not only philosophically elegant, but may also have
practical consequences for reducing fragmentation. A natural language is associated
with a complete set of semantic conditions, and even more. It is complete in the sense
that both the structural and semantic conditions are such that any valid sentence
is grounded and expresses a states of a�airs in the real world. Example: Compare
the sentences ∀x : (M(x)→ P (x)) and “all men wear a purple hat”. The �rst merely
describes a structure, the second describes that same structure, but also establishes a
connection with an actual proposed state of a�airs in the world. In the scope of formal·-
language the sets of conditions are mostly of an incomplete nature. They are often
indeed merely describing structural·semantic·conditions. If people confuse these
di�erent meanings of the word ‘language’, they may be inclined to start new formal·-
languages from scratch, instead of building upon the good work that already has
been done. An expert in KR-languages will be aware of this di�erence, however, the
approach in this book towards fostering formal·�uency is to lay the foundation of
approaches that also attract non-specialists to help in developing the composition-
record including the formal·languages and their semantic conditions.

Another implication of the necessity of domain·related·semantic·conditions to
represent real-world knowledge is that full formalisation does not exist. After all,
these conditions establish a relation between language constructs and notions within
a given domain that exist beyond the domain·related·semantic·conditions. This also
holds for any language that has the appearance of being strictly formal such as
one meeting the conditions of �rst-order logic. When �rst-order logic is applied
to represent real world knowledge the meaning of predicates (e.g. ‘being in Paris’)
and constants (‘the Eifeltower’) is grounded in the realm of human experience, and
cannot be expressed solely by using the semantic conditions of �rst-order logic. A
person reading the representations may therefore feel that the expressions imply
more than is captured by the structural·semantic·conditions.

III.3.5.7 E�ciency of formal·language representations
III.3.5.7.1 Overview

Typically, a given piece of information can be expressed in di�erent ways in a given
formal·language. The e�ciency with which a given reasoner can operate may be
di�erent depending on the chosen way. This implies that a challenge is how to foster
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the capability to choose representations for which the applied reasoners perform
well.

III.3.5.7.2 Relevant·assumptions

The relevant·assumptions to focus on the given challenge are as follows.

E�iciencyGivenReasoner = Ideal
+ {−ideal·reasoner·oracle + unique·reasoner·per·formal·language} (III.3.5)

III.3.5.7.3 Relevant properties

A relevant property of this focus is best illustrated by an example.

Example 7. Suppose that the ideal·translator·oracle translates a given state of a�airs
into FOL, by adding to a KR-base Γ the sentence ϕ with the following structure: ϕ0 ∨
ϕ1 → ϕ2. Here, ϕ0, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are sentences as well. Let reas be the unique reasoner
that is available for FOL. Now, suppose that both ϕ0 and ϕ1 are deducible from Γ. Also,
suppose it takes reas a billion years to deduce ϕ0, while it takes only 1 microsecond to
deduce ϕ1. Suppose that one applies reas to establish whether ϕ holds or not (the query
or reasoning·goal). If reas evaluates from left to right and ‘eagerly’ (depth �rst), then
reas will need a billion years to solve the problem. If the same state of a�airs would
have been translated into the equivalent sentence ϕ1 ∨ ϕ0 → ϕ2 instead, then reas
would have �nished in 1 microsecond.

�

This example demonstrates that the way a state of a�airs is expressed in a formal·-
language, can have a tremendous in�uence on the e�ciency with which a given
reasoner can be applied. (In spite of the fact that these expressions are semantically
equivalent.) This holds even for minor di�erences.

III.3.5.7.4 Potential development decisions

First, the more people know about the peculiarities of the unique reasoner of each
formal·language, the better. Second, tools could be created that carry out optim-
isations of the expressions automatically. These tools enable one to apply each
unique reasoner more e�ectively, and thus, the score on the metric·for·integration·-
of·automated·deduction will go up. (The question, however, is whether this is com-
pletely legitimate given the assumption·set. In a sense these tools create modi�cations
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of the existing reasoners, because they can be regarded as a kind of ‘pre-automated·-
deductive·reasoner’. The reasoners, therefore, would cease to be unique for their
formal·language.)

III.3.5.8 Selection of automated·deductive·reasoners
III.3.5.8.1 Relevant·assumptions

In a scheme, the assumption·set is as follows:

ReasonerSelection = Ideal
+ {−ideal·reasoner·oracle + �xed·reasoners·per·formal·language}

+ {−formal·super·language + one·formal·language} (III.3.6)

III.3.5.8.2 Relevant properties

Because of �xed·reasoners·per·formal·language: all automated·deductive·reasoners
may perform di�erently depending on the reasoning·goal and the content of the
KR-bases. Therefore, the choice of automated·deductive·reasoner has an in�uence
on the performance.

III.3.5.8.3 Metrics and requirements

Consider a function that maps the content of a KR-base to an automated·deductive·-
reasoner choice, the reasoner·chooser·function. The more this function approaches reasoner·-

chooser·-
function

the reasoner·chooser·oracle, the higher the quality of the selection process. This
requires good knowledge of the existing automated·deductive·reasoners.

It is indeed so that the score on the metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction
will increase when this sub-quality metric increases in value.

III.3.5.9 Further areas of focus
As said before, it is not the purpose of chapter to create a �nal survey of all chal-
lenges. Next to the challenges that have been worked out so far, the following
subsections cover, in less detail, a selection of other major challenges in the fostering
the integration·of·automated·deduction.

III.3.5.9.1 Dealing with changes in information

The information contained in a community is of course continuously evolving. Con-
sequently, the information expressed in KR-bases evolves as well: new expressions
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are added, old ones are retracted. If we assume consistent·information to hold,
a major development challenge here is how to incorporate these changes so that
automated·deductive·reasoners take them into account as quickly as possible. One of
the subchallenges is that there are automated·deductive·reasoners that optimise their
search algorithm in a time-consuming process by analysing the content of the given
KR-bases. After the optimisation, it is not possible to add new facts without going
through that time consuming process again. So, here there is a trade-o� between
how quickly an automated·deductive·reasoner can keep new facts into account, and
the reasoning speed per question.

III.3.5.10 Balancing the trade-o� between quality and speed

The ideal of a maximised automatically·deducible·fraction (section III.3.5.2 (p. 174))
can never be reached for the collective body of information expressed in the world:
it can only be approached. This also holds to a lesser degree for smaller bodies of
information. An important reason is that there is a trade-o� between the speed at
which a person can create a formal representation and its quality. Among other
things, this will be visible in the degree of granularity of the representation. For
example, when using EERGs (de�ned in section III.5.4.1) or RDF+S, the same chunk of
information can be represented with a few nodes, each carrying a complex meaning,
or with many nodes with a more elementary meaning. The �rst will often be quicker
to de�ne, the latter will approach the ideal better.

III.3.5.11 Evolution of knowledge models

The collective body of information created by people consists of information from
di�erent communities for di�erent purposes. These communities do not use perfectly
overlapping knowledge models and semantic conditions. Even with the best of e�ort,
it is reasonable to assume that it takes time for these models and conditions to evolve
towards each other. This process never ends, because many, if not all, domains are in
a continuous process of change.

III.3.5.12 Dealing with rapid changes in information

Some information expressed in KR-bases changes so quickly and massively, that it is
di�cult for automated·deductive·reasoners and data transport mechanisms to keep
up. An example is weather information, which may change from second to second
and have a tremendous volume. The same holds for much other sensor data, such as
human-transportation tra�c data, data from experiments, etc. Potential development
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decisions here could make use of distributed reasoning algorithms, to relieve the data
transport mechanisms.

III.3.5.13 Development of newautomated·deduction techniques
Given the analysis that there is no best automated·deductive·reasoner and formal·-
language, it would be advantageous if the set of available reasoners and formal·-
languages could be extended (inde�nitely). This is needed if something occurs that
cannot be represented or reasoned about e�ectively, or not at all in the available
formal·languages and reasoners.

This requires the collective capability to develop new techniques, and not only
make use of the existing repertoire of instruments to represent and automatic-
ally reason about information. A problem is that the addition of new automated·-
deductive·reasoners and formal·languages can also contribute to more fragmentation.
Counter-measures have to be taken to minimise this.

Potential development decisions are (1) Educate more people in being able to
develop automated·deductive·reasoners and formal·languages. (2) Develop better
educational material to achieve this. (3) Improve and create tools so that less expertise
is required to develop automated·deductive·reasoners and formal·languages, or so
that these can be developed more speedily. (4) Put instruments in place which prevent
formal·language fragmentation as much as possible if new automated·deductive·-
reasoners/language are added, see section III.3.5.5 (p. 184).

III.3.5.14 Trust
Establishing trust, here in the sense of the reliability of information expressed in KR-
bases, is an inescapable challenge in larger heterogeneous environments. When can a
user trust the information expressed in the KR-base by other people or their machines?
These other actors may make mistakes, or deliberately express information faultily.
Potential development decisions are the development and application of trust metrics
that are based on the reputation of the actor who added the given representation.

III.3.5.15 Inconsistencies
Inconsistent KR-bases are an inescapable problem in larger heterogeneous environ-
ments. Inconsistency may be caused by a di�erence of opinion, but also by mistakes.
The development challenge here is to allow automated·deductive·reasoners to reason
‘reasonably’ in spite of the existence of these inconsistencies. In classical logic this
is impossible because of the ‘principle of explosion’ (Carnielli and Marcos, 2001): if
there is an inconsistency in the KR-base, everything becomes deducible, and as such
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rendering the results of the automated·deductive·reasoner devoid of information.
Potential options are selecting consistent subsets based on some trust metrics (so
here it interacts with the development challenge around trust. See section III.3.5.14
on the preceding page).

III.3.5.16 Privacy and security
If formal·language representations express sensitive information, the degree to which
the system can provide privacy and security becomes an issue. The current overall
class of metric, metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction, does not yet capture
this challenge. This may imply that it is still insu�cient. It should also integrate a
metric that captures the degree to which one can secure one’s information expressed
in KR-bases. It may be obvious that such a metric is in a trade-o� relation with
metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction.

III.3.5.17 Future work
Future work may include: (1) As said, this survey about the challenges surrounding
the integration·of·automated·deduction into society is intended as a continuous work
in progress (section III.3.3 (p. 162)). The involved community of researchers, de-
velopers and other interested actors are invited to further �ne-tune metrics proposed
in this chapter, and apply them as valuable instruments to guide the direction of
future development e�orts. (2) Application of the layered·system·approach: Present
the survey divided into layers where the top-level layer contains the most abstract
and general description of the system, and each subsequent layer is a more detailed
speci�cation or implementation of the preceding layer. This is the layered·system·-
approach formerly introduced in section II.4.2 (p. 52). It is intended to contribute
to a more intelligible survey, among other things, by revealing manageable sets of
subchallenges layer-wise instead of all at once.



Chapter III.4

Coba extensions for fostering
formal·�uency

III.4.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the compatibility of the Orcoba-Approach with fostering
formal·�uency and then brie�y introduces the specialised extensions that I have
initiated for this purpose.

III.4.2 Compatibility

This section brie�y focuses on the compatibility of the Orcoba-Approach and some
of its general extensions with fostering formal·�uency. With the latter I mean to
investigate whether it is plausible there indeed exist a possibly unlimited number of
e�ective extensions, without providing particular examples as of yet.

First, one of the prerequisites for the application of the Orcoba-Approach to a
capability is that it should be possible to express the method to practice this capability
in a permanent form, so that it can be captured in a composition-record. This is, I
believe, the case for formal·�uency. Formal·�uency is based on formal·languages,
which have been developed with the exact purpose to objectify and formalise the
expression of knowledge. Therefore, formal·�uency lends itself well for expressing
the method to practice it in a written form. Experimentation with some extensions
indeed showed that participants were able to use the written composition-records
quite naturally, and were able to solve the challenge purely by using these written
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composition-records.
The Challenge-Based·Orcoba, and in particular the Or-evohut are extensions of

the Orcoba-Approach that have been designed to make fostering human capabilities
much more e�cient. However, applying these to a certain capability, requires the
de�nition of a suitable challenge·set, and a corresponding challenge-assessment
(see section II.4.5 (p. 57) of part II (p. 21)), which may not be easy or feasible for all
types of (collective) capabilities. Formal·�uency is intended to produce very precise
representations of information that, by de�nition, can be sensibly manipulated by
computer programs (automated·deductive·reasoners). Exactly because of this fact,
the existence of suitable challenge·sets seems to be very plausible. I believe the
challenge·sets de�ned in the subsequent chapters support this.

III.4.3 Extensions

The specialised extensions of the Orcoba-Approach for the purpose of fostering
formal·�uency developed in this work are System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·-
thinking and SWiFT (Semantic Web in Fast Translation).

In real-time·collective·formal·thinking a community collaboratively solves a
problem, while all members express their thoughts about the problem at the moment
they conceive of them in a �ne-grained way in a persistent shared digital collective
memory (a KR-base) using a formal·language, according to a prede�ned set of rules.
(A KR-base is a database with knowledge representations in a formal·language.)
System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking is the �rst concrete Orcoba-system
to foster real-time·collective·formal·thinking developed in this study and used during
experimentation. Orcobas for fostering real-time·collective·formal·thinking are the
topic of chapter III.5 (p. 197).

The SWiFT·class·of·games incorporates a competitive multi-player online game
element into the Orcoba-Approach, among other things to motivate participants
and maximise accessibility of SWiFT to many, accelerating the evolution process.
SWiFT proceeds, in brief, as follows: Competing teams translate the same natural
language text into a formal representation, each player covering a fragment that does
not overlap with others of his team. Then teams challenge each other’s translations
by posing questions that have a very speci�c answer based on the content of the
text (question attack). A question could for example be: give me all vitamins that act
as a catalyst for cell growth. Each team then tries to construct a formal query that
deduces the answer from their translation (algorithmic defence). A short translation
time, a low average complexity of queries, and correct answers contribute positively
to the �nal score of a team. Chapter III.6 (p. 215) elaborates further on the SWiFT·-
class·of·games.
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The following extensions and variants of SWiFT are explored in this part: SWiFT-
Full (chapter III.6 (p. 215)), SWiFT-Fixtal (chapter III.7 (p. 225)) and higher-order·-
SWiFT (which includes SWiFT-Focused) (chapter III.8 (p. 245)).
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Chapter III.5

Real-time·collective·formal·-
thinking

(Before starting this chapter, I would like to gently remind the reader of the call for
feedback on page i.)

III.5.1 Introduction
If one seeks to increase integration·of·automated·deduction in a community it would
be ideal if all relevant information that appears within a community were expressed
optimally in a deductive·formal·language – by means of some magical ‘oracle’ (also
see section III.3.5.1 (p. 172)). To the best of my knowledge, unfortunately, such an
oracle does not exist.

Rather, one has to come up with inventive ways to at the least get somewhat
closer to this ideal. A central question in this quest is: where and when exactly
is new information created by people? The answer, obviously, is: in the minds of
people, in the form of thoughts. If we would be able to foster people’s capability and
motivation to express many of their relevant thoughts when they �rst conceive of
them immediately into a formal·language, then a large portion of valuable information
produced is transformed right at its source. This may be an e�ective way to formalise
a large portion of the collective body of knowledge produced by a community –
and keep these formalisations up-to-date. An analogy is the following. Suppose the
protagonist of a movie tries to save the entire population from certain death caused
by an alien virus. Fortunately, there is a remedy: a water soluble medicine. The
heroine, clever as she is, releases this remedy at the source of the water people drink
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from, of course after epically defeating aliens guarding this source. This way she
ensures that the remedy will reach almost everyone. This will be far more e�ective
than trying to get the medicine into the water after it already has been distributed.
In a similar way, it would be quite e�ective to transform information at the places it
is created, one of the major places being in the thoughts of people.

It would be nice to create a ‘micro-setting’ in which this process of ‘thought
transformation’ can take place in an accelerated and readily comprehensible fashion.
This allows e�ective experimentation with di�erent approaches to foster the process.
This study has conceived such a micro-setting, for which I coin the term real-time·-
collective·formal·thinking. In real-time·collective·formal·thinking a community ofreal-time·-

collective·-
formal·thinking

people collaboratively solve a problem, while they express their thoughts about the
problem in a �ne-grained way in a persistent shared digital collective memory (a
KR-base) using a formal·language, at the moment they conceive of these thoughts,
according to a prede�ned set of rules. One of the central rules is that the formal·-
language constructed and used by the participants is shared to the greatest extent
practicable.1 Their means of communication about the topic is essentially limited to
the information expressed in the formal·language. Note that an essential reason to
choose a community, rather than an individual, is that it necessitates the creation
of a shared formal·language. Real-time·collective·formal·thinking is a specialisation
of the broader collective·formal·thinking, in which real-timeness of translation is notcollective·-

formal·thinking required.
The speci�c setting for real-time·collective·formal·thinking described in this

chapter is System·Real-α (System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking). System·-
Real-α consists of a small team of people (composed of 2 to about 15 individuals) to
contribute to the aforementioned comprehensibility and manageability of the exper-
iment. System·Real-α’s formal·language is based on expressing a web of relations
between entities, a so-called Semantic Network (Sowa, 1992). Semantic Networks,Semantic

Network however, can be constructed in many ways. Only a small number of them are highly
reusable in other contexts, than the context in which the information was expressed,
both for direct human usage, and for automated·deductive·reasoners.

As stated similarly before in section III.2.6.1 (p. 145), a note to put things into
perspective: I neither expect nor pursue large scale adoption of real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking, at least not in the near future. Rather, systems for real-time·-
collective·formal·thinking, are, among other things, intended as an ‘incubation cham-
ber’ for enabling a group of forerunners to lead the way for others to follow, and adopt
aspects of the fruits of the results. In fact, certain design ingredients are not even
intended to become parts of some ultimately adopted approach. They are ‘arti�cial’

1Section III.3.5.5 (p. 184) describes this ‘sharing’ rule in more detail. It uses the more precise term
‘minimisation of formal·language fragmentation’, and shows that this contributes to the more essential
goal of optimising the so-called deductive·closure.
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ingredients, intended to improve the acceleration e�ect. For example, in spite of the
fact that during the experiment with System·Real-α all communication goes through
computers, I do not envision communities restricting their communication to this
channel only. I consider other means, such as face-to-face meetings, valuable and
irreplaceable.

From now on, the text will employ notions from the Orcoba-Approach as they
have been developed in chapter II.3 (p. 43). In terms of the Orcoba-Approach:

1. System·Real-α’s pursued·capability is real-time·collective·formal·thinking in a
small team setting.

2. System·Real-α has an initial composition-record, which describes, among other
things, the rules participants have to follow, and

3. it also comprises an Orcoba·extension that among other things, consists of
Constitution·Based·Subleme which will be brie�y introduced later.

This chapter further de�nes System·Real-α. Experimentation with the system
can be found in chapter IV.2 (p. 315).

III.5.2 Related work

To position this work among related work I want to make use of the following
dimensions: the degree to which the expressions (1) are created by the creators of the
knowledge, (2) are optimal for automated·deductive·reasoners, (3) are understandable
for other people than the creator(s) (in their unaltered form), (4) are created in real-
time (so, for example, at the moment the information is �rst conceived), (5) help
their creators grow in their understanding of a topic, (6) require a minimal amount of
training for the average person to be able to write and understand them. Ideally, the
expressions produced score perfectly on all dimensions. However, as a consequence
of trade-o�s, speci�c choices have to be made. By means of these dimensions, I will
now establish an important niche, which, to the best of my knowledge is not yet
fully occupied by other strongly related work. The dominant focus of the Semantic
Web research community (Berners-Lee, 1999) as a whole is optimising dimension
‘(2)’, also called ‘semantic interoperability of computer programs’. The focus is
more on the ‘under the hood’ representation of knowledge used by applications,
rather than on stimulating people to express their information directly in such a
form. Therefore, it is considered more to be the task of the specialist (for example
a programmer) to create the representations. Most people are mainly indirectly
exposed to these representations, by an improved performance of the applications
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they use, so dimension ‘(1)’ is not part of the Semantic Web community’s focus, while
it is in this study.

In the area of Computer-Supported Collaborative Work there is a strong relation
with work of Buckingham: Compendium 2 and related systems such as Claimaker
(Buckingham, 2007), and the complementary human capabilities implied by those
tools. As far as I could establish their focus is on optimising ‘(1)’, ‘(3)’, ‘(4)’ and, perhaps
more than the others, ‘(5)’. However, dimension ‘(2)’ is less clearly mentioned, and
the emphasis is on use of prede�ned sets of relations and entities to be used by the
participants (such as the ontology of Cognitive Coherence Relations), diminishes ‘(1)’.
In my focus the participants create their own relations and entities. Buckingham has
sacri�ced ‘(6)’ to the bene�t of the other dimensions, just as I do. I deduce this from
the extensive training sessions that are organised by the Compendium team.

Another approach, implied by CMapTools3 (Cañas et al., 2004; Selevičienė and
Burkšaitienė, 2016), seems to focus on optimising dimensions ‘(1)’ and ‘(5)’, but com-
pletely neglects ‘(2)’. The rules established for attributing meaning to the expressions
are so vague, that ‘(2)’ is minimal. For the same reason, I doubt whether ‘(3)’ is really
optimised in this approach, in spite of the fact that one has developed software to
share representations.

In the area of Semantic Wikis (Bry et al., 2012), a con�uence of the Semantic
Web and Wiki paradigms, there seems to be a predominant focus on optimising ‘(1)’,
‘(2)’, ‘(4)’ and ‘(6)’. An element that works against dimension ‘(2)’ in Semantic Wikis,
is that conventional representation in natural language documents still dominates.
The alternative way of expressing information is regarded more as an enrichment
(‘semantic annotations’) than as a �rst-class citizen as it is in my approach. I expect
that the human capability that is subject of this chapter would sooner reach a high
degree of maturation under my conditions.

System·Real-α pursues optimising dimensions ‘(1)’, ‘(2)’, ‘(3)’ and ‘(4)’ as much
as possible. For this purpose, ‘(6)’ is sacri�ced to a great extent to the bene�t of
these dimensions. Again, I would like to stress that this does not imply I do not
consider a maximisation of all as the ideal case. However, by sacri�cing ‘(6)’ I hope
to foster a community of knowledge workers that have an unprecedented capacity
of maximising the mentioned dimensions. As said earlier, although not in my focus, I
anticipate that they could form a community of forerunners that smoothen the path
for others, so that ‘(6)’may – in the long-term – be met to a much greater extent.
The remaining dimension, ‘(5)’, is to a much lesser degree in my focus. However,
dimension ‘(5)’ I believe to be the least in a trade-o� relation with the others, but, in
contrary, bene�ts from them in many cases. Therefore, I think that insights from

2http://www.CompendiumInstitute.org
3http://cmap.ihmc.us

http://www.CompendiumInstitute.org
http://cmap.ihmc.us
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work focusing on ‘(5)’ could in a later stage be integrated fairly easily in my approach.
I admit, however, that I also believe there are several modes of expressing information
that do not have an obvious computational sense, but that are nevertheless important
for human understanding (such as visual sketches). These modes are beyond the
scope of this chapter.

III.5.2.1 Overview

This chapter does not fully describe the initial composition-record (method of col-
laboration), but explains it only as far as necessary for the purpose of this chapter.
Section III.5.3.1 provides a summary of the method and section III.5.4 on the fol-
lowing page covers the relevant aspects of the formal·language. In section III.5.5
(p. 206) follows an elaboration on the required properties of entity-de�nitions. in
section IV.2.3 (p. 316). Section III.5.6 (p. 208) concludes with suggestions to improve
the method and re�ne the focus of the study. Note that the associated experiment is
covered in chapter IV.2 (p. 315).

The Orcoba·extension for System·Real-α includes the following aspects. After the
participants have chosen a problem, they log into the software environment, coined
Constitution·Based·Subleme (CBS)4. They immediately start translating each thought
they have concerning the problem into an addition to the KR-base provided by CBS
in a formal·language. There is no further communication between the participants.

III.5.3 Initial composition-record

III.5.3.1 Collaboration rules

During a session, the participants translate each thought they have concerning
the problem into an addition to the shared KR-base provided by CBS. There is no
further communication between the participants. Before a participant can express
a relation between two entities (a triple), he or she has to create the three nodes
with corresponding entity-de�nitions (the relation is also considered to be an entity)
to build the triple, if they have not been created yet. Each of the entity-de�nitions
must �rst be judged and accepted by all other participants before it can be used
to construct the triple. After the triple has been created, all participants give their
opinion about the created triple as soon as possible.

4Open source groupware environment developed by Chide Groenouwe, based on the work of Michiel
Visser.
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III.5.4 The formal·language
This section de�nes and motivates the formal·language used in the shared KR-base.

III.5.4.1 Exact·Entity·Relation·Graphs (EERGs)
The foundation of the formal·language are Exact·Entity·Relation·Graphs (EERGs),Exact·Entity·-

Relation·Graph

EERG

which are to be considered as a sub-category of Semantic Networks. An entity in an
EERG is a speci�c mental or physical entity. Examples of descriptions that de�ne
an entity are: ‘the class of scientists’, ‘my bicycle’, ‘the number 6’, ‘the set of natural
numbers’. Note: ‘the concept elephant’ is allowed, but ‘an elephant’ not (which
elephant?); ‘the expression ‘number N ’ ’ is allowed, but ‘number N ’ (which number
N?) not.

A digital·entity is an entity that is a digital piece of information. Examples: stringsdigital·entity
of symbols and mp3-�les. Digital entities in an EERG have as semantics themselves.
For example, the string “10” is not a number, but a row of two symbols “1” and “0”.
Other concrete examples: string “10” and “ten” are two di�erent digital entities, in
spite of the fact there are perspectives in which they have the same interpretation. “10”
interpreted as the (decimal) representation of the number ten, and “10” interpreted
as the (binary) representation of the number are one and the same digital·entity.
The string “To be or not to be” is not identi�ed with the �rst line of Hamlet 3/1 of
Shakespeare. It is identi�ed with being a speci�c sequence of symbols. A non-digital
entity is an entity which is not digital, for example the person Gandhi.

In an EERG, non-digital entities may be represented only by a node with a neutral
identi�er, such as a number, but not a meaningful name. (If one wants to add a
description or a name to a non-digital entity, one can do so by attaching a digital·-
entity to the node with a suitable relation.) A node in an EERG that represents a
digital·entity does not have any identi�er, because it contains the digital information
that makes up the digital·entity and therefore can be identi�ed uniquely by its
content.

Finally, an Exact·Entity·Relation·Graph is a directed graph in which each node
represents an entity as de�ned previously, and each arc de�nes a speci�c relation
between a pair of entities, including between an entity and itself. Relations are also
entities, thus relations between them and other entities can also be expressed. The
arcs are directed, because both nodes can play another role in the relation.

The most important motive behind using EERGs is that I believe it leads to a
greater transparency of the information expressed than using Semantic Networks
without these additional re�nements. For example, in many other Semantic Net-
works (such as the Semantic Web) there is a confusion between the node that rep-
resents the entity and the labelname used for that entity. A related confusion
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is the confusion between a node representing a description of an entity and a
node representing the entity itself. For example, in the Semantic Web the URI
http://www.china.cn/jinping can represent a webpage about the president of
China, but at the same time be used to refer to another entity external to the Web:
the president himself. What is the meaning of:

{RonnySiebes}—{likes}→{http://www.china.cn/jinping}?

Does it mean that Ronny likes the president of China, or the webpage about him?
The fact that digital entities only represent themselves makes it simply impossible
for such an ambiguity to occur, one is forced to separate the one from the other.

III.5.4.1.1 Notation of EERGs

The following de�nes the notation of EERGs as used in this chapter by example:
{56}: A node that forms a �xed reference to a speci�c entity. This node could, for

example, represent the Chess player Anish Giri. The code between the curly brackets
is the identi�er within the EERG. Note that when it is written, it does not refer to
the node in the graph, but to the entity which it represents.

{Anish Giri}: A node that refers to a speci�c entity, but now indicated by means
of its preferred label. This is auxiliary notation, not actually part of the graph.
It indicates the x for which the following triple is present in the shared KR-base:
x—{hasPrefLab}→{“Anish Giri”}. For example, x could be entity {56} of the previous
example.

{“To be or not to be, that is the question.”}; {“hfud”}; {“1034”}: A digital·entity, which is
equal to the row of symbols between double quotes. Important: note the di�erence
between {147} and {“147”}. The �rst is an entity with identi�er 147 in the EERG, and
the second is the digital·entity consisting of the symbol row “1”, “4” and “7”.

{23}—{645}→{500}: entity {23} has relation {645} with entity {500}. The arrow is used
to discriminate between the positions of the entities in the relation, when the relation
is not symmetrical. For example, should {645} represent the grandfather-relation,
then one can de�ne x—{645}→y as: x is the grandfather of y, and not the other way
around.

{8} = {2}—{3}→{7}: Abbreviation for rei�cation: {8} is a node that represents the
triple {2}—{3}→{7}.

III.5.4.1.2 Human descriptions

The de�nitions of entities are provided in a natural language text. These texts are
included in the graph as digital entities in the following way:

{314}—{hasHumanDescription}→{“� represents the set of natural numbers.”}
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The text at the right de�nes which entity is represented by node with identi�er
314. Note: for brevity, I will from now on use {hasHumDescr} as an abbreviation of
{hasHumanDescription}.

Every description should start with the text {“� represents the . . . .”}. The black
square refers to the node of which the meaning is being de�ned, in this case the node
with identi�er 314. I have introduced this construction to reduce the probability that
the participant does not de�ne a speci�c entity. The black square (�) stresses that
it is about a (mental or physical) entity, and the word “the” stresses that this thing
must be speci�c. For example, it prevents “Elephant” being used as a description.

Important remark: since this format was not a requirement during the �rst three
experiments, not all participants will have used it. I, however, will use it in my
examples. Sometimes, I will omit the entity that is de�ned in order to save space,
thus I will only write:

{“� represents the set of natural numbers.”}

III.5.4.1.2.1 Preferred labels Preferred labels attached to entities are purely
intended as a mnemonic aid for the participants for easy reference to the entities
they created. Their exact requirements are mentioned in section III.5.5 (p. 206). The
notation for preferred labels used in this chapter is provided in section III.5.4.1.1 on
the preceding page.

III.5.4.1.3 Extensional meaning

Each description is to be interpreted by its extension only. The extension (also
denotation) of a description consists of the objects to which it applies, in contrast
with its comprehension or intension, which consists very roughly of the ideas,
properties, or corresponding signs that are implied or suggested by the description
(Carnap, 1956). For example: the description {“� represents the set of sons.”} de�nes
exactly the same entity as the description {“� represents the set of men.”}, for each
entity is a set that contains exactly the same objects. For a description that refers
to physical entities, the extension is intuitively quite easy to grasp. Examples are
persons, bicycles and African masks. The meaning is simply the real objects to which
the description refers, nothing more and nothing less. For descriptions that refer to
mental objects, such as numbers and scienti�c theories, it is much harder to de�ne
the exact meaning of “extension”. This question can be brought back to which mental
entities are allowed to exist, and which are not. Further research has to be done on
this topic.
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III.5.4.1.4 Desired and pursued properties

To give another important motive behind the core properties, I will �rst introduce the
distinction between desired and pursued properties. To approach real-time translation
of thoughts into EERGs, it is crucial to establish entity-de�nition properties that can
be pursued in real-time by at least a signi�cant body of trained participants. On
the other hand, ideally each entity-de�nition should exhibit the highest degree of
reusability. These two demands are obviously in a trade-o� relation.

I call properties pursued by a participant during the creation of entities-de�nitions
pursued properties. Properties the composition-record·developer desires to hold true
for the resulting entity-de�nition I call the desired properties. Although it might
be so that desired properties and real-time pursuable properties do not coincide, it
might be possible to choose the latter in such a way that they indirectly lead to or at
least approach the desired properties. The following section de�nes one of the most
fundamental desired properties of entities.

III.5.4.1.5 Desired property: minimisation of elementary·nodes

In the method there are two ways to attach meaning to EERG nodes. First, by
de�ning them in terms of natural language. Essentially, one is de�ning a term from
one language (a node is in fact a term in the EERG language) as a combination of
terms of another language (natural language) of which the meaning is already known
by the participants. I call these nodes elementary·nodes. Second, by de�ning them in elementary·-

nodeterms of other nodes in the graphs, which already have a meaning attached to them.
I call these nodes composite·nodes. composite·node

Previous concepts allow the formulation of one of the most important desired
properties of entity-de�nitions: The elementary·nodes should be as reusable as
possible. (Note that this is not the only desired property. There are more desired
properties de�ned in the complete description of the method.) In other words: the
elementary·nodes to express the information up to a certain moment should be
chosen in such a way, that for any future expression of other information from any
context, the total number of new elementary·nodes needed to be added remains
lowest as possible. Example: {“� represents the class of loafs of bread.”}. Non-example:
{“� represents the class of loafs of bread baked at a temperature of 90◦ C in olive oil.”}. Some
important motivations include: (1) This increases one type of reuse: many more
meanings can be constructed with entities with this property. (2) When using a small
base of entities, the probability is higher that the same or related information will
be expressed using the same entities, increasing the likelihood that people will �nd
information related to their topic more quickly, preventing them from doing the same
work more than one time. (3) I assume that the manipulation by computer programs
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is also easier, because more of the semantics will be re�ected in the structure of the
graph.

III.5.5 Core properties of entity-de�nitions
The four required core properties of entity-de�nitions in the initial composition-
record are given in the following paragraphs.

Article 1 (<Unambiguous>). The entity to which the node refers is de�ned as un-
ambiguously as possible, in the �rst place for the other participants and in the second
place for the widest audience possible. For example, the description should not presume
knowledge about other entities or relations in the graph to be understood. Motivations:
(1) it increases possibilities of reuse, because it allows reuse of the same node, even in
other contexts, without the necessity of changing it; (2) it is easier for others and the
participant’s future self to understand which entity it’s about. �

Article 2 (<ExtensionalMeaning>). The participants should interpret each descrip-
tion by its extension only (see section III.5.4.1.3 (p. 204)). In other words: when all
descriptions in the graph would be replaced by whatever description with the same
extension, no information may be lost. �

Article 3 (<GenericDescription>). The description of the entity should be as generic
as possible, but not so that its extension denotes another, broader, entity than intended.
For example: {“� represents the category of sons.”} should be replaced with {“� represents
the category of men.”}, (because each son is a man and vice versa) however, {“� represents
the category of living beings.”} would be too broad. Another example is:

• {117}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the number of inhabitants of Japan at January 1st
2007.”} (Warning: {117} does not represent the integer 117, but the entity to which
the identi�er 117 is assigned within the EERG.)

The most obvious extension of the description given above is a speci�c integer.
Therefore, the given description is not a generic one. In contrast, the number described
by a decimal notation would have been generic. Suppose the number of Japanese people
at that moment was 125400113. In agreement with the method would have been:

• {117}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the integer with decimal representation 125400113.”}
(Warning: {117} does not represent the integer 117, but the entity to which the
identi�er 117 is assigned within the EERG.)

However, what should onewrite downwhen one does not know that number? Moreover,
even if one would know that number, the information one intended to express, namely
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information about the Japanese population, is lost. The following EERG solves this
problem in a way that is in agreement with the method:

• {134}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the set of inhabitants of Japan at the 1st of January
2007.”}

• {147}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the relation that is defined as follows:
x—{hasHumDescr}→y if and only if x is a set (as defined in mathematics) and y the
number of elements in that set.”}

• {134}—{147}→{117}

Note: this is not a single node. There is no single node possible that expresses the
intended information. This provides a clear example of the distinction between pur-
sued and desired properties: pursuing the property <GenericDescription> contributes
positively to the desired reusability of nodes (see section III.5.4.1.5 (p. 205)).

Motivation: with this property, a de�nition is more likely to be recognised from
other contexts, which increases the reuse of the node. �

Article 4 (<SingleEntity>). The description introduced de�nes a single, speci�c, en-
tity. It is not a parameterised description for de�ning many entities. Thus, the descrip-
tion {“� represents the integer n.”} does not describe a single entity, but is a parameterised
description for a collection of entities (to wit: {“� represents the number 1.”}, {“� represents
the number 2.”}, {“� represents the number 3.”}, etc.). Instead, depending on the context, one
could have de�ned {“� represents the set of integers..”} or {“� represents the function with defin-
ition: f(n) = n.”}, which are both descriptions of speci�c entities. Motivations include:
parameterised descriptions often imply context, while entities should be de�ned in such
a way they can stand on their own to greatest extent possible, which in turn optimises
possibilities for reuse in other contexts. E.g. {“� represents the real number x2.”} does not
have any meaning without a context in which is spoken about a speci�c number, while
{“� represents the mathematical function on real numbers with prescription f(x) = x2.”} does
have a meaning as a separate entity. Note, however, that a parameterised text regarded
as an expression is allowed. E.g. {“� represents the expression ‘the real number x2’.”} this
refers to the single entity that is an expression. �

Article 5 (<LabelRequirements>). One is free to de�ne any preferred label, as long
as the following conditions hold: (1) when all labels are erased from the EERG, no
information may be lost (other than the fact that the community used that speci�c set
of labels as a mnemonic aid). (2) it must be unique throughout the graph, and one
should keep into account that it remains unique also when future entities would be
de�ned. A non-example: {“777”} as preferred label of the mathematical triple (7, 7, 7)
(confusable with the integer notation 777, which might be used in future).
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Motivations include: without the �rst point, one can use labels to ‘smuggle in’ in-
formation that should have been expressed with the de�nition of adequate high quality
entities and relations. �

III.5.6 Discussion

III.5.6.1 Improving focus

A major limitation of System·Real-α for the purposes of fostering formal·�uency is
that the selection of speci�c di�culties in writing EERGs that are encountered depend
on the speci�c route the participants follow during their collaboration. I became
fully aware of this during experimentation (see section IV.2.4 (p. 320)). They might,
for example, never encounter a thought to be expressed for which the temptation
to de�ne a parameterised description is high. This problem could be solved by
temporarily limiting the freedom of participants by a series of small experiments: for
example by choosing a set of natural language texts to be translated that confronts
the participants with certain pitfalls, instead of letting the participants translate their
own thoughts.

Related to this is the following more general observation. Formal·�uency, the
central topic of this part of the work, is an essential ingredient of real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking. However, real-time·collective·formal·thinking is not equivalent to
it, but a broader, more encompassing capability than formal·�uency. Therefore, it
demands more of the participants than formal·�uency. This has the disadvantage
that it does not isolate that speci�c capability, but the advantage that it fosters the
community’s capability to apply formal·�uency in a highly important context. The
relation between real-time·collective·formal·thinking and formal·�uency is perhaps
somewhat analogous to the relation between the ‘biceps curl’ and the ‘pull up’
physical strength exercises. A ‘bicep curl’ is an isolated, and highly e�ective exercise
for the biceps, while the ‘pull up’ is an exercise in which the biceps are used in a
more complex coordinated movement between several muscles. The �rst may be
most e�ective for training your biceps. The second, however, may, depending on
the context, be much more useful for contributing to the overall functioning of your
body. In practice, probably an athlete needs to mix both types of exercises, and �nd
a balance between isolated training and several forms of in-context training.

The scope of this work, however, is to foster formal·�uency. The subsequent
sections, therefore, develop variants of a special game (SWiFT). These games isolate
formal·�uency much better, similar to what the biceps curl exercise does for biceps.

Another, related problem arises from the fact people are allowed to express the
content of thoughts as separate natural text entities in an EERG. Allowing this creates
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another shortcut around the core of the composition-record: expressing thoughts in
a reusable way. The same can be said for any ‘information entity’ (such as documents
and audio �les). These can express information that should have been expressed as a
combination of elementary·nodes and relations.

However, it is important to allow this shortcut so that participants can decide
for themselves whether they want to invest energy in creating a �ne-grained rep-
resentation, or create a less �ne-grained representation to be re�ned incrementally.
SWiFT, developed among other things in response to this experiment, adequately
deals with this problem, by de�ning a metric that is directly based on the degree
to which automated·deductive·reasoners can be applied to infer answers from the
formal·language expressions created by the participants from a �xed piece of natural
language text. This makes it attractive for participants to balance the mentioned
trade-o� wisely.

III.5.6.2 Changes to the contributive·aspects
During experimentation and further contemplation, ideas for improvement of the
composition-record arose. Each of the following points suggests improvements to the
composition-record to reduce the probability that human fallacies will occur. Hence
these fall in the category of the contributive·aspects of the composition-record. See
section IV.2.4.2 (p. 320) about the experiment for more details.

1. (a) The participant should pay extra attention to <SingleEntity> when a
parameter occurs in a human description (such as for example x, N , q,
etc.).

(b) The software scans for symbol sequences in the human description that
could be parameters (this can be checked quite easily on a syntactical
level) and warn the participant to double check <SingleEntity>.

2. The participants are made aware of the following pitfall. When solving
a problem, one’s thoughts often unfold in sequence of (sub)questions and
(sub)responses (or (sub)problems and (sub)solutions). A pitfall in this process
is that one might de�ne entities that form the ‘response’ to a question such
that the entities that form the ‘question’ are needed to understand the entities
that form the ‘response’. For example, given problem context “the number of
orders in which N di�erent objects can be placed”. With this in the back of
one’s mind, one might easily be tempted to de�ne the ‘entity’ {“� represents the
number N !.”}, which is not a single entity.”.

3. (a) The software �rst lets the participant de�ne the human description, and
after that gives the option to attach a label, too. Currently, the order is
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exactly the opposite, and on top of that, a label is obliged.

(b) The software only allows an entity description to be submitted for judge-
ment after the participant has run through a check-list based on the
properties to be pursued.

(c) Only after a description has been accepted by all participants, may a
participant optionally create a label.

III.5.6.3 Changes to the constitutional·aspects of the method

Further improvements to the constitutional·aspects of the composition-record, so
the essential aspects of it, may include:

1. Problems may not be de�ned as entities. In fact, an information-related prob-
lem can in most (if not all) cases be decomposed into two elements: incomplete
information and an intention to complete that information. The second turns
the �rst into a ‘problem’. Transparency would be increased when these two
elements are separated explicitly. For example: instead of posing the problem
“Who is the writer of Tao Te Ching?” (which is both a set of incomplete in-
formation as an intention indicated by the question form), one can reformulate
it to intentionless incomplete information: “The writer of the Tao Te Ching
is . . . ” (or in EERG form: {The Book Tao Te Ching}—{has been wri�en by}→{77}, in
which {77} represents the writer of the book, unknown as yet). The participant
can express the intention of it being a problem by indicating the pieces of
information he would like to see completed, in the example by adding an extra
pointer to entity {77}. This contributes to reusability at least in the fact that the
formulation of answer and reply are one and the same.

2. De�ning labels is optional. In some cases, a label is not necessary. Forcing
participants to give a label anyway, could lead to several undesirable situations,
including: labels being (almost) equal to the description, which is super�uous,
or worse, labels containing additional information which should have been
expressed with additional entities.

III.5.7 Future work
This section adds to the future work already suggested in section III.5.6 (p. 208).
Moreover, this section broadens the scope from a focus on formal·�uency during real-
time·collective·formal·thinking to all that is needed to facilitate real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking. However, it is beyond the scope of this section to provide an
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exhaustive list of essential future work within this broader scope. Among other
things, further experimentation with systems for real-time·collective·formal·thinking
will be needed to approach the creation of such a list.

III.5.7.1 Formal·languages with higher expressivity
The formal·language in System·Real-α has a very limited expressivity. Formal·-
languages with a higher expressivity are desirable. Moreover, the translation pro-
duced by the participants has not been tested with respect to the e�ectiveness with
which automated·deductive·reasoners can be applied to deduce valuable information.
This problem is addressed in subsequent systems described in this book: SWiFT,
among other places described in section III.6.4.1 (p. 218).

III.5.7.2 Version management
Information expressed in the shared KR-base can get outdated. This includes in-
formation related to the underlying ontology, i.e. the de�nition of the language to
express states of a�airs. For example, one’s understanding related to the KR-base’s
content may evolve over time. As a consequence, one may desire to express the same
information in a di�erent way. Directions for a solution could include that former
ways to organise expressions of information is never deleted, however, that success-
ive ontologies are supplemented with meta-information that allows anyone to �lter
a suitable version. Challenges in this process include how to migrate information
expressed in previous ontologies to a new version.

III.5.7.3 Further integration of the Orcoba-Approach
System·Real-α already contains aspects of the Orcoba-Approach. Among other
things, it contains a composition-record. However, the most e�ective extensions
of the Orcoba-Approach developed so far have not yet been integrated, nor did
experiments take place in which participants updated the composition-record.

In particular, future work may include an integration of Or-evohut. However,
this is not easy. For one, Or-evohut requires a well-de�ned scoring procedure. This
also holds for the more general class of Challenge-Based·Orcobas. It is di�cult to
de�ne such a procedure for real-time·collective·formal·thinking, because certain
random variables related to real-time·collective·formal·thinking are hard to control.
That is, there may be other variables than ‘the quality of the real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking process’ that in�uence the outcome of several scores. Consider the
following scoring procedure: the time a team needs to solve a given problem while
employing real-time·collective·formal·thinking. The problem with this score is that
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speed can be attributed to many other factors than expressing and sharing one’s
thoughts in a formal·language and employing automated·deductive·reasoners. For
example, a team-member may be brilliant and see the solution immediately so that
hardly any formal·�uency has to be applied. I believe that it is not easy to control for
‘brilliance’, among other things, there are so many di�erent types of it.

A solution, of course, is to compensate for these uncontrolled variables with
large sample sizes. However, that is not particularly economical. It will become
very costly to evaluate the quality of a given composition-record. A more promising
direction would be to extend the scoring procedure, or to add conditions that should
be met by the team. For example: look at the amount information that is expressed in
the formal·language, and disqualify results that remain below a prede�ned amount.
Additionally, ask participants whether they indeed used the expressed information
to solve the problem, and did not just express it because it was an ‘obligation’ to
do so. In particular one could look at whether information provided by the other
participants was crucial for the next steps in solving the problem. Of course, it is not
easy to assess this reliably, because it depends on the participant’s testimonies.

Also, this score does not keep into account other bene�ts of real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking, such as a better reuse of information produced during collaborative
problem solving for other, future problems to be solved by other people. This could
also be included as a scoring procedure. For example: the score of a team is partially
based on the success that future teams have with the KR-base they produced to solve
similar problems. Note that therefore, this part of the score can only be assigned
some time after the session ended.

III.5.7.4 Coordination of the real-time·collective·formal·thinking
process

System·Real-α does not facilitate the coordination of the collective thinking pro-
cess. This coordination constitutes the availability of instruments to express meta-
information that can be used by human participants to establish where their thinking
e�ort should go �rst. Such instruments could consist of standard ways to express
such meta-information and directions, and de�ning a set of related protocols. For
example, there could be a uniform way to express a question in an EERG that a
participant thinks is crucial for solving the overall problem. Other participants can
then �lter questions from an EERG using reasoners, and use that as a way to establish
where their thinking e�ort best should go.
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III.5.7.5 Decentralised development of personalised educational
nodes

I believe it is crucial that future systems for real-time·collective·formal·thinking
facilitate participants to e�ectively learn the information expressed in a given EERG.
The more people understand the content of an EERG, the more people can contribute
to growing collective insight into matters. This may also lower the threshold for
anyone to participate, even non-professionals in the domain that is covered by the
given EERG. This could, for example, become a major contribution to citizen science.
Citizen science is a “form of collaboration involving active engagement of members
of the public in scienti�c projects which address real world problems” (Wiggins and
Crowston, 2011; Morzy, 2015).

The problem is that merely representing information in an EERG will often not
be enough for many participants to understand what has been expressed. This will
even be the case if all the information is expressed in great detail and precision. In
other words, nodes added by participant p0 may be conceptually di�cult to grasp for
another participant p1. For example, p0 may have built an EERG that expresses the
problem P = NP and directions for solutions. The given problem is a major open
problem in theoretical computer science (Cook, 1971). It is not easy to understand
the problem by merely de�ning it, even if you do so precisely.

Future EERG learning facilities could include the following.

1. Attach timestamps that express the creation time and date of nodes. This
allows the newcomer p1, to follow the path that p0 took in constructing the
EERG, allowing p1 to grow into the topic.

2. Allow participants to add improvements to the graph for the purpose of
smoothening the way for newcomers.

3. These improvements could include ‘educational nodes’ – nodes that express
information to train the concept to which the conceptual node is attached, for
example the node that represents the problem P = NP .

4. Moreover, test-nodes could be added to determine the degree to which someone
understands a given node. So, a test-node contains a test in the sense of an
examination or challenge for participants. Here I see an additional possibility
to apply the Orcoba-Approach in the context of real-time·collective·formal·-
thinking. Namely, by interpreting the educational nodes as composition-re-
cords and the tests as challenge·sets. This way the development of educational
nodes could bene�t from the advantages that e�cient implementations of the
Orcoba-Approach o�er. Or-evohut is such a potentially e�cient implementa-
tion.
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5. These improvements should also include meta-information (e.g. something that
expresses in a formal·language: ‘Recommendation: for easier understanding,
node n1 should be read after n2’). This way they can be produced by a reasoner
as a suitable ‘path’ through the graph for newcomers. These paths, moreover,
could be customised for di�erent types of participants, so that they support
adaptive learning (Paramythis and Loidl-Reisinger, 2004) or personalised learn-
ing (Klašnja-Milićević et al., 2015), which is related to the more general notion
adaptive hypermedia (Knutov et al., 2009).

6. (Deductive) algorithms could be applied to make the creation of educational
nodes far more e�ective than ordinary learning material creation. For example,
the explanation for a node that expresses a concept, could be partially automat-
ically generated from educational nodes attached to sub-concepts. For example,
the P = NP problem requires the understanding of complexity classes (Hart-
manis and Hopcroft, 1971; Arora and Barak, 2009) and Turing computability
(Turing, 1936). The explanation could be generated from these concepts with a
more atomic meaning. In this it would be ideal if a principle of compositionality
would hold for educational materials. That is: good educational material for
a concept is equal to a mathematical function of good educational material
for the atomic subconcepts of the concept, and the structure that combines
these atomic subconcepts into the main concept. I do not believe that this is
generally the case. Undoubtedly, often holistic elements will play a role as well.
However, for many concepts it will probably hold up to a certain extent.
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The SWiFT·class·of·games

III.6.1 Introduction

SWiFT (Semantic Web in Fast Translation1) is a specialised extension of the Orcoba-
Approach for the purpose of fostering formal·�uency. It takes the shape of a game
in which participants have to translate a text from natural language to a formal·-
language. SWiFT is not one system, but a family (or class) of systems, containing
a base design, and a number of variants and extensions: the SWiFT·class·of·games. SWiFT·class·-

of·games(See section II.4.2 (p. 52) for terminology and motivations regarding system design
principles covering the notions variants, extensions etc.) As such, SWiFT forms an
important part of the answer to research question 2.2 (p. 143).

III.6.2 Related work

III.6.2.1 Games with a purpose

SWiFT is related to Games with a purpose (Ahn, 2006). Games with a purpose se- game with a pur-
poseduce people to volunteer enriching Internet-content with new representations of

information that cannot be created automatically. This purpose is wrapped in appeal-
ing online games. Von Ahn metaphorically speaks of ‘human computation’. In the
OntoGames project, Siorpaes and Hepp (2008) have adopted the same approach for

1The name includes the term ‘Semantic Web’, however, the scope is broader than the Semantic Web
(see section III.2.7.2 (p. 145)). The scope is that of integration·of·automated·deduction. The term was,
among other things, included due to my close relations with the Semantic Web research community, and
the familiarity with the term by many.
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creating Semantic Web content, and achieved promising results. A di�erence with
SWiFT is that the focus of OntoGames is mass participation, with the disadvantage
that the game must not be too di�cult to play and some Semantic Web content au-
thoring tasks must be sacri�ced to make the game attractive for many. I assume that
this limits the games to the creation of fairly lightweight content. Games within the
SWiFT·class·of·games explicitly require training before participating. Some require
much training, such as SWiFT-Full.

III.6.2.2 Translating natural language texts

In SWiFT games people are not writing down domain knowledge they already have,
but are asked to translate a natural language text as faithfully as possible. This can
result in particular di�culties caused by features of text and natural language, such
as ambiguity and vagueness. To the best of my knowledge there is no research into
guidelines for this speci�c goal.

III.6.2.3 Collaborative knowledge creation

The game enables participants to work together in creating formal representations.
In the literature roughly two groups of systems are described with the same aim.
The �rst group is formed by Semantic Wiki systems (such as SemanticMediaWiki2).
Their main collaboration mechanisms are discussion pages (each content page has an
associated discussion page). Rules or guidelines on content creation and collaboration
are sometimes documented in separate pages (e.g. in FreeBase3, but these pages
cannot be edited by users). BioMedGT is a Semantic Wiki that organises collaborative
content creation through work�ows. Di�erent work�ows exist for creating and
changing a terminology.4 Proposed changes go through several states (proposal,
accepted proposal etc.), and there are several user roles with di�erent responsibilities
within the proposal lifecycle (e.g. Expert, Curator).

The second group is formed by ontology engineering systems such as Collabor-
ative Protégé5 and NeOn-Cicero6. Several elements of these systems are also present
in SWiFT (such as voting mechanisms for adopting or rejecting changes). These
systems, however, operate within the paradigm of top-down ontology development,
and do not focus on the process of translating a given piece of information with high
formal·�uency.

2http://semantic-mediawiki.org/
3http://www.freebase.com/view/en/content_guidelines_and_policies
4http://biomedgt.nci.nih.gov/wiki/index.php/Scenarios_Discussion
5http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/index.php/Collaborative_Protege
6http://www.neon-toolkit.org/component/option,com_wrapper/Itemid,128/
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III.6.3 SWiFT-Base

The base design of SWiFT, SWiFT-Base, consists of those design ingredients of which
all SWiFT designs in the rest of this work are either extensions or variants. It is
de�ned as follows. First, it is a Game-Based·Orcoba, among other things to motivate
participants and maximise accessibility of SWiFT to many, accelerating the evolution
process. SWiFT proceeds, in brief, as follows:

(1) Translation·round: Competing teams translate the same natural language text translation·-
roundinto a formal·language, each player covering a fragment that does not overlap

with other fragments.

(2) Question·attack·round: Then teams challenge each other’s translations by pos- question·-
a�ack·rounding questions that have a very speci�c answer based on the content of the

text. They do so without seeing the translation of the other teams. A question
could for example be: ‘What are all vitamins mentioned in the text that act as
a catalyst for cell growth?’

(3) Algorithmic·defence·round: For each question, each team, including the one algorithmic·-
defence·roundthat posed a given question, then does the following:

(a) Algorithmic·construction·stage): the team tries to construct a formal query algorithmic·-
construction·-
stage

(‘deduction·algorithm’) to automatically deduce the answer from their
translation.

(b) Algorithmic·execution·stage: the team executes the deduction·algorithm algorithmic·-
execution·stageagainst their own translation.

A short translation time, a low amount of e�ort needed to construct the query, and
correct answers contribute positively to the �nal score of a team. Several extensions
and variants of SWiFT are explored in this book.

In the context of SWiFT, the players described above are sometimes called �uency·-
players. This additional quali�cation allows these players to be distinguished from a
second type of players: the players who develop new constitutions for formal·�uency.
Note, in the terminology of the Orcoba-Approach, a �uency·player is equivalent to
the composition-record·player. A treatment of a game for composition-record·players
for SWiFT is beyond the scope of this book.
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III.6.4 Validation of design decisions

III.6.4.1 The base metric for the quality of translations

The ideal of maximised deducibility forms the basis of the metric for quality of the
translation in SWiFT-Base. In other words, the more sentences can be deduced from
the translation by means of automated·reasoning, the better. This vague notion has
been made precise with the metrics automatically·deducible·fraction and weighted·-
automatically·deducible·fraction in de�nition 36 (p. 179) and de�nition 37 (p. 179). The
scoring procedure of SWiFT-Base is based on the automatically·deducible·fraction.

The automatically·deducible·fraction itself, however, has not been chosen as the
scoring procedure. The problem is that it is in most cases not an operational·metric,
i.e. there is no e�cient procedure to determine its value. In fact, the scoring procedure
in SWiFT-Base is an approximate·metric for the automatically·deducible·fraction.
This is explained as follows. The fact that the questions are intended to ‘attack’ the
other teams, creates a strong incentive to select queries (i.e. reasoning·goals) that
the other teams may not be anticipating. This incentivises other teams to pursue
maximisation of the automatically·deducible·fraction, because they do not know
‘what is coming’. If they, for example, limit their translation to a part of the text,
they will achieve a low score when there are no or only a few questions about that
part. The fact that each team also has to deduce the answer to the questions it poses
from their own translation, creates a motive to choose questions that are spread out
evenly over the di�erent parts of the text. After all, as said before, the team is already
motivated to spread out its translation-e�ort evenly over the text. Hence, questions
it is able to answer will also have to be spread out evenly. All this suggest a positive
correlation between the scoring procedure and the automatically·deducible·fraction.

It is important to note that the current design of the scoring procedure of SWiFT-
Base does not keep into account the relative value people assign to questions: see
section III.3.4.1 (p. 165) and in particular de�nition 24 (p. 166).

Moreover, the power of this scoring procedure is that it does not prescribe how
the text should be translated. Instead it quanti�es the way the translation should
perform. In the literature, unfortunately, I predominantly encountered prescription-
based methods with regard knowledge representation and reasoning and knowledge·-
engineering. Working with an adequately chosen operational·metric instead, separ-
ates the method from the scoring procedure. This allows a great level of creativity
from the part of the players, including those that take the role of composition-record
designers. They may come up with new ideas, allowing methods to evolve beyond
what can be foreseen by a professional designer in the �eld of knowledge represent-
ation and reasoning. This philosophy of separation by means of metrics has been
described in more detail in section III.3.1.1 (p. 152) and subsequent subsections.
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III.6.4.2 Queries as algorithms

In the traditional view, a query is merely a ‘formal’ speci�cation of a question, and a
reasoner is the algorithm that answers that question. In SWiFT, however, queries
for reasoners are also considered to be computer programs, or algorithms, in a very
high programming language. The reason is that this allows a comparison to be made
between any expression in any computer-language intended to specify a deduction.
In other words, it uni�es all these languages under one common notion.

This uni�ed view is needed in some variants of SWiFT-Full. In the latter, one may
use any sound algorithm to deduce the answers to questions. For example, instead of
de�ning a desired deduction with the traditional ‘reasoner + query’ approach, one is
allowed to de�ne a dedicated deduction·algorithm in the programming language C++
that retrieves all constants for which a speci�c predicate hold from a �rst-order logic
database. With the unifying perspective, it is possible to analyse both de�nitions in
the same way, whether it be a ‘query’ or a ‘computer program’.

Some other philosophical re�ections may further corroborate that the distinction
between ‘queries’ and ‘algorithms’ is, from a certain perspective, imaginary. This
perspective is not only useful within SWiFT, but also in a broader ontological sense.
(1) From a purely computational perspective, both are parts of the de�nition of
the total computation, or algorithm. A reasoner can be regarded as a higher order
algorithm, which transforms the query into a dedicated algorithm that deduces a
speci�c structure from the KR-base. In fact, the reasoner can be considered to be
an interpreter or compiler, and the query a computer program in the language of
this interpreter/compiler. (2) Queries often de�ne patterns to be matched, which
can be considered to be a (high level) de�nition of a computation. (3) Most of us
are already used to calling some languages ‘programming languages’, while, with
the conceptualisation within the reasoner/theorem proving world, they should at
least partially be called ‘query languages’: declarative paradigms, such as functional,
logic and constraint programming. This shows that both terms are already tacitly
conceptualised as being interchangeable. (4) The converse of point 3 also holds: many
query languages contain constructs that are identical to those found in programming
languages, such as the ORDER BY construct in SQL (compare with a sort-function in
many computer languages).

III.6.4.2.1 Queries as algorithms in SWiFT

Some more information about how this may be used in games that belong to the
SWiFT·class·of·games may elucidate the importance of this view. In a SWiFT-game-
design the quality of a translation may be partially determined by the average
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syntactical complexity7 of the deduction·algorithm. A higher complexity of the
deduction·algorithm contributes negatively to the score of the players who created
the translation. The reason for this design decision is that, given a translation T , the
simplest deduction·algorithm that can be created to deduce the answer to question
Q from T , the better T is considered to be with respect to that question. With the
uni�ed perspective (1) syntactical complexity measures for source code complexity
can be applied to what would traditionally be called ‘queries’, and (2) the syntactical
complexity of any computer-language expression that (helps to) de�ne a deduction
can be compared to others, whether it is, for example, a program in C++ or a query
in SPARQL.

Note that comparing the complexity of the constructed queries, in fact, involves
more than this. The chosen computer-language will in most cases have an in�uence
on the minimal complexity of the deduction·algorithm. For example, for many types
of questions, the deduction·algorithm in the programming language C will be more
complex than in Racer (Haarslev et al., 2012). This is because Racer, as a dedicated
OWL-reasoner, o�ers e�cient abstractions for speci�c forms of automated·deduction
and prede�ned code that supports this reasoning. In other words, a great part of
the burden of the automated·deduction strategy is carried by Racer, and not by the
deduction·algorithm. In C, a general purpose programming language, the abstractions
and code have to be manually implemented in the deduction·algorithm. This makes
it a challenge to compare deduction·algorithms. A direction for a solution is to
consider the computer-language in combination with the deduction·algorithm as the
complete algorithm. For example, the parts of the source code of the interpreter or
compiler of the computer language that are used for the deduction·algorithm and the
deduction·algorithm itself are analysed for their combined syntactical complexity.
How to do this adequately is an open issue.

III.6.5 Extensions and variants
The following brie�y introduces extensions and variants of SWiFT-Base. An overview
of these can be found in �g. III.6.1 (p. 224).

III.6.5.1 SWiFT-Full
SWiFT-Full is a subclass of SWiFT-Base that o�ers the players a challenge that is very
close to testing full mastery of formal·�uency. (Or, in terms of section II.4.5.1 (p. 57):
it o�ers a challenge·set that is (close to) ideal for the capability of formal·�uency.) It
is de�ned by the following additions to SWiFT-Base: (1) the players are free to choose

7Not to be confused with the computational complexity.
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any formal·language they want to represent the natural language texts, (2) the players
may choose any (sound) automated·deductive·reasoners to deduce their result and
(3) there are no restrictions in the selection of natural language texts that are o�ered
to the players. This implies that players may choose di�erent formal·languages and
di�erent automated·deductive·reasoners, or even develop these partially or fully
themselves. Note that this explains the word ‘full’ in SWiFT-Full. However, it has
some major disadvantages, and therefore this work includes complementary SWiFT
variants and extensions that deal with these.

III.6.5.2 Sub-research-questions
An essential aspect of any SWiFT is to incentivise people to train their formal·�uency.
This leads to the following question.

Research question 2.2.1. [Incentives SWiFT-game] Which incentives for particip-
ating and improving formal·�uency does SWiFT provide, and how could the game be
improved to make these incentives stronger?

[Conclusion(s): page 240 and page 297] �

Another set of research questions is inspired by disadvantages of SWiFT-Full. These
disadvantages are:

1. In SWiFT-Full it is quite di�cult to compare the results of di�erent teams, be-
cause they may have used di�erent formal·target·languages and quite di�erent
speci�cations of a deduction·algorithm.

2. The freedom players have in choosing their own formal·target·languages also
comes with several burdens for these players. They have to select, install
and/or develop the necessary software tools, such as automated·deductive·-
reasoners and the deduction·algorithms. They have to balance the di�cult
trade-o� between expressivity and computability while selecting a suitable
formal·target·language.

3. Confronting players immediately with full-blown formal·�uency can be intim-
idating, and therefore discouraging.

These disadvantages inspired the following corresponding research questions:

Research question 2.2.2. [Easier comparison translations] How to design a SWiFT-
game or variant thereof in which the quality of the translation of the players is easier
to compare than in SWiFT-Full?
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[Conclusion(s): page 242 and page 297] �

Research question 2.2.3. [No immediate full-blown formal·�uency needed] How to
design a SWiFT-game in which the player is not immediately confronted with acquir-
ing full-blown formal·�uency, but which still has many to most of the desired e�ects
of SWiFT-Full?

[Conclusion(s): page 242 and page 298] �

Research question 2.2.4. [Reduced human-resources] How to design a SWiFT-game
or variant thereof that is e�ective for fostering formal·�uency, but that is less human-
resource intensive than SWiFT-Full?
[Conclusion(s): page 298] �

Another aspect is the scoring procedure of a given SWiFT design. The SWiFT-Base
design does not uniquely de�ne a scoring procedure. It allows di�erent implement-
ations. Example: How do you compare translations if they both yield the same correct
result for a given question, but where it is – in some respect – more di�cult to deduce
it from the �rst translation? Moreover, the question is whether the scoring procedure
of SWiFT-Base or a speci�c implementation of it, corresponds with what one would
perceive as a high quality translation in possibly other respects. This yields the
following question.
Research question 2.2.5. [E�ective scoring procedure] Is the scoring procedure ef-
fective in the sense that it actually exposes translation weaknesses and strengths?
[Conclusion(s): page 243] �

III.6.5.3 Complementary approach
I believe that most disadvantages mentioned in section III.6.5.2 on the previous
page should not be overcome by replacing SWiFT-Full, but by complementing it.
SWiFT-Full has the potential to become an excellent instrument to foster full-blown
formal·�uency. This is part of one of the main research questions of this study. If
SWiFT-Full is complemented with variants of SWiFT that address the aforemen-
tioned disadvantages by sacri�cing some of the scope of SWiFT-Full, a full suite of
instruments to train formal·�uency can be achieved. The variants developed during
this study are SWiFT-Fixtal and SWiFT-Focused.

III.6.5.4 Iterative approach
Another reason to design and implement variants of SWiFT-Full is that it is an iterative
approach for the research and development of SWiFT-Full. Many conclusions drawn
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about these variants will also hold for SWiFT-Full. Some variants, however, may be
less resource intensive to develop. This enables the researcher or developer to collect
insights about the functioning of SWiFT-Full and how to improve it more e�ciently.
In this study, such generalised conclusions from variants will indeed be made.

More generally, experiences with speci�c subclasses of the SWiFT·class·of·games
may be generalisable to wider classes within the SWiFT·class·of·games.

III.6.5.5 SWiFT-Fixtal
SWiFT with Fixed target language (SWiFT-Fixtal) is the subclass of SWiFT-Base
within which the structural·semantic·conditions (see section III.3.5.5 (p. 184)) of the
formal·language are �xed. This means that the structural·semantic·conditions of the
formal·target·language may not be chosen by the players of the game. It has been
developed in response to the research questions posed in section III.6.5.2 (p. 221).
SWiFT-Fixtal-α is the game that was object of study during the �rst experiment
with SWiFT. It is a member of the SWiFT-Fixtal class of games, and therefore, has a
�xed target language. SWiFT-Fixtal and SWiFT-Fixtal-α are described in detail in
chapter III.7 (p. 225). Experimentation with it is described in the chapter IV.3 (p. 323).

III.6.5.6 Higher-order·SWiFT and SWiFT-Focused
In higher-order·SWiFT the complete challenge of mastering formal·�uency is broken
up into smaller subcapabilities. Each subcapability is addressed in a short subgame:
a SWiFT-Focused game. The SWiFT-Focused games are presented to the player in
order of a gradually increasing level of di�culty. Each SWiFT-Focused game is a
direct instance of the SWiFT·class·of·games, while higher-order·SWiFT is a subclass
of higher-order·Orcoba. SWiFT-Focused is covered in chapter III.8 (p. 245).

Higher-order·SWiFT and SWiFT-Focused have been developed in response to
the research questions in section III.6.5.2 (p. 221) and research questions raised by
SWiFT-Fixtal.
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SWiFT-Base

⊃ SWiFT-Full

⊃ SWiFT-Fixtal

⊃ SWiFT-Fixtal-α

P formal·target·language = RDF+S

P NumberOfPlayers = Multi

P TextGenerator = GameCoordinators

P AlgoDefExecutor = GameCoordinators

⊃ SWiFT-Focused

P P.Focus

P NumberOfPlayers = Single

P P.AutoQuesAttack

P AlgoDefExecutor = Automatic

⊃ Higher-order·SWiFT

P P.ContainsSwiftFocusedGames

Figure III.6.1: Properties and extensions of SWiFT-Base treated in this book.



Chapter III.7

SWiFT-Fixtal and
SWiFT-Fixtal-α

(Before starting this chapter, I would like to gently remind the reader of the call for
feedback on page i.)

III.7.1 Introduction

SWiFT with Fixed target language (SWiFT-Fixtal) is the subclass of SWiFT-Base in SWiFT-Fixtal
which the structural·semantic·conditions of the formal·language are �xed. This
means that the structural·semantic·conditions may not be chosen by the players of
the game, in contrast with SWiFT-Full. For the sake of simplicity, in the context
of SWiFT-Fixtal the notion ‘�xed formal·target·language’ is synonymous to ‘�xed
structural·semantic·conditions’. The reader, however, has to keep in mind that the
domain·related·semantic·conditions may be extended during the SWiFT-Fixtal game.
SWiFT-Fixtal has been developed in response to the research questions posed in
section III.6.5.2 (p. 221). SWiFT-Fixtal-α is an instance (speci�c implementation) SWiFT-Fixtal-α
of SWiFT-Fixtal. SWiFT-Fixtal-α is the game that was object of study during the
�rst experiment with SWiFT. It is a member of the SWiFT-Fixtal class of games,
and therefore, has a �xed target language. SWiFT-Fixtal and SWiFT-Fixtal-α are
described in detail in chapter III.7. Experimentation with SWiFT-Fixtal-α is described
in chapter IV.3 (p. 323).

Important reasons for having a �xed formal·target·language is that it provides a
solution to the research questions posed in section III.6.5.2 (p. 221):
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1. The results of adversaries are easier to compare, which is more complicated
if the formal·target·languages of the adversaries di�er, providing a response
to research question 2.2.2 (p. 221). More details about this can be found in
section III.6.4.2.1 (p. 219). A particular challenge·assessment is presented in
section III.7.4.2 (p. 238).

2. Self-evidently, with the �xed formal·target·language the players do not have to
select, install and/or develop the necessary software tools, such as automated·-
deductive·reasoners. They do not have to balance the di�cult trade-o� between
expressivity and computability while selecting a suitable formal·target·language.
This is a response to research question 2.2.4 (p. 222).

3. By �xing the formal·target·language, the game designer can expose the players
to simpler forms of formal·�uency that are less demanding than full-blown
formal·�uency. Typically this can be achieved by selecting a suitable less
expressive formal·target·language. This is a partial response to research ques-
tion 2.2.3 (p. 222).

It is important to note that SWiFT-Fixtal is not intended to replace SWiFT-Full. It
is intended to complement it, as has been explained in section III.6.5.3 (p. 222).

This chapter presents the design of SWiFT-Fixtal-α, a speci�c instance and im-
plementation of SWiFT-Fixtal. An experiment with the game is covered in another
chapter: chapter IV.3 (p. 323).

The study of SWiFT-Fixtal-α is also intended to draw conclusions about the
functioning of SWiFT-Full and develop ideas to improve it, and other games within
the SWiFT·class·of·games, as explained in section III.6.5.4 (p. 222).

III.7.2 Formal·target·language and reasoners
The formal·target·language of SWiFT-Fixtal-α is formed by combining RDF and RDFS
(see section III.2.4.1 (p. 141)). (In the sequal, the combination is abbreviated with
RDF+S. In other words, RDF+S = RDFS + RDF.) The advantages of choosing RDF+S
is that (1) there exists reasoner support for it (such as Jena and Sesame) (2) it is the
simplest standardised set of semantic conditions available now, therefore, the players
do not have to make too big a conceptual leap at once. The main disadvantage, of
course, is that with its very limited expressivity, deducibility will also be limited.
However, since both teams have exactly the same disadvantage, their results are
nevertheless comparable. Note that this decision leads to another one: questions
that need a greater expressivity than RDF+S provides are disquali�ed. Example: One
may not expect a team to deduce the answer to the question “Is Carlo a woman?” from
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the translation of a text that merely states that men and women are disjoint sets, and
Carlo is stated to be a man. The reason is that one cannot express disjointness of sets
in RDF+S such that it enables reasoners to make deductions about disjointness of sets.
Note that RDF+S has a clearly de�ned set of formal semantic conditions (Hayes,
2014). It is not just a ‘semi-formal·language’, as some seem to believe. However,
there is a caveat: the standard existing reasoning support for RDF+S is based on
the query language SPARQL (W3C SPARQL Working Group, 2013). I argue that
the soundness of SPARQL cannot be fully proven based on the formal semantics
of RDF+S. Nevertheless, SPARQL can still serve as a starting point for acquiring
many of the skills necessary for working with systems with sound inference engines
such as OWL. Note that when translating natural language both RDF and RDFS
are applicable. A text may contain schema and ontology level information such as
“Vitamins are organic compounds.”, which is a subclass relation that can be expressed
in RDFS.

III.7.3 The composition-record

This section presents the initial composition-record I developed for SWiFT-Fixtal-α.
First, section III.7.3.1 presents an overview. Then preliminary de�nitions concerning
the knowledge representation follow. These are needed in section III.7.3.2.3 (p. 232)
to present the part of the composition-record that are in the focus of this chapter: a
selection of guidelines for node de�nitions.

III.7.3.1 Overview of the composition-record

The composition-record consists of two parts: a human part and a complementary
artefact part (see section II.3.1 (p. 44)). An overview and explanation follow.

III.7.3.1.1 Human part

The human part of the composition-record is organised in a stack of layers, of which
each layer forms the chosen concretisation of the more essential, but less operational,
de�nitions in the preceding layer. Note the distinction between the rules of the game
and the rules of the composition-record. The latter are described in this section, even
though some rules of the composition-record are copies of rules of the game. The
advantage is that this way the essential elements as well as the concrete elements
of the complete composition-record are made explicit. The lower layers are closer
to the essential, fundamental, conditions, and are expected to evolve slowly, while
the higher layers are closer to the realisation of these ideas. They are expected to
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be evolve quickly because there may be many di�erent ways to realise the essential
conditions.

The current composition-record is subdivided into three layers. The ground layer
contains two rules: (1) The composition-record may not violate the rules of SWiFT. (2)
The principle goal is to translate the given text into the formal·target·language, with
as big an automatically·deducible·fraction as possible (see section III.6.4.1 (p. 218)),
and in as short a time as possible (end of list). The second layer contains in total 6
articles that can be divided into the following two main categories: (1) knowledge
representation conditions, and (2) the language coordination protocol.

The knowledge representation conditions described in the second layer include:
(1) The formal·target·language for the translation is SWiFT·Turtle, which is basicallySWiFT·Turtle
RDF+S written in Turtle (Becket David, 2011) with some modi�cations. (2) Each
node must be accompanied with a de�nition in natural language that must satisfy
certain conditions. The purpose of these conditions is to indirectly contribute to a
greater automatically·deducible·fraction. These conditions and their motivation are
explained in section III.7.3.2.3 (p. 232).

The third layer of the composition-record contains a complete speci�cation of
the SWiFT·Turtle language.

The game rules allow only communication between players that pertains to the
language coordination protocol, and prohibits communicating the content of the
text-fragment being translated (which is motivated in section III.7.4 (p. 235)). The
implementation of the coordination is as follows. To tackle one challenge at a time,
the coordination is restricted to the de�nition of the nodes in this version of the
composition-record. Higher-order coordination activities, such as standardisation of
multi-node representations, are left as future work. There is a shared KR-base that
contains the de�nition of all nodes created by the players. Before a player may write
down a SWiFT·Turtle statement, the player and his team must �rst go through the
coordination procedure displayed in �g. III.7.1 on the next page for each node the
statement contains. The �gure is slightly simpli�ed. In the actual game, among other
things, players may revise their opinions in a later stage (giving space to growing
experience) and explain the reason for declining using voice chat.

III.7.3.1.2 Artefact part

The artefact part of the composition-record supports the node de�nition and co-
ordination process. It is coined Constitution·Based·Subleme (CBS). I developed it asConstitution·-

Based·Subleme
CBS

an extension to the existing Subleme Wiki system1 by Michiel Visser. A relevant part
of its functioning is explained in �g. III.7.2 (p. 230). In the current setting users do not

1http://code.google.com/p/subleme/
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Figure III.7.1: UML activity diagram of the core element in the language coordination
process: proposing new nodes. Figures below contain screenshots of the tool support
provided with some of these activities.

express RDF+S in Constitution·Based·Subleme, rather they write them down in Word
in the track-changes mode. For communicating about declined de�nitions voice
chat (Skype) is used. In a future version of CBS it will be possible to use discussion
pages. For the purpose of the algorithmic·defence·round, the RDF+S inference engine
Sesame has been integrated into CBS. This allows players to easily construct and
apply queries to their translations.

III.7.3.2 Formal·target·language
The formal·target·language is built upon the Exact·Entity·Relation·Graphs I de-
veloped in the context of System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking, see sec-
tion III.5.4.1 (p. 202).

It consists of two parts. The �rst is the formal·target·language, SWiFT·Turtle,
which is semantically consistent with RDF+S (Hayes, 2014) and has a syntax similar
to Turtle (Becket David, 2011). Hence, in contrast with Exact·Entity·Relation·Graphs,
it has a mathematically de�ned semantics.

For the purpose of the game, SWiFT·Turtle has a simpli�ed syntax in comparison
to Turtle. Moreover, SWiFT·Turtle makes explicit a semantic condition pertaining
to the nature of the entities that is not made so in RDF+S (see article 4 (p. 234)).
Therefore, every SWiFT·Turtle document can be con�dently translated into valid
RDF+S, while the opposite is not guaranteed.

The second part are conditions which regulate the way the vocabulary of SWiFT·-
Turtle may be extended with new nodes. In contrast to the rigorous de�nition
of the prede�ned part of the semantics of RDF+S (Hayes, 2014), support for this
process is hardly present, as indicated in related work. I believe that a transition
from natural language to the formal·language is unavoidable in this process, and
if its di�culty is not recognised, it can lead to serious problems. This transition
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Figure III.7.2: A selection of screenshots from Constitution Based Subleme. (a) The
node overview. This shows the labels of all nodes, and current group voting status
(‘group’), and the personal voting status (‘your’) is shown per node: C(onsented),
D(eclined), U(ndetermined). Before a decision can be made, a player �rst has to click a
node, which brings the node into focus. (b) A node in focus. This shows the de�nition
of the node, and allows it to be improved or a vote to be casted. (c) Proposing a new
node.

normally takes place completely unregulated in RDF+S by allowing people to attach
any natural language label to de�ne the meaning of a node. Typically, this happens
by including names pertaining to the referenced entity in the URI, for example http:
//example.org/violin. An attempt to �ll this gap is made in section III.7.3.2.2
(p. 232) and subsequent sections.

III.7.3.2.1 SWiFT·Turtle

SWiFT·Turtle is a graph-based KR-language, in which sentences consist of triples
of nodes, expressing a relation (the node in the middle, acting as an edge in the
sense of graph theory) between two other entities (the two outer nodes, acting as
vertices as we know them from graph theory). SWiFT·Turtle can be considered to be
a cross between Exact·Entity·Relation·Graphs and RDF+S. EERGs were introduced
in section III.5.4.1 (p. 202), and RDF+S in section III.2.4.1 (p. 141). In the following,
SWiFT·Turtle is de�ned by comparison with the other two languages.

A comparison of the syntax of SWiFT·Turtles and EERGs are as indicated in
table III.7.1 on the facing page and in the tables below:

http://example.org/violin
http://example.org/violin
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Table III.7.1: Comparison SWiFT·Turtle and Exact·Entity·Relation·Graph.

Topic SWiFT·Turtle Exact·Entity·Relation·Graph
Notation for nodes <56> {56}
Digital entity "ten" {“ten”}
Preferred label <"Anish Giri"> {Anish Giri}

Human de�nition (‘Human description’ in chapter III.5 (p. 197))
SWiFT·Turtle <<"� represents the set of natural numbers.">>
EERG {“� represents the set of natural numbers.”}

Triple
SWiFT·Turtle <"Anish Giri"> <"has nationality"> <"the Dutch

nationality">.
EERG {Anish Giri}—{has nationality}→{the Dutch nationality}

A comparison between SWiFT·Turtle and Turtle is as follows. Their syntax
and semantics is the same, with a few exceptions, explained and motivated in the
following. The Uniform Resource Identi�ers ("URIs") in SWiFT·Turtle are limited to
integers, for example <465> could be introduced to represent the concept vitamin A.
These identi�ers are chosen because they are neutral, instead of containing natural
language. In this way we can regulate the transition from natural language to the
formal·language. (More about this will follow in section III.7.3.2.2 on the following
page.) A human de�nition is expressed in a string-literal, and then attached to a node
with a prede�ned relation for this purpose: the node <1>. An example is

"represents the concept vitamin A" <1> <33>.,

which attaches a human de�nition to the node <33>. (Note that the period after
each triple is part of the SWiFT·Turtle and Turtle syntax.) For this, the convenience
notation <"represents the concept vitamin A"> is used, which means: the node
to which the given human de�nition is attached. In the latter example, this is the
node <33>. The human de�nition must follow very speci�c guidelines that will be
explained later.

Moreover, purely as a mnemonic aid, a preferred label may be added to the node
using the prede�ned relation <2>. An example is

"vitamin A" <2> <33>.

In this book, however, the convenient notation <<"� represents the vitamin A.">>
is used. Consequently, the vocabulary of SWiFT·Turtle includes the complete vocab-
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ulary of RDF+S and extends it with two relations, to attach preferred labels and
natural language de�nitions to nodes. For the convenience of the players, the pre�x
‘xsd’ may be omitted when indicating XML datatypes.

III.7.3.2.2 Transition from natural language to formal·language

As stated before, I argue that most people are prone to suboptimal and erroneous
modelling decisions because they have to make a transition from natural language to
a formal·language. This transition takes place on two levels. First, the text, worded in
natural language, has to be translated into a formal·language. Second, expressing real
world knowledge in a formal·language, requires the formal·language to be extended
on the �y, in the case of SWiFT·Turtle with new nodes. The meaning of these new
nodes is most obviously coordinated in a language that the participants already share:
natural language. In fact, the notions to be introduced in the formal·language were
shaped in natural language, causing the transition to be inherent to the process of
expressing information in a formal·language.

If the cognitive di�culty of this transition is not well-recognised, translations can
easily become faulty. Using natural language people are able to interpret language
expressions using common sense knowledge and using their estimation of the context
in which the expressions are placed. The previous experiments, among other things
with System·Real-α, showed that people are inclined to continue using this natural
language style of interpretation, even when expressing information in a formal
representation with a prede�ned, and thus deviating semantics (Groenouwe and Top,
2008).

The guidelines to prevent these mistakes are essential to the approach. A selection
of the most important ones follow. For illustrative purposes, each guideline starts
with a natural language fragment that could tempt the translator to violate it.

III.7.3.2.3 Conditions node de�nitions

Article 1 (The de�nition of each node must form a �xed reference to an entity).
The de�nition of each node must form a �xed reference to an entity. It is tempting to
translate “In the Irish general election of 2016, some people voted for the Green Party”
literally by creating the node <<"some people">> for the part of the expression the
contains “some people”. However, the implication of this translation is someone reusing
the same node in the translation of “In the Irish general election of 2016, some people
voted for the DUP”. Common sense dictates that the people in these two sentences are
not the same, because each person can only vote for one party at any given election.
Nevertheless, the formal semantic conditions of RDF demand that they refer to the same
entity. In this case, an RDF reasoner will deduce “In the Irish general election of 2016,
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some people voted for both the DUP and the Green Party”, which is clearly incorrect. To
prevent translators from making this kind of mistake the guideline states:

Exclusively use de�nitions that refer to one and the same entity regardless of
the statements in which they are used.

Note that the notion ‘entity’ has to be interpreted broadly. It also includes abstract (men-
tal) entities, such as the <<"the class of food products">>, or <<"the frequency
range 10Hz to 20Hz">> and a set of entities is also an entity, for example <<"the
researchers of team X300 of company Bionova in 2008">>.

A peculiar variant of this mistake has occurred in FreeBase 2: users have speci�ed
in their pro�le the concept ‘Nothing’ as value for the property ‘hasSpouse’. Wrong
inferences will result from that statement: all people that are trying to state that they
are single are actually stating that they all share one and the same spouse with the
name ‘Nothing’. The problem here is that nothing does not refer to any entity and thus
violates this article. �

Article 2 (The blacksquare notation). The probability of violating article 1 on the pre-
ceding pagemay be reduced by introducing an auxiliary article. Every de�nition should
start with the text “� represents the . . . ”. The black square refers to the node the mean-
ing of which is being de�ned. The black square (�) stresses that it is about a (mental or
physical) entity, and the word ‘the’ stresses that this entity must be �xed. For example,
it may alert a player that “some food products” cannot be used, because following the
new rule, this would lead to <<"� represents the some food products.">> which
is clearly grammatically incorrect English.

For brevity, this chapter su�ces with using preferred labels in the triples if it is
clear to the reader what entity is being referred to. In preferred labels the blacksquare
notation is not required, for example <"the team X300 of Bionova in 2017">. �

Note that the predecessor of this article is part of System·Real-α, see section III.5.4.1.2
(p. 203).

Article 3 (De�nitions must be univocal). “Akwasi used the chromatograph in his ex-
periment”. One could be tempted to de�ne <<"� represents the chromatograph.">>
for the node representing the chromatograph referred to in the sentence. However, in the
context(s) described by the complete text, it may be unclear to which chromatograph
this node refers. �

Note that the predecessor of this article is part of System·Real-α. See article 1
(p. 206).

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freebase

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freebase
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Article 4 (Avoid extension/intension ambiguities in de�nitions). “The wavelength
of ultraviolet light is 200 nm”. A faulty translation would be: <"The wavelength of
ultraviolet light"> <"is equal to"> <"The length 200nm">. The problem lies
in the �rst de�nition. Some de�nitions, such as this one, have a so-called intensional
and extensional interpretation (Carnap, 1956). The extension of a de�nition in natural
language consists of the entity or entities it points out, while its intension is formed by
the associated qualities/properties the de�nition expresses about these entities. In the
given problematic de�nition, the extension is a distance, while its intension relates to
the property of being the wavelength of ultraviolet light. This can lead to errors as the
following. Suppose one additionally states:

<"The wavelength of ultraviolet light"> <type> <"The concept thing
that is difficult to measure">.

In combination with the �rst statement, one can deduce:

<"The length 200 nm"> <type> <"The concept thing that is difficult to
measure">.

which is obviously not what was intended. Such ambiguities must be avoided, and
the de�nition should for example be replaced with a de�nition that solely refers to the
intension or the extension of the previous de�nition, depending on what you wanted to
express. �

Article 5 (De�nitions must be unique references to entities). “The scientist A. Doisy
discovered vitamin K. [. . . ] K. Funk was a scienti�c researcher, who . . . ”. This could lead
to players adding both the nodes <<"� represents the concept scientist.">> and
<<"� represents the concept scientific researcher.">>. This, however, is not
allowed. Using the same node for the same entity implies that all inferences that involve
that entity can be made (much) more e�ciently than using several nodes. In the latter
case you would need to include each synonymous node in your deduction·algorithm.

Note that this is not a requirement of RDF in general, there is no ‘unique name as-
sumption’. However, unique identi�ers on theWeb are also the most desirable situation.
An important reason for deviating from this situation in RDF is that the full Semantic
Web is so big, that it is infeasible to ensure yourself that a node has not been de�ned as
yet. The situation in the game is di�erent, and thus, the ground for allowing multiple
nodes to denote the same entity becomes invalid. �

III.7.3.2.4 Trade-o�s

Some design decisions in the articles above may be in need of some additional
explanations. They are related to the re�ection on formal knowledge representation
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in section III.3.5.10 (p. 190). First, the articles do not impose restrictions on how to
negotiate the trade-o� between quality and speed. Each player is free to determine
the degree of granularity in representing a piece of information. (See section III.3.5.10
(p. 190)). A lower level of granularity, may contribute to longer node de�nitions.
Players are free to further granularise their representation such that it consists of
more elementary·nodes with simpler de�nitions.

Second, note that it may occur that the same piece of information is represen-
ted both formally and informally: information expressed in the natural language
de�nition of a node, may occur again in terms of SWiFT·Turtle statements. When
reading a natural language de�nition, it is important that the reader keeps this in
mind. Otherwise he may erroneously assume that the information in the de�nition
is not accessible for automated·deductive·reasoners. For example, a node N may
well be de�ned in the following way: <<"� represents the scientist with the
name K. Funk.">>, and to this node may be attached: N <type> <"the concept
scientist">. The reason is that in the current version of the composition-record,
players �rst negotiate the meaning of URI in natural language, before they may use
it to build triples. This allows the mentioned transition to take place as consciously
as possible. After using it, (s)he may want to express information such that it can
be exploited by deduction·algorithms, and represent part of the information present
in the natural language de�nition again. Future versions of the composition-record
will support that part of the meaning of a URI is de�ned using the formalism.

III.7.4 The game design
This section describes and motivates the game design as it currently stands in more
detail.

III.7.4.1 Game phases
SWiFT-Fixtal-α follows the SWiFT-Base design as described in section III.6.3 (p. 217),
and adds some details to it. The game·coordinator is a person who coordinates certain game·-

coordinatorgame activities. This person is not a player, and the rest of this section includes his
or her activities. The game consist of the following phases:

Each phase is now described in more detail. (Section IV.3.1.1 (p. 323) presents the
same list of phases, but supplements it with examples taken from the experimental
session.)
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Training. The players thoroughly study the rules of the game and the compos-
ition-record.

Team formation. Two or more teams of equal size are formed by the game·-
coordinator.

Text assignment. During the text·assignment the game·coordinator divides a text
into as many non-overlapping fragments as there are players in a team. Each player
of each team then receives a fragment that is di�erent from that of his peers. Con-
sequently, each team covers the complete text. Players do not see the fragments of
their team members.

Motivation. As stated before players have to translate a written text instead of
their own thoughts. This has two operational bene�ts. First, it o�ers a frame of
reference to compare the performance of di�erent teams, and therefore, measure
their progress. Second, it allows us to steer the process towards certain modelling
di�culties. It is essential that the fragment for each player is part of a single, coherent
text for the team. The questions to be asked later on require the players to build an
integrated model for the entire text, given their individual translations

Translation round. The teams translate the text into a SWiFT·Turtle representation.
They follow the guidelines prescribed by the composition-record as much as possible,
including the consensus strategy.

Question attack round. The teams challenge each other’s translations by pos-
ing questions that have a speci�c answer based on the content of the text. In this
stage, all team members get access to the full text. Moreover, a question is legitimate
if its answer can be (1) determined solely with the information provided in the text,
and (2) deduced given the expressiveness of the formal·language and the language to
construct deduction·algorithms, in this case SWiFT·Turtle and SPARQL.

Motivation. The combination of the fact the players do not see each other’s fragments,
and the questions being about the text as a whole has the following advantages. First,
it pushes the players towards creating reusable representations, because they have
to keep into account any possible sensible extension of their fragment. Second, it ap-
proaches the situation of integration·of·automated·deduction in larger communities.
Most of these communities will be heterogeneous with people globally dispersed,
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such as scientists, each expressing information about a local project. These people
will not have the time to read the work of all others. Nevertheless, want the aggregate
of their individual contributions to have the greatest automatically·deducible·fraction
as possible. For this purpose, they need to �nd a way to mutually coordinate their
language, while minimising the need of reading each other’s work. In the game this
has been simpli�ed to only allowing language coordination, and no content exchange.
In the current composition-record the only language coordination that takes place is
on the level of node de�nitions. The fact that the questions are intended to ‘attack’ the
other teams, creates a strong incentive to make the questions as di�cult as possible,
and thus, the test of quality as good as possible.

Algorithmic·defence·round. Each team then attempts to construct a deduction·-
algorithm that deduces the correct answer from their translation. The deduction·-
algorithm should not contain other information than the information provided in
the question. In the present version of the game, the language to construct the
deduction·algorithms is SPARQL, consequently the deduction·algorithms take the
form of SPARQL queries.

Motivation. In combination with the question attack round, the algorithmic·defence·-
round forms a natural way of assessing the quality of the translations, because it
coincides with the ultimate purpose of Semantic Web representations: e�ectively
extracting answers to unforeseen questions from them through deduction·algorithms.

Determining the score. The score consists of the following 2 components:
(1) Time. The total times T1 and T2 teams 1 and 2 respectively needed to make the
translation is determined (in minutes).
(2) Performance Algorithmic Defence. For each question Qi, the points A1i and A2i
the teams 1 and 2 respectively receive are both 0 when they did not correctly answer
the question. Otherwise, 1 point is to be divided among both teams. If a team is the
only one that was capable of answering the question, it receives the full point. In the
other case, the portions they each receive of the point depends on the complexity
of their deduction·algorithms (L1i and L2i). The portions have a ratio that is the
inverse of the ratio of the complexity of their deduction·algorithms, or in formula
form:

A1i =
L2i

L1i + L2i
,

and
A2i =

L1i
L1i + L2i

.

This tallies with the intuition that the more complex your deduction·algorithm is
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in comparison with that of your adversary the smaller the portion you receive of
the point should be. The remaining question is how to determine the complexity
of the deduction·algorithms. For this purpose, this experiment uses the Halstead
metric (see section III.7.4.2). The overall question defence score QD1 and QD2 for
the respective teams are de�ned as follows:

QD1 =

N∑
i=1

A1i,

and

QD2 =

N∑
i=1

A2i,

where N is the number of questions used during the question attack. This formula
implies that all questions carry equal weight in determining this part of the score.

These two components allow the determination of the overall score. These scores S1
and S2 for the corresponding teams are:

S1 =
QD1

T1
C,

and
S2 =

QD2

T2
C.

where C is solely included for presentation purposes (to avoid scores that are small
fractions). In the experiment C = 1000. The division by T intuitively translates to:
an n% better score on the question defence must be realised in less than n% more
time to get a higher overall score. This forces players towards formal·�uency.

Motivation. The motivation is already provided in the previous text.

III.7.4.2 Measuring the quality of translations
In the game a part of the metric consists of the amount of e�ort it takes humans
to create a deduction·algorithm that answers the competency question. In SWiFT-
Fixtal-α the deduction·algorithm is a SPARQL query de�ned for the question in the
algorithmic·defence·round. A more complex deduction·algorithm corresponds with
a lower quality of the translation. I use Halstead’s program length metric known
from the �eld of software complexity. Program length is de�ned as the sum of all
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occurrences of operators and operands (Halstead, 1977). In SWiFT-Fixtal-α the choice
for this metric is motivated by a study of (Bowen et al., 2006). This study measures
the complexity of a representation in terms of the complexity of queries on the
representation, just as in SWiFT-Fixtal-α. It established that in this context, more
complex Halstead metrics such as di�culty level are highly correlated with the simple
Halstead metric used in SWiFT-Fixtal-α.

Below is an example where all operands and operators are made italic. Notice that
the choice whether a symbol is an operand or operator is not important to measure
program length.

select ?location where
{ ?rel <synthesized_substance> <the_concept_vitamin_d> .

?rel <organ_location> ?location .
}

The program length of this query is 8 (we also count the select...where statement
as an operator).

III.7.5 Remedies violations node de�nitions based
on experiment

The remedies against the following possible causes for node-de�nition violations
that occurred during the experiment is extending the composition-record with a
player-friendly rewording of the analysis given in section IV.3.2.3 (p. 327).

• Deceiving natural language subjects

• Lack of awareness of the metaclass/superclass ambiguity

• Reference by property

• Expressing di�erent names of the same entity

For example, the text I suggest adding to prevent univocality-violations caused
by a lack of awareness of the metaclass/superclass ambiguity, reads as follows:

Article 6 (Avoid metaclass/superclass ambiguities). “Vitamin A is a vitamin, and ret-
inol is a type of vitamin A”. It would be tempting to de�ne the second occurrence of ‘vit-
amin’ in this sentence as <<"� represents the concept vitamin.">>. However, the
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problem is that ‘vitamin’ in natural language is ambiguous. In some cases the di�erent
vitamin types, such as vitamin A and vitamin B, are seen as instances, and in other cases
as subclasses of the concept ‘vitamin’. In the �rst case, ‘vitamin’ is interpreted as a meta-
class (a class of classes), because its instances are also classes. In the second case it is in-
terpreted as a superclass. Therefore, the de�nition of ‘vitamin’ should be disambiguated
by specifying what you mean: <<"� represents the concept vitamin of which
entities like vitamin A are instances.">> or <<"� represents the concept
vitamin of which entities like vitamin A are subclasses.">>. The guideline
thus reads:

If a natural language fragment can both be interpreted as a metaclass or a
superclass of a certain type of entities, disambiguate your de�nition by making
a choice between one of these interpretations.

�

III.7.6 Conclusion

The research questions highlighted in the introduction of this chapter (section III.7.1
(p. 225)) and the corresponding research results achieved in this chapter and the
experiment in chapter IV.3 (p. 323), are as follows.

III.7.6.1 Fostering hucolligence with Orcobas

“ Research question 2.2.1 (incentives SWiFT-game). Which incentives
for participating and improving formal·�uency does SWiFT provide, and
how could the game be improved to make these incentives stronger?

(Quoted from page 221.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.1. Results related to motivation that were
observed in the experiment with SWiFT-Fixtal-α include the following (see section IV.3.2.4
(p. 330)). The collaborative aspect was often mentioned as an important motivator.
There was not a single player who discontinued the game for other reasons than cir-
cumstances beyond his or her control, in spite of the long duration of the session. The
long duration of the game, nevertheless, was often mentioned as a counter-incentive,
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and a reason for some people rejecting the invitation to play the game. A few play-
ers expressed that their curiosity about the end-product and the intellectual challenge
were motivating. Two players wanted to continue playing even after the experimenter
suggested to suspend the session. Finally, players suggested improvements to the com-
position-record.

These results will also translate to SWiFT-Full games, because these are even more
complex. This will most likely be a big hurdle for many to become and remain players.

To what extent these results are generalisable within the class of Game-Based·-
Orcoba has yet to be shown.

Ways to improve the incentives could include:

1. Enhance the sensation of collaboration. An example is allowing players to express
discontent or satisfaction about the time another player waits before judging their
node de�nitions, by letting them control an avatar depicting them getting angrier
or happier.

2. Drastically reduce the time needed to play the game. This could, for example,
be achieved by o�ering shorter text-fragments while working with bigger teams.
The current fragments contained about 180 words, and it took about 225 minutes
to translate them. This provides data for making a rough estimate of a good
new fragment size. If each fragment were reduced to about 20 words (roughly a
sentence) per player, the time needed would be around 25 minutes for a team in
their current stage of development. Choosing a smaller total text of 200 words,
would require teams of 10 persons each. Although one has to �nd more players,
it may be much easier to do so because they do not have to invest so much time.
An additional advantage of bigger teams is that the aspect of collaboration will
be stressed even more. Collaboration was mentioned as an important motivator.

These results also translate to SWiFT-Full games, because these are even more com-
plex. This will most likely be a big hurdle for many to become and remain a player.
SWiFT-Fixtal, and even more so SWiFT-Full, are quite human resource-intensive with
respect to the required number of �uency·players and their versatility. The player pop-
ulation has to be versatile in the following two senses. First, each single player must
ful�ll di�erent roles with di�erent skills, which results in a long time to learn to play the
game. Second, SWiFT-Full requires di�erent players ful�lling di�erent roles. Therefore,
the game can be played only by a team and not individually. This results in associated
waiting times for (1) gathering su�cient players to form a team and (2) each other’s
contributions. �

Conclusion 3 of research question 1.1.1. Aspects of the results of conclusion 1 of
research question 2.2.1 on the preceding page probably also apply to the more general
class of Game-Based·Orcobas. �
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The result concerning the long duration of the game inspired the following
research question.

Research question 2.2.6. [Short games] How to design a SWiFT-game in which play-
ing a game does not takemuch time for the player? (Thatmeans, playing a game session
takes a few seconds to at most a few minutes, and learning to play the game not more
than �ve to ten minutes.)
[Conclusion(s): page 299] �

III.7.6.2 Fostering formal·�uency on a meta-level

“ Research question 2.2.2 (easier comparison translations). How to design
a SWiFT-game or variant thereof in which the quality of the translation
of the players is easier to compare than in SWiFT-Full?

(Quoted from page 221.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.2. The results of adversaries are easier to
compare in SWiFT-Fixtal, because the formal·target·language is �xed (see section III.7.1
(p. 225)). �

“ Research question 2.2.3 (no immediate full-blown formal·�uency needed).
How to design a SWiFT-game in which the player is not immediately
confronted with acquiring full-blown formal·�uency, but which still has
many to most of the desired e�ects of SWiFT-Full?

(Quoted from page 222.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.3. In SWiFT-Fixtal the structural·semantic·-
conditions of the formal·target·language are �xed. In the scope of SWiFT-Fixtal, this set
and the notion ‘formal·target·language’ are used interchangeably. By choosing a less
expressive formal·target·language, one can limit the di�culty level for the players (sec-
tion III.7.1 (p. 225)). In the particular case of SWiFT-Fixtal-α the formal·target·language
was SWiFT·Turtle, which is indeed a formal·language with limited expressivity. It in-
deed turned out that players in the game were able to create fairly high quality repres-
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entations in terms of what could be deduced with automated·deductive·reasoners from
these representations. See section IV.3.2.1 (p. 326). �

Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.5. The scoring procedure actually exposed
translation weaknesses. There were several violations of the composition-record that
actually reduced the score during this session (see section IV.3.2.3 (p. 327)). These would
therefore also have been detected by the players themselves. An example is the meta-
class/superclass ambiguity as mentioned in article 3 (p. 233). Probably, more playing
hours with more text, would have exposed the other weaknesses in terms of lower scores
as well to the players, inspiring them to improve their composition-record. �

III.7.6.3 Fostering formal·�uency on an object-level

“ Research question 2.3 (fostering formal·�uency on an object-level).
fostering formal·�uency on an object-level

(Quoted from page 143.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.3. The experiment with SWiFT-Fixtal-α demon-
strably resulted in insights of why people create sub-optimal translations, or transla-
tions that violate rules that arguably contribute to a higher quality of translations (see
section IV.3.2.3 (p. 327)). These include deceiving natural language subjects, the lack of
awareness of the metaclass/superclass ambiguity, a general lack of awareness of ambi-
guity, and reference by property. This inspired several improvements of the initial com-
position-record used in the experiment, as described more elaboratively in section III.7.5
(p. 239). �

Potential future work regarding SWiFT will be presented in chapter III.9 (p. 303).
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Chapter III.8

SWiFT-Focused

(Before starting this chapter, I would like to gently remind the reader of the call for
feedback on page i.)

III.8.1 Introduction and research questions
The SWiFT-Full game, but also the more restricted SWiFT-Fixtal design has a number
of disadvantages:

(1) As has been stated in research question 2.2.3 (p. 222), SWiFT-Full confronts the
players immediately with full-blown formal·�uency. This can be intimidating,
and therefore discouraging. SWiFT-Fixtal improves this situation by �xing the
formal·target·language: see conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.3 (p. 242).
However, a further simpli�cation turned out to be desirable.

(2) Related to research question 2.2.4 (p. 222): SWiFT-Full is quite human resource-
intensive with respect to the required number of �uency·players and their
versatility, as has been explained in conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.1
(p. 240). SWiFT-Fixtal is somewhat less demanding . However, for the greatest
part, SWiFT-Fixtal is as resource intensive as SWiFT-Full. As already formu-
lated in conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.1 (p. 240) the player population
has to be versatile in the following two senses. First, each single player must
ful�ll di�erent roles with di�erent skills, which results in long times required
to learn how to play the game. Second, SWiFT-Full requires di�erent play-
ers ful�lling di�erent roles. Therefore, the game can only be played by a
team and not by an individual. This results in associated waiting times for (1)

245
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gathering su�cient players to form a team and (2) each other’s contributions.
SWiFT-Fixtal simpli�es the roles – among other things, because of the �xed
formal·target·language the required reasoners do not have to be installed by
the players, but can instead be built into the game by the game-developers.

(3) As has been stated in research question 2.2.6 (p. 242), SWiFT-Full game sessions
typically take a long time to play, which will most likely be a big hurdle for
many to become and remain a player. This came to my awareness during
experimentation with SWiFT-Fixtal. SWiFT-Full game sessions take at least
the same amount of time, if not more.

III.8.1.1 Research question re�nement

During the research and development process of SWiFT-Focused an additional re-
search question arose.

Research question 2.2.7. [Lessons general reasoner construction] What are lessons
beyond the scope of SWiFT-Focused that can be learnt regarding the e�ective design of
automated·deductive·reasoners?
[Conclusion(s): page 300] �

III.8.1.2 Introduction solutions

The overall solution to the research questions referred to in section III.8.1 on the
preceding page is higher-order·SWiFT, an extension of higher-order·Orcobas. Higher-higher-order·-

SWiFT order·SWiFT is a variant of the SWiFT·class·of·games. As described in section II.4.6
(p. 61), in higher-order·Orcobas, the full challenge of mastering a capability (in this
case, formal·�uency) is broken up into smaller subcapabilities. Higher-order·SWiFT,
therefore, already provides an answer to research question 2.2.3 (p. 222). Additionally,
this break-up has a very bene�cial indirect e�ect, which also allows a solution to
research question 2.2.4 (p. 222) and research question 2.2.6 (p. 242), as will be explained
later.

In higher-order·SWiFT each subcapability is addressed in a short subgame: a
SWiFT-Focused game. Each SWiFT-Focused game is a direct instance of the SWiFT·-SWiFT-Focused
class·of·games, i.e. it has the archetypical SWiFT design: a player being o�ered a text
to translate, after which the translation is tested by comparing what can be deduced
from the translation with reasoners with what logically follows from the original
natural language text. The SWiFT-Focused games are presented to the player in
order of a gradually increasing level of di�culty. It is important that the reader notes
that, therefore, SWiFT-Focused games are an integrated part of higher-order·SWiFT.
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Statements in this work about higher-order·SWiFT, may also implicitly relate to
SWiFT-Focused (and vice versa).

All SWiFT-Focused games share the same structure, however, with another
subchallenge ‘plugged’ in. Compare this with the game Pacman, in which each level
is di�erent, yet similar. A particular level in Pacman is, in a certain respect, analogous
to a particular SWiFT-Focused game. Pacman as a whole, combining several levels,
is analogous to higher-order·SWiFT. Note that higher-order·SWiFT is, therefore, not
an instance of the SWiFT·class·of·games, but a closely related system: it combines
several instances of the SWiFT·class·of·games into an, indeed, ‘higher order’ SWiFT.

The break-up of the formal·�uency capability into small subcapabilities has
an additional, and essential, e�ect – it allows a severe reduction of the human
resources needed to realise a game session. This provides a result related to research
question 2.2.4 (p. 222). In SWiFT-Full it is impossible to let the computer check the
quality of the translation fully automatically. For this, it should, among other things,
be able to translate any natural language text �awlessly into a formal·language,
which is related to the well-known A.I. hard problem of machine-translation of
natural language. A.I. hard problems are problems in A.I. that are believed to require
a human level of intelligence – which, to date has not been achieved, if it ever will be
However, in higher-order·SWiFT this translation can be made with a suitably chosen
subcapability. The subcapability has to be chosen such that (1) it can be adequately
tested with a prede�ned formal·language and corresponding, very limited, subset
of natural language texts and (2) the translation between the latter can be done
automatically. Often, su�ciently limiting the problem domain, allows it to come
within the reach of automated solving. The limited domain, albeit not the original full
problem, however, can still be of much use. Compare this with the fact that speech
recognition is A.I. hard as well, but works well if you restrict the domain, allowing
some useful applications in automation of call-centers. An example is a restriction of
the domain to train ticket reservations. A similar approach seems to be e�ective in the
case of fostering formal·�uency as shown in the rest of this chapter. Additionally, in
higher-order·SWiFT the following ‘trick’ is applied to make the translation even more
reliable. Instead of generating or selecting a natural language text �rst, the computer
starts with creating a representation in the formal·language. Then it translates this
representation ‘under the hood’ into natural language. Translation from formal·-
language to natural language is far easier than translation in the opposite direction.
Hence, when the player is presented the natural language text, the computer already
‘knows’ its formal·language representation. All this allows higher-order·SWiFT to be
designed as a single player game, in which the player only ful�lls the role of translator
from natural language. All other roles are ful�lled by the computer: creation of the
natural language text; the questions for the question·attack·round and the deduction·-
algorithms for the algorithmic·defence·round. This means that a player can start
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right away playing the game, and does not have to wait for the formation of a team
(providing an answer to research question 2.2.4 (p. 222)).

Yet another positive e�ect of the break-up is that it allows each SWiFT-Focused
game to be designed such that each translation session is on average playable in a
timespan of a few seconds to at most a few minutes, and that, on average, learning
how to play the game does not occupy more than �ve to ten minutes (providing an
answer to research question 2.2.6 (p. 242)).

It is important to note that higher-order·SWiFT is not intended as a replacement
for SWiFT-Full. The latter has, in its turn, some major advantages over higher-order·-
SWiFT. The SWiFT-Focused games proceed in the following rounds. (Used is
a running example of the SWiFT·Efe game, a SWiFT-Focused game developed in
this chapter. Moreover, an overview of all rounds are displayed on the �rst page
that is shown to the player, as can be seen in Fig. III.8.1.) Consti·study·round: aconsti·study·-

round composition-record is shown which explains how to create a translation in the
formal·target·language. Translation·round: a sentence or text in English is given
(the source text). The player should translate it as swiftly and correctly as (s)he can
into the prescribed formal·language. Bridge·construction·round: the computer asks
for additional information to establish how to connect the words in the player’s
translation to concepts that are expressed in the English text. It needs this in the
background for the rounds to come. Question·attack·round: the computer will now
attack the player’s translation by posing (natural language) questions that have a
very speci�c answer based on the English source text. The game then presents the
answer as it should be based on the English source text, and asks the player whether
it is the only correct one. Algorithmic·defence·round: the computer now constructs
a deduction·algorithm, purely based on information in the question, which is able to
deduce the answer to the question according to the player’s translation.

III.8.1.3 Implementation of SWiFT-Focused

A considerable part of SWiFT-Focused, including several SWiFT-Focused instances
have been implemented by the author in the role of lead developer and several
contributors. It is the most comprehensive implementation of created in the scope
of SWiFT R&D to date. The source-code repository can be accessed at https:
//github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc. The examples throughout this chapter
have been taken from running instances of this implementation.

https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc
https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc
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Figure III.8.1: SWiFT·Efe Session Start showing an overview of all rounds. (Note that
in the version of the software shown, an obsolete name for SWiFT-Focused was still
in use: “SWiFT-fososc”.)

III.8.2 SWiFT-Focused rounds in detail

This section presents a detailed description of the SWiFT-Focused rounds and uses
SWiFT-Focused with the Efe challenge (SWiFT·Efe) as a running example. (For the
purposes of this section it is not necessary to understand all details of the latter
challenge. It will be explained in detail in section III.8.6 (p. 288).)

III.8.2.1 Consti·study·round
First, to determine the total time the player spends studying the composition-record,
the player must hold down a key while reading. The composition-record is hidden by
default (see �g. III.8.2 on the next page), and only shown when a speci�c key is held
down (see �g. III.8.3 (p. 251)). The study timer exclusively runs in the background
when the key is pressed. The reason for this is that it is now more likely that the
timer runs when the player is actually reading – most people will probably let go
of the keyboard when they are distracted, for example when they have to go to the
toilet or want to get a drink. Thus, this allows for a more precise measurement of
the study time.

As soon as the player presses the required key(s), the studying can begin, as
shown in �g. III.8.3 (p. 251).
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Figure III.8.2: Consti·study·round of SWiFT·Efe with hidden composition-record.

III.8.2.2 Translation·round
In the translation·round, the player has to type in the best translation (s)he cantranslation·-

round produce as quickly as possible. A translation that is grammatically incorrect, is not
accepted for submission (see �g. III.8.4 (p. 252)), otherwise it is (see �g. III.8.5 (p. 253)).

III.8.2.3 Bridge·construction·round
In SWiFT·Efe the ‘bridge’ between natural language and the formal·language is
established by expressing the relation between the constants of the formal·target·-
language and the nouns in natural language. This process takes place in the bridge·-
construction·round. In SWiFT·Efe the nouns are proper names. As can be seen inbridge·-

construction·-
round

�g. III.8.6 (p. 254), the interface makes this task easy, by already listing all nouns in
the source text, and providing the constants in a drop-down box.

III.8.2.4 Queries as algorithms

In the traditional view, a query is merely a speci�cation of a question, and a reasoner
is the algorithm that answers that question. In SWiFT, however, queries for reasoners
are also considered to be computer programs, or algorithms, in a very high program-
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Figure III.8.3: Consti·study·round of SWiFT·Efe with visible composition-record.
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Figure III.8.4: Translation·round of SWiFT·Efe with a grammatically incorrect transla-
tion. (For the purposes of this section, it is not important for the reader to understand
at this stage why the translation is grammatically incorrect. This will be explained
in section III.8.6 (p. 288).)
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Figure III.8.5: Translation·round of SWiFT·Efe with a grammatically correct transla-
tion.
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Figure III.8.6: Bridge·construction·round of SWiFT·Efe.
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Figure III.8.7: Question·attack·round of SWiFT·Efe.

ming language. (This has been explained in more detail in section III.6.4.2 (p. 219).)
The reason is that this allows a comparison to be made between any expression in
any computer-language intended to specify a deduction. In other words, it uni�es
all these languages under one common notion. This uni�cation is needed in some
variants of SWiFT. This is not the case for SWiFT-Focused. However, also this section
adopts this uni�ed terminology, among other things to use terminology consistently
throughout this book.

III.8.2.5 Question·attack·round
In the question·attack·round, the computer generates one or more (natural language)
questions based on the source text and the translation created by the player (example
in �g. III.8.7). Note that under the hood, the computer �rst generates a formal
representation of the question (in the question·formal·language), and then translates
it into natural language. Also, note that the question in the formal·language, in the
running example, is equal to the deduction·algorithm, using the uni�ed terminology
of ‘queries as algorithms’ (section III.8.2.4 (p. 250)). Therefore, the following round,
the algorithmic·defence·round, is in fact already prepared. This equivalence will
hold more generally, so, for most SWiFT-Focused games. In the particular example
of �g. III.8.7, there is only one question created.

The answer that the computer assumes to be correct is �rst o�ered to the user for
veri�cation. (This is not implemented in the running example.) The reason for this
is that even though the deduction from the formal representation produced by the
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computer is correct, the representation itself may be an incorrect translation of the
natural language text. It is impossible to foresee all peculiarities of natural language
semantics: this is a property inherent to natural language. Feedback of the users
is used by the SWiFT-Focused developers to �ne-tune the computer’s translation
process in future versions of the game.

III.8.2.6 Algorithmic·defence·round

The algorithmic·defence·round consists of two stages: in the �rst stage the algorithm
is constructed, in the second it is executed. Let the reader be reminded I employ the
uni�ed ‘query as algorithms’ terminology (section III.8.2.4 (p. 250)).

In the algorithmic·construction·stage deduction·algorithms are constructed thatalgorithmic·-
construction·-
stage

deduce the answers to the questions (from the question·attack·round) from the
translation of the player. These deduction·algorithms are also generated by the
computer. An example is shown in �g. III.8.8 on the facing page. Note that it shows
only one algorithm, because there was only one question.

The deduction·algorithms are created by the computer, and not by players, for
three reasons. First, creating deduction·algorithms is not (always) the easiest of tasks.
SWiFT-Focused does not bother the player with this: it lets the player purely focus
on the translation process. Second, because it will be hard, if not impossible for
the computer to verify if the deduction·algorithms constructed by the player are
legitimate. In SWiFT-Full the veri�cation is done by the human adversaries. SWiFT-
Focused, however, is a single player game. Third, because the computer already has
created these deduction·algorithms, or is close to it because it has already created
formal·language questions during the question·attack·round (see section III.8.2.5 on
the previous page) – and these are close, if not identical to the deduction·algorithms.

In the algorithmic·execution·stage the constructed deduction·algorithms are ex-algorithmic·-
execution·stage ecuted against the translation of the player. Figure III.8.9 (p. 258) shows the result

of executing a deduction·algorithm. It also shows the correct answer. If the same
answer was deduced from the translation of the player, this contributes positively to
his or her score. In the case of the running example, there was only one question. It
was answered correctly. Therefore, the correctness score is here 100%.

The coming sections present a number of SWiFT-Focused instances following
the template provided in IV.3.1. These are SWiFT·Efe and SWiFT·NoUna. However,
for clarity, the following section, section III.8.5 (p. 264), �rst presents and de�nes the
formal·languages used by these instances.
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Figure III.8.8: Algorithmic·construction·stage of SWiFT·Efe. (For the purposes of this
section it is not necessary to understand the defence algorithm. It will be explained
in detail in section III.8.5 (p. 264) and section III.8.6 (p. 288).)
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Figure III.8.9: Algorithmic·execution·stage in SWiFT·Efe.
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III.8.3 Performance metric options
Development of a suitable performance metric expressing the degree of formal·-
�uency of a player, is not trivial. This gives rise to an additional research question:

Research question 2.2.4. [Performance metric] What is a good performance metric
for the performance of the players of the SWiFT-Focused games?
[Conclusion(s): page 300] �

Solutions to this question are presented below. However, the following �rst
provides some notations and terminology.

De�nition 45 (Performance Metric Notations).

• translation·duration (trans_dur): the duration of the translation process of the
player of a given text. (This includes the time (s)he spends on studying the com-
position-record during the translation process.)

• S_ques: the set of all questions produced in the question·attack·round. (In the
example in section III.8.2 (p. 249), SWiFT·Efe, there is only one question produced
per translation round.)

• source_sizesymbols: the size of the source text that is translated in the number of
symbols it contains.

• trans_speed: standard notation for translation speed. In di�erent metrics, it may
be de�ned di�erently.

• N_ques = |S_ques|: the number of questions produced in the question·attack·-
round.

• quesi: an indexed question from the question·attack·round. (So, actually this is
a function of type {1, . . . ,N_ques} → S_ques.)

• cor_ans : S_ques→ [0, 1]: the correctness of the answers to questions. The cor-
rectness can be a real number from from 0 (completely incorrect) to 1 (completely
correct). (In SWiFT·Efe there are only two options: 0 or 1.)

• score_constant: some constant with which the core of the metric is multiplied to
get numbers that are more ‘pleasant’ to read. Without this constant, scores such
as ‘0.00138’ could emerge. Note that it does not have any semantic e�ects: It does
not a�ect the ratios between the scores of players.

�
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The �rst candidate for the metric is de�ned as follows. (An explanation follows
after it.)

De�nition 46 (basic_performance_level_metric).

score_constant ·
∑
q∈S_ques cor_ans(q)

|S_ques|
· trans_speed,

where

trans_speed =
source_sizesymbols

trans_dur
�

The de�nition of basic_performance_level_metric is su�ciently self-evident, there-
fore I omit an explanation. One problem with it, is that the speed of the translation
process (trans_speed) is based on the number of symbols in the source being trans-
lated per unit of time (source_sizesymbols). The latter may not be the best way to
measure the size of the translation for this purpose. Let me �rst parameterise the
previous de�nition to allow alternative de�nitions for the size of the source to be
‘plugged in’:

De�nition 47 (basic_performance_level_metric_class[source_size]). The class of per-
formance level metrics basic_performance_level_metric_class[source_size] is obtained
by taking basic_performance_level_metric (de�nition 46) and turning source_sizewords
into a parameter source_size, with a yet unspeci�ed submetric for source-size. In other
words, its de�nition is as follows:

score_constant ·
∑
q∈S_ques cor_ans(q)

|S_ques|
· trans_speed,

where
trans_speed =

source_size
trans_dur

�

Note that basic_performance_level_metric now is a special instance of this class,
to wit basic_performance_level_metric_class[source_size = source_sizesymbols].

A problem, however, is that two language expressions with di�erent symbol-
sizes may still be considered to be of the same length from the perspective of the
translation process. For example, two expressions have, translation-wise, an identical
size if they are the same except for the names of persons. For example, compare
“Akwasi is a good fellow.” and “Jim is a good fellow.”. These are identical translation
challenges, while their symbolic lengths di�er. An alternative measure is based on
the number of words being translated, so:
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De�nition 48.

source_sizewords: the size of the source text is translated in the number of words
it contains.

�

basic_performance_level_metric_class[source_size = source_sizewords] solves
the latter problem. However, it may still not be best measure. This can also be made
clear with an example of a translation. The text “Akwasi, Veerle, John-Jules, [here
990 more names], and Rapunzel still believe in Santa Claus.”, contains, translation-
wise, much less information to be translated than a 1000 word summary of Plato’s
Parmenides, while both texts contain the same number of words. I suspect that a
metric can often (if not always) be improved by investigating the semantics of the
(type of) natural language fragments that are being translated. This implies that it
would be impossible to de�ne the best metric in advance, it has to be improved ‘along
the way’. Nevertheless, one could use one default metric, that performs reasonably
well, as long as a better one is not (yet) available.

Moreover, note that providing a su�ciently large sample of heterogeneous texts
to translate, will average out di�erences, and may produce a reliable score for �uency
using the latter metric. However, the disadvantage, is indeed, the large(r) sample size
needed, requiring more human resources (in this case: playing time).

III.8.3.1 Future work

One problem with the scoring procedure is that it does not keep into account the
total time the player spent studying the composition-record. However, I believe it
is reasonable to assign a higher score to a player P if P ’s studying time is lower,
when everything else identical. A metric for this purpose is left as future work,
because it is not trivial to integrate it in the performance metric in a satisfactory way.
Moreover, it is not an urgent matter: in higher-order·SWiFT there is a maximum
composition-record study time that is considered to be reasonable (thus, not too
short, and not too long). This, at the least, means that the score of P was achieved
under the condition that the study time was of a reasonable length. This is not ideal,
yet, of course, because it does not allow one to di�erentiate players who spent less
study time.

Moreover, a further re�nement of integrating the composition-record time is to
di�erentiate also between the time spent on studying the composition-record before
and during the translation process. (The metrics presented in section III.8.3 (p. 259)
counts the latter simply as translation time.)
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III.8.4 SWiFT-Focused design process and template

SWiFT-Focused requires the development of a great many instances to cover a
considerable number of aspects of formal·�uency.

Each speci�c SWiFT-Focused instance, so one that focuses on a speci�c subchal-
lenge in fostering formal·�uency, requires the development of a number of ingredi-
ents. This development process is far from trivial, and requires quite some creativity
from the designer, amongst other things because one needs to design or select suit-
able formal·languages, text-challenge-generators, question-generators, parsers and
reasoners. Most of these components may not yet exist, or not be readily available,
because they are highly dependent on the focus. They have to be ‘custom-made’ for
the focus. For example, a speci�c focus may often require a speci�c, not yet existing,
formal·language to be designed, to isolate the challenge, and not overburdening the
player with languages that are unnecessarily rich. Speci�c questions may require
speci�c reasoning problems to be solved that are not readily solvable with the existing
repertoire of reasoners.

The previous is exempli�ed by the design process of one of the �rst SWiFT-
Focused instances. I expected that implementing a SWiFT-Focused game would
‘only’ require de�ning translations between the designed ingredients and an existing
reasoner and its associated formal·language. However, it turned out that this imple-
mentation can be much more involved. This can even be the case with a seemingly
‘harmless’ and simple looking SWiFT-Focused instance. For example, the design of
the SWiFT·NoUna-game includes a type of questions that could not be answered by
any of-the-shelf reasoner known to me. It required the combination of two existing
reasoners: Eprover (Schulz, 2013) and Paradox (Claessen and Sörensson, 2003). BothEprover

Paradox the speci�cation of the reasoning algorithm and the implementation by having to
stitch together two reasoners took considerably more time than expected at the
outset.

.
This gives rise to an additional research question:

Research question 2.2.8. [Accelerate SWiFT-Focused instance design] SWiFT-Focused
requires the development of a great many instances to be developed to cover most as-
pects of formal·�uency. How to design an approach in which this development can take
place in an accelerated fashion?
[Conclusion(s): page 301] �

As a �rst step toward providing an answer to this question, I believe it is important
to at least streamline the design process, in the following done by providing a design
template, intended to be used by SWiFT-Focused-instance developers. The template
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consists of the following elements, each describing an ingredient of the SWiFT-
Focused-instance.

• Challenge in Focus: A short description of the particular challenge that is being
focused on.

• Challenge·set: De�nition of the challenge·set, which is a set of natural language
texts.

• Question Set: De�nition of the type of questions that are going to be asked. In
SWiFT-Full any question can be posed as long as it can be answered based on
the given natural language text. However, in SWiFT-Focused, there is often a
certain problem that is in focus, which requires posing certain questions, while
other questions would be irrelevant given the focus.

• Formal·languages. De�nition of the following formal·languages:

– The formal·target·language: The player must translate the given natural formal·target·-
languagelanguage text into the formal·target·language.

– The text·generation·language: The text·generation·language is an exten- text·-
generation·-
language

sion of the formal·target·language (not necessarily a proper extension,
so they may be equal to each other). It is needed for the piece of soft-
ware that automatically generates a natural language text that is to be
o�ered to the player. The formal·target·language itself is not necessarily
su�ciently expressive in SWiFT-Focused games, because there may be a
di�erence between the representation required to generate a good natural
language text, and the semantic conditions in focus. (An example is the
text·generation·language of SWiFT·NoUna, which will be introduced
later.)

– The question·formal·language: The formal·language in which the goal question·-
formal·-
language

for the reasoner has to be de�ned.
– The answer·language: which is complementary to the question·formal·-

answer·-
language

language.
– The bridge·language: The bridge·language is the (grammar and syntax) bridge·-

languagedictionary between the given formal·languages and natural language.

The naming convention used for a speci�c SWiFT-Focused instance, so an instan-
tiation of the template above, is SWiFT-[label of the challenge]. A formal speci�cation
of the SWiFT-Focused instances developed by me, following this design template, to
wit SWiFT·Efe and SWiFT·NoUna are given in section III.8.6 (p. 288) and section III.8.7
(p. 292).
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III.8.5 The formal·languages
After providing some general de�nitions and terminology, this section speci�es
the formal·languages that are used by one or more of the de�ned SWiFT-Focused
instances, and languages that help de�ne these.

III.8.5.1 General de�nitions and terminology

III.8.5.1.1 Pattern·languages

Reasoners for formal·languages are mostly goal-oriented: can a speci�c sentence, or
set of sentences be deduced from a given KR-base in a given formal·language? In
this way, a reasoner becomes a useful tool for users because it allows them to deduce
answers to their questions. Therefore, such reasoners require the speci�cation of
a KR-language and a language to specify reasoning goals: the query·language. (AKR-language
KR-language is a formal·language that is used as a language to represent knowledge
about which (an) automated·deductive·reasoner(s) reason(s).) Query·languages are
often designed as an ad-hoc mixture of ‘formalised’ natural language questions,
and a collection of ad-hoc language constructs. I will now present an approach
that, I believe, is more elegant and practical, by unifying querying with knowledge
representation.

The approach is based on de�ning a su�ciently expressive formal·language that
allows one to express the structure that the answer should meet. In the approach,
the design of a query·language is as follows. First, the KR-language of the reasoner is
extended to another formal·language, in this context called the answer·language. The
reasoner will provide its reasoning-result, hence its answer, in the answer·language.
The answer·language in the sense just given is crucial to reach the desired expressivity.
Second, a language is de�ned that enables specifying the structure the answer (in
the answer·language) should meet. This language is used as the query·language. A
structural and elegant way to do this, is by taking the answer·language as the basis
for a pattern·language.

Note that the extension of the KR-language is often necessary. In general, the
formal·language of the KR-base will be too restrictive to serve as the answer·language
for the intended usage. For example, if one would like to deduce all constants for
which ϕ(x) holds from a KR-base in �rst-order logic, it would be tedious, if not
impossible, to state the reasoning goal in FOL itself: one would be obliged to sum
up all sentences of the form ϕ(x), where x is substituted by a constant from the
(signature of the) given FOL. If it is a KR-base with a few constants, it is inconvenient,
with one with a million it would be virtually impossible.

On the other hand, one could now be tempted to extend the KR-language to the
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answer·language – why not? The reason is that keeping them distinct enables the
reasoner designer to control reasoning complexity. The answer·language may lead
to deductions that the designer considers unacceptably complex if it is used to also
express statements in the KR-base. Keeping them separated, provides the designer
with an essential tool to strike a much better balance between the expressivity of the
query·language, the KR-language and the resulting reasoning complexity.

Traditionally, in many reasoners a part of the query·language indeed consists
of a pattern·language based on the KR-language, however, because of the limited
expressivity of most KR-languages, one has to also incorporate ad-hoc ways to express
questions. A solution to this problem is to de�ne a speci�c question·formal·language,
which in most cases will be an extension of the given KR-language

As a generic way to de�ne query·languages, this book uses the notion pattern·-
language. These languages consist of a modi�cation of a KR-language, in which pa�ern·-

languagecertain syntactical structures are allowed to be replaced by variables, so-called pattern
variables. The semantics of a sentence of a pattern·language (a pattern) is that one pa�ern variable

pa�ernsentence represents a, possibly in�nite, set of sentences from the KR-language:
namely all sentences that can be formed by (exclusively) substituting the pattern
variables.

The desired results of a reasoner can now be de�ned as follows. First the notions
complete and sound reasoner are de�ned.

De�nition 49 (Sound reasoner). For any KR-base K in formal·language LK and a
pattern π in pattern·languageLP (whereLP is compatible withLK ), a sound reasoner
compatible with these languages, deduces the disjunction of the transitive closure under
deduction ofK and the set indicated by π, or a subset of the latter, including the empty
set. Another way to phrase it is that it should produce the set or a subset1 of sentences
that are deducible fromK and match the pattern π. �

A sound reasoner produces only correct answers, but perhaps not all of them. A
complete reasoner for these languages is a reasoner that is described by replacing the
word ‘subset’ by ‘superset’ in the de�nition of the sound reasoner, so:

De�nition 50 (Complete reasoner). For any KR-baseK in formal·language LK and
a pattern π in pattern·language LP (where LP is compatible with LK ), a complete
reasoner compatible with these languages, deduces the (set-theoretic) disjunction of the
transitive closure under deduction of K and the set indicated by π, or a superset2 of
the latter. Another way to phrase it is that it should produce the set or a superset of
sentences that are deducible fromK and match the pattern π. �

1 Every set is also a subset and a superset of itself, however, for clarity ‘the set’ is explicitly mentioned.
2See footnote 1 on page 265
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De�nition 51 (Sound and complete reasoner). A sound and complete reasoner is
both sound and complete in the senses just described. �

The latter is a property an ideal reasoner should meet: it produces all of the, and
exclusively, correct results.

Some terminology: in this book, pattern·language names will always start with
the pre�x pl- (Pattern Language).

III.8.5.1.2 The mostInfo-constructs

A problem with pattern·languages is that not all of them are always su�ciently
restrictive. This is due to the fact that for each sentence that is deducible and matches
the pattern, also weaker sentences may match the pattern. A sound and complete
reasoner would produce all such weaker sentences as well. For example, if one asks
“Who are the children of Akwasi”, one expects an answer that includes all of his
children, and not only some of them. Depending on the formal·languages used,
however, it may be so that the reasoner also produces sentences with strict subsets of
Akwasi’s children. An example of this problem is provided in section III.8.5.5 (p. 272).

The underlying problem is that pattern·languages as de�ned so far do not allow
one to impose an additional restriction on the desired answers: to produce the most
informative match given the KR-base and the pattern. For this reason, this work
introduces an additional language construct that can be added to an existing pattern·-
language: the mostInfo-construct. This is a meta construct that indicates whichmostInfo-

construct pattern variables should be substituted with the most-informative syntactical match.
An example can be found in section III.8.5.5 (p. 272).

III.8.5.2 First-order logic

First-order logic (FOL) is among the most well-known symbolic logics (Dalen, 1997)3.
In spite of the fact this work assumes that the reader knows FOL, this section provides
an explicit de�nition of its syntax. The reasons include that (1) several extensions and
simpli�cations of FOL are presented in the following sections that are based on this
syntax de�nition, (2) this work applies an alternative syntax because the sentences
have to be easy to write on a computer. Therefore, the syntax only includes symbols
that are readily available on a standard computer keyboard.

There are di�erent varieties of FOL. In this work the word ‘FOL’ denotes FOL with
implication, negation, conjunction, disjunction and equality, but without functions.

3Actually, it is a closely related family of logics, e.g. there are variants with or without function symbls,
equation etc.
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III.8.5.2.1 Syntax

First, to make it easy for the reader with knowledge about FOL, the following de�nes
the syntax by describing its di�erences with a very common notation of FOL (Dalen,
1997):

(1) The ∀ quanti�er is replaced with forall.

(2) The ∃ quanti�er is replaced with exists.

(3) Implication→ is replaced with ->.

(4) Conjunction ∧ is replaced with and.

(5) Disjunction ∨ is replaced with or.

(6) Variables and constants are a sequence of decimal digits and letters from the
(standard ISO) Latin alphabet, and should start with a lower case letter from
the latter. Examples are c1, x and aKwasi4DokO01.

Second, the following provides a formal de�nition using EBNF-syntax diagrams.
However, a note is required. The (modern) notion ‘FOL’, as used in this work, is
in fact not one language, but a family of languages (Dalen, 1997). Each member of
this family is speci�ed by the predicate symbols and associated arity, and the set
of constants that may be used in the formulas. This is called the signature (Hodges, signature
2013) or structure (Dalen, 1997).4. structure

The de�nition of the syntax of a FOL L is then as follows. Let the signa-
ture be de�ned as follows {PredicateSymbol1 : arity1, . . . , P redicateSymboln :
arityn}, where PredicateSymboli is a predicate symbol of L with arity arityi. For
example, PredicateSymbol3 = isFatherOf and arity3 = 2. A predicate symbol
cannot be equal to isEqualTo, because this word is already reserved, as will become
clear in the sequel.

FOLdocument

- FOLsentence�
�

�

-

4Note that there is an alternative, traditional, approach in which there is only one FOL (Wikipedia, 2015)
The chosen approach, however, is more suitable for when the logic is applied for knowledge representation,
rather than an abstract tool for investigating symbolic logics.
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Where FOLsentence is a FOLformula in which all variables, if any, are bound.5
FOLformula is de�ned in the following grammar.

FOLformula

- PredicateApplication�
�- (

���- FOLformula- Connective- FOLformula- )
����- not

�� �- FOLformula

�- BeginQuanti�erFormula- :
���- FOLformula

�




-

PredicateApplication

- PrediSymi
- (
���- TermOrTermSet (× arity(i))(∗)�

� ,
����

�

- )
����

�- Equal
�� �- (

���- Term- ,
���- Term- )

���

�

-

Connective

- ->
�� ��

�- and
�� ��- or
�� �

�


-

BeginQuanti�erFormula

- forall
�� ��

�- exists
�� �

�

- Var -

Term

- Constant -

5FOLsentence is not de�ned in a production rule, because the notion ‘boundedness’ cannot, to the best
of my knowledge, be expressed elegantly using a context-free grammar. This is because the syntax used
for FOL is context-sensitive (Ganea, 2013).
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PrediSymi

- LowerCaseId�
�- UpperCaseId

�

-

Constant

- LowerCaseId -

Var

- LowerCaseId -

LowerCaseId

- LowerCaseChar �
�- LowerCaseChar

�- UpperCaseChar

�- Digit

�




�

�

�



-

UppercaseId

- UpperCaseChar �
�- LowerCaseChar

�- UpperCaseChar

�- Digit

�




�

�

�



-

where LowerCaseChar, UpperCaseChar, and Digit, respectively represent a lower
case, an upper case character of the (ISO basic) Latin alphabet and a decimal digit.
(∗) repeat the syntax-loop arity(i) times.
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III.8.5.3 Efe·language
Efe·language is a minor fragment of �rst-order logic. It has only two unary predicates
(predicates with one argument), B and F (with the meaning ‘big’ and ‘fast’).
The following examples cover the complete expressivity of the language:

B(c1)
The B predicate applied to constant c1, i.e. the entity referred to by c1 is big.

F(akwasi)
The F predicate applied to constant akwasi, i.e. the entity referred to by akwasi is
fast.

The syntax of Efe·language is de�ned as follows.

EfeDocument

- EfeSentence�
�

�

-

EfeSentence

- PredicateApplication -

PredicateApplication

- B
����

�- F
���

�

- (
���- Constant- )

���-

where all non-terminals not de�ned in the diagram above, are as de�ned in previously
occurring syntax diagrams.

III.8.5.4 Folsequa·language
Folsequa·language (FOL Set Quanti�er) is equal to FOL extended with quanti�ersFolsequa·-

language with (�nite) sets of constants.
Examples of Folsequa·language sentences are the following.
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forall x from {c, c2, akwasi}:P(x)
P holds for every constant in the set {c, c2, akwasi}

exists y from {c4, akwasi, c112, d3}:
forall x from {c, c2, akwasi}:P(x,y)
There exists a y from {c4, akwasi, c112, d3} such that P(x,y) holds for every
x in the set {c, c2, akwasi}

The syntax of Folsequa·language is de�ned by the following replacements in the
syntax diagram of FOL (see section III.8.5.2.1 (p. 267)):

(1) Replacement of FOLdocument with FolsequaDocument.

(2) Replacement of all occurrences of the word FOLformula with FolsequaFormula.

(3) Replacement of the BeginQuanti�erFormula of the syntax diagram of FOL with
the following production rule:

BeginQuanti�erFormula

- forall
�� ��

�- exists
�� �

�

- Var - from

�� �- ConstantSet�
�

�

-

ConstantSet

- {
���- Constant�

� ,
����

�

- }
���-

The semantics of the language is de�ned by means of translation to FOL. The
translation function Tfolsequa from Folsequa·language sentences to FOL sentences is
inductively de�ned as follows.

Tfolsequa(ϕ) = ϕ i� ϕ does not contain set quanti�ers. (III.8.1)

Tfolsequa(ϕ1�ϕ2) = Tfolsequa(ϕ1) � Tfolsequa(ϕ2) (III.8.2)

for any formula ϕ, where � is any of the connectives ->, and or or.

Tfolsequa(not ϕ) = not Tfolsequa(ϕ) (III.8.3)
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for any formula ϕ.

Tfolsequa(forall v from {c1, c2, . . . , cn}:ϕ(v)) =

Tfolsequa(ϕ(c1)) and Tfolsequa(ϕ(c2)) and . . . and Tfolsequa(ϕ(cn)),

i� v is the only variable that occurs free in ϕ(v). (III.8.4)

Tfolsequa(exists v from {c1, c2, . . . , cn}:ϕ(v)) =

Tfolsequa(ϕ(c1)) or Tfolsequa(ϕ(c2)) or . . . or Tfolsequa(ϕ(cn)),

i� v is the only variable that occurs free in ϕ(v). (III.8.5)

III.8.5.5 Pattern·languages Plosequa·language andPlosequamo·-
language

Plosequa·language is a pattern·language based on Folsequa·language. In it the set ofPlosequa·-
language a set quanti�er may be replaced with a pattern variable. The following are examples

of Plosequa·language sentences.

forall x from s_:P(c2, x)
Pattern representing the set of sentences that can be obtained by substituting the
pattern variable s_ by a set of constants.

The syntax of Plosequa·language is de�ned by the following replacements in the
syntax diagram of Folsequa·language (see section III.8.5.4 (p. 270)):

(1) Replacement of FOLdocument with PlosequaDocument.

(2) Replacement of all occurrences of the word FOLformula with PlosequaFormula.

(3) Replacement of ContantsSet of the syntax diagram of Folsequa·language with
the following production rules:

ConstantSet

- {
��� - Constant�

� ,
����

�


�
�- PatternVar

�

- }
���-
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PatternVar

- LowerCaseId- _ -

Plosequa·language, however, does not o�er su�cient expressivity. If we, for example,
pose the question who the children of Akwasi are, we are not asking for just any value
that is correct, but the most informative value that can be determined based on the
content of the KR-base. This is solved in Plosequamo·language (Plosequa·language Plosequamo·-

languagewith Most Informative Restriction), which is formed by extending Plosequa·language
with a mostInfo-construct, as explained in the following.6

mostInfo(s_, forall x from s_:P(c2, x))
Select the most informative sentence(s) from all deducible sentences that match the
pattern: in this case these are the sentences of the form forall x from s_:P(c2,
x) with the largest set s_.

In Plosequamo·language only one pattern variable may be present in the pattern
(so in the second argument of mostInfo). This pattern variable is the one speci�ed
in the �rst argument. Thus, in this case, the information in the �rst argument is
super�uous. Nevertheless, it is has been added to take into account future extensions
of Plosequamo·language in which it may be sensible to indicate which pattern
variables you want to target.

The syntax of Plosequamo·language is de�ned as follows.

PlosequamoFormula

- mostInfo
�� �- (

���- PatternVar- ,
���- PlosequaFormula- )

���-

6This de�nition does not cover certain cases: there are examples in which two deducible sentences
exist that both match the pattern, but that are independent (so, not deducible) from each other, and which
have a di�erent size for s_. This means that none of these sentences is ‘more informative’ than the other.
With thanks to Jesse Maas (also known as ‘Aeduïn’) for discovering this. This problem can be solved
easily, but this is left as future work.
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III.8.5.6 Folminquon·language
Folminquon·language (�rst-order logic minus quanti�ers and connectives) is a frag-Folminquon·-

language ment of �rst-order logic with equality and inequality. It does not contain quanti�ca-
tion or connectives. (No connectives means the absence of: negation, implication,
disjunction and conjunction.) The absence of quanti�cation implies the well-formed
formulas of the language do not contain variables, only constants. The following
examples together cover the complete expressivity of Folminquon·language:

P(akwasi, john)
Binary predicates.

MusicTrio(corea, cohen, ballard)
3-place predicate. Folminquon·language allows any arity.

AllUnequal(akwasi, john, ebere)
Inequality: akwasi, john and ebere refer to mutually distinct entities. AllUnequal
is not a predicate, but syntactic sugar to express a number of inequality sentences
at once, in this case: (not Equal(akwasi, john)) and (not Equal(akwasi,
ebere)) and (not Equal(john, ebere)).

AllEqual(akwasi, adrian, brandon)
Equality: akwasi, adrian and brandon refers to the same entity. AllEqual is not
a predicate, but syntactic sugar to express a number of equality sentences at once, in
this case: equal(akwasi, adrian) and equal(adrian, brandon).

P(akwasi, {john, fiona})
Syntactic sugar to express P(akwasi, john) and P(akwasi, fiona) at once.
Thus, in general, this construct is an abbreviation for a collection of predicate sen-
tences: all predicate sentences that can be formed by selecting exactly one constant
from the sets that occur in the construct. I introduce the name term·set for such a
set. Term·sets, as in the example above, are enclosed in “{}”.

The syntax of Folminquon·language is de�ned as follows.

FolminquonFormula

- PredicateApplication -
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PredicateApplication

- PrediSymi
- (
���- TermOrTermSet (repeat arity(i) times)�

� ,
����

�

- )
���-

TermOrTermSet

- Term�
�- TermSet

�

-

TermSet

- {
���- Term�

� ,
����

�

- }
���-

EqualityFormula

- AllEqual
�� ��

�- AllUnequal
�� �

�

- (
���- Term�

� ,
����

�

- )
���-

where all non-terminals not de�ned in the diagram above, are as de�ned in previously
occurring syntax diagrams.

The semantics of Folminquon·language is formally de�ned by translation to FOL:

Tfolminquon(ϕ) = ϕ i� ϕ does not contain EqualityFormulas. (III.8.6)

Tfolminquon(AllEqual(c1, . . . ,cn)) =

Equal(c1, c2) and Equal(c2, c3) . . . and Equal(cn−1, cn) (III.8.7)

Tfolminquon(AllUnequal(c1, . . . ,cn)) =

(not Equal(c1, c2)) and (not Equal(c1, c3)) . . .

and (not Equal(cn−1, cn)), (III.8.8)
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For all clarity, the right-hand side of (III.8.8) contains a (not Equal ...)-formula
for all possible pairs of constants occurring at the left-hand side.

The translation of sentences that contain term·sets are left to the reader.

III.8.5.7 Folnuminquon·language

Folnuminquon·language (FOL with number·quanti�ers, minus quanti�ers and con-Folnuminquon·-
language nectors) is an extension of Folminquon·language: it allows one to make statements

about the number of individuals satisfying a certain formula. These are therefore
extensions of the ordinary existential quanti�er. (Note that they are, therefore,
an instance of generalised·quanti�ers (Westerståhl, 2016).) Therefore, note that
Folnuminquon·language is, syntactically speaking, not a fragment of FOL, because
FOL does not allow such constructs. However, semantically speaking Folminquon·-
language is a fragment of FOL, because all Folminquon·language can be translated
to FOL sentences with an equivalent meaning.
Examples of Folnuminquon·language sentences are the following:

=4x:P(c2, x)
There are exactly 4 distinct individuals x for which holds P(c2, x).

Other examples with an analogous meaning can be obtained by using: >5, <3,
=<11 (“less than or equal”) and >=1 (“greater than or equal”) instead of =4 in the
example above.

The syntax of Folnuminquon·language is de�ned by the following replacements
in the syntax diagram of Folminquon·language:

(1) Replacement of FolminquonDocument with FolnuminquonDocument.

(2) Replacement of all occurrences of the word Folminquon with Folnuminquon.

(3) Adding the following rules to the syntax diagram of Folminquon·language (see
III.8.5.6):

FolnuminquonFormula

- PredicateApplication�
�- BeginQuanti�erFormula- :

���- FolnuminquonFormula

�

-
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BeginQuanti�erFormula

- forall
�� ��

�- exists
�� ��- NumberQuanti�er

�


- Var -

NumberQuanti�er

- =
����

�- <
����- >
����- =<
�� ��- >=
�� �

�





- DecimalNaturalNumber -

where DecimalNaturalNumber is a decimal representation of a natural number,
including 0.

The semantics of the language is de�ned by means of translation to FOL. The
translation function Tfolnuminquon from FOL sentences to Folnuminquon·language
sentences is inductively de�ned as follows:

Tfolnuminquon(ϕ) = ϕ i� ϕ does not contain number·quanti�ers. (III.8.9)

Tfolnuminquon(>=n x:ϕ(x)) = inequalityStats and
Tfolnuminquon(ϕ(x1)) and Tfolnuminquon(ϕ(x2)) and . . . and Tfolnuminquon(ϕ(xn)),

(III.8.10)

where

inequalityStats = exists x1:exists x2: . . . exists xn:

x1!=x2 and x1!=x3 and . . . x1!=xn

x2!=x3 . . . x(n− 1)!=xn (III.8.11)
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The other number·quanti�ers can now be de�ned in terms of the number·-
quanti�er de�ned above.

Tfolnuminquon(<n x:ϕ(x)) = not Tfolnuminquon(>=n x:ϕ(x)) (III.8.12)

Tfolnuminquon(=<n x:ϕ(x)) = Tfolnuminquon(<(n+ 1) x:ϕ(x))), (III.8.13)

Tfolnuminquon(=n x:ϕ(x)) =

Tfolnuminquon(>=n x:ϕ(x)) and

Tfolnuminquon(=<n x:ϕ(x)) (III.8.14)

III.8.5.8 Pattern·languages Plonu·language and
Plonumo·language

Plonu·language is a pattern·language for Folnuminquon·language. In it, the numbersPlonu·language
in the number·quanti�ers may be replaced with pattern variables.

>n_ x:P(c2, x)
Pattern representing the set of sentences in Folnuminquon·language that can be
obtained by substituting the pattern variable n_ by a number.

The syntax of Plonu·language is de�ned by the following replacements in the
syntax diagram of Folnuminquon·language (see section III.8.5.4 (p. 270)):

(1) Replacement of all occurrences of the word Folnuminquon with PlonuFormula.

(2) Replacement of NumberQuanti�er of the syntax diagram of Folnuminquon·-
language with the following production rules:
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NumberQuanti�er

- =
����

�- <
����- >
����- =<
�� ��- >=
�� �

�





- DecimalNaturalNumber�
�- PatternVar

�

-

This, however, is not su�cient. Suppose, for example, that someone poses the
question how many children Akwasi at least has. In the context of English, and
probably most other natural languages, that person is not asking for any value that is
correct, but for the value with the highest information content that can be determined
based on the translation. Plonumo·language, an extension of Plonu·language, solves
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Plonumo·-
language

this problem. It contains an additional mostInfo-construct. Examples follow.

mostInfo(n_, >=n_...)
Select the most informative sentence(s) from all deducible sentences that match the
pattern: in this case the sentence with the greatest value for n_.

mostInfo(n_, =<n_...)
Select the most informative sentence(s) from all deducible sentences that match the
pattern: in this case the sentence with the smallest value for n_.

Omit the ‘=’ for the rest of the de�nitions.
The syntax of Plonumo·language is de�ned as follows.

PlonuFormula

- mostInfo
�� �- (

���- PatternVar- ,
���- PlonuFormula- )

���-
III.8.5.9 Implementation of a reasoner for Plonumo·language
Realising a reasoner for the relatively simple language Plonumo·language turned
out not to be trivial. At �rst glance, I assumed that there would be an o�-the-shelf
reasoners that would be able to do this out-of-the-box. (Obviously, with out-of-the-
box I mean that it at most requires the creation of a trivial algorithm to translate the
Plonumo·language sentence to the query·language of the given reasoner.) Unfortu-
nately, to the best of my current knowledge, such a reasoner does not exist.

Moreover, during my investigations to implement a dedicated reasoner from
scratch, I was able to de�ne a reduction of the graph colouring problem to an
important part of the problem posed in Plonumo·language. The graph colouring
problem is NP complete, so this also holds for Plonumo·language. For me, it was
somewhat surprising that a problem that appeared to me to be quite simple can only
be solved with a brute-force algorithm (provided that P 6= NP ).

Finally, I implemented a reasoner for a part of Plonumo·language by stitching
together three components: Eprover, a small algorithm implemented by me and
Paradox7. The reasoner is limited to Plonumo·language sentences in which >= occur,
for example

mostInfo( n_, >=n_ x:hasTeacher(selinde, x) ).
7My gratitude goes to Geo� Sutcli�e who made me aware of Paradox.
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This is the only part of Plonumo·language needed in one of the SWiFT-Focused
instances, to wit SWiFT·NoUna. The basic strategy is as follows:

1. Let K be the KR-base in Folnuminquon·language, and ϕ be the reasoning·goal
in Plonumo·language, which has >= as its comparison operator. Example:
ϕ = mostInfo(n_, >= n_ x:hasChild(c, x)).

2. Create a copy of K: K′. Eliminate the equality and inequality sentences from
K′. Translate K′ to TPTP language. This results in K′TPTP.

3. Let ϕ′ be a copy of ϕ without the mostInfo-construct, and without the
number·quanti�er, and with the variable transformed into a pattern variable.
Example: ϕ′ = hasChild(c, x_). Translate ϕ′ into TPTP language: ϕ′TPTP.

4. K′TPTP and ϕ′TPTP are consequently o�ered to Eprover. Eprover produces the
set of constants for which ϕ′TPTP holds: Ceprover.

Subsequently, the second stage takes care of the mostInfo-construct and the number·-
quanti�er in ϕ. The goal is to produce the largest number for which can be deduced
that ϕ′ holds. Because of the absence of the unique name assumption, this number is
not equal to the number of constants in Ceprover. After all, some of these constants
may be referring to the same entity. For this purpose, the Plonumo·language-reasoner
has to deal with the equality and inequality sentences. First, Ceprover has to be trans-
formed. The reason is that some (in)equality sentences in K may contain constants
that are not in Ceprover. However, simply omitting these sentences is incorrect. Indir-
ectly, such sentences may express information about the equality or inequality of
constants within Ceprover. This is the ‘non-trivial’ additional reasoning that has to
take place next to the reasoning provided by Eprover and Paradox. The following
code speci�es it in pseudo code:

EqualityEliminator(ConstantSet, EqualityAndInequalitySentences) =
{ InequalitySentences := EqualityAndInequalitySentences

for each Equal(a,b) in InequalitySentences do
{ if a is in ConstantSet then
{ relabel all constants b in InequalitySentences to a }
else if b is in ConstantSet then
{ relabel all constants a in InequalitySentences to b }
else
{ relabel all constants b in InequalitySentences to a }
(endif)

eliminate Equal(a,b) from InequalitySentences
}
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return InequalitySentences
}

In the �nal stage, Paradox is applied:

1. Create a copy of K that only contains the equality and inequality sentences:
KEqIneq.

2. Apply EqualityEliminator to KEqIneq:
KIneq = ConstantsTransformation(Ceprover,KEqIneq). Note that KIneq does
not contain any Eq sentences.

3. Drop all inequality statements from KIneq that contain at least one constant
that is not in Ceprover: KIneqC.

4. Apply Paradox to KIneqC.

I implemented this strategy in Scala. The code below presents a snippet that
forms the core of the implementation. The full source code can be accessed in the
SWiFT-Focused repository

(https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc)

at

https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc/blob/develop/webApp/
swift/src/main/scala/org/ocbkc/swift/reas/tpfolnuminqua.scala

Note that the identi�ers used in the source code are not necesarilly the same as the
ones used in the reasoning strategy described above.

// Omitted from this fragment: import-statements

object Prover
{ def query(query:FolnuminquaQuery, ft:FOLtheory):Int =

{ /* Only what matches is currently supported. Thus, warnings that the
match statement is not exhaustive is a consequence of a
deliberate choice.

*/
println("#### incoming FOLtheory:\n" + ft)
val ft_noEqStats = ft.copy
ft_noEqStats.removeStats
( { case stat:Equal => true

case stat:Unequal => true
case _ => false

https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc
https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc/blob/develop/webApp/swift/src/main/scala/org/ocbkc/swift/reas/tpfolnuminqua.scala
https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc/blob/develop/webApp/swift/src/main/scala/org/ocbkc/swift/reas/tpfolnuminqua.scala
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}
)
println("\n#### (in)eq stats removed:\n" + ft_noEqStats)
//println(" incoming theory must stay unaffected:\n" + ft)
var ft_noEqStats_fof = ft_noEqStats.exportToTPTPfof

// translate query to fof
val queryFof:String =
query match
{ case Sharpest( NumResPat(Geq, PatVar(numpatvarname),

Var(boundvarname), PredApp(p,consts)))
=>
{ val pv = "PV" + boundvarname

"fof(form" + ft_noEqStats.stats.length + ", question,
? [" + pv + "] : " + p.name +
consts.map
( c =>

if( c.name.equals(boundvarname) )
pv

else
c.name

).mkString("(",",",")") + ")."
}

}
ft_noEqStats_fof += queryFof
println("\n#### translated to fof and added query in fof format:\\

\n" +
ft_noEqStats_fof)

// write to file
var outFile = new File("ft_noEqStats.fof")
var fullpath = outFile.getAbsolutePath
println("\n#### creating file: " + fullpath)
var out:PrintWriter = new PrintWriter(new BufferedWriter(

new FileWriter(outFile)))
out.print(ft_noEqStats_fof)
out.flush
out.close

// apply eprover
val eproverResult = Eprover(

"--cpu-limit=30 --memory-limit=Auto --tstp-format -s \\
--answers "
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+ fullpath
)

println("#### eprover’s result =\n" + eproverResult)
val c:List[Constant] = eproverResult.extractConstants
println(" extracted constants = " + c)
if(c.length != 0) /* needed, because Paradox will produce model size

= 1 for a theory which only consists of
fof(form0, , introconstants())

*/
{ /* eliminate equality statements with constants in c as preferred

constants
*/
println("\n#### start eliminate equality statements")
val ft_EqInEqIntroConsStats = ft.copy

// { Paradox needs a statement that introduces the constants
val pred = Predicate("introduceconstants", c.length)
// }

ft_EqInEqIntroConsStats.removeStats
( { case stat:Equal => false

case stat:Unequal => false
case _ => true

}
)
println(" create a statement to introduce all constants from \\

C and transform to TPTP fof")
ft_EqInEqIntroConsStats.addStat(PredApp_FOL(pred, c))
println(" first drop everything but (in)equality stats:")a
println(" ft_EqInEqIntroConsStats = "

+ ft_EqInEqIntroConsStats)
println(" applying EqualityEliminitor:")
val ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats =

EqualityEliminator(ft_EqInEqIntroConsStats, c)

println("\n#### drop all inequality statements which contains \\
at least one constant which is NOT in C.")

def f(cs:List[Constant], stat:FOLstatement):Boolean =
{ stat match

{ case Unequal(c1, c2) => !cs.contains(c1) || !cs.contains(c2)
case _ => false

}
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}

ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats.removeStats(f(c,_))
println( " ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats becomes "

+ ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats
)

println("\n#### apply paradox")
val ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats_fof =

ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats.exportToTPTPfof
println(" ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats_fof = "

+ ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats_fof)
// { write to file
outFile = new File("ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats.fof")
fullpath = outFile.getAbsolutePath
println("\n#### creating file: " + fullpath)
out = new PrintWriter(new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(outFile)))
out.print(ft_onlyInEqIntroConsStats_fof)
out.flush
out.close
// }

val paradoxResult = Paradox("--model --verbose 0 " + fullpath)
println(" result of paradox:\n" + paradoxResult)

paradoxResult.getModelSize
}
else 0

}
}

The Scala implementation of EqualityEliminator is as follows. It can be found
in the SWiFT-Focused repository at the following URL:

https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc/blob/develop/webApp/
swift/src/main/scala/org/ocbkc/swift/reas/equalityEliminator.
scala

object EqualityEliminator
{ def apply(ft:FOLtheory, prefCs:List[Constant]):FOLtheory =

{ /* first remove equality statement from ft, and then do the constant
replacement in the rest.

*/
println("eliminateEqualities")
println(" ft was:" + ft)

https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc/blob/develop/webApp/swift/src/main/scala/org/ocbkc/swift/reas/equalityEliminator.scala
https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc/blob/develop/webApp/swift/src/main/scala/org/ocbkc/swift/reas/equalityEliminator.scala
https://github.com/swiftgame/SWiFTfososc/blob/develop/webApp/swift/src/main/scala/org/ocbkc/swift/reas/equalityEliminator.scala
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ft.stats.find( { case s:Equal => true; case _ => false } ) match
{ case None => { println(" ft becomes:" + ft); ft }

case Some(Equal(a,b)) => { ft.removeStat(Equal(a,b))
if (prefCs.contains(a))
ft.substituteConstant(b,a)

else if (prefCs.contains(b))
ft.substituteConstant(a,b)

else ft.substituteConstant(b,a)

println(" ft becomes:" + ft)
apply(ft, prefCs)

}
}

}
}

III.8.5.10 Bridge·language Brasic·language

Brasic·language (BRidge language bASIC) is a basic bridge·language that can be usedBrasic·language
for any of the formal·languages introduced in this work that has constants and unary
predicates with semantic conditions as used in FOL. Thus, each constant refers to a
unique entity, and each unary predicate to a unique unary relation in the domain of
discourse. It forms a bridge between the constants and predicates on the one hand,
and the corresponding words used in natural language on the other hand.

EntityBridge(e, {"Edward"})
The formal·language constant e refers to the same entity as the natural language
word “Edward”.

EntityBridge(e, {"Edward", "Akwasi"})
The formal·language constant e refers to the same entity as the natural language
words ‘Edward’ and ‘Akwasi’. (In other words, ‘Edward’ and ‘Akwasi’ are two names
for the same entity).
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UnaryPredicateBridge(B, {"big"})
The meaning of formal·language predicate B corresponds with the meaning of the
natural language word ‘big’. An example: with the information expressed above: B(e)
translates into natural language as follows: “[The translation into natural language
of e] is big”. (The translation is partial, because in this case, no Brasic·language
sentence for e is given.)

EntityBridge(e, {"Edward", "Akwasi"})
UnaryPredicateBridge(B, {"big"})
Given these bridge sentences, the FOL sentence B(e) can be translated into natural
language as follows: “Edward is big” or “Akwasi is big”.

The syntax de�nition of Brasic·language is as follows.

BrasicDocument

- BrasicSentence�
�

�

-

BrasicSentence

- EntityBridge
�� �- (

���- Constant�
�- UnaPrediBridge

�� �- (
���- UnaPredi

�

- ,
���- NLstringList- )

���-
NLstringList

- {
���- "

���- NLstring- "
����

� ,
����

�

- }
���-

UnaryPredicate

- PredicateId -

PredicateId

- UpperCaseId -

where UpperCaseId is as de�ned as in previous diagrams, and UnaPrediBridge stands
for UnaryPredicateBridge, and UnaPredi for UnaryPredicate.
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III.8.5.11 Hurelan·language

Hurelan·language (HUman RELational antonyms LANguage) is a bridge·languageHurelan·-
language that can be used to extend an existing formal·language that allows binary predicates.

This work introduces it for the purpose of enabling (natural language) text generation
of certain SWiFT-Focused challenges.

Relational antonyms, a term from linguistics, are pairs of words that refer to arelational
antonym relationship from opposite points of view, such as parent/child or borrow/lend (Plag,

2007).
This work additionally introduces the notion human·relational·antonym: a rela-human·-

relational·-
antonym

tional antonym in which the words express roles that can be ful�lled by humans,
such parent/child, teacher/student, husband/wife.

The hurelan·construct enables one to express (1) that a binary predicate of ahurelan·-
construct formal·language expresses a human·relational·antonym, and (2) the associated words

in natural language.
Examples follow.

Hurelan(hasChild, "parent", "child")
The binary predicate hasChild expresses a relation between its arguments, that
can be expressed with human relational antonyms in natural language. If translated
into natural language, the role of the �rst argument of hasChild is expressed as
"parent" and the role of the second as "child".

Hurelan(hasChild, "parent", "child")
EntityBridge(a, {"Akwasi"})
EntityBridge(j, {"Jules"})

hasChild(a,j)
The Hurelan·language statement and the bridge statement provide the information
that is needed to be able to translate the last sentence (automatically) to natural
language: “Akwasi is a parent of Jules.”, or “Jules is a child of Akwasi.”.

III.8.6 SWiFT·Efe

SWiFT·Efe focuses on the basic understanding of constants and predicates. It is
intended to be playable by novices. ‘Efe’ is a Nigerian (Igbo) word that means ‘easy’
or ‘simple’.
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III.8.6.1 The challenge·set
The challenge·set of SWiFT·Efe consists of natural language sentences exempli�ed
by the following:

• “Akwasi is big.”

• “Soerdjaja is fast.”

• “Soerdjaja, Zwirdi and Pompi are fast.”

• “Zwobo is fast and big.”

• “Darpo and Yuna are fast and big.”

For each text from Efe’s challenge·set, it is reasonable to assume that probably all
English speakers will assume that each entity is referred to with at most one proper
name. For example, in the last example, ‘Darpo’ and ‘Yuna’ are names of two distinct
persons, and not two names of one person. (The reader is invited to see whether (s)he
�nds it intuitive that a sentence from this set, provided in isolation, would suggest
otherwise.) So when constructing a bridge, it is not needed to assume that a player
has to connect more than one proper name to a constant.

III.8.6.2 Formal·languages
III.8.6.2.1 Formal·target·language: Efe·language

The formal·target·language is Efe·language, as de�ned in section III.8.5.3 (p. 270).

III.8.6.2.2 Text·generation·language

The text·generation·language is equal to the formal·target·language (Efe·language).

III.8.6.2.3 Answer·language: Folsequa·language

The answer·language of SWiFT·Efe is Folsequa·language, as de�ned in section III.8.5.4
(p. 270).

III.8.6.2.4 Question·formal·language: Plosequamo·language

SWiFT·Efe’s question·formal·language is Plosequamo·language. Given the questions
that are generated by the computer, only a fragment of Plosequamo·language is
actually used.
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III.8.6.2.5 Bridge·language: Brasic·language

The bridge·language of SWiFT·Efe is Brasic·language, as de�ned in section III.8.5.10
(p. 286).

III.8.6.3 The question set
The following provides examples of questions that can be generated by the computer,
together with their representation in the question·formal·language (Plosequamo·-
language):

Q1 “Mention all people who are big based on the information in the text.”
mostInfo( s_, forall x from s_:B(x) )

Q2 “Mention all people who are big and fast based on the information in
the text.”
mostInfo( s_, forall x from s_:(F(x) and B(x)) )

Note that with these questions the player does not need insight in the absence of
the unique name assumption, because there are no equality axioms. The only way to
be certain that all people are mentioned is by mentioning all constants with the F
predicate (even if some may refer to the same individual).

III.8.6.4 Typical session example
This section contains a typical example of a SWiFT·Efe playing session. The events
are shown in the order at which they occur, however, in some cases they are shown
to the player in another order.

III.8.6.4.1 Computer-generated challenge in Efe·language and
Brasic·language (not shown to player)

Representation in Efe·language:

F(akwasi)
F(john)
F(szymon)

Bridge sentences in Brasic·language:

EntityBridge(akwasi, {"Akwasi"})
EntityBridge(john, {"John"})
EntityBridge(szymon, {"Szymon"})
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III.8.6.4.2 Computer-generated challenge in natural language
(shown to player)

“Akwasi, John and Szymon are big.”

III.8.6.4.3 Player’s translation in Efe·language and Brasic·language

Representation in Efe·language:

F(a)
F(j)
F(s)

Bridge sentences in Brasic·language:

EntityBridge(a, {"Akwasi"})
EntityBridge(j, {"John"})
EntityBridge(s, {"Szymon"})

Note: during experimentation, I typically observed that players start abbreviating
longer names after having played a few sessions, just as in the above example.

III.8.6.4.4 Computer-generated question·attack·round in
Plosequamo·language (not shown to player)

mostInfo(s_, forall x from s_:B(x))

III.8.6.4.5 Computer-generated question·attack·round in natural language
(shown to player)

“Mention all people who are big based on the information in the text.”

III.8.6.4.6 Computer-generated algorithmic·defence·round
(shown to player)

The algorithmic·defence·round consists of the stages covered in the following two
subsections.
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III.8.6.4.7 Computer-generated algorithmic·construction·stage (shown to
player)

The algorithmic·construction·stage is based on the computer-generated question·-
attack·round. As a consequence of the choices for the formal·languages in SWiFT·Efe
the two are identical:

mostInfo(s_, forall x from s_:B(x))

III.8.6.4.8 Computer-generated algorithmic·execution·stage
(shown to player)

Plosequa·language: forall x from {akwasi, john, szymon}:B(x)
natural language: “Akwasi, John and Szymon are big.”

Deduced from the player-created translation:

Plosequa·language: forall x from {a, j, s}:B(x)
natural language: “Akwasi, John and Szymon are big.”

Using the bridge-sentences of both translations, the implemented algorithm will now
automatically deduce that both answers are identical. Note that this also works if the
mentioned entities have a di�erent order in the computer-generated formal·language
representation than in the player-created translation.

III.8.6.4.9 Conclusion (shown to player)

The computer communicates to the player that the translation is correct.

III.8.7 SWiFT·NoUna
SWiFT·NoUna focuses on the understanding of the absence of the unique name
assumption. NoUna stands for ‘No Unique Name Assumption’. The unique nameNoUna
assumption is the assumption that each constant refers to a distinct entity, or, equi-
valently, that there are no constants that refer to the same entity (Russell and Norvig,
2016). This is an assumption often tacitly held by people, while this is not necessarily
the case for formal·languages. This is a well-known source of faulty representations
in, among others, the �eld of knowledge·engineering.
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The challenge·set, question set and formal·target·language are chosen such that
the probability is very high that the player will create a faulty translation when he
or she is not aware of the unique name assumption. This is achieves by presenting
a natural language text in which a number of named individuals share a certain
property. Without the unique name assumption, the translation of these names to
constants, should be accompanied by inequality sentences. If these sentences are
omitted, the answer to questions about the number of individuals with the given
property will be wrong, because the reasoner cannot determine whether some of the
constants refer to the same, or distinct individuals.

III.8.7.1 The challenge·set
The challenge·set of SWiFT·Efe consists of natural language sentences exempli�ed
by the following:

• “Ebere is a trainer of Eva.”

• “Selinde is a grandchild of Ebere and Frank.”

• “Alexia is a grandparent of Pondiwu, Gaston and Kevin.”

III.8.7.2 Formal·languages
III.8.7.2.1 Formal·target·language: Folminquon·language

The formal·target·language is Folminquon·language, as de�ned in section III.8.5.6
(p. 274).

III.8.7.2.2 Text·generation·language: Folminquon·language
+ Hurelan·language

The text·generation·language of SWiFT·NoUna is equal to Folminquon·language (sec-
tion III.8.5.6 (p. 274)) extended with the hurelan·construct (section III.8.5.11 (p. 288)).

III.8.7.2.3 Answer·language: Folnuminquon·language

The answer·language of SWiFT·NoUna is Folnuminquon·language, as de�ned in
section III.8.5.7 (p. 276).

III.8.7.2.4 Question·formal·language: Plonumo·language

The question·formal·language of SWiFT·NoUna is Plonumo·language (section III.8.5.8
(p. 278)).
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III.8.7.2.5 Bridge·language: Brasic·language + Hurelan·language

The bridge·language of SWiFT·NoUna is Brasic·language, as de�ned in section III.8.5.10
(p. 286), extended with the hurelan·construct. The latter allows the translation of
predicates that express a human relational antonym.

III.8.7.3 The question set

The following provides the questions that can be generated by the computer, together
with their representation in the question·formal·language (Plonumo·language), and
the required bridge·language statements:

Q1 “How many children does Akwai minimally have? Give the highest
number for which this can be established with certainty.”

EntityBridge(akwasi, {"Akwasi"})
Hurelan(hasChild, "parent", "child")

mostInfo( n_, >=n_ x:hasChild(akwasi, x) )

III.8.7.4 Typical session example

III.8.7.4.1 Computer-generated challenge in Folminquon·language
+ Hurelan·language and Brasic·language (not shown to player)

Representation in Folminquon·language:

hasTeacher(selinde, {ebere, frank})
AllUnequal(selinde, ebere, frank)

Bridge sentences in Brasic·language and Hurelan·language:

Hurelan(hasTeacher, "student", "teacher")
EntityBridge(selinde, {"Selinde"})
EntityBridge(ebere, {"Ebere"})
EntityBridge(frank, {"Frank"})

III.8.7.4.2 Computer-generated challenge in natural language (shown to
player)

“Selinde is a student of Ebere and Frank.”
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III.8.7.4.3 Player’s translation in Efe·language and Brasic·language

Representation in Folminquon·language:

hasTeacher(sel, {ebe, fra})

Bridge sentences in Brasic·language and Hurelan·language:

Hurelan(hasTeacher, "student", "teacher")
EntityBridge(sel, {"Selinde"})
EntityBridge(ebe, {"Ebere"})
EntityBridge(fra, {"Frank"})

As can be seen in this example, a typical error is made by the player: unaware
of the absence of the unique name assumption, the player did not add the necessary
inequality axioms.

III.8.7.4.4 Computer-generated question·attack·round inPlonumo·language
(shown to player)

Plonumo·language: mostInfo( n_, >=n_ x:hasTeacher(selinde, x) )
(Select the most informative sentence(s) from all deducible sentences that match

the pattern: in this case the sentence >=n_ x:hasTeacher(selinde, x) with the
highest value for n_.)

III.8.7.4.5 Computer-generated question·attack·round in natural language
(shown to player)

“How many teachers does Selinde minimally have? Give the highest number
for which this can be established with certainty.”

III.8.7.4.6 Computer-generated algorithmic·defence·round
(shown to player)

The algorithmic·defence·round consists of the stages covered in the following two
subsections.
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III.8.7.4.7 Computer-generated algorithmic·construction·stage (shown to
player)

The algorithmic·construction·stage is based on the computer-generated question·-
attack·round. As a consequence of the choices for the formal·languages in SWiFT·-
NoUna the two are identical:

Plonumo·language: mostInfo( n_, >=n_ x:hasTeacher(selinde, x) )

III.8.7.4.8 Computer-generated algorithmic·execution·stage
(shown to player)

Deduced from the computer-generated ‘translation’ of the challenge text:

Folnuminquon·language: >=2_ x:hasTeacher(selinde, x)
natural language: “Selinde has minimally 2 teachers, and this is the highest
number for which this can be established with certainty.”

Deduced from the player-created translation:

Folnuminquon·language: >=1_ x:hasTeacher(selinde, x)
natural language: “Selinde has minimally 1 teacher, and this is the highest num-
ber for which this can be established with certainty.”

III.8.7.4.8.1 Analysis The answer of the player is wrong as a consequence of
the omission of inequality axioms.

III.8.7.4.9 Conclusion (shown to player)

The computer communicates to the player that the translation is incorrect (without
stating why).

III.8.8 Conclusion and future work

III.8.8.1 Conclusion

The research questions highlighted in the introduction of this chapter (section III.8.1.1
(p. 246)) and a summary of the corresponding research results achieved in this chapter
are as follows.
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“ Research question 2.2.1 (incentives SWiFT-game). Which incentives
for participating and improving formal·�uency does SWiFT provide, and
how could the game be improved to make these incentives stronger?

(Quoted from page 221.) ”
Conclusion 2 of research question 2.2.1. The incentives SWiFT-Focused provides
in comparison with SWiFT-Fixtal and SWiFT-Full include that it can be played in a
much shorter time, and that it is far easier to learn how to play the game because
the player only has to ful�ll one role. This is further addressed in the conclusion 1 of
research question 2.2.4 on the following page and the conclusion 1 of research question
2.2.6 (p. 299). �

“ Research question 2.2.2 (easier comparison translations). easier com-
parison translations

(Quoted from page 221.) ”
Conclusion 2 of research question 2.2.2. In SWiFT-Focused the comparison of
the translations’ quality is greatly simpli�ed. The essential cause is that each SWiFT-
Focused-instance has, in several respects, a much narrower scope than SWiFT-Full and
SWiFT-Fixtal. Just as with SWiFT-Fixtal, the formal·target·language is �xed, which
yields the same advantages as mentioned in SWiFT-Fixtal (see conclusion 1 of research
question 2.2.2 (p. 242)).

Additionally, the text comes from a much narrower set of possible texts. The ques-
tions in the question·attack·round come from a narrower set, too. They do not include all
possible questions about the texts, but are restricted to questions that test the subcapab-
ility that is in focus. The narrowness is chosen such that a computer can automatically
generate the texts and the questions for the question·attack·round. The text, moreover,
is quite short. This has all been explained in section III.8.1.2 (p. 246).

The reasons that this makes it easier to reliably compare the translations include:
(1) The automated generation gives a great level of control over the quality of the ques-
tions, and, hence, the comparison of the quality of the translations. (2) The narrower
set of possible questions and shorter texts means that it is easier to check to what ex-
tent it is possible to automatically deduce from the translation all sentences that can
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be deduced from the original text. To be precise: it is easier to approximate the metric
‘automatically·deducible·fraction’ (see section III.6.4.1 (p. 218)).

Note that SWiFT-Focused sacri�ces testing full-blown formal·�uency for this, there-
fore, it is not a substitute for SWiFT-Focused but a complementation it (see ). �

“ Research question 2.2.3 (no immediate full-blown formal·�uency needed).
How to design a SWiFT-game in which the player is not immediately
confronted with acquiring full-blown formal·�uency, but which still has
many to most of the desired e�ects of SWiFT-Full?

(Quoted from page 222.) ”
Conclusion 2 of research question 2.2.3. In the game variant developed in this
chapter, higher-order·SWiFT, the full challenge of mastering formal·�uency is broken
up into smaller subchallenges. Each subchallenge focuses on a speci�c problem within
formal·�uency, and is presented to the player in a mini-game, coined a SWiFT-Focused
game. In this single-player game, a player is o�ered a text to translate, after which
the translation is tested by comparing what can be deduced from it with reasoners
with what can be deduced from the original natural language text. SWiFT-Focused
games that cover interdependent subchallenges are presented to the player in order of
increasing level of di�culty. Each SWiFT-Focused-game is a single player game, in
which the player only ful�lls the role of translator from natural language. All other
roles are ful�lled by the computer. This section already presented the design of three
SWiFT-Focused games, which are also implemented. I conclude that both on logical
grounds and preliminary experimentation, higher-order·SWiFT is a promising answer
to the mentioned disadvantages. �

“ Research question 2.2.4 (reduced human-resources). How to design
a SWiFT-game or variant thereof that is e�ective for fostering formal·-
�uency, but that is less human-resource intensive than SWiFT-Full?

(Quoted from page 222.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.4. The solution presented in this chapter
is a direct consequence of higher-order·SWiFT, an extension of higher-order·Orcoba.
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Higher-order·SWiFT allows the challenge of formal·�uency to be broken up in small
subcapabilities. The break-up can be chosen such that the translation from natural
language to formal·language can be done automatically. In this way, the players have
to translate only the text. All other roles can be ful�lled by the computer, which dra-
matically reduces human resource usage. More detailed information has been presented
in section III.8.1.2 (p. 246). �

“ Research question 2.2.6 (short games). How to design a SWiFT-game
in which playing a game does not take much time for the player? (That
means, playing a game session takes a few seconds to atmost a fewminutes,
and learning to play the game not more than �ve to ten minutes.)

(Quoted from page 242.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.6. There are several parts to the result.
These are all directly or indirectly related to the fact that in Higher-order·SWiFT the
overall challenge of fostering formal·�uency is broken up into smaller subchallenges
that are addressed by suitably designed SWiFT-Focused games. The parts to the result
are as follows.

• The subcapabilities in higher-order·SWiFT are – as a requirement – chosen such
that they can be adequately covered by a composition-record that has a pre-
de�ned maximum size. Choosing a su�ciently low maximum size allows su�-
ciently reducing the average maximum playing time needed for this round.

• Moreover, the break-up into subcapabilities is required to be done such that challenge·-
sets can be created that allow a su�cient reduction in the averagemaximum time
needed to play the translation round.

• In higher-order·SWiFT the formal·�uency player only has to ful�ll one role, that
of a translator (see conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.4 on the facing page).
This makes it far easier to learn how to play the game.

�
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“ Research question 2.2.7 (lessons general reasoner construction). What
are lessons beyond the scope of SWiFT-Focused that can be learnt regarding
the e�ective design of automated·deductive·reasoners?

(Quoted from page 246.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.7. The design of a reasoner requires the
speci�cation of a KR-language and a query·language. I presented an approach that
uni�es querying with knowledge representation: by de�ning a su�ciently expressive
language that allows one to express the structure the answer should meet. I believe this
is, in several respects, far more elegant and practical than somehow formalising natural
language questions, or working with a collection of ad-hoc query language constructs.
In the approach, the design of a query·language is as follows. First, a formal·language,
the answer·language, is de�ned that is an extension of the KR-language of the reasoner.
This is crucial to reach the desired expressivity. Second, a language is de�ned that
allows specifying the structure the answer (from the answer·language) should meet.
This language is used as the query·language. A structural and elegant way to do this,
is by taking the answer·language as the basis of a pattern·language. �

“ Research question 2.2.4 (performance metric). What is a good per-
formance metric for the performance of the players of the SWiFT-Focused
games?

(Quoted from page 259.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.4. Determining a good metric for the �u-
ency score is not trivial. I presented several candidate metrics. A possible metric is
the speed of the translation process (disregarding correctness) by simply looking at the
quantity of words in the source being translated per unit of time. This metric is not
perfect, and I explained why I deem it plausible that a perfect a priori de�ned metrics
might not exist. A metric can often (if not always) be improved by investigating the
semantics of the (type of) natural language fragments that are being translated. Nev-
ertheless, one could use one default metric that performs reasonably well, as long as a
better one is not (yet) available. �
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“ Research question 2.2.8 (accelerate SWiFT-Focused instance design).
SWiFT-Focused requires the development of a great many instances to be
developed to cover most aspects of formal·�uency. How to design an ap-
proach in which this development can take place in an accelerated fashion?

(Quoted from page 262.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.8. As a �rst step toward at least streamlin-
ing the development process, a design template was presented (see section III.8.4 (p. 262)).
This template indeed helped during development of the SWiFT-Focused variants that I
designed. Moreover, I do not see how to do without such a template when working in
teams of SWiFT-Focused-game developers. �

III.8.8.2 Future work
III.8.8.2.1 SWiFT-Focused

Future work on SWiFT-Focused could include the following.

• Extend the set of SWiFT-Focused challenges such that it covers an important
part of formal·�uency. To support this process, organise an online open source
community of developers and players of the SWiFT-Focused games.

• Create a ‘reasoner glue language’. To simplify the development of new SWiFT-
Focused games, it would be nice to create a meta-reasoner-de�nition-language
to more easily stitch existing reasoners together. Complementary to this, it
would be nice if a compiler or interpreter would become available that also
actually executes programs in this language without the necessity for the user
of the language to have to install all reasoners, with their peculiarities, manually.
It should automatically spawn or use existing instances of the reasoners being
de�ned in the meta-reasoner language.
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Chapter III.9

Conclusion and future work

III.9.1 Conclusion

The research questions posed in the introduction of this book part (section III.2.5
(p. 142)) and a summary of the corresponding research results achieved in this book
part are as follows:

“ Research question 2.1 (survey fostering integration·of·automated·-
deduction). What is a precise and operational de�nition of the systems
that facilitate e�ective assistance of automated·deductive·reasoners for people
reasoning about their knowledge, and a survey of subchallenges and (already)
existing solutions to create and foster the development of these systems?

(Quoted from page 143.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.1. The research based on re�ection, literature
study, and communication with experts such as Patel-Schneider (2015), that resulted
in this part of the book showed that facilitating e�ective assistance by automated·-
deductive·reasoners of people reasoning about their knowledge is a multi-faceted and
complex challenge, along both the technological and the human dimensions (chapter III.3
(p. 151)). It turns out that even the development of a detailed and precise overview of
the complete challenge itself is far from trivial. Therefore, one important conclusion is
that instead of producing a static survey of the challenge, it is probably best to create a
dynamic survey and a survey-development approach that can serve as a base for fur-
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ther re�nement and adjustments by the research community. The current stage of the
survey is to be found in chapter III.3 (p. 151). The most important aspect of the survey-
approach is de�ning an overall operational challenge, that does not specify the solution
(see de�nition 25 (p. 167) in chapter III.3 (p. 151)), however, that operationally de�nes
the desired e�ects of the solution and the conditions the solution should meet. To the
best of my knowledge, such an attempt has not been made before. Rather, we see a
fragmented collection of research e�orts in this domain (such as ‘the Semantic Web’, or
‘knowledge representation and reasoning’), where the overall goal is not or only vaguely
de�ned, or consists of formulations that already hint at a solution. In doing so, they
exclude alternative paths, and moreover, force themselves to give an overview of the
complete solution, while it is probably impossible to reliably create such an overview,
at least at present, given the aforementioned complexity of the challenge. �

“ Research question 2.2 (fostering formal·�uency on a meta-level). What
meta level specialised extensions of the Orcoba-Approach exist that can
contribute to fostering (the emergence of good composition-records for)
formal·�uency?

(Quoted from page 143.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2.2. First, all specialised extensions for the pur-
pose of fostering formal·�uency are further extensions of general·Orcoba·extensions,
including the most general of all: the Orcoba-Approach itself. These are systems that
have not yet been specialised for a speci�c capability. Therefore, arguments about the
e�ectiveness of these general systems to foster capabilities, also transfer to their success-
ful capability-speci�c·Orcoba·extensions if these exist. The latter, of course, includes
e�ective formal·�uency-speci�c extensions. These arguments have been the topic of
section II.6.1 (p. 125) and in particular the conclusion 1 of research question 1.1 (p. 126).

Second, the following arguments can be added concerning the existence of e�ect-
ive formal·�uency-speci�c extensions. First I discuss the compatibility of the Orcoba-
Approach with the quest to foster formal·�uency, then I focus on concrete formal·-
�uency-speci�c Orcoba extensions.

Compatibility:
I believe the most general, unspecialised Orcoba has properties that make it suit-

able for being applied to fostering formal·�uency. Most notably formal·�uency lends
itself well for expressing the method to practice it in a written form, and therefore, can
be captured in a composition-record, one of the prerequisites for the application of the
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Orcoba-Approach. Experimentation with some extensions indeed showed that parti-
cipants were able to use the written composition-records quite naturally, and were able
to solve the challenge purely by using these written composition-records.
The Challenge-Based·Orcoba, and in particular Or-evohut are extensions of the Orcoba-
Approach that have been designed to make fostering human capabilities much more
e�cient. However, applying these to a certain capability, requires the de�nition of
a suitable challenge·set, and a corresponding challenge-assessment (see section II.4.5
(p. 57)), which may not be easy or feasible for all types of (collective) capabilities. In
this work, I believe I succeeded in de�ning good challenge·sets and associated metrics
for formal·�uency, which meet the conditions of the mentioned extensions. See the next
topic, ‘Extensions’, for more conclusions about these.

Extensions: This part has presented and explored several formal·�uency-speci�c
extensions: real-time·collective·formal·thinking-Orcobas, with one further specialisa-
tion System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking, and the SWiFT·class·of·games,
with the following further specialisations (and variants): SWiFT-Full, SWiFT-Fixtal and
higher-order·SWiFT (the latter of which includes SWiFT-Focused).

In the SWiFT·class·of·games, challenge·sets are de�ned in the form of a translation
game from natural language to formal·language. The metric is based on the degree
to which one can deduce answers to queries from the resulting translation. The lat-
ter, in combination with the more detailed design decisions that have been presented
in this part, form an almost direct expression of formal·�uency, and therefore a plaus-
ible metric. Moreover, I believe the challenge·set to cover many aspects of practicing
formal·�uency ‘in the wild’. Among other things, the text is broken up into smaller
fragments, which stimulates the players to translate the text such that it results in a
greater automatically·deducible·fraction. On the other hand, an insight is that there is
no one single perfect challenge·set de�nition, because of various trade-o�s in the area
of formal·�uency. However, by adjusting the challenge·set accordingly, it should be
possible to emphasise di�erent aspects of formal·�uency.

The best SWiFT-game for fostering formal·�uency with regard to the challenge·set
is SWiFT-Full (see section III.6.5.1 (p. 220)). It o�ers a challenge·set that is very close to
the pursued·capability – in most of its facets. However, SWiFT-Full has some major dis-
advantages: it confronts the player immediately with full-blown formal·�uency, which
can be intimidating, it is quite human resource-intensive and game sessions typically
take a long time to play, which will most likely be a big hurdle for many to become
and remain a player. Moreover, the resulting deduction algorithms created to deduce
answers to questions are di�cult to compare, and players have to balance the di�cult
trade-o� between expressivity and computability while selecting a suitable formal·-
target·language. This prompted research and development activities into SWiFT games
that complement SWiFT-Full.
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SWiFT-Fixtal copes with some of these problems by �xing the formal·target·language
for all teams. In this way, the complexity-expressivity trade-o� problem is not on the
plate of the players anymore, and it becomes much more straightforward to compare
the deduction·algorithms of adversaries. Moreover, the di�culty level of the game can
now, at least for a certain aspect, be built up gradually by choosing a (succession of)
suitable formal·target·language(s). An experiment was carried out with an instance
of SWiFT-Fixtal, in which the structural semantic conditions of the formal·target·-
language consisted of RDF+S, one of the simplest KR-languages. The experiment’s res-
ults include: (1) The formal·�uency of the players reached a promising level, considering
that this was the �rst experiment with novice players, (2) The game provided strong in-
centives for participating: among other things the players mentioned the attractiveness
of the collaborative aspect and the intellectual challenge, (3) The main counter-incent-
ives mentioned were the long duration of the game and, interestingly, again the intel-
lectual challenge. More and detailed conclusions about the experiment are to be found
in section III.7.6 (p. 240).

SWiFT-Fixtal (see chapter III.7 (p. 225)) copes to a certain, but not a su�cient degree
with all of the mentioned problems of SWiFT-Full. This spurred me to do research into
more games to extend the SWiFT·class·of·games. This resulted in the design of higher-
order·SWiFT, an extension of higher-order·Orcobas. In higher-order·SWiFT, the full
challenge of mastering formal·�uency is broken up into smaller subchallenges. This is
an immediate solution to the �rst problem. Moreover, if the break-up meets some addi-
tional conditions it also allows an adequate reduction of human resources and playing
time. For more detailed conclusions about this topic, see conclusion 2 of research ques-
tion 2.2.3 (p. 298), conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.4 (p. 298) and the conclusion 1
of research question 2.2.6 (p. 299) starting on page 298.

The comprehensive nature of a composition-record for formal·�uency posed a prob-
lem for the application of Or-evohut for fostering formal·�uency. The problem is that
minor changes to a large composition-record require a very large sample size of play-
ers using that composition-record to show their e�ect on the score. This problem was
already addressed by higher-order·Orcobas, presented in section II.4.6 (p. 61). I believe
that the design of higher-order·SWiFT, an extension of the latter, provides an adequate
solution to this problem.

In retrospect, it turned out that the Orcoba extensions for real-time·collective·formal·-
thinking are less suitable for focusing on fostering formal·�uency. That is not a problem
in the Orcoba-Approach as such, but a consequence of the fact that real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking is a more general capability than formal·�uency. That is why the
SWiFT·class·of·gameswas developed: the SWiFT·class·of·games isolates formal·�uency.
Real-time·collective·formal·thinking fosters another, more encompassing capability of
which formal·�uency is a sub-capability. Nevertheless, real-time·collective·formal·-
thinking is worth pursuing both in the light of fostering collective·formal·thinking
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(chapter III.5 (p. 197)) and formal·�uency.
�

“ Research question 2.3 (fostering formal·�uency on an object-level).
What are (ingredients of) composition-records that contribute to increased
formal·�uency?

(Quoted from page 143.) ”
Conclusion 2 of research question 2.3. See section IV.2.4 (p. 320) and section III.7.6
(p. 240). �

III.9.2 Future work

III.9.2.1 SWiFT
Future work concerning SWiFT in general may include the following.

1. Integrate evolutionary inspired extensions of the Orcoba-Approach into SWiFT.
See chapter II.5 (p. 65) for more information about these extensions.

2. Speci�cally, integrate the evolutionary inspired extension Or-evohut into,
preferably, all variants of SWiFT.

3. This book has presented SWiFT-Full, SWiFT-Fixtal and SWiFT-Focused. If
needed, develop additional variants and versions of the SWiFT·class·of·games
to increase the e�ectiveness of fostering full mastery of formal·�uency.

Future work concerning SWiFT-Fixtal and SWiFT-Full may include:

1. Experiment with smaller texts and bigger teams than in SWiFT-Fixtal-α, so that
the text size per player is reduced, while the collaborative aspect is increased.
See conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.1 (p. 240) for more details.

2. Develop an adequate solution for the algorithmic·defence·round. In the cur-
rent designs of SWiFT-Full and SWiFT-Fixtal, the team has to carry out the
algorithmic·defence·round. This may not be the best solution, because con-
structing the deduction·algorithms involves quite some additional training.
Moreover, a di�erence in the skill of teams to construct such algorithms, may
lead to an unfair score. After all, it is the quality of the translation that has be
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determined, and not the capability of a team to construct deduction·algorithms.
(Note that in the experiment with SWiFT-Fixtal-α, this problem was circum-
vented by letting the experimenter carry out the algorithmic·defence·round.
However, this is not be a very scalable solution.) A solution could be to design
another game that complements SWiFT, in which other teams have to create
the best deduction·algorithms for a given translation.

3. Design an objective procedure to determine the validity of the constructed
deduction·algorithms. Among other things, no other information may be used
than information provided in the question (also see section III.7.4 (p. 235)). A
centralised panel of independent reviewers is not likely to be very scalable.
After all, it would be di�cult for the panel to keep up with reviewing work if
many people would be playing SWiFT. A solution could be to create a reviewing
system that is based on peer review. Only if the competing teams unanimously
agree with an algorithm, is it considered to be valid. Only in the hopefully rare
event there is an unresolvable con�ict, an independent arbiter is consulted.

4. Develop a solution for the text·assignment stage. In SWiFT-Fixtal-α this stage
has been carried out by the experimenter in the role of game·coordinator. This
is not a scalable solution. Directions for solutions include:

(a) Create a complementary game that organises a crowd that creates an
ever-growing repository of texts.

(b) Develop software to automatically carry out the text·assignment stage.
This may not be so easy, because the fragments should best be chosen
such that they coincide with a fragment that has some internal coherence.

5. Develop a SWiFT-Full game to test and train full mastery of formal·�uency. In
particular, solve the problem of how to compare the results of teams that work
with di�erent formal·target·languages and di�erent automated·deductive·-
reasoners. See section III.6.4.2.1 (p. 219) for more details.

More detailed future work regarding SWiFT can, among other things, be found in:
conclusion 1 of research question 2.2.1 (p. 240).

III.9.2.2 Transforming Wikipedia
SWiFT could be used to transform the content of a given large aggregate of natural
language texts into a formal·language. In my opinion, a notable candidate would
be Wikipedia, because of its comprehensiveness, uniform structure and relatively
high quality. In the following Wikipedia is used as an example. However, it holds for
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any aggregate of natural language texts, such as books, webpages, scienti�c articles,
and so forth. In this setting, the SWiFT·class·of·games plays a double role. (1) It
trains people in formal·�uency. (2) The result of their playing leads to a translation
of Wikipedia into a formal·language with a high automatically·deducible·fraction.
(End of list.) This enables people to consult Wikipedia using automated·deductive·-
reasoners. In other words, SWiFT could become a way to gamify and crowd-source a
high quality transformation of Wikipedia into a formal·language. I think this is a
highly fascinating and promising project.

For this purpose, the SWiFT game-designs presented in this book should be
extended with a few other members or variants. Among other things:

1. The current SWiFT designs focus only on the degree to which automated·-
deductive·reasoners can be e�ectively applied to deduce information for the
text that is used in a given translation·session. I developed the notion automatically·-
deducible·fraction in section III.3.5.2 (p. 174) to quantify essential aspects of this
degree. However, in the scope of transforming Wikipedia, the automatically·-
deducible·fraction should be, ideally, optimised for the whole of Wikipedia.
This is a challenging problem.
In this it is important to be aware of the following. Let t1 and t2 be two
texts, and f1 and f2 two respective translations into a formal·language. Also
assume that each translation realises an optimal automatically·deducible·-
fraction. These assumptions, unfortunately, do not imply that the union of the
translations, f1 ∪ f2, realises an optimal automatically·deducible·fraction with
respect to the union of the original texts, t1∪t2. For example, f1 could be using
di�erent names for constants that refer to the same entity. Hence, the union of
translations of Wikipedia text produced in SWiFT-translation·sessions do not
necessarily form a translation of the whole of Wikipedia that realises a high
automatically·deducible·fraction.
Directions for solutions include: (1) Allow each team to use already translated
texts in their algorithmic·defence·round in addition to their own translation.
(2) In the text·assignment stage, choose a new text from Wikipedia, so one
that has not been translated. Also, choose an old text that already has been
translated. Also, select the best performing translation of the old text. During
the translation·round the players translate the new text, and improve the
existing translation of the old text. During the question·attack·round, the
players attack the combined new and old text. This provides the incentive
to optimise the automatically·deducible·fraction of the combination, and not
only the new text. Because the old text already has been translated, though,
the playing time will, hopefully, not be increased too much. Whether this
approach is scaleable requires further research. (End of list.)
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2. If you want to balance the trade-o� between reaching the maximal automatically·-
deducible·fraction, computability, and translation e�ort, I think that allowing
di�erent formal·target·languages is essential. This is indeed allowed in SWiFT-
Full. However, SWiFT-Full has not yet been fully implemented. In particular, it
is not yet clear how to e�ectively cope with multiple formal·target·languages.
How can you facilitate the algorithmic·defence·round across KR-bases ex-
pressed in di�erent formal·languages? This probably requires the development
of new techniques in addition to existing branches of research in this area.

This way, the SWiFT·class·of·games could also become a ‘playground’ for testing
many aspects of the integration·of·automated·deduction into society (see chapter III.3
(p. 151)), and for associated research communities within �elds such as knowledge
representation and reasoning and automated theorem proving.

III.9.2.3 Real-time·collective·formal·thinking
A summary of a selection of future work mentioned in section III.5.6.1 (p. 208) and
section III.5.7 (p. 210) is as follows. Although SWiFT has been a response to solve
some major problems encountered during experimentation with real-time·collective·-
formal·thinking, it cannot replace it. This has been explained in section III.5.6.1
(p. 208). Therefore, it is important to do future R&D into real-time·collective·formal·-
thinking to bring it beyond the �rst system implemented to support it, System·Real-α.
This R&D may include the following.

1. Facilitate the coordination of the collective thinking process. For more details
see section III.5.7.4 (p. 212).

2. Integrate Or-evohut into System·Real-α. This is not easy, because it is hard to
de�ne a good scoring procedure. This has been explained in section III.5.7.3
(p. 211).

3. Facilitate an e�ective decentralised development of educational materials to
educate participants about the information expressed in a given EERG. The
more people understand the content of an EERG, the more people can contrib-
ute to growing collective insight into matters. Section III.5.7.5 (p. 213) provides
more details.
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Chapter IV.1

Overview and structure

This part presents experiments with some of the systems developed in the earlier
parts. The main purpose is to validate design decisions in the light of their envisioned
purpose, and collect insights for improvement of these systems. The structure of
this part is quite simple: each chapter contains an experiment, and can be read in
isolation. In other words: the chapters do not build upon each other concerning
reading-order. Relations between the experiments are implicit: they can be found in
the chapters in the previous parts that de�ne the systems, and, among other things,
mention the experiments as source of design decisions. In general, the chapters are
presented in the order in which the associated systems are treated in the previous
parts.

Note that the experimentation in this part focuses on formal·�uency. Full ex-
perimentation with the Orcoba-Approach and in particular with Or-evohut-α is
future work, as has been motivated in section II.5.9.2. Nevertheless, aspects of the
Orcoba-Approach have been covered in the experiments with SWiFT.
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Chapter IV.2

System·Real-α

IV.2.1 Introduction
This chapter contains a report of experimentation with System·Real-α, or in full:
System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking. This system has been described
in chapter III.5 (p. 197).

For the setting during the experiment a few things have to be added to System·-
Real-α. The participants stay in contact with the experimenter through a tool for
audio conferencing. The experimenter follows what happens from his own work
station, without participating in the session. The participants and the experimenter
may request to suspend the session temporarily to discuss aspects of the methods
which do not appear to be clear. The audio tool is used exclusively during the
suspensions, for the rest there is silence. Moreover, during the suspension the
participants may not exchange information about how to solve the problem. In the
sessions all participants worked from their own working places or homes, always
in di�erent rooms, and sometimes in di�erent buildings, well outside of visual or
auditory range from each other.

IV.2.2 Goal
The two concrete goals of this chapter are the following: (1) to evaluate the quality of
entity de�nitions produced by participants and the degree to which the participants
approached translating their thoughts in real-time and (2) to suggest how to improve
the future performance of the participants.

This experiment is limited to the four properties to which entity de�nitions should
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comply mentioned in section III.5.5 (p. 206): (1) being unambiguous (<Unambiguous>);
(2) having an extensional meaning (<ExtensionalMeaning>); (3) having a generic
description (<GenericDescription>; (4) de�ning a single entity (<SingleEntity>).

I assume that all four contribute to a signi�cant increase in the degree to which
automated·deductive·reasoners can be applied e�ectively. They have been further
explained and motivated in section III.5.5 (p. 206). However, the main focus of this
chapter does not lie on validating whether these properties lead to an increased
e�ectiveness of automated·deductive·reasoners, but lies on evaluating to what ex-
tent the participants produced results in agreement with these properties. In this
chapter the validation of e�ectiveness is exclusively based on argumentation, not on
experimentation, a topic which, however, is in the focus of SWiFT.

My concluding suggestions to improve participants’ future performance based on
this experiment can be classi�ed into suggestions to: (1) change the essential part of
the method described in the composition-record itself, (2) increase the probability that
participants work in accordance with this method, without changing it essentially
(for example: by integrating approaches that prevent participants from forgetting to
apply parts of the method) and (3) re�ne and adjust the focus of study, in order to
invest my resources in the aspects I deem most important in this phase of the study.

IV.2.3 Results of experiments
For easier reference the experiment sessions and the participants are labelled in the
following way:

• <RaZo>: Rabin and Zoë

• <SaMi>: Sam and Mitch

• <MaJo>: Marc and Joe

• <LaHo>: Larissa and Howard

Each team chose one of the following problems:
<problem concatenation> When you concatenate the decimal representation of

the numbers 1 to 12, you get the number 123456789101112, which contains 15 digits.
When you do the same for the decimal representation of the numbers 1 to n you
get a number with a decimal representation that consists of 1788 digits. What is the
value of n?

<problem add to 6> How many positive numbers smaller than 1000 have a
decimal representation in which the digits sum up to 6?

In sessions <LaHo>, <SaMi> the choice was: <problem add to 6>. In sessions
<RaZo>, <MaJo> the choice was: <problem concatenation>.
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Table IV.2.1: Average quality of real entities.

RaZo SaMi MaJo LaHo Session Name
90 90 60 105 Session Duration (min)
13 26 12 44 #1 Entities Created
9 17 12 25 # Entities per Hour
13 15 8 15 # Real Entities2 Created
9 10 8 9 # Real Entities per Hour
4 9 6 9 Grade Entities3

IV.2.3.1 Quality of de�ned entities

Table IV.2.1 provides the average grade assigned to the entities created for each team.
A detailed de�nition of the way points were assigned is omitted. It can be obtained by
contacting the author. The total number of entities created is also provided, among
other things to give the sample size on which the average mark was based.

Sometimes, the descriptions of entities are very similar. When a decision how to
express one of them is taken, the other entities naturally follow from them. In such
cases, these collections are counted as only one entity for determining the average
quality. For example: the entities {“� represents the integer 5.”} and {“� represents the
integer 17.”} are counted as one entity. Not doing this would give a distorted picture
of the average performance of the team.

IV.2.3.2 Core properties

The following investigates to what extent the descriptions produced by the parti-
cipants do agree with the required core properties (as formulated in section III.5.5
(p. 206)). For each property one typical nonconformity found in the results will be
treated. If applicable, I have tried to reconstruct the thought pattern of the participant
which gave rise to the nonconformity. This analysis is the basis for the suggestions
for improving the method (composition-record) in section IV.2.4 (p. 320).

In some cases, an alternative modelling will be given that agrees with the method.
When inescapable, it will be a multi-entity model.

Note that the following uses the preferred label of each entity as a label to refer to
the entity which was de�ned by the participant. Before starting reading this section,
the reader is suggested to look at the notation for EERGs in section III.5.4.1.1 (p. 203).

1“#” translates as: “number of”.
2real entity: counting entities that have a description that is almost identical as one, ‘real’, entity.
3On a scale from 0 (bad) to 10 (excellent).
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For the sake of brevity, the human descriptions of the entities are sometimes omitted.
In the complete EERG these descriptions are, of course, included.

IV.2.3.2.1 <SingleEntity>: {SolutionDescription}

One of the cases in which the <SingleEntity> criterion was not met was the follow-
ing:

{23}—{hasHumDescr}→{“N when N < 10, N + (N − 9) when N < 100, N + (N −
9) + (N − 99) when N < 1000, and so on.”}

An alternative de�nition more in agreement with the method is:
{23}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the function that assigns to integer N : N when

N < 10, N + (N − 9) when N < 100, N + (N − 9) + (N − 99) when N < 1000, and so
on.”}

Reconstruction of the thought pattern of the participant: most probably he
followed the question-reply pattern. This tempted him to formulate a description that
only makes sense after reading the description of the problem (see also section IV.2.4.3
(p. 321). However, each entity should have an existence on its own, and the description
should be su�cient to de�ne it unambiguously.

IV.2.3.2.2 <GenericDescription> and <ExtensionalMeaning>:
{“maximum value. . . ”}

Observe the following description: {93}—{hasHumDescr}→{“maximum value of formula
for digit count of Orcoba experiment 5 where numbers are of two digits.”}

The extension of this description is an integer, thus this is not the most generic
way to describe that integer. Moreover, the description of the function mentioned
in the description is quite ambiguous. An alternative de�nition that is more in
agreement with the method is:

• {139}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the function f(n) = [total number of digits in
the concatenation of the decimal representations of the numbers 10 to (and including)
n.].”}

• {151}—{hasHumDescr}→{“x—�→y expresses that y is the maximum value of the
mathematical function x.”}

• {139}—{151}→{100}

{100} is the entity which the participant was looking for, an integer which complies
to certain constraints. Compare this with the number of inhabitants of Japan example
given in section III.5.5 (p. 206).
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IV.2.3.2.3 <Unambiguous>: {Joe’s first rough thought . . . }

Observe:

• {56}—{hasPrefLab}→{“Joe’s first rough thought about the value of n.”}

• {56}—{hasHumDescr}→{“99 < n < 999”}

Analysis of thought pattern: n in the description of {56} refers to the variable
occurring in the problem description. This makes the description highly ambiguous,
as it cannot stand on its own. Its meaning can only be disambiguated when you know
this problem description, and moreover it only makes sense in that context. The
suggested improvement can be found in section IV.2.3.2.4, together with an analysis
of the label.

IV.2.3.2.4 <LabelRequirements>: {“� represents Joe’s first rough thought . . . .”}

The label of {56} in section IV.2.3.2.3 contains additional information the participant
intended to express. Most probably he wanted to do a few things: (1) state a range of
numbers (2) state that the solution is in that range (3) state his current opinion that
the probability is high that latter is true. In accordance with the method would have
been:

• {674}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the mathematical set
{{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}}, . . . .”}

• {17}—{isInstanceOf }→{674}

• {17}—{hasTotalNumberOfDigitsInDecimalRepresentation}→{234}

• {234}—{hasHumDescr}→{“� represents the integer with decimal representation 1788.”}

• {100}—{isTheGreatestNumberIn}→{17}

• {100}—{isElementOf }→{SetOfNaturalNumbers} (Note: {100} is not the integer 100,
but an identi�er for such an entity, as explained in section III.5.4.1.1 (p. 203).)

• {101} = {100}—{isElementOf }→{NaturalNumbersFrom99To999}

• {JoeTynerBorn22June1982inVancouverCanada}—{intuitively judges to be true}→{101}

Moreover, in this way both the concept of ‘thought’ and ‘problem’ are avoided.
In section IV.2.4.4 (p. 322) I will defend why I think this might be a more fruitful
approach.
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IV.2.4 Conclusion

IV.2.4.1 Performance
The performance consists of two aspects: the quality of the entity de�nitions and
the speed with which they were created. In general, the degree to which the entities
agreed with the core properties was quite high, in spite of the limited training of
the participants. Two teams scored an average of 9, and the other two of 4 and of
6 (on a scale of 0 (bad) to 10 (excellent)). All teams created about 10 real entities
per hour. I assume that this number is still far removed from a �uent translation of
thoughts. However, among other things, we have to keep into account the extra time
needed to de�ne the entities and the fact that the version of the software used during
the experiment turned out to be too slow. Therefore, I conclude that the method is
feasible, and future performance could be improved signi�cantly after re�nement of
the method and more training.

Moreover, the di�erence in scores corroborates that there are considerable di�er-
ences among individuals in applying the method, which supports my objective to
customise the training and the method.

IV.2.4.2 Reducing human fallacies
Suggestions to reduce the probability that human fallacies will occur were already
covered in section III.5.6.2 (p. 209). The following repeats them, but adds the observed
nonconformities by which it was inspired between square brackets.

1. (a) The participant should pay extra attention to <SingleEntity> when a
parameter occurs in a human description (such as for example x, N , q,
etc.). [{23} in section IV.2.3.2.1 (p. 318)]

(b) The software scans for symbol sequences in the human description
that could be parameters (this can be checked quite easily on a syn-
tactical level) and warn the participant to double check <SingleEntity>.
[{SolutionDescription} section IV.2.3.2.1 (p. 318)]

2. The participants are made aware of the following pitfall. When solving
a problem, one’s thoughts often unfold in sequence of (sub)questions and
(sub)responses (or (sub)problems and (sub)solutions). A pitfall in this pro-
cess is de�ning entities that form the ‘response’ to a question such that you
need to read the entities that form the ‘question’ to understand them. For
example, given problem context “the number of orders in which N di�erent
objects can be placed”. With this in the back of one’s mind, one might easily
be tempted to de�ne the ‘entity’ {“� represents the number N !.”}, which is not a
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<SingleEntity>. [{SolutionDescription} section IV.2.3.2.1 (p. 318) {Joe’s first rough
thought . . . } section IV.2.3.2.3 (p. 319)]

3. (a) The software �rst lets the participant de�ne the human description, and
after that gives the option to attach a label, too. (Currently, the order is
exactly the opposite, and on top of that, a label is obliged).

(b) The software only allows an entity description to be submitted for judge-
ment after the participant has run through a check-list based on the
properties to be pursued.

(c) Only after a description has been accepted by all participants, a parti-
cipant may optionally create a label. [{SolutionDescription} section IV.2.3.2.1
(p. 318); {Joe’s first rough thought . . . } section IV.2.3.2.4 (p. 319)]

IV.2.4.3 Changes to the essence of the method

Rede�nitions fundamentally changing the method were already mentioned in sec-
tion III.5.6.2 (p. 209). The following repeats them, however, it adds the nonconformit-
ies that inspired them between square brackets:

1. Problems may not be de�ned as entities. In fact, an information-related prob-
lem can in most (if not all) cases be decomposed into two elements: incomplete
information and an intention to complete that information. The second makes
the �rst a “problem”. Transparency would be increased when these two ele-
ments are separated explicitly. Example: Instead of posing the problem “Who
is the writer of Tao Te Ching?”, which is both a set of incomplete information as
an intention indicated by the question form, it can be reformulated as intention-
less incomplete information: “The writer of the Tao Te Ching is . . . ”. In EERG
form this would be: {The Book Tao Te Ching}—{was wri�en by}→{77}, in which {77}
represents the writer of the book, unknown as yet. The participant can express
the intention of it being a problem by indicating the pieces of information he
would like to see completed, by adding nodes and relations that express this.
In the example, such a node and relation would be added to the entity {77}. This
contributes to reusability at least in the fact that the formulation of answer
and reply are one and the same. [{Joe’s first rough thought . . . } section IV.2.3.2.4
(p. 319)]

2. De�ning labels is optional. In some cases, a label is not necessary. Forcing
participants to give a label anyway, could lead to several undesirable situations,
including: labels being (almost) equal to the description, which is super�uous,
or worse, labels containing additional information which should have been
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expressed with additional entities. [{Joe’s first rough thought . . . } section IV.2.3.2.4
(p. 319); SolutionDescription section IV.2.3.2.1 (p. 318)]

IV.2.4.4 Changing focus
Perhaps it is better to exclude the possibility to express the content of thoughts as
separate natural text entities in an EERG. Allowing this creates a shortcut around
the core of the method: expressing thoughts in a reusable way. The same can be said
for any “information entity” (such as documents and audio �les). Each of them can
contain information that should have been expressed as a combination of entities
and relations with an elementary meaning.

However, note that I deem it important to �nally include this option to allow
participants to choose themselves where they want to invest energy of creating
high quality knowledge representations, or for example incrementally improve the
representations of their knowledge. The main motive for the narrowing of focus is
that I want to give priority to the aspect of exchangeability of information.

IV.2.5 Future experimentation
A problem in drawing conclusions from the experiment is its low sample size: in total
95 entities and 53 real entities created. This problem is easily solved by scheduling
further experiments.



Chapter IV.3

SWiFT-Fixtal-α

IV.3.1 Introduction
This chapter contains a report of experimentation with SWiFT-Fixtal-α. This system
has been described in chapter III.7 (p. 225).

IV.3.1.1 Game setting during experiment
The following brie�y repeats the game phases as described in section III.7.4.1 (p. 235),
and supplements them with information about the experimental setting. Text pre-
ceded by ‘Session’, is taken from the actual experiment.

Training. The players thoroughly study the rules of the game and the composition-
record.

Session. In the session described in this chapter the players studied the material
(which included a complete tutorial of SWiFT·Turtle and the guidelines node de�ni-
tions) and took a multiple choice test. This took them about 90 minutes.

Text assignment. The coordinator divides a text into as many non-overlapping
fragments as there are players in a team. Each player of each team then receives a
fragment that is di�erent from that of his peers. Consequently, each team covers the
complete text. Players do not see the fragments of their team members.

Session. In the session the players were confronted with an encyclopaedic text
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explaining the concept vitamin. The text consisted of 550 words. The article was
divided into three fragments, the �rst introducing the concept, the second describing
its history and the third treating the relation between vitamins and health. For
example, the following sentences form part of the second fragment:

“In 1931, Albert Szent-Györgyi and a fellow researcher Joseph Svirbely discovered
the chemical structure of vitamin C: ‘hexuronic acid’. In 1937, Szent-Györgyi was
awarded the Nobel Prize for his discovery. In 1943 Edward Adelbert Doisy and Henrik
Dam were awarded the Nobel Prize for their discovery of vitamin K and its chemical
structure.”.

And an example from fragment 3 is the following:

“A source of vitamin K is Alfalfa.”1

Translation round. The teams translate the text into a SWiFT·Turtle representation.
They follow the guidelines prescribed by the composition-record as much as possible,
including the consensus strategy.

Session. Team 1 translated the previously given examples as follows:

<"Edward Adelbert Doisy"> <type> <"theConceptOfNobelPrizeWinners">.

<"Henrik Dam"> <type> <"theConceptOfNobelPrizeWinners">.

<"Szent-Györgyi"> <type> <"theConceptOfNobelPrizeWinner">.

<"The concept of vitamin K"> <"hasSource"> <"The concept of Alfalfa">.

Question·attack·round. The teams challenge each other’s translations by posing
questions that have a speci�c answer based on the content of the text. Session. One
of the questions produced was: “What is a source of the vitamin that two researchers
got the Nobel Prize for?”. The expected answer, based on the text is “Alfalfa”.

Algorithmic·defence·round. Each team then attempts to construct an algorithm
that deduces the correct answer from their translation. The algorithm should not
contain other information than the information provided in the question. In the
present version of the game, the language to construct the algorithms is SPARQL,
consequently the algorithms take the form of SPARQL queries. In the experiment,
the algorithmic·defence·round was carried out by the experimenter (the author). If

1This information was actually provided in a table in the text.
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the players would have had to do this themselves, it would have taken much more
time to prepare the players for playing the game.

Session. The following was a query constructed for team 2 to deduce the answer to
the above question:

select distinct ?s where
{ ?n1 rdf:type <theClassOfNobelPrizeWinners>.

?n2 rdf:type <theClassOfNobelPrizeWinners>.
?d rdf:type <Discovery>.
?d <wasDoneBy> ?n1.
?d <wasDoneBy> ?n2.
?d <discoveredMaterial> ?m.
?m <hasSource> ?s.
filter(?n1 != ?n2).

}

Its result was:

Result 1. <The_concept_of_Alfalfa>

Note that the following query, although it produces the correct answer, is not allowed
because it contains information that is not provided in the question:

select ?s where
{ <The_concept_of_vitamin_K> <hasSource> ?s.
}

The fact that the Nobel Prizes were won for the discovery of vitamin K is in the text,
but not in the original question.

Determining the score. Session. See section IV.3.2.1 on the next page.

IV.3.1.2 Additional elements of the experimental setting
Additional details concerning the experimental setting are as follows. The players
stay in contact with the experimenter through a tool for audio conferencing. The
experimenter follows what happens from his own work station, without participating
in the game. The participants and the experimenter may request to suspend the
session temporarily to clarify game rules that are not yet clear. This time is subtracted
from the playing time. All players worked from their own working places or homes,
always in di�erent rooms, and mostly in di�erent buildings, outside of visual or
auditory range.
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IV.3.2 Results and analysis

This section presents the results and analysis of the experiment. These are used
in several other sections throughout this document to answer associated research
questions. Section IV.3.2.1 opens with the score of the teams with regard to formal·-
�uency. Subsequently, to verify whether the questions produced during the question·-
attack·round formed a good means to assess the quality of the translations, I brie�y
re�ect on them in section IV.3.2.2. Section IV.3.2.3 on the facing page presents
observed violations of the selection of composition-record that have been presented
in section III.7.3 (p. 227). Section IV.3.2.4 (p. 330) concludes with observations related
to motivation.

IV.3.2.1 Score

With regard to the algorithmic·defence·round, team 2 won decisively against team 1.
In total 19 legitimate questions were used in this round. Team 2 scored 10.3 points,
1.8 times better than team 1 with 5.7 points, using the score function de�ned in
section III.7.4.1 (p. 235). More data shows that this does not contradict intuition.
First, team 2 correctly answered in total 12 questions, against 8 for team 1 (also see
�g. IV.3.1 on the facing page). Second, each question both teams answered correctly
(in total 4), the complexity of the query of team 2 was lower.

In contrast, the total playing time for team 1, 209 minutes per player, was shorter
than that of team 2, who played 238 minutes.

The overall score for team 1 is 27.3 and for team 2 it is 43.3, which means team 2
scored 1.6 times better than team 1. In other words, according to the scoring formula,
team 2 made the translation most �uently.

IV.3.2.2 Question·attack·round

During the question·attack·round, the players produced 19 legitimate questions.
These questions included for example: “What is a compound that can act as vitamin
C?”, “Where can vitamin D be synthesized?” and “What is a biological function of
the vitamin that was found the earliest?”.

Indications that this set of questions is suitable to assess the quality of the trans-
lations are the following: (1) Quite some questions appeared to require information
from more than one fragment to be answered. (2) The information required to answer
the questions was spread out over the text. (3) The answer to most questions was
not represented directly in the text, but required deductions to be made.
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Figure IV.3.1: Performance Algorithmic Defence

IV.3.2.3 Violations guidelines node de�nitions

This section treats a selection of violations present in the node de�nitions created
by the players. Moreover, it presents an overview of the suspected causes of the
violations, including reference to related literature when applicable. It elaborates on
the suspected causes for these violations by (1) presenting an exemplary fragment
from the translation, (2) explaining why it contains a violation, (3) generalising the
fragment so that it can be used to prevent as many errors as possible, (4) attempting
to reconstruct the thought pattern that led to this violation, (5) investigating whether
the violation led or could lead to queries that are more complex (or no possibility
to construct a query at all) which would form an indication that the associated
conditions should indeed be part of an e�ective composition-record.

IV.3.2.3.1 Violation of article 1 (p. 232): The de�nition of each node must
form a �xed reference to an entity

Cause 1: Deceiving natural language subjects
Example: <<"� represents the concept some animals.">>.
Explanation: see article 1 (p. 232).
Thought patttern: The expression “some animals” can be used in natural language
sentences in the same way as for example “the hippopotamus”. E.g. “Some animals
are big”, and “The hippopotamus is big” have the same grammatical structure. Both
expressions occupy the role of natural language subject, in spite of the fact that
the subject of the latter forms a �xed reference to an entity (namely the concept
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hippopotamus), while the subject of the �rst does not. This makes it very tempting
to make the mistake to de�ne “some animals” as a node.
Generalisation: in natural language, that what are actually parameters (place hold-
ers) in sentences often take the appearance of speci�c occurrences, while they are
not. Examples include text-fragments that contain the notions “some”, “all”, “a few”,
“nothing” etc.
E�ects on query: No e�ects during this session, but could have had as explained in
article 1 (p. 232).

IV.3.2.3.2 Violation of article 3 (p. 233): De�nitions must be univocal

Cause 1: Lack of awareness of the metaclass/superclass ambiguity
Example: <<"� represents the concept of vitamins.">>
Explanation: The following two triples show that this de�nition is ambiguous:

<"The concept vitamin A"> <subClassOf> <"The concept of vitamins">.

<"The concept vitamin A"> <type> <"The concept of vitamins">.

(Both triples were encountered in the translation of a team.) In the �rst case, the
de�nition is interpreted as a concept that is a superclass of the di�erent vitamins
(A, B, etc.). In the second case, the description is interpreted as a concept with the
di�erent vitamins as instances. Given the fact that each particular vitamin is also
a class, in the last case the concept forms a metaclass (a class of classes) (Schreiber,
2002).
Thought pattern: The metaclass/superclass ambiguity is present in the natural lan-
guage word “vitamin”. The players were not aware of this type of ambiguity, because
when using natural language for normal human communication, they disambiguate
this unconsciously.
E�ect on query: Yes, the query to answer one of the questions became longer than
needed for team 2 (a SPARQL UNION-operator was required).

Cause 2: Lack of awareness of ambiguity in general
Example:
<<"� represents the relation that is defined as follows: x–-�→y if and
only if x is a Vitamin and y is the place where x was discovered.">>
Explanation: It is not clear whether “place” means the geographical location where
the discoverer made his discovery, or the material in which the vitamin was �rst
encountered.
Thought pattern: The players didn’t realise the ambiguity of the word “place”.
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Generalisation Trivial generalisation (which means that it will hold for most viola-
tions of the univocality condition): players are not aware of the ambiguity in their
de�nition.

E�ects on query: No e�ects during this session, but could have led to faulty de-
ductions if the node would have been interpreted in another way to build a triple.

IV.3.2.3.3 Violation of article 4 (p. 234): Avoid extension/intension ambigu-
ities in de�nitions

Violations of article 4 (p. 234) found:
Cause 1: Reference by property
Example: <<"� represents the concept of ultraviolet wavelength.">>
Explanation: This description is ambiguous in that it is not indicated whether the
extension (a speci�c distance) or the intension of the description (the property of
being ultraviolet wavelength) is intended.
Thought pattern: The text reads: “. . . with the help of the natural ultraviolet wavelength
of sunlight. . . ” (emphasis added). The participant mimicked that construction. It is
interesting to note that this reveals another form of ambiguity, next to the inten-
sion/extension explained in ‘Generalisation’.
Generalisation: This error is likely to occur during translation of all natural frag-
ments with the following ambiguity: the fragment is intended to refer to an object
with a certain property (in the above case: the part of sunlight with an ultraviolet
wavelength), while it is phrased in such a way that we would normally interpret it
as referring to the property itself (the ultraviolet wavelength, which is nothing but a
distance). However, the fragment can (at least) be interpreted in these two ways.
E�ects on query: No e�ects during session, but could have had as explained in article 4
(p. 234).

IV.3.2.3.4 Violation of article 5 (p. 234): De�nitions must be unique refer-
ences to entities

Cause: Expressing di�erent names of the same entity.
Example:
<<"� represents the relation that is defined as follows: x–-�→y if and
only if x is equal to y.">>
<"The concept of vitamin B7"> <"isEqualTo"> <"The concept of Biotin">.
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Explanation: The rule ‘De�nitions must be unique references to entities’ (article 5
(p. 234)) implies that one may not use the relation <"isEqualTo">. If you would
need it, you should retract one node, because, apparently, it has been de�ned two
times. Moreover, the rule ‘De�nitions must be unique references to entities’ (article 5
(p. 234)) in combination with the rule ‘Avoid extension/intension ambiguities in
de�nitions (article 4 (p. 234)) disqualify the second triple mentioned in the above
example in yet another sense. The text-fragment implies that the word ‘Biotin’ has
the same extension as the word ‘vitamin B7’. According to the rule ‘Avoid exten-
sion/intension ambiguities in de�nitions’, the corresponding nodes, therefore, have
an identical meaning. This is not allowed according to the rule ‘De�nitions must be
unique references to entities’.
Thought pattern: According to the player the text expressed that vitamin B7 and
biotin are synonyms. Internally she rephrased this information in the natural lan-
guage construction “Vitamin B7 is equal to biotin” before creating <"The concept
of vitamin B7"> <"isEqualTo"> <"The concept of Biotin">..

Generalisation: Expressing information about di�erent names of the same entity.
Speci�cally, caution is required when dealing with natural language words such as
“same as”, “equal to”, “identical to”, etc.
E�ects on query: No e�ects during session.

IV.3.2.4 Motivation

During the experiment the following observations have been made that are relevant
for investigating whether the game is a suitable environment to foster composition-
records. These are for the most part veri�able because voice recordings were made.

Motivation.
Incentives. The players of several unrelated institutes voluntarily dedicated

many hours in playing the game. Several players emphasised that the collaborative
aspect was highly motivating, and con�rmed that an even stronger emphasis on this
aspect would have a positive in�uence on their motivation. Related to this was that
some expressed that the fact they were curious about the quality of the end-product of
their collaboration was motivating. One player expressed that the game, speci�cally
the task of translating natural language texts, had a positive e�ect on her work in
formal knowledge modelling. One player expressed that the intellectual challenge
posed by the game made it much more attractive for her than simpler games for
creation of formal representations. Another player expressed he would be prepared to
continue playing the game about one hour a week, beyond the time reserved for the
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experiment. No player, in spite of the long duration for an experiment, discontinued
the game for other reasons than circumstances beyond his or her control. During
a session, two players requested to continue playing even after the experimenter
indicated he wanted to suspend it.

Counter-incentives. The time needed to participate in the game and its in-
tellectual challenge made it more di�cult to recruit players for the experiment. The
size of the original text to translate caused some volunteers to complain, because
after playing a while they noticed it would take them too much time (therefore, I
reduced it to about 180 words per player).

Suggestions to improve the composition-record. Suggestions made by the play-
ers included the following: (1) introduction of syntax for more than binary relations,
(2) improved mechanism for quickly �nding back nodes of the other participants, (3)
more intuitive interface for judging node de�nitions, (4) pre-printing of the required
part of node de�nitions, (5) change to a more expressive language than RDF+S, be-
cause they realised some information could not be translated and (6) investigate how
to deal with vagueness in natural language.
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Chapter V.1

Conclusion

This book addressed two related central quests, one general and one speci�c, also
expressed in the research questions posed in section I.1.3 (p. 7), which are repeated
below including the concluding results.

“ Research question 1 (the general quest). How to foster human·collective·-
intelligence (or brie�y: hucolligence)?

(Quoted from page 7.) ”
Overall Conclusion of research question 1. This work is based on three principles
for fostering Hucolligence that have been expressed, and motivated, in the general in-
troduction of this book: decentralised·development, institutionalised·self-re�ection and
human-artefact·co-evolution (section I.1.4.1.2 (p. 9)). The Orcoba-Approach has been
developed in chapter II.3 (p. 43) as a top-level implementation of these three principles.
The Orcoba-Approach is based on the concept of the Orcoba, which is a community·-
pursuing·a·capability, together with a record (composition-record) that allows the com-
position of their capability to be (at least partially) reproduced and examined. Moreover,
the Orcoba’s composition-record is open to the public for reuse, and is designed or sup-
ported by all members of the Orcoba. Additionally, the composition-record contains
records pertaining both to the artefacts and the human capabilities. This work ex-
plained why this o�ers a solid top-level implementation of the given principles. (Also
see conclusion 1 of research question 1 (p. 125).)

However, the Orcoba-Approach system(-class) satis�es the aforementioned basic
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principles predominantly by ‘de�nition’ – to make a system that actually realises these
principles and the overall goal to contribute to increased hucolligence, gives rise to sev-
eral subchallenges that are non-trivial to solve. This gave rise to research question 1.1
(p. 48) about establishing a part of these subchallenges. Several e�ective (directions for)
solutions in the form of Orcoba extensions have been presented and explored in this
book.

Among other things, the amount of (human and other) resources to assess the qual-
ity of solutions is �nite per time unit. How can one distribute these resources e�ectively
over the provided solutions? This work presented, among other systems inspired by
evolutionary theory and evolutionary computation, Or-evohut, a promising solution
to this subchallenge. More detailed conclusions concerning the subchallenges and the
proposed solutions are to be found in the conclusion 1 of research question 1.1 (p. 126).

�

“ Research question 2 (the speci�c quest). How to foster human·�uency·-
in·formal·languages·for·automated·deduction (or brie�y: formal·�uency)?

(Quoted from page 7.) ”
Conclusion 1 of research question 2. Formal·�uency is not a means to its own end.
In this work, formal·�uency is considered part of the greater system of facilitating large-
scale and e�ective assistance by computers of people reasoning over their knowledge.
Understanding this broader context may be important for fostering formal·�uency, and
moreover it may be more satisfactory to have an overview of the overarching research
question of which fostering formal·�uency is a part. This gave rise to the sub-research-
question to create such a survey (research question 2.1 (p. 143)). The resulting research
con�rmed that this is a multi-faceted and complex challenge, and that this even holds
for specifying the challenge and its subchallenges. Therefore, this work presented an
approach for developing a dynamic survey, that is, a survey that can be improved
e�ectively. More detailed conclusions about this topic can be found in the conclusion 1
of research question 2.1 (p. 303).

Within the greater system, this work focused on R&D of systems for fostering formal·-
�uency. As stated in the introduction of this work (section I.1.4.2 (p. 11)), it pursued
these on two levels, the meta level and the object level.

On themeta-level, this work presented and explored several extensions of the Orcoba-
Approach that are promising for the purpose of fostering formal·�uency. More detailed
conclusions about these extensions are to be found in conclusion 1 of research question
1.1 (p. 126).
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For detailed results regarding the object-level, please be referred to conclusion 2 of
research question 2.3 (p. 307). �
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Chapter V.2

Future work

V.2.1 Fostering hucolligence with Orcobas
Future work in the �eld of fostering hucolligence with the Orcoba-Approach should
�rst and foremost realise a completion of a software system that implements a basic
version of the most advanced Orcoba-extension presented in this work, Or-evohut-
α. With a full implementation of Or-evohut, the Orcoba-Approach can actually be
applied to a plethora of human capabilities, both as a means to foster them, and as
means to collect new data to develop improved extensions of the Orcoba-Approach.
Moreover, giving priority to the development of higher-order·Orcobas is a good idea
because I believe that the latter will play an essential role in the e�ectiveness of the
Orcoba-Approach.

For more details see section II.6.2 (p. 126).

V.2.2 Fostering formal·�uency
V.2.2.1 SWiFT
A summary of a selection of future work mentioned in section III.9.2.1 (p. 307) is as
follows.

1. Develop an implementation of SWiFT-Full. Within the SWiFT·class·of·games
this is an indispensable instrument to foster full mastery of formal·�uency.

2. Find organisationally scalable solutions for certain rounds of SWiFT-Full and
SWiFT-Fixtal so that they can be played by large crowds.
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3. Integrate Or-evohut into, preferably, all variants of SWiFT.

4. Launch a project to use SWiFT as a means to crowdsource the transformation
of Wikipedia, or any other aggregate of natural language texts, into a formal·-
language. See section III.9.2.2 (p. 308).

V.2.2.2 Real-time·collective·formal·thinking
A summary of a selection of future work mentioned in section III.9.2.3 (p. 310) related
to real-time·collective·formal·thinking is as follows. The suggestions cover any
aspect needed to enable real-time·collective·formal·thinking, and is not limited to
formal·�uency only. (1) Develop personalised learning routes towards understanding
of the content expressed in a given KR-base (see section III.5.7.5 (p. 213)). (2) Develop
instruments to coordinate the collective thinking process (see section III.5.7.4 (p. 212)).
(3) Develop instruments for version management (see section III.5.7.2 (p. 211)). (End
of list.) More details and more suggestions for future work have been presented in
section III.9.2.3 (p. 310) and section III.5.7 (p. 210).



Afterword

Several paths culminated in a project of which this book that lies in front of you forms
a spin-o�, some personal, some associated with my love and concern for the world
around me. On closer inspection, these paths unfolded against a uni�ed background.
I �rst sketch the paths and then explain what they have in common. First a disclaimer:
as a reader, you do not have to agree with all statements made in the following to
fully appreciate the content of the book. The content of the book has a limited, mostly
scienti�c and technological scope, and the validation of the instruments developed
in it is independent of the statements made here. The following provides the broader
context in which these instruments came into existence.

The path of the homo universalis. From childhood, I have been strongly attracted
to the notion ‘homo universalis’ – the person who moves across a wide range of
disciplines in depth and, in doing so, integrating these and serendipitously making
discoveries that require the combination of several disciplines. I have always felt a
profound resonance with essentially all disciplines and other dimensions of existence,
ranging from sports, music, economics, biology, psychology, technology, mathemat-
ics, architecture, craftsmanship, art and interpersonal relations. I felt this for each
individually, for their interconnections, and in what lies beyond them.

The path of learning. I have always learnt with devotion and have had a natural
interest in the context and origin of the things I learnt. For me, learning is a journey.
Just reading a book, or acquiring a skill, can bring you into contact with a borderless
and beautiful world of insights and experiences, in which you soon �nd out that
everything is somehow connected.

The path of science. Although my attitude has always been universalistic, I was
particularly drawn to the exact sciences and technology. As a child, I wanted to
become an inventor or a physicist. Physics �lled me with a sense that reality is
marvelous and much more encompassing than meets the eye. I remember the feeling
that frequently occurred after having learnt something new, such as Einstein’s
theories of relativity: a sense of wonder and an expansion of my consciousness that
sometimes stayed with me for hours.
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The path of mathematical logic. My love for technology resulted in my decision
to pursue a master’s degree in electrotechnical engineering. While doing so, I was
introduced to the beauty of university-level mathematics. I decided to change course
towards a master’s degree in mathematics. Having embarked on the latter, I asked
myself one fundamental question: “what is the essence of mathematics?”, and spent
many days in the library to seek an answer. This is were I discovered books about
the philosophy of mathematics and mathematical logic, and names such as Gödel,
Brouwer, Church and Hilbert. Figuratively speaking, I fell in love with these theories
and in the end I graduated in a �eld related to mathematical logic.

The path of technology. Modern technology is another miracle – in which the
arrow is turned around: where science is a special kind of projection of the physical
world into the conceptual world, technology is a projection from this conceptual
world back into the physical world. By making use of our insights in the laws of
nature, we can rearrange elements in nature such that it helps us create the things
we desire. In a sense, the engineer is a modern wizard who creates ‘brews’ based on a
deep knowledge of these magical laws of nature. I wanted to be part of that process.
I was intrigued by computers – not only by their utility, but more so by their inner
workings and nature. As a 12-year-old, I took up a job as a newspaper delivery boy
and saved money to buy my �rst computer. in a time where only a few people in
each street had such a device. I taught myself programming with relative ease, also
in the highly technical low-level machine language. I discovered that I had a strong
intuition for creating new technology.

The path of spirituality. In essence, my life revolves around spirituality and (non-
dogmatic) religion. It is confusing that there are many interpretations of the words
‘religion’ and ‘spirituality’. I am referring to religion in a ‘pure’ and abstract sense:
one in which it cannot be captured by scriptures, rules or traditions. In this sense,
it should also not be confused with organisations of religion, such as Christianity.
Essential to the abstract interpretation is that it acknowledges there is a pervading
awareness and consciousness that is fundamental to everything. This awareness is
irreducible to anything else, but, on the contrary, is prior to anything else, and the
unifying factor behind all that exists. It lies beyond distinctions and unity, so it is
neither one, nor many, but encompasses both. It does not postulate the existence
of a God, and neither denies it. We – in our human form – are fragmentary and
temporary re�ections of this awareness. Such abstract accounts of religion are,
among other things, expressed in more mystical teachings such as Advaita Vedanta
and Zen Buddhism. One explanation of the etymological origin of the word ‘religion’
is that it derives from the Latin ligare – to connect. In this reading, ‘religion’ means to
‘reconnect’. This closely resonates with the sense in which I use the word – reconnect
oneself to one’s true, fundamental nature.

The path of science and religion (in the aforementioned sense) are not mutually
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exclusive. They complement each other in the pursuit of the truth. A simpli�ed way
to put it is that in science awareness is directed to the structure of the outer world as it
reaches us through our perceptions, whereas religion is awareness directed to lifting
the apparent separation between the observer and the observed, or in other words,
consciousness and the object of consciousness. In this interpretation, religion and
science should never contradict each other. An analogy may serve as an explanation.
One could regard science and religion as two “senses” for pursuing the truth, just as
vision and hearing are two di�erent senses for perceiving objects. The sound and
appearance of an object are two non-contradicting aspects of that object. On the other
hand, they cannot be reduced to each other – hearing and vision are two qualitatively
di�erent perceptions. The mainstream divorce of science and religion is a fairly recent
phenomenon, probably fueled by the success of science in revolutionising technology.
I consider it as a transitory, and probably necessary stage in collective Western culture.
Of course, they were never truly divorced. Kepler, Newton, Maxwell and Boole are
just a few of many examples of brilliant scienti�c minds who were deeply religious,
and the same holds for many contemporary scientists. Reductionistic science cannot
explain things on a fundamental level. This limitation is intrinsic to the scienti�c
method itself, not to the world it observes. I always say: science reduces things we
do not understand to simpler things we do not understand. This is a valuable means
to increase insight, but can only bring one so far. To go further and penetrate into
the essential nature of things, one has to enter the domain of religion – in the sense
of ‘re-connection’.

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in research to explain con-
sciousness. In the view just sketched, this pursuit is destined to fail. Consciousness
and awareness are intrinsically out of reach of the reductionistic scienti�c method.
In terms of the above analogy, one cannot see the sound of an object. To perceive
the sound of an object, one needs another sense: hearing. Another way to put it is
that the scienti�c method exists within consciousness, and cannot be subjected to it,
without this leading to an empty in�nite regression. Nevertheless, I believe that the
renewed interest is highly valuable, because in the process of pursuing the impossible,
the mainstream scienti�c community is sooner or later explicitly confronted with the
shortcomings of its fundamental methods. I expect that in the future, the mainstream
scienti�c method itself will be forced to evolve, and embrace instruments that are
nowadays only associated with the more mystical traditions. I emphasise the word
‘mainstream’ here – throughout history there always has been a minority of scientists
who already have embraced these means. An example that crossed my path is Henk
Barendregt, a well-known logician who is also a teacher in Vipassana meditation. He
launched a research program on the border of meditation and neuroscience, already
about 20 years ago. To my delight, in recent years, this evolution seems to accelerate.

The path towards wholeness. I believe that we live in a beautiful world. A world
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in which collective e�ort yielded numerous awe-inspiring creations. It has been
my desire to contribute to the growth of that collective creativity. However, I also
believe we live in a world that is highly fragmented. This fragmentation hampers
the expression of creativity, and, at worst, it is highly destructive. For example, our
exclusive focus on a fragment of the ecosystem – economy – destroys species at an
unprecedented rate, and endangers humanity’s own existence. Most organisations
focus on a fragment of human traits and capabilities, denying those with other gifts
to �nd their natural place.

The path of building communities with intrinsically valued members. As long as I
can remember, I feel a strong bond with the people around me. In particular, I see
the beauty of their gifts, and their intrinsic value beyond these gifts. Over the years I
witnessed many people, often endowed with remarkable gifts, who do not �nd their
way into society because they do not �t into its prede�ned pigeonholes. Moreover,
beyond one’s family, people are predominantly reduced to a means of production.
This is exempli�ed by our labour market, in which job openings are, with a rare
exception, formulated in terms of the utility of the candidates for the organisation,
and not in terms of their intrinsic value as humans. I think this is a symptom of
an underlying deeply alienating view of what it means to be human. It is part of
my calling to contribute to people �nding their natural place in society, one that is
aligned with their natural gifts, their heart, and expresses their intrinsic value as a
person beyond their utility.

Just as rivers �ow together to form a lake, the mentioned paths in the end all came
together in the foundation of a lineage of organisations with the societal mission
to foster collective intelligence in service of collective wisdom. This book is, in
fact, a spin-o� of this lineage and focuses on a predominantly human-technological
aspect of the transdisciplinary mission. The current incarnation of the institute is
the Nanquanu Institute,

https://nanquanu.org/,

which focuses on fostering a world-wide crowd to work on the development of
modern collective intelligence systems for a more ecologically balanced, fair and
creative society. A collective intelligence system is a system that enhances the
collective intelligence of a group of people in a certain respect. The Orcoba-Approach
and its concrete extensions developed in this work form examples.

The mentioned paths converge, among other ways, in the following ways in the
Nanquanu Institute. (The words related to the paths are emphasised.) The systems
developed are a sophisticated orchestration of human elements and modern techno-
logical elements. Self-evidently, in collective intelligence, this orchestration requires
building communities. Nanquanu recruits and values people based on their intrinsic
value. It has a unique approach to achieve this. Among other things, recruitment

https://nanquanu.org/
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is not based on job descriptions, but on the degree to which people feel resonance
with the culture and mission of Nanquanu. If one pursues the realisation of a set of
collective intelligence systems that can support humans in as many conditions and
disciplines as possible, then it is most e�ective to develop a set that is as universally
applicable as possible. Moreover, an organisation could employ such a set to become
a ‘communitas universalis’ – a universal community. The days of the homo universalis
are long gone due to the knowledge explosion, which makes it impossible for any
individual to gain thorough knowledge of all major disciplines. However, a fascinat-
ing question posed by Nanquanu is what the smallest community is that would be
able to do this. Such communities could contribute to an increased integration, or
wholeness of knowledge acquisition. Mathematical logic is central to one category of
these universal collective intelligence systems, as has been described in chapter III.3
(p. 151). It is obvious that learning lies at the heart of collective intelligence. The
religious aspect is present in the fact that the collective intelligence systems are
created in service of collective wisdom. This, I believe, can only be achieved when
continuously re�ecting on the place of each system in the ultimate purpose and
meaning of life – which is inextricably intertwined with questions of a religious
nature – in the abstract sense described before. In fact, I consider this re�ection itself
as an expression of a highly developed collective intelligence.

V.2.3 Acknowledgements

The paths I followed, partially coincided with those of others in ways that, directly
or indirectly, left their mark on this work. In particular, I want to express my
deep gratitude to the following persons. Louk Fleischhacker was a professor of
mathematical logic and the philosophy of mathematical thought at Universiteit
Twente, and a person with a beautiful mind and soul. He taught me the intricacies
of, among other things, Hegelian and Greek philosophy and his unique and sharp
insights in the power and limitations of science that profoundly resonated with
mine – and enriched them. I remember my visits to his home, where he, among
other things, organised philosophical debates in a small circle, such as on Plato’s
Parmenides. Unfortunately, he passed away only a few years after I graduated.
Nevertheless a part of him will always be in what I have expressed and express.
Ronald Siebes is a researcher and developer in the �eld of arti�cial intelligence, and
a conscientious, eclectic and highly unique individual, with whom I collaborated
over an extended period at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. His eclectic mix of
interests and activities included, next to scienti�c research: veganism, drumming,
glider aircraft piloting, and stock trading. We had a strong bond – and I deeply
valued our conversations that touched almost all aspects of professional and personal
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life, ranging from probabilistic automated reasoning, to religion, society and our
personal relations. John-Jules Meyer is a professor of multi-agent systems, with
whom I feel a strong kinship. So strong, that it sometimes felt as if we could read each
other’s minds. We collaborated over an extensive period, both at the Universiteit
Utrecht (Utrecht University) and at an independent start-up research institute (the
Alan Turing Institute Almere). We went through many research and organisational
challenges that surrounded this imaginative and risky start-up. This period was an
invaluable pressure cooker for me in which I learnt so much about how relations
between colleagues in an R&D environment can evolve under high pressure, for
better or for worse. For better in the case of John-Jules – who I learnt then, would
never betray his colleagues, even under the highest of pressures. John-Jules combines
the love for philosophy and abstract symbolic logic, with the love for engineering
and the love for people. I have a great admiration for his genuine interest in the
people around him, and the way he is of service to their work with his extensive
knowledge, bright mind, network and his warm personality. In the past years he
was confronted with great challenges in his personal life. What kept him going was
that he wanted to be there for his students and colleagues. Koen van der Kruk is a
gifted engineer, who I recruited for one of the collective intelligence organisations
I founded when he was at the very young age of 15. Already at this age he was a
uniquely disciplined individual and a quick and autonomous learner. He contributed
considerably to the software implementation of the collective intelligence systems
de�ned in this book. Alle van Meeteren is a man equipped with an eclectic, unique
and creative mind. He combines a degree in philosophy and law, but is also an
inventor of patented novel computer-interfaces. I consider him as a living example
of the fact that �exibility of mind is not age-related, witnessing the speed with which
he embraces new technologies and approaches and integrates them in his extensive
repertoire of experience and knowledge. In exchange for guidance in advanced
technological re�ection of his work, he proofread my entire thesis and made valuable
contributions to the aforementioned institute: the Nanquanu Institute. Jesse Nortier
is a visual artist, with a remarkable insight in aspects of collective intelligence, who
is also associated with the Nanquanu network. He did swift and highly professional
work in the lay-out design of the cover, and did so wonderfully.

Bregje Theodora Gemma Kleijnen, whose name I always feel inclined to write out
fully because of its beauty, and which re�ects the spirit of the woman who carries it.
I am so grateful for her love and support during the demanding and time-consuming
last stage of writing my thesis.

There were also many valuable encounters of a briefer nature. A selection of
these were with the following persons. Floris Cohen, brother of the well-known
Dutch politician Job Cohen, is a professor of the history of science, whose spirited and
philosophically infused lectures in the history of science deepened my insight in the
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limits and nature of science. Bas Testerink is a young researcher in the �eld of multi-
agent systems, with a sparkling and imaginative mind, with whom I had numerous
fascinating discussions about the nature of consciousness. Dirk van Dalen, Henk
Barendregt, Erik Barendsen, Rinus Plasmeijer, Jan-Willem Klop, Marko van Eekelen,
Peter Achten, Pieter Koopman, Harold Schellinx, Jaap van Oosten and Jan Kuper are
logicians and programming language researchers who contributed to my development
in mathematical logic and formal·languages. Jan Visser is another eclectic personality;
a physicist, educational scientist and director of the Learning Development Institute,
who introduced me to the concept of transdisciplinary learning environments. Thanks
to his connections I was able to be a visiting researcher of the renown MIT Media
Lab. Willem Kruijer is a statistician at the Wageningen University, who provided
valuable pointers for the statistical aspects of my thesis. Geo� Sutcli�e is a professor
of automated theorem proving at the University of Miami, and one of the binding
forces behind the associated research community. He provided me with valuable
tips about what reasoners to use for my purposes, and participated in experiments.
Stephan Schulz is a professor at the University of Duisberg-Essen, and the developer
of automated theorem prover Eprover that I integrated into SWiFT, and he also
participated in my experiments. Koen Claessen is a professor at Chalmers University
of Technology, whose reasoner Paradox I integrated into SWiFT, and with whom I
had delightful conversations when he was visiting Utrecht University a few years
ago. He had a good grasp on several caveats related to acquiring formal·�uency,
one of the main topics of this book. These could serve as future challenges to be
tackled with SWiFT. Peter Patel-Schneider is a leading expert in description logic,
with whom I had a valuable exchange about the theoretical limits of the application
of automated theorem proving in daily life. Gerko Vink is a statistical scientist at
Utrecht University, who generously helped me with applying advanced features of
the statistical package R. Dirk Thierens and Krzysztof L. Sadowski are scientists
in the �eld of evolutionary computation, who provided valuable tips about what
evolutionary computation techniques to apply to the systems in this book. Dirk,
who maintains an extensive network in his �eld, additionally provided accurate
recommendations for scientists who could be particularly interested in the human-
technological hybridisation of evolutionary computation proposed in this book.
Catarina Dutilh Novaes is a philosopher who organised a reading group, which
deepened my insight in the philosophy of language, amongst which Wittgenstein’s
works. Johan van Benthem is a professor in dynamic logic, who participated in
the interview cycle I initiated during my master’s study about the psychology of
practicing mathematics, which, among other things, deepened my insight in the
diversity of every day practice of scienti�c research and the way to access your
mathematical creativity on a psychological level. Pieter Koopman is a programming
language researcher, who provided valuable functional programming tips during the
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implementation of the parsers needed for SWiFT.
I am also indebted to the many persons who participated in the experiments,

or made other small contributions. To name a few: Jesse Nortier, Zhisheng Huang,
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If a term is de�ned in the book, the pages on which it is de�ned are displayed
distinctively. An example: ‘110’ is an ordinary page reference, while ‘117’ refers to
the page with the de�nition.

acceptance set 94, 96, 105

acceptance·by·percentage·deviation·from·mean 96, 105

ACE 146

algorithmic·construction·stage 217, 256, 257, 292, 296

algorithmic·defence·round 217, 229, 237, 238, 247, 248, 255, 256, 291, 295, 307–
310, 324, 326

algorithmic·execution·stage 217, 256, 258

ancillary·metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction 165, 166–168

answer·language 263, 264, 265, 289, 293, 300

approximate·metric 169, 218

arti�cial grammar 144, 148

arti�cial grammar learning 144, 147, 148, 149

arti�cial·creatability 60

assumption·set 163, 174, 180, 188, 189

ATP Abbreviation for automated theorem proving. 153

attractor The meaning of the word ‘attractor’ in the context of cybernetics. 41

349
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automated theorem prover 138, 365

automated theorem proving 13, 153, 310, 349

automated·deduction iv, 4, 13, 34, 136, 137, 138–140, 146, 167, 220

automated·deductive·reasoner 13, 131, 134, 135, 138, 140, 141, 143, 151, 155, 165,
169–175, 180, 183–186, 189–192, 194, 198, 199, 209, 211, 212, 221, 226, 235, 243,
246, 264, 300, 303, 308, 309, 316, 361

automatically·deducible·fraction 179, 180, 190, 218, 228, 237, 298, 305, 309, 310

better·expressivity·for·human·usage 182

branch In the given context an abbreviation for branch 112, 113–115, 117, 120, 121,
124, 350

branch-continuation 112, 114

branch-creator 112, 113–115

branch-root 112, 114

Brasic·language 286, 287, 290, 291, 294, 295

bridge·construction·round 248, 250, 254

bridge·language 263, 286, 288, 290, 294

c factor 29, 30, 35

capability-composition 8, 43–46

capability-constitution 35, 44, 45, 46, 147, 352

capability-speci�c·Orcoba·extension 55, 304

CBS Abbreviation for Constitution·Based·Subleme 201, 228, 229

Challenge-Based·Coba 55, 57, 63

Challenge-Based·Orcoba 47, 55, 58, 109, 126, 194, 211, 305

challenge·assessment 61, 226

challenge·set 57, 58, 60, 61, 194, 213, 220, 263, 289, 293, 299, 305
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child·box 53

child·creator 112, 113–115

Chomsky hierarchy 148

class·of·proportional·selection·operators 73

class·of·systems 49, 52, 53, 160

Coba 43, 46, 47, 54, 55, 57, 58, 63

Coba-Aproach 43, 44

cognitive diversity 9, 10

collective intelligence 9, 23, 24, 27–29, 31, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41

collective IQ 29

collective·formal·thinking 198, 306

community·pursuing·a·capability 6, 8, 10, 43, 44, 125, 335

complete In the given context, the meaning of ‘complete’ as described in complete·-
metric 157, 165, 166, 170

complete·metric 156, 157, 158, 167, 351

complex system 30–32

composite·node 205

composition-record·user 43, 50, 55, 57, 78, 116, 118

composition-record 9, 10, 11–13, 15, 21, 33, 43, 44–47, 50, 51, 55, 57, 61–66, 78–80,
113, 114, 116–127, 143, 187, 193, 194, 199, 201, 206, 209–213, 218, 227, 228,
235–237, 239, 241, 243, 248–251, 259, 261, 299, 304–307, 316, 317, 323, 324, 326,
327, 330, 331, 335

compositionality of semantics 24

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning 36

Computer-Supported Collaborative Work 200

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work 36
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consti·study·round 248, 250, 251

constitution Abbreviation for capability-constitution 44, 45, 122, 217

Constitution·Based·Subleme 199, 201, 228, 229, 350

constitutional·aspect 44, 45, 210

context-free grammar 148, 268

contributive·aspect 44, 45, 209

contributive·capability-record 45

controlled natural language 146

crossover In the given context, the meaning of ‘crossover’ as described in evolu-
tionary computation 124

cubic spline interpolation 107, 119

curve �tting 99, 100, 101, 103, 106, 108, 119

cybernetics 30, 31, 32, 41

DBpedia https://wiki.dbpedia.org/ 136

decentralised·development 9, 46, 47, 125, 335

deduction·algorithm 217, 219–221, 234–238, 247, 248, 255, 256, 306–308

deductive reasoning 131, 137

deductive·closure 177, 198

deductive·formal·language 4, 33, 133, 138, 144, 146, 149, 197, 354

dependent variable 97

dependent·capability·graph 62, 127

digital·entity 202, 203

discrete-time series 91

discrete-time stochastic process 102

https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
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domain·related·semantic·conditions 185, 186, 187, 225

EC Abbreviation of evolutionary computation 66

educational science 35, 109, 119

EERG 190, 202, 203, 205, 206, 208, 212, 213, 230, 231, 310, 317, 318, 321, 322

Efe·language 270, 289–291

elementary·node 205, 209, 235

Elo rating system 109, 123

Eprover 262, 280, 281, 347

equilibrium The meaning of the word ‘equilibrium’ in the context of cybernetics.
41

equivalent 176–178

equivalent·in 178

evo-individual 76, 77, 78, 80, 85, 110, 112, 114, 118, 123

Evohut 65, 66, 76, 77, 78, 80–82, 85, 86, 118

evolutionary computation 21, 31, 65, 66, 67–73, 76–78, 110, 113, 117, 124, 352,
353, 355, 360, 361

evolutionary computation-algorithm 69, 70, 73

evolutionary human-technological system 67

Exact·Entity·Relation·Graph 202, 229–231

explanation-degree 46

Externally·Open·Coba 46, 47

�tness evaluation 67, 70, 78, 80, 84, 118, 120, 121, 123

�tness function 31, 70, 71, 72, 78, 80, 82, 114, 127

�tness proportionate selection 70, 71, 123

�tness score 70, 78, 122, 362
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�tness·evaluation·space 72

�atline·estimation 103, 104–106, 119

�atline·level 82, 84–87, 89, 90, 103, 104, 106–108, 119

�atline·moment 82, 84–87, 89, 103, 104, 106

�uency·player 217, 241, 245

focus The meaning of the word ‘focus’ in the context of fostering states of a�airs.
163

FOL Abbreviation for �rst-order logic 184, 188, 264, 266–268, 270, 271, 275–277, 286,
287

Folminquon·language 274, 275, 276, 293–295

Folnuminquon·language 276, 277, 278, 281, 293, 296

Folsequa·language 270, 271, 272, 289

formal grammar 144, 147, 148

formal language In the given context, the meaning of ‘formal language’ as de-
scribed in formal language syntax theory 148

formal·language·complexity 183

formal language syntax theory 148, 354

formal language theory 138, 147, 148

formal·challenge 60

formal·�uency Abbreviation for human·�uency·in·deductive·formal·languages iv,
v, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13–17, 33, 41, 42, 56, 109, 122, 131, 132, 133, 134–137, 140, 141,
143–147, 151, 155, 187, 193, 194, 208, 210, 212, 215–217, 220–223, 226, 238, 240,
242, 245–247, 259, 262, 297–299, 301, 304–309, 313, 326, 336, 339, 340, 347

formal·language In the context of this book abbreviation for deductive·formal·-
language, unless another interpretation is speci�ed at the location where the
term occurs. 6, 12, 14–16, 34, 56, 86, 134–136, 138, 140–142, 144, 146–149, 166,
171, 172, 174–189, 191–194, 197, 198, 201, 202, 209, 211, 212, 214, 215, 217, 221,
223, 225, 227, 229, 231, 232, 236, 242, 247, 248, 250, 255, 256, 262–266, 286–288,
292, 296, 299, 300, 305, 308–310, 340, 347
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formal·language·for·automated·deduction iv, 4, 6, 138, 147

formal·super·language 171, 172, 173

formal·target·language 221, 223–226, 228, 229, 242, 245, 246, 248, 250, 263, 289,
293, 297, 305, 306, 308, 310

fully·automated·deduction 138

g factor 27, 29

game theory 31, 32

game with a purpose 215

Game-Based·Orcoba 43, 55, 59, 63, 78, 126, 217, 241

game·coordinator 235, 236, 308

general intelligence 8, 27

general·Orcoba·extension 55, 304

general·local·deductive·closure 177

generalised·quanti�er 276

generation cycle 69, 73, 117, 118, 123

generic·properties 53, 54

genotype In the given context, the meaning of ‘genotype’ as described in evolution-
ary computation 68, 69, 70, 71

Global Brain Institute https://sites.google.com/site/gbialternative1/
30

global selective �tness function 72

growth·estimation 103, 106–108, 119, 123

higher-order logic 141, 142

higher-order·Coba 58, 59

higher-order·Orcoba 59, 61, 62, 64, 116, 117, 126, 127, 223, 246, 298, 306, 339

https://sites.google.com/site/gbialternative1/
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higher-order·SWiFT 131, 195, 223, 224, 246, 247, 248, 261, 298, 299, 305, 306

hucolligence Abbreviation for human·collective·intelligence 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16,
21, 23, 26, 31, 35, 39–42, 47, 48, 50, 66, 76, 123, 125, 126, 335, 336, 339

human swarming 38

human-based genetic algorithm 76

human-artefact·co-evolution 9, 12, 44, 47, 125, 335

human·capability·enhancing·Evohut 76

human·collective·intelligence iii–v, 3, 4, 6, 7, 14, 21, 23, 24, 25, 38, 42, 125, 335,
356

human·crossover 124, 127

human·�uency·in·formal·languages·for·automated·deduction iii, iv, 3, 7, 131,
133, 143, 336, 356

human·�uency·in·deductive·formal·languages Abbreviation for human·�uency·-
in·formal·languages·for·automated·deduction. 141, 354

human·relational·antonym 288

human·technological·�tness·evaluation 77

hurelan·construct 288, 293, 294

Hurelan·language 288, 294, 295

ideal·reasoner·oracle 171, 173

ideal·translator·oracle 171, 172, 173, 188

independent variable 97

institutionalised·self-re�ection 9, 30, 46, 47, 125, 335

integration·of·automated·deduction 131, 133, 140, 141, 143, 146, 151, 152–156,
159, 160, 162, 166–169, 171, 172, 181, 184, 189, 192, 197, 215, 236, 303, 310

integration·of·automated·reasoning 152, 155

intention The meaning of the word ‘intention’ in the context of fostering states of
a�airs. 156
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interactive evolutionary computation 76

Internally·Open·Coba 46, 47

intersect·under·equivalence 178

iteration 69, 110

join·graph 106, 107

join·interval 106, 107, 108

knowledge engineer 136

knowledge representation and reasoning 13, 139, 155, 180, 183, 218, 304, 310

knowledge·engineering 218, 292

known·formal·language·complexity 183, 184

KR-base 11, 12, 34, 56, 142, 169, 170, 172, 183, 184, 188–192, 194, 198, 201–203, 211,
212, 228, 264–266, 273, 281, 310, 340

KR-language 142, 185, 187, 230, 264, 265, 300, 306, 361

layered·system·approach 52, 192

learning curve 82

line plot 100

Linked Open Data https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data 136

local selective �tness function 72, 73

local selective �tness function generator 73

local·automatically·deducible·fraction 178, 179

local·deductive·closure 177, 178

locally weighted polynomial regression 106

LOESS 106, 119

longitudinal data analysis 102, 103

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data
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MAS Abbreviation for multi-agent system. 34, 38

method of the least squares 99

metric The meaning of the word ‘metric’ in the context of fostering states of a�airs.
151, 152, 154, 156, 157–159, 162, 163, 164–170, 173, 174, 179, 183, 189, 191, 192,
218, 238

metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction·α 168

class·of·metrics·for·integration·of·automated·deduction 167, 168

metric·for·integration·of·automated·deduction 165, 167–169, 173, 174, 184, 185,
188, 189, 192

metric·for·value·of·questions 165, 166, 167, 168, 179

micro-macro link 32

minimally·self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs 155, 157, 159

MIT Center for Collective Intelligence https://cci.mit.edu/ 29, 30

mostInfo-construct 266, 273, 280, 281

multi-agent system 32, 34, 38, 358

normative multi-agent system 34, 35

normative system 34, 35

NoUna 292

NP complete 280

number·quanti�er 276, 277, 278, 281

objective �tness function 71, 72, 75, 77, 81, 82, 114

ontology 136, 200, 211

operational In the given context, the meaning of ‘operational’ as described in
operational·metric 157, 158, 166, 169, 170, 174

operational·metric 156, 157, 158, 218, 358

https://cci.mit.edu/
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Or-evohut 55, 59, 65, 76, 109, 110, 112, 113, 118, 120, 121, 126, 127, 194, 211, 213,
305–307, 310, 336, 339, 340

Or-evohut-α 75, 107, 110, 111–115, 117, 120–124, 126, 127, 313, 339

Orcoba 10, 11–13, 15, 17, 30, 33–35, 41, 43, 47, 48–50, 54–56, 58, 59, 61, 63–66, 76,
77, 122, 125–127, 194, 304–306, 318, 335, 336, 339

Orcoba-Approach 9, 10, 11–13, 15, 16, 21, 30, 31, 33, 35, 43, 47–50, 65, 66, 76, 117,
124–127, 131, 143, 147, 193, 194, 199, 211, 213, 215, 217, 304–307, 313, 335, 336,
339, 344

Orcoba·extension 50, 103, 199, 201

orcoba·fosterer 50, 61

organisational psychology 30, 35

organisational studies 30, 35

OWL Abbreviation for Web Ontology Language. 142, 186, 187, 220, 227

OWL2 Abbreviation for the 2nd version of Abbreviation for Web Ontology Lan-
guage.. 142

Paradox 262, 280–282, 347

parent·box 53

partially·automated·deduction 138

pattern 265

pattern variable 265, 266, 272, 273, 278, 281

pattern·language 264, 265, 266, 272, 278, 300

peer-to-peer 33

performance metric 109

performance·function 76, 80, 81–87, 89–91, 101, 103, 104, 106, 118, 119, 122, 123

performance·function·estimation 103, 107

performance·function·estimator 103, 109, 123, 127
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performance·function·estimator·α 103, 105, 106, 107, 123

performance·function·measurement 91, 103

performance·index 81, 82, 84–87, 118, 119

performance·level 76, 80, 85, 87, 103

performance·measurement 87, 91, 103, 104

performance·sample·data 91, 104, 107

phenotype In the given context, the meaning of ‘phenotype’ as described in evolu-
tionary computation 69, 70, 72

physiological synchrony 36

Plonu·language 278, 279

Plonumo·language 279, 280, 281, 293–296

Plosequa·language 272, 273, 292

Plosequamo·language 273, 289, 290

population In the given context, the meaning of ‘population’ as described in evolu-
tionary computation 69

population The meaning of the word ‘population’ in the context of statistics. 92,
93

population parameter 92, 104

potential-child·creator 110, 114

potential-child·realisation 112

potential·child 110, 111–115

potential·evo-individual 110

power set 94

proof·length 177

proper·extension 52
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psychometrics 27

purely· human· �tness· evaluation 77

pursued·capability 8, 10, 43, 50, 51, 55, 57, 60, 61, 63, 199, 305

query·language 142, 264, 265, 280, 300

question·formal·language 255, 263, 265, 289, 290, 293, 294

question·attack·round 217, 247, 248, 255, 256, 259, 292, 296, 297, 309, 324, 326

R 106, 107, 347

Racer 220

rank based selection 70, 123

RDF https://www.w3.org/RDF/ 142, 186, 226, 227, 232, 234, 361

RDF+S In this book used as an abbreviation for RDF (https://www.w3.org/RDF/)
and RDFS (https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/), two well-known stand-
ard KR-languages that complement each other and intended to be used jointly.
They were developed in association with W3C. 136, 142, 146, 186, 187, 190,
224, 226–230, 232, 306, 331

RDFS https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ 142, 226, 227

real-time·collective·formal·thinking 11, 56, 131, 194, 198, 199, 208, 210–213,
305, 306, 310, 340

reasoner In the given context, the meaning of ‘reasoner’ as described in automated·-
deductive·reasoner 165, 169, 171, 184, 187, 188, 191, 226, 227, 246, 280

reasoner·chooser·function 189

reasoner·chooser·oracle 172, 189

reasoning·goal 171, 172, 188, 189, 218, 281

recombination In the given context, the meaning of ‘recombination’ as described
in evolutionary computation 124, 127

composition-record·developer 43, 46, 50, 63, 117, 124, 126, 205

https://www.w3.org/RDF/
https://www.w3.org/RDF/
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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composition-record·player 43, 55, 78, 84, 86, 103, 117, 123, 124, 127, 217

regression analysis 97, 98–100, 103, 106, 119

regression function 97, 98

regression splines 100

regular grammar 148

relational antonym 288, 294

relevant·assumption The meaning of the word ‘relevantAssumption’ in the con-
text of fostering states of a�airs. 163, 188

relevant·property The meaning of the word ‘property’ in the context of fostering
states of a�airs. 163

repeated measures 102

representation space 69

requirement The meaning of the word ‘requirement’ in the context of fostering
state of a�airs. 163, 164, 180

score In the given context, abbreviation for �tness score 70

second-order cybernetics 31

selection operator 70, 75, 123

selective �tness function 71, 72, 73, 75

selective pressure 70, 71

self organisation 28

self-evidently·valuable·state·of·a�airs 155, 156, 158

Semantic Network 198, 202

Semantic Web 142, 145, 146, 153, 199, 200, 202, 203, 215, 216, 234, 237, 304

Semantic Web Stack 153, 162

Semantic Wiki 136, 147, 200, 216
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sentence The meaning of the word ‘sentence’ in the context of predicate logic. For
more details, see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentence_(mathematical_
logic). 188

sentence·equivalence 176, 178

sequential analysis 93, 94, 103, 104, 118, 119

sequential procedure 93, 95, 96

Sigma scaling 65, 74, 75

smoothing 100, 101

social choice theory 38

social psychology 35

social simulation 31, 32–34

solution space 69, 71, 76, 78

spacing e�ects 127

SPARQL 142, 220, 227, 236–238, 324, 328

spline 100, 101, 107

stationary The meaning of the word ‘stationary’ in the context of statistics. 104

statistical estimation theory 92, 93, 104

Stochastic Universal Sampling 74

structural·semantic·conditions 185, 186, 187, 223, 225, 242

structural·sentence·compatibility 175

structurally·compatible 175, 176

structure The meaning of the word ‘structure’ in the context of �rst-order logic.
267

Student’s t-distribution 95

sub·Orcoba 62, 117, 127

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentence_(mathematical_logic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentence_(mathematical_logic)
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su�ciently·expressive·for·human·usage 180, 181–183

swarm intelligence 37, 38

SWiFT v, ix, 10–12, 17, 56, 77–80, 103, 122, 131, 194, 195, 208, 209, 211, 215, 216, 217,
219, 221–223, 225, 228, 240, 242, 243, 246–248, 250, 255, 297–299, 305, 307–310,
313, 316, 340, 347, 348

SWiFT·Efe 248–259, 263, 288, 289, 290, 292, 293

SWiFT·NoUna 256, 262, 263, 281, 292, 293, 294, 296

SWiFT-Base 217, 218, 220, 222–225, 235

SWiFT-Fixtal 33, 131, 195, 222–224, 225, 226, 241, 242, 245, 246, 297, 305–307, 339

SWiFT-Fixtal-α 122, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 235, 238–240, 242, 243, 307, 308, 323

SWiFT-Focused 122, 131, 195, 222–224, 246, 247–249, 255, 256, 259, 262–264, 281,
288, 297–301, 305, 307

SWiFT-Focused repository 282, 285

SWiFT-Full 131, 195, 216, 219, 220, 221–226, 241, 242, 245–248, 256, 263, 297, 298,
305–308, 310, 339

SWiFT·class·of·games 56, 59, 194, 215, 216, 219, 223, 226, 246, 247, 305–307, 309,
310, 339

SWiFT·Turtle 228, 229–232, 235, 236, 242, 323, 324

syllogistic logic 137

symbol grounding problem 24

symbolic·language 175, 177–179

syntactically formal language 148

System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking 122, 194, 198, 229, 305, 315,
365

system·for·realcolforthi Abbreviation for system·for·real-time·collective·formal·-
thinking. 56, 58

system·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking 56, 59, 364
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System·Real-α Abbreviation for System-α·for·real-time·collective·formal·thinking
11, 17, 58, 198, 199–201, 208, 211, 212, 232, 233, 310, 315

takeover time 70, 71

technologically enhanced learning 109

term·set 274, 276

text·assignment 236, 308, 309

text·generation·language 263, 289, 293

the Nanquanu Institute 344, 346

theorem prover Commonly used abbreviation for automated theorem prover. 138

time series 91, 98, 99, 101, 102, 104

time series analysis 91, 98, 99, 101, 102, 103

time·consuming·reasoner·oracle 171, 172, 180

tournament based selection 70, 123

TPTP language 142, 281

TPTP world 152, 153

translation·duration 259

translation·round 217, 248, 250, 252, 253, 309

translation·session 309

Turtle 228, 229, 231

Uniform Resource Identi�er 142, 231, 365

unique name assumption 234, 281, 290, 292, 293, 295

unrestricted grammar 148

URI Abbreviation for Uniform Resource Identi�er. 142, 203, 230, 231, 235

vague·metric 157
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value 161

W3C Abbreviation for World Wide Web Consortium. 145, 361

Web Ontology Language See https://www.w3.org/OWL/. 142, 359

weighted·automatically·deducible·fraction 179, 180, 218

weighted·local·automatically·deducible·fraction 179

well-de�ned In the given context, the meaning of ‘well-de�ned’ as described in
well-de�ned·metric 157, 158, 165, 169, 174

well-de�ned·metric 156, 157, 366

well-formed formula 274

wisdom of the crowd 36, 37, 38

World Wide Web Consortium https://www.w3.org) 145, 366

https://www.w3.org/OWL/
https://www.w3.org
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Systems of Prof J-J. Ch. Meyer. This enabled him to continue working on Marama
and get involved in Task-Oriented Programming (Rinus Plasmeijer et al), a novel
software development paradigm to enhance the collective intelligence of people
working towards a common goal. In parallel, he recently �nished writing a PhD
thesis in the �eld of technically augmented collective intelligence. From 2014 up to
the present, he is director of the Nanquanu Institute for collective intelligence.
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